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This report summarizes the first phase of an ongoing process to establish and
implement a water resource strategy for the service area of the Metropolitan
Wãter District of Southem California (Metropolitan). This Process, called an

integrated resource planning process, uses the coordinated effort of all parties
with a "stake" in solving regional water resotrrce needs-Metropolitan, its
Member Agencies, othe¡ water agencies, and community, business,

environmental, and agricultural interests-to determine a least-cost solution to
these needs. This first phase established the regional strategy, defining an

affordable water supply reliability goal, governing business and water
management principles, and preliminary water resource targets'

Clearly, the success of the integrated resource planning Process depends on the

people involved. \¡úhile it is not possible in this space to give ProPer credit by

name to all parties involved, the contributions of a few parties stand out'
First, the IRP WorkglouP comPosed of staff from Metropolitan, its Member

Agencies, and the groundwater basin managers met regularly and worked
diligently on providing and reviewing technical information and making
preliminary decisions on the make-up of each resource mix. Next, staff of
Metropotitan's Planning and Resou¡ces Division performed technical

evaluations of supply reliability and cost, and provided overall management of

the IRP process. The steering comrnittee for the IRP Assembly digested the

technical and qualitative IRP evaluations into concise issue papers for the

consideiation of Assembly participants. Finally, Camp Dresser & McKee Inc.,

the IRP Consultant, helped to facilitate the IRP Process and prepared this

report.
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Executive Summary

Southern Callfornia's Water Supply Challenge
Southern California's water community is at a critical time in its history as a
steward of water resources. The regron faces a growing gap between iis water
requirements and its firm supplies. hrcreased envi¡onmental regulations and
the attendant competition for water from outside the region have resulted in
reduced supplies of imported water. At the same time, demand is rising

within the region because of continued population growth.
Shortages during 1991 highlighted the seriousness of the
problem.

Southern California

faces a growing gap

between its firm water

supplies and the water

requirements of

continued population

growth

The water used in Southem California comes from a
number of sou¡ces. About one-third of it is found locally.
The rest of the region's water is imported from th¡ee
sources - the Colo¡ado River, the Sacramento-San Joaquin
River Delta, and the Owens Valley and Mono Basin
(through the Los Angeles Aqueducts). The ability of
Southem Califomia to secure the same amount of
imported water, much less a greater amount, is in
question.

The population in Metropolitan's 5,149 square mile service
area is forecast to increase from the cu¡rent 15.7 million to

about 19.5 million by year 201.0, and to 21.5 million by year 2020. At present,
between 195 and 215 gallons of water are consurned daily for municipal and
industrial uses for every person living in Southern California. Since the 1,970s,

the region's total water demand has increased from about 2.8 million acre-feet
per year to about 3.5 million acre-feet per year in 1993. Based on normal
conditions and full implementation of water conservation measures, it is
expected that regional demands will increase to just over 4.5 million acre-feet
by year 201.0, and to just over 5.0 million acre-feet by year 2020. During
very hot and dry years, demands could be as high as 4.9 million acre-feet in
201.0, and 5.6 million acre-feet in year 2020.

Figure ES-1 shows that the delivery of water to Southern California water
consumers has been nearly L00 percent reliable in the past. However, as

existing dependable water supplies continue to decrease, future reliability is
uncertain. Even with a 15 percent reduction in demand due to full
implementation of conservation measures, the reliability of water deliveries
during a drought could fall to 50 percent by year 2000 without any additional
water supply investments or improvements. This would mean that there

ItD
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would be some type of shortage, on avelage, everv other year, and rationing in
many of tnese years.

Current Resource Management Strategies
The agency that has traditionally had the lead role for meeting the region s

supplemental imported water needs is the Metropolitan Water District of

Southern California (Metropolitan), a special district created in 1928 under

State enabling legislation. Metropolitan is a confederation of 27 L4:embet

Agencies which purchase wholesale water from Metropolitan, handle sub-

regional distribution, and resell the water to other suppliers or directly to

consumers, Metropolitan is governed by a 5I member Board of Directors

appointed by their Member Agencies. The Directors are accountable to their

appointing authorities, most of whom are elected officials. Metropolitan,

tlircugh its staff, carries out many duties in connection with securing, storing,

distributing, treating water, and financing those activities under Board policy

for the region.
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Executive Summary

During the past two decades, Metropolitan has broadened its role as a supplier
of imported water, to play a part in region-wide water management.
Metropolitan has used financial incentives and other means to encourage its
Member Agencies to develop altemative water supplies and to become less
dependent on Metropolitan for water supplies. On their own and in response
to Metropolitan's incentives, Member Agencies have developed additional
groundwater resources, promoted conservation, developed water reclamation
projects, and supported Metropolitan at the State and federal level to improve
imported supplies.

The IRP Process
A unified and coordinated approach to water resources planning among all
water providers is needed to meet the region's future water needs, To help
facilitate this coordinated approach, Metropolitan, its Member Agencies, and

other water agencies have emba¡ked upon the first phase of
an Integrated Resources Planning (IRP) process/ a
comprehensive evaluation of wàter supply options
available to the region as a whole, In the broadest terms,
the IRP process asks the questions: "What level of reliability
does the region require?"; "What is the most desirable
means of achieving reliability, given the range of potential
water supply options?"; "Can the region afford the desired
level of reliability?"; and "What needs to happen in order to
accomplish the desi¡ed outcome?"

One of the most important strengths of the IRP process is
that it is designed to include a wide range of resource
options and participants in the development of a strategy
for meeting regional supply goals. Many of these options
are clearly outside of the direct control of Metropolitan and
its Member Agencies. Nevertheless, they represent

The IRP process

presents a wide range

of options and

participants in the

development of a

strategy for reliably

meeting regional water

needs.

practical and cost-effective means of achieving regional goals. In order to
realize these benefits, a high level of consensus and cooperation must be

achieved among all participants -- Metropolitan, its Member Agencies, other
water resource agencies, and the public.

Figure ES-2 shows how a regional resource strategy is formulated with the IRP

process. This report summarizes the data gathering and analysis phase and
the refinement and decision-making phase. Because the questions raised
during the IRP process are all related to one another, it is possible to begin the
process almost anywhere and work around, iteratively, to cover all relevant
issues and concems. In Metropolitan's case, the IRP process identified
resource mixes that could meet all of the wholesale water demands of
Metropolitan's Member Agencies, except during the most severe droughts. At

3IID
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Fþure ES-2
Development of a Regional Resource Shatery

Analyze and Evaluate Alternative
Resource Mixes

Data Gather¡ng
and Analysis
Phase

Establish Regional
Resource Strategy

Refinement
and Decision
Making Phase

lmplementation
Phase

Develop Selected Water Resource
Goals, Facilities Plans, and

Management Strategies

lmported Local
Empñasis lntermediate Emphas¡s

Periodic Re-
evaluation and

Refinement

Afford¡ble
Rel¡ab¡l¡ty

Goal

Business
Princ¡ples

Prel¡minery
Resource
Targets

Water
Management

Principles

those times, say one year in 50, Mehopolitan would deliver no less than 80

percent of the imported water needed to meet wholesale demands within its
service area, with the diffe¡ence made up by rationing or voluntary
conservation measures.

The ¡efinement and decision-making phase of the IRP process was designed to
be open and participatory. Member Agencies and groundwater agencies were
actively involved in reviewing the methodology and results and in establishing
a technical framework. Also, three open forums and th¡ee local agency
workshops were held throughout Southern California to review options and
obtain input. The refinement and decision-making phase concluded with an
Integrated Resou¡ce Plan Assembly in June 1994, where over 100
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Executive Summary

representatives of the region's water providers defined a regional resource
strategy to guide future water supply planning. This st¡ategy is currently
being implemented.

Resource Mix from a Regional Perspect¡ve
The question posed by the IRP is where to put the emphasis along a
continuum that covers th¡ee basic resource mix alternatives. At one end of the
continuum is the strategy of enhancing local supplies, through very aggressive
water reclamation, groundwater development, ocean desalination, and
conservation beyond the cu¡rent Best Management Practices (BMps). At the
other end is securing eústing entitlements and additional imported water

supplies through Delta improvements and south-of-Delta
storage. Between these extremes is the strategy of
balancing local and imported supplies, and storing
seasonaliy available imported water in su¡face reservoirs
and groundwater basins for use later during droughts and
periods of high demand (a method referred to as
"conjunctive use"). Table ES-L describes the level of
investment in each availabie resource option under each
feasible resource mix.

Because each of these altemative resource mixes is
comprised of simplified combinations of investments in
facilities and programs, they are not intended to represent
"optimal" resource plans. Rather, they reflect three broad

The question posed by
the IRP is where to put

the emphasrs along a

continuum that covers

three basic resource mix

alternatives

approaches to meeting the region's reliability goal. They provide a useful
foundation upon which to build general conclusions regarding supply
reliability, cost, and uncertainty; and they can serye as a framework for both
short-term and long-term resource strategies for the region. Once preliminary
resource targets are developed, more detailed systems and operations analyses
will be conducted in order to develop refined resources plans.

The evolution of water resource goals and facilities' plans through the ongoing
implementation of IRP in Southern California should continue to be dynamic
and iterative, always capable of adjusting the strategy to reflect the changing
circumstances of the region's water resource environment. As decision makers
and other stakeholders in the process evaluated the meaning and significance
of the initial analytical ouþuts of the IRP process, several important
considerations emerged :

¡ Altønúioe Resoutce Mixes øe not @imizeil Plms, The alternative
resource mixes defined in the IRP process do not represent definitive or
final choices regarding specific leveis of resou¡ce development and
proposed future facilities. The decision making process involves selecting
a general direction and establishing preliminary targets based on those

5IID flm



Executive Summary

Table ES-1
lnitial Feasible Resource Mixes

broad conclusions supported by the analysis of alternative resource
mlxes.

¡ Selection of ø Regional Resource Stuategy Shoulil Aildress Uncertainties.
Both the selection of a resource development approach and the

optimization of a specific strategy should address the uncertainties
associated with each resource option and the overall resource mix.

¡ Detaileil Plans utill Follow Establishment of ø Regional Strategy. Once

a broad water resources strategy has been established, it can serve as the

basis for developing detailed resource and facilities plans, designed to
optimize the investment in future supplies and facilities.

6

Resource Levcls
lmported
Rcsource
Emphasis

lntermediate
Resource Mix

Local Resource
Emphasis

lmported Resourccs

State Water Project

Colorado River Aqueduct

Central Valley Water Transfers

very aggressive
investments

aggressive investmenl

aggressive investment
(mainly needed in the
n€ar term)

moderate lnv€stment
(mainly nêed€d in the
near term)

aggressive invgstment

aggressive investment

moderetê investment
(mainly needed in th€
long term)

small investment

aggressive investment

Local Resourcês

Local Production

Recycling

Groundwaler Recovery

Ocean Desalination

Conservation

mainlain with existing
conjunctive use

current investment

current inveslment

no investment

aggressive inveslment

maintain with increased
coniunctiv€ use

aggressive invêstment

moderate investment

no lnvsstment

aggressive investmenl

ma¡ntain with increased
conjunctiv€ use

very a99ressrve
investment

eggressive investment

moderate investment

very aggresslve
investmsnt
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Common Water Management Objectives
Based on the preliminary analysis of alternative resource mixes, six broad

water management objectives emerge as conunon elements of ail feasible

options.

r Fulty imptemmt wúø consmsúion BMPs to achietse significøtt rcductions in

regional u¡úq iletnmds. The reductions in water demands due to long-

term conservation programs are necessary in every feasible resource mix

altemative, and they constitute an important priority in the achievement

of regional reliability goals.

¡ Male futt use of econnically feasible læal wúq supplies,

such as groundusúø, rcclaimed utú*, md desalinúed

usúq, These local resou¡ces are most efficiently
utilized as firm water supplies that produce a
constant annual yield despite variations in
hydrology. It is assumed that these local

water supplies will be available even following a

catastrophic event such as an earthquake'

¡ Mmimize the use of delionies lron the Colorado Riaer

Aqueduct (CRA). The CRA deliveries represent one

of the most cost-effective supplies and

should be maximized in any resource mix.

Maintain md futty utilize base dePendable flmn in the Stúe Wdn
Project, Despite the challenge of resolving the complex issues in the

Sacramento/S".t |oaquin Delta (Delta), there are significant advantages

associated with realizing the benefits that can rest¡lt from these fixed

investments.

Optimize the use of wau fimsþs. The ability to provide reliable deliveries

oi supplies to Southem California can be greatly enhanced through the

acqoisition of water transfers in the CRA, State Water Project (SWP), and

the Central Valley systems. Using recently passed legislation,

Metropolitan can continue seeking purchases of water through voluntarv

water marketing agreements under which water is transferred from

agricultural usei in the Central Valley Project (CVP) service area to urban

USES,

¡ Møimize storage within Metropolitøt's srt¡ice øea. Storage helps in three

ways:

Often, it is wetter in the winter (when water demand is lower) and is

dryer in the sulruner (when demand increases)' Storage is needed to
1

IE flm 7
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"seasonally shift" this wate¡ from when it is available (i.e., winter) to

when it is needed (i.e., summer).

Z, Over a series of years, total annual precipitation varies. Consecutive

years with low precipitation may result in droughts. Storage helps

save water from wetter years for use during dry periods or droughts.

3. Imported water supplies are all carried to Southem Califomia by
aqueducts that c¡oss major fault lines. When a severe earthquake
occurs, one or more of these aqueducts may be damaged, disrupting
the supply of water. current policy is to maintain emergency storage

in Southern California to provide enough water to meet 75 percent of
normal demand for six months.

A Regional Resource StrategY
The Refinement and Decision-Making Phase of the IRP process concluded at

the th¡ee-day American Assembly on the Integrated Resource PIan convened

in June 1994, Over 100 people participated in the Assembly, including
members of Metropolitan's Board, Metropolitan's Member Agency managers/

Metropolitan senior staff, groundwater agency managers, and representatives
of ¡etail subagencies that purchase water from Member
Agencies. The Assembly focused on defining a regional
resource strategy for meeting projected water demands
through the year 2020. The main questions the Assembly
addressed were which resou¡ce mix to emphasize, and how
to implement it.

The Assembly participants agreed that the best resource

combination for the region is an intermediate mix'
However, in supporting an intermediate mix, the

participants are supporting a general direction, not all of the

specific items and goals included in the IRP analysis. This

decision was based on two major factors: the cost to meet

the region's reliability goal, and the ability of the mix to
adapt to significant uncertainties associated with many
resource options.

The general resource parameters suggested by the Assembly participants
include:

1. Local supplies should be pursued to the point of technical and economic

feasibility. The region should make full use of economically and

environmentally feasible local water supplies (such as groundwater,
reclamation, and desalination) as long as these are coupled with

IIE TM
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maintaining and enhancing a dependable supply from the State Water

Project (SWP).

2. Dependable supplies from the SW? have the potential to be higNy
economical and because of water quality considerations, are essential for
successful implementation of local reclamation and groundwater storage

Pro8rams.

3, The Domenigoni Valley Reservoir Project, the Inland Feeder, and

groundwater and other local storage all work together to meet overall
water supply, emergency storage, and water quality needs.

4. Supplies from the Colorado River Aqueduct should be maximized, but
steps should be taken to address water quality impacts on local water
resources development.

Cosf and Affordability /ssues

The IRP process estimated specific retail-level costs based on (1) future
Metropolitan costs, (2) future local resource development costs, and (3) existing
retail-level costs. Figure E$3 shows that all th¡ee resource mixes have similar
region-wide costs over the next ten years. Beyond that time, the cost of
emphasizing local resources is substantially higher than the cost of the other

mixes. To meet the region's supply reliability goal under the intermediate
resource mix, retail costs will increase at an average rate of 1.5 to 3% in current
(1993) dollars over the IRP planning period of 25 years. The IRP evaluation
indicates that these cost increases appear affordable. Studies on willingness to
pay for supply reliability indicate that residential customers are willing to pay

about 50 percent more for water on average to avoid water supply shortages

similar to the 1991 drought. Even though regional costs under the

intermediate resou¡ce mix are affordable, certain member agencies may have

higher costs than others. Figure ES-4 breaks average region-wide costs among

the various Member Agencies under current financing provisions and

arrangements. These costs, which can significantly change if financing
changes, should be the basis for reevaluating financing responsibilities.

U nce ¡tai nty Con si de rat¡o n s

The analytical phase of the IRP process presents an assessment of uncertainties
associated with projecting demands and forecasting supplies. A number of

other factors also influence the desirability of a specific resource mix. For

instance, the preferred resource mix should provide supply flexibility and

adaptability, achieve public acceptance, and satisfy environmental concerns as

well as local economic considerations. The intermediate mix was selected

because it provides the greatest diversity, adaptability, and flexibility.

9
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Executive Summary

Maintaining an appropriate mix which meets the reliability goal is a dynamic
process requiring regular evaluation. Selecting preliminary resource targets
consistent with an intermediate resou¡ce mix that affordably meets supply
reliability goals must be directed by defined, accepted business and water
management principles.

Busrness Principles

Metropolitan's Strategic Plan established a number of business principles to
direct future investments in water resource system planning, facilities, and
operation:

¡ Resou¡ce investment decisions wil}:. financial
integrity require a mutual commitment of reliable
revenue sources.The intermediate

resource mix will be

implemented according

to regional business and

water management

principles

¡ There must be føirness in access to reliable water
sen¡ice by all Member Agencies.

Metropolitan's fees must consider equity in the cost

of service and the aalile of the benefits provided.

The operating integrifur of Metropolitan's system
should be maintained.

t Ongoing public participation is vital to the IRP

Process.

Water Management Principles and Preliminary Resource Targets
The intermediate resoutce mix sets a general direction in regional water
resource planning, providing the greatest diversity, adaptability, and flexibility.
Table E92 summarizes the key water management principles established at the

IRP Assembly. Also summarized are the preliminary resource targets under
the intermediate mix that correspond with each principle. ln general, the
region will pursue the following resource options under the intermediate mix:

I Importeil Supplies: Use water conservation, conjunctive use, land
fallowing and transfers to maximize available supplies from the Colorado
River and State Water Project while long-term m¿ìnagement plans for
these resources are developed.

I Local Resources: Manage available local water supplies through water
conservation, water reclamation, and groundwater recovery while
exploring long-term viability of ocean desalination.

IE rUD
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Executive Summary

Table ES-2
Overview of Water Management Principles and Resource Targets

Resource Option Regional fllanagement PrlnciPle Preliminary Resource Targets

Local Resources

Water Conservation ¡ All parties involved in water resourc,e

management share a responsibility to
implement urban water conservation
BMPs

r Conserve at least 750,000 AFY by

2010

Water Reclamation r lmplement reclamation projects

throughout the region to increase
efficient use of available water

r Reclaim 505,000 AFY bY 2010

Groundwater Recovery r Use unified management r Recover at least 50,000 AFY by 2010

Desalination ¡ Support demonstration projects to
evaluate "true" costs and beneftts

¡ Support pilot projects

lmported Supplies

State Water Project ¡ Maintain/Enhance Dependable Supply
¡ lmplement balanced, long-term Delta

resource management Program

r Fully use S\A/P surPluses in
groundwater conjunctive use
programs

Colorado River
Aqueduct

r Provide full CRA deliveries through
water conservation, conjunctive use,

and land fallowing

¡ Provide full CRA deliveries
¡ Lower basin coalition to support multi-

species habitat
conservation/Prese rvation

Central Valley Water
Transfers

¡ Promote necessary transfers while
protecting environmental and rural
communities

I Voluntary transfers of at least
300,000 AFY bY 2010

Water Supply Management

Groundwater Storage I Manage groundwater basins
conjunctively with available imported
water

r Coordinate groundwater basin
management among all overlYing
communities

I Develop at least 300,000 AFY of
additional production and 1,000,000
AF of additional storage bY 2010

Surface Storage ¡ Provide regional surface storage and

conveyance to meet a seven-daY
Metropolitan service outage and
improve groundwater storage.

r Establish Domenigoni ValleY

Reservoir and lnland Feeder projects

as critical to meet water management
objectives

I

l
Note: AF = acre-feet

AFY = acre-feet per year
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The challenge is to
provide reliable water

supplies as demand

increases and traditional

sources of imported

supplies diminish.

Section 1

lntegrated Resource planning in
Southern California

1.1 southern california's water supply challenge
Southe¡n California's water communily is at a critical time in its history as a
steward of water resources. The regio' faces a growing gap between its water

reqr¡rrements and its firm supplies. Increased
environmental regulations and the attendant compehtion
for wate¡ from outside the region have resulted in
reduced supplies of imported water. At the same time,
demand is rising within the region because of continued

problem.

'.[he water used in Southern California comes from a
number of sources. About one-third of it is found

locally. The rest of the region's water is imported from th¡ee sources - the
Colorado River, the sacramento-san Joaquin River Delta, and the owens
valley and Mono Basin (through the Los Angeles Aqueducts). The ability of
southern california to secure the same urno.-t of imported water, much i"r, .
greater amount, is in question.

The delivery of water to Southern California water consumers has been nearly
100 percent ¡eliable in the past. However, as existing firm water supplies

s uncertain. Even with a 1,5 percent
entation of conservation measures, the
rought could fall to 50 percent by year
ly investments or improvements. This
type of shortage, on average, every

other year, and rationing in many of thesè years.

1 .2 The Need for lntegrated Resources planning
The development of an Integrated Resources planning (IRp) process is based
upon the premise that a unified and coordinated appioach tó water resources
planning among all water providers is needed to méet the region s future
water needs. At one lime, Metropolitan could accomplish its mission through

IE nm
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The IRP process

includes all stakeholders

in the southern

California water picture
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largely unilateral actions that supplemented local supplies with water
imported from outside the region. Today, coordinated efforts among
Metropolitan, its Member Agencies, and other water providers are essential to
realizing the benefits of a multifaceted program that combines conservation
with the development of all potential sources of supply -- local groundwater,
reclaimed water, desalinated seawater, as well as the imported supplies
provided by Mehopolitan.

To help facilitate this coordinated approach, Metropolitan, its Member
Agencies, and other water agencies have emba¡ked upon the first phase of a
comprehensive evaluation of water supply options available to the region as a
whole. In the broadest terms, the lRP-proceis asks the questions: \ÂIhat level
of reliability does the region require?"; "What is the most desirable means of
achieving reliability, given the range of potential water supply options?"; "Can
the region afford the desi¡ed level of reliability?"; and "what needs to happen
in order to accomplish the desired outcome?"

One of the most important strengths of the IRP process is that it is designed to
include a wide range of resource options and participants in the development
of a strategy for meeting regional supply goals. Many of these options are
clearly outside of the direct cont¡ol of Metropolitan and its Member Agencies.
Nevertheless, they represent practical and cost-effective means of achieving
regional goals. In orde¡ to realize these benefits, a high level of consensus and
cooperation must be achieved among all participants -- Metropolitan, its
Member Agencies, other water resource agencies, and the public.

1.3 Participants in the IRP Process
Southem Califomia water providers deliver safe, reliable drinking water to the
region from a wide variety of water sources. There are many water providers

in the region, each playing an integral role in overall
water resotrrce management.

The Metropolitan Water District of Southern
California
Metropolitan was formed in 1928 under the Metropolitan
Water District Act "for the purpose of developing, storing,
and distributing water" to the residents of Southern
Califomia. Metropolitan's initial function was to build the
Colorado River Aqueduct (CRA) to supplement local

water supplies. rn 1952, as plans for the State Water Project (SwP) were being
developed, Metropolitan's Board of Directors adopted the Laguna Declaration,
which declared that Metropolitan would procure and deliver all future
supplies of supplemental water needed to meet increasing demands. Today,
Metropolitan's service area includes most urbanized portions of Los Angeles,

ilD TM
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ln embarking upon the l?p
process, Metropolitan and the

Member Agencies have

recognized a greater level of
mutual reliance and

interdependence rs essentiat to

meeting the region's future

needs for water.

orange, Riverside, san Bemardino, san Diego, and Ventura counties. Nearly
16 million people-half the population of California-live in Metropolitan's
service area.

Member Agencies of Metropotitan
Metropolitan is composed of 27 Member Agencies-14 cities, 12 municipal
water districts, and one county water authority. Metropolitan supplies ìts
Member Agencies with treated and untreated water. Tire membeì agencies in
turn, combine it with local water resources for delivery to their custãmers.
Member Agencies vary in their dependence on Metropolitan-some a¡e

dependent on Metropolitan for virtually all
their water, while others use Metropolitan s
water only dtuing peak periods, for
groundwater replenishment, and/or as a
backup supply.

Groundwater Basin Managers
The major groundwater basins within
Mehopolitan's service area consist of both
adjudicated and non-adjuclicated basins.
Adjudicated basins are managed by court-
appointed watermasters in such a way that
extractions are limited, or replenishment is
provided when the safe yield of the basin or
other groundwater management criteria are
exceeded. In general terms, basin management
plans include protection from seawater

intrusion, water quality deterioration, and excessive lowering of water levels,
while providing a hedge against water shortages. Natural gioundwater
replenishment may be augmented with reclaimed water or ìmported water
provided by Metropolitan. Other groundwater basins are notãd¡udicated but
are either managed by an agency such as orange County water District or a
pumper's association to accomplish similar managemeni objectives.

Public Forums
Metropolitan and the member agencies hosted six public forums and
workshops to present IRP issues and to solicit comments and
recorunendations as part of the IRp process. public forum attendees
represented business, environmental, community, agricultural, and regional
water interests.

IE tfüD
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1.4 Related Regional Programs and Activities
The IRP process is one of many planning initiatives underway in the region.
Because IRP is intended to foste¡ integration of efforts, these parailel initiatives
provide additional input and insight into the issues raised in the IRP process.

Metropolitan Board Goals and Objectives
Metropolitan's Board of Directors is composed of 51 directors representing the
Member Agencies. In 1992, the Board adopted the following mission
statement:

The mission of the Metropolitan water District of Southern california is to
proaide its seruice area with adequate and reliøble supplies of high-quality water
to meet present and future needs in an enaironmentally and economically
responsible way.

After the mission statement was adopted, the Board established 14 goals that
further defined how Metropolitan's mission will be accomplished, including
the definition of a water supply and reliability goal. That goal states:

MWD taill proaìde a reliable supply of water to its Member Agencies. Eaen
under adaerse hydrological conditions, there wiII be no more than a 20 percent
supply reduction in any single year.

Metropolitan's Strategic Plan

Metropolitan's preliminary strategic plan charts a course for accomplishing the
goals of the Board and fulfilling the mission of Metropolitan as a steward of

water resources. It is intended to clearly communicate
that direction to Metropolitan's key stakeholders-its
Member Agencies, employees, other governmental
agencies, and the public. The strategic plan is an
extensive document whose purpose is to t¡anslate
Metropolitan's mission into measurable actions and
commitments. The plan is based on several key
com¡nitments:

I To provide an adequate and reliable supply of high-
quality water to meet present and future needs.

r To collaboratively develop and implement with Member Agencies
adequate and cost-effective supplies of high-quality water through an
Integrated Resources Planning process that effectively balances local and
imported water supply opportunities and regional financial affordability

¡ To increase management productivity and reduce operational costs.

IE flm
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To create a covenant with the Board that outlines the rever of service andexpected achievements, including timetables, against which managementperformance can be compared and evaluated.

To review and update the strategic plan in conjunction with the annualbudget process.

The preliminary Strategic Plan as approved by the Board in June 1993 , setsforth a standard for the stewardship of resources needed to achieve

I

adequate and reliable water supply for Southern California lmplementation
plans will be developed in several separate documents inclu the LongRange Finance plan, the

ding
Integrated Resou¡ce plan, the System Overview Stud\,,

the lnformation Systems Strategic Plan, the Arrnual
Operating Plan, and the three-year rolling and annual
budgets

an

including a

Planning process.

comm¡tment to an In the context of its Guiding principle add¡essing water,

tntesrated Resources ;ïåi'ii,:Tlil ïffiJ: ::jff 
däveropment oÌ an rRp

l

j

Metropolitan will maintain an in tegrated resources plan that
encompasses all of the resources within the seraice area and
balønces least cost planntng, enuironmental con sidertttions, andrisk ønd reliability factors to determine an appropriate mix of resources to achieoe theIeael of seraice objectiae. Any feasible resource mix will require the continued

inaestment in infrastruct ure facilities and for ongoing reclamation, groundwater, and
conseraatton proj ects.

Strategic Plan Assembly
on october 29 and go, T.ggg, Metropolitan convened a strategic plan Assemblyattended by 86 Metropolitan Board Directors, Member Agency Managers, andMetropolitan senior staff. The Assembly was called to expand the tevel ofparticipation in Metropolitan's strategic planning process, The Assembry
adopted an Assembly statement repr"esenting arãas of generar agreement
among those attending. portions o? the Assãmbly statãment haíe an impacton the IRP process.

First, the Assembly statement addressed the challenges arising from
Metropolitan's changing mission. It discussed.the cJmplenty of implementingregional policies, including the lack of regional coordination of groundwater
¡upplies, regional subsidization of rocar .ãrorr." develofment, andMetropolitan rate sbuctures used to promote regionally beneficial actions.

ilD TM
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Next, the Assembly Statement addressed IRP selection criteria and resource
mixes. Assembly participants also defined several guidelines for developing
resource mixes:

Metropolitan should continue its commitment to the SWP. As the largest
user of the SWP, Metropolitan should spearhead a statewide alliance
between urban, business, labor, community groups, environmental
groups, agriculfure, and water agencies. Such an alliance is seen as the
only feasible way to resolve environmental issues in the Sacramento/San

foaquin Delta.

¡ The Member Agencies, with the support of
Metropolitan, should continue to develop local water
sources as an integral part of any viable resource mixThe Strategic Plan

Assemb ly confirmed

Metropolitan's

leadership role in

regional water supply

,ssues.

Storage/conjunctive use projects (i.e. importing water
during wet years and storing it for use in dry years)
are critical to resolving regional water supply issues.

¡ Metropolitan should strengthen its leadership role in
improved regional cooperation and coordination
including establishing a liaison with Groundwater
Basin Managers not formerly involved in the Process

Strategic Resou rces Assess ment
Another important input to the IRP process results from work undertaken by
Metropolitan and its Member Agencies in the Strategic Resources Assessment.
The purpose of the Strategic Resources Assessment is the development of near-
term water resources strategies that can be implemented at the local level by
Member Agencies. Much of the data on local supply development used in the
IRP process was originally developed by the Strategic Resource Assessment.
Appendix D contains the Summary Report of the Strategic Resouces

Assessment.

1.5 Overview of the IRP lnterim Report
This report summarizes the IRP process completed to date, and presents
alternative resource mixes that meet a consistent regional level of service
objective.

The next section presents an overview of how the IRP process is conducted by
Metropolitan staff (Section 2). Then, the report defines projected water
demands (Section 3), potential local supply options (Section 4) and potential
imported supply options (Section 5). Various resource strategies merging
alternative levels of supply and water management to meet projected demand
are then defined and evaluated (Sections 6 and 7). Finally, Section 8

recommends an appropriate strategy to guide short-term and long-term
regional water management decisions.

IE trD
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Section 2
IRP Process

In concise terms, the IRP process allows the region's water providers to
establish and implement a regional resource strategy that achieves regional
reliability goals after considering the full range of options for meeting future
water demands. To succeed, the IRP process relies on participation and input
f¡om the stakeholders in Southem California's water future. The IRP process

should continue to be dyramic and iterative, always capable of adjusting
strategy to reflect the changing circumstances of the region's water resource

environment. This section discusses the region's supply reliability goal and
how the IRP process has been applied to date for developing a future water
resource strategy that meets this goal.

2.1 Defining a Regional Reliability Goal
The IRP process in Southern California starts with a definition of a desired

level of wholesale water service (reliability) to Metropolitan's Member
Agencies. This wholesale level of service, in turn, affects supply reliability to

the retail customer.

Regional Re liability G æl

Percentage of Percentage of the
Demand Serued Time Achieved

Wholesale

At present, Metropolitan's Board has

committed to providing for all of the
wholesale water demands of its Member
Agencies, except during the most severe

droughts. At those times, say one year in
50, Metropolitan would deliver no less

than 80 percent of the imported water
needed to meet wholesale demands within
its service area, with the difference made
up by rationing or voluntary conservation
measures.

80%
100%

90%
100%

Betail

100%
90%

100%
90%

The reliability of water service to the retail
customer is based on both imported and
local water deliveries. Metropolitan's

delivery of imported water currently meets 50 to 60 percent of total regional
demand. If this trend continues, Metropolitan's reliability goal would allow its
Member Agencies and water retailers to deliver on average no less than 90

percent of the water needed to meet the retail demands of the region.

However, the reliability of water service to individual retail customers mav
vary depending on each Member Agency's and retailer's abilities to develop
local resources and provide storage and other infrastructure improvements.

ilD
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2.2 Developing a Regional Resource Strategy
IRP relies on a comprehensive, structured, participatory process to develop
efficient and affordable resou¡ce stra tegies that meet customer demands.
Although the region 's water providers have been employing many of the
elements of IRP in their wate¡ supply planning for many years/ increasing
financial constr aints and sensitivity to the environmental impacts of supply
development have encouraged the providers to institutionalize the IRP process,
with Metropolitan providing a leadership role. As shown in Figure 2-1,

developing a regional resource strategy using
the IRP process is an iterative and on-going

Phases of the IRP Process process/ offering participants the ability to
revise goals as the costs and characteristics of
options become clear. The following sections
provide an overview of how the IRp process
applies to the first two phases of developing a
regional resource strategy. Subsequent reports
will describe the implementation phase.

2.3 Data Gathering and Analysis phase
The first phase of the IRP process projects anticipated demand, defines
possible resource options for meeting this demand, and examines different
"mixes" of these resource options.

Defining Resource Options
As a regional resources plan, the IRp process evaluates a range of possible
alternatives to provide the additional iupplies needed to meet future demands
The region has available a wide range of options that could expand upon
imported supplies, local water resources, and demand management efiorts.
These options, which in many cases are complementary, include:

I Imported Resøtrces: Increasing imported supplies through capital
improvements to resolve environmental constraints, cooperulive
conservation programs, conjunctive use, land fallowing, and market
purchases;

. Læal Rcsources: Increasing local water resources through expanded
reclamation, conservation, groundwater conjunctive usã u.,d r".orr"ry,
and desalination;

. Improued Mmagemenf: Investing in the expansion of groundwater
conjunctive use and the construction of storage, distribution and
treatment facilities to improve the management of all the region s water
resources.

r Data gathering and analysis
r Refinement and decision making¡ lmplementation

IE TM
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Figure 2-1
Development of a Regional Resource Strategy

Section 2
IBP Process

Analyze and Evaluate Alternative
Resource Mixes

Data Gather¡ng
and Analysis
Phase

Establish Regional
Resource Strategy

Refinement
and Decision
Making Phase

lm plementation
Phase

Develop Selected Water Resource
Goals, Facilities Plans, and

Management Strategies

Local
Emphasis

lmported
Emphasis lntermediate

Periodic Re-
evaluation and

Ref inement

Affordable
Reliability

Goal

Business
Principles

Preliminary
Resource
Targets

Water
Management

Principles
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A resource mix is

defined by selecting a

particular level of

investment for each

resource option

Devetoping Resource Mixes

within each of these broad categories of options, Metropolitan, its Member

Àg".,.ier, and other water provide_rs haveJointly defined an initial set of

"building blocks" reflecting increasingly aggressive

investmðnts. The IRP defines up to four levels of potential

investment for each water supply option:

I I'et:el L represents water supplies that can be

provided by infrastructu¡e and resource Programs
ihut .rrrr"r,lly exist or are already under construction'

¡ l-euet 2 adds supplies resulting from projects and

programs that agencies have taken stePs to

impiement even though they are not currently under

const¡uction (i'e., proiects either under design or

where sufficient planning has occurred to indicate

that the project/program is feasible)'

¡ larcls 3 mit4 represent the potential amount of water that can be

provided durinj the plarming horizon based on proiects that may only be

in the "concept" phase of development'

In attempting to establish a range of feasible options that can meet the current

reliability goã1, th" resource "building blocks" ãre assembled into several

different combinations -- each defineã as an altemative "resou¡ce mix"' Each

resource mix is defined by selecting a particular level of investment (i'e'' L'evel

L, 2, 3, or 4) for each resource option'

Initiaily, the IRP process focused on two extreme resource mixes' one extreme

assumed that all future investments would be made in developing additional

imported supplies. The other assumed that all future investments wouid be

made in developing local supplies. Based on input from Metropolitan's Board

of Directors, Memb"er Age.t.i"s, and local groundwater basin managers' these

extreme alternative, *.i. replaced by three more balanced resource mixes:

(1) an lmported Resou¡ce Emphasis (generally Javors new investments in

imported-resources), (2) a Loóal Resource Emphasis (generally favors new

investments in locai àro*."r¡, and (3) an Intermediate Resource Mix (a

balance between new imported and local resources)'

Evaluating Atternative Resource Mixes

Each resource mix was evaluated according to three criteria:

¡ SuPPIY reliabilitY
I Cost
I Uncertainty and other considerations

I

)

ilD
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Evaluation of uncertainty qualitatively considered a number of other criteria
affecting each resource option. These criteria, and thei¡ relative importance,
were defined at the October 1993 Strategic Plan Assembly. A brief overview of
each evaluation criterion follows.

Supply Beliability

Supply reliability is defined as the ability of the resource mix to

meet the leael of sensice objectiae under different hydrologic
and weather conditions. Water supplies (especially the
SWP) vary significantly from year to year due to
hydrology. Water demands also vary from year to year
based on weather. The difference between water supplies
and demands for all possible variations due to hydrology
and weather defines supply reliability. During hot and
dry years-supply shortages are possible, and during
cold and wet years- surplus in supplies are possible.

An alyti cal eval u ati o n s

focus on affordability

differences among the

resource mixes

Cosfs

Costs include the total regional water costs for each resource mix, Costs are

evaluated to determine the relative investment required for each alternative
mix. During the first phase of the IRP analysis, costs do not differentiate
between Metropolitan costs and local costs. Costs reflect total existing and

future investments for each supply option in the rcsource mix, including
capital and O&M costs. All costs are Presented on a corunon basis.

U nce rtainty and Other Considerations

WtLile analytical IRP evaluations of supply reliability and cost present an

assessment of the uncertainties associated with projecting demands and
forecasting supplies, there are a number of other factors which inJluence the

desirability of a specific resource mix. In addition to maintaining supply
reliability and minimizing regional costs, the preferred resource mix should
also satisfy a number of other criteria:

r Enaironmental impacts address the fficts that a resource strategy will haae on

the enaironment. Resource options vary considerably in their perceived
adverse and/or beneficial impacts on the environment'

r Risk is the chance that specific inaestments will not deliaer their expected yield,

There are several types of risk that could affect the feasibility or
practicability of implementing a resource strategy, including political and

institutional risks, regulatory risks, and market risks.

r Flexibility in supplies refers to the ability to choose among alternatiae sources

within the seraice area. Each resou¡ce mix is evaluated on how diverse the

mix is relative to other alternatives. Diversity tends to increase supply

ItD
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U n ce rtai nty eval u atio n s

qualitatively examined

several broad areas of

concern about each

resource option

reliability during times of shortages. For example, Metropolitan and its
Member Agencies avoided many of the hardships
experienced by others during the six-year drought in
California, largely due to the ability of the region to rely
on Colorado River water and local sources of supply to
offset the severe shortage in State Water Project water in
199r.

¡ Adaptability is the ease with which plans can be changed

to address unforeseen circumstances. Adaptability
relates to how easily the resou¡ce mix can be altered
to account for changes in planning assumptions
regarding future demands, projected supplies, and
other uncertainties.

)

r Timing/Staging addresses the øbility to dnselop resources and expend funds in a
series of discrete steps. The ability to develop resources in a phased
approach allows for better synchronization befween demand forecasts

and supply capacity, and holds expenditures down in the short-term. On

the other hand, phased improvements may make it more difficult to

implement large scale strategies that might be more cost-effective in the

long-term.

¡ Equity is defined as the fair distrihution oJ c.osts and be.nefits among Member

Agencies in order to achieae regional efficiencies. The equity criterion
addresses the issues associated with a resource mix that may offer
potential benefits at the regional level but adversely impact a specific
Member Agency's ability to meet demands in a cost-effective man'ner.

This criterion is intended to signal the need for the development of
appropriate rate structure or contractual remedies to fairly distribute both
the "gain" and "pain" of a cost-effective regional strategy.

I lmpact to local economy addresses the beneficial or detrimental consequences

affecting the regional economy. Each resource mix has a potential positive
impact on the local economy, such as the creation of jobs and recreational

opportunities within the service area. On the other hand, negative
economic impacts may result from the disruption of commercial activities
during construction or discontinuance of an efsting project or Program,

¡ Public acceptance refers to the anticipated degree of public approaal or

opposition. This criterion addresses the likely public resPonse to the

resource mix and the preservation of public trust values. Different
resource strategies may have stronger public SuPPort or opposition than

others.

IID
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ln order to cont¡ibute to the evaluation of these broad areas of concem, the

IRP methodology includes a review of the uncertainties related to each

resource option.

2.4 Refinement and Decision Making Phase
During the refinement and decision making phase, the major stakeholders in

Southern Califomia's water future (i.e., Metropolitan's
Board of Directors, Directors of its Member Agencies,

representatives of other water providers, and
reþresentatives of community, business, agricultural, and

envi¡onmental interests) weighed the findings of the data

gathering and analysis phase, seeking to establish a

regional resource strategY'

As decision makers and other stakeholders in the Process
evaluated the meaning and significance of the initial
analytical outputs of the IRP process, several important
considerations emerged:

The resource strategy

focuses on establishing

a general directíon and

preliminary resource

targets...

...úth detailed resource

and facility plans to follow

I Altentùiae Resoutce Mixes øe not Optimizeil Plms' Tl're alternative

resource mixes defined in the IRP process do not rePresent definitive or

final choices regarding specific levels of resource development and

proposecl ftiture facilities. The decision making Process involves selecting

ã general direction and establishing preliminary targets l¡ased ou those

broad conclusions supported by the analysis of altemative resource

mixes.

r Selectiott ol a Regional Resøtrce Strúegy Should Address llncettainties. Both

the selection of a resource development approach and the optimization of

a specific strategy should address the uncertainties associated with each

resource option and the overall resource mix'

¡ Detailcd Plms will Follout Establislment of a Regional Strnegy. Once a broad

water resources strategy has been established, it can

serve as the basis for developing detailed resource and

facilities plans, designed to optimize the investment in
future supplies and facilities.

Two types of forum were used to conduct IRP

refinement and decision making:

Pubtic Forum mit Wortcshqps. Metropolitan and the Member Agencies

hosted six forums and workshops during May 1994 to present findings

from the data collection and analysis phase and to solicit comments and

IE flm
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reconunendations. Approximately 400 people participated in these

meetings.

The Integrúed Resources Plan Assentbly. Tllre June 1994 assembly brought
together over 100 water leaders f¡om across Southern California.
Attendees included members of Metropoütan's Board of Directors,
Membe¡ Agencies, Metropolitan senior staff, groundwater agency
managers, and representatives of retail subagencies that purchase water
from Member Agencies. Assembly members considered background
papers on key issues defined by an Assembly Steering Committee'
Members also considered reports from the six public forums and
workshops. The Assembly prepared and adopted an Assembly Statement

based on the positions and recommendations developed during the three
day assembly.

Through these forums, a regional resource strategy is
emerging, composed of four interrelated components:

r An frordable rcliability gøL T}lre analytical parts
of the IRP process defined altemative resource

mixes that met the region's supply reliability
goal, and defined the regional cost to meet this
goal under each mix. The affordability of this
goal can then be based on proiections of end-user
cost increases, comParisons with other regional
utility costs, and public surveys of rate Payer
willingness to pay to avoid shortages.

The regional resource

strategy defines water

management and business

principles, and preliminary

resource targets that Yield

an affordable, reliable

water supply.

I

Pretiminø'y resource tøgets. IRP analyses examine how supply reliability
and affordability varies under various levels of investment in resource

options. These analyses are oriented toward defining those resource

options that should be included in any resource mix, aS well as resource

decisions that need to be made soon so that the resource will be available

when needed. These prelimrnary resource targets are intended to
provide a foundation for defining optimal goals and facilities for a

comprehensive regional resource plan.

Business principles. Since the IRP is a regional planning Process, a set of

overall business principles is necessary to guide the participating water

providers in the implementation of the IRP. These principles recognize

existing legal and institutional responsibilities, and financial and

operational requirements. Business principles serve to guide resource

dèvelopment, including Metropolitan incentive Programs to support local

resource development.

i

)
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t Wúø ,nútagement principlcs. The IRP process will define a balanced
regional resource strategy that meets regional reliability and water
quality goals at an affordable cost. Regional water management
principles are intended to provide guidance in the implementation of
recorunended resource development and should be applied in a manner
consistent with the business principles.
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Section 3
Regional Water Use Characteristics and

Demand Projections

One of the principal purposes of the IRP is to determine how the region's

water p.orrid"rt will reliably meet cu¡rent demands, as well as expected future

increases in demand. This section briefly discusses:

I The methodology for developing estimates of future water demands for

the IRP pro."r, ,ming projections of demographic and economic trends'

¡ Factors that inJluence water use.

I Historic and projected demographic and economic trends.

¡ Historic water use trends and characteristics'

¡ Forecasts of future water demands

3.1 Methodology for Projecting Water Demand

Planning for future water supply reliability requires detailed knowledge of the

region Jt ¿ ttr" factors that influence its water use characteristics. Metropolitan

präjects future water demands for the region by incorporating forecasts of

þopuladon, housing, jobs and income provided by leqignal planning agencies

into an econometric demand model kncwn as MWD-MAIN'

MWD-MAIN is based on the IWR-MAIN (-Institute of lvater $esources-

lv[unicipal and -Industrial lJeeds) model originally developed for the U.S. ArmY

Corps of Engineers. MWD-MAIN is regionally calibrated

to reflect the specific water use characteristics of

The IRP proiects fUtUfe Metropoli tan's service area. Over 50 unique study areas

water demands us¡ng

reg¡onal forecasts of

population, housing,

jobs and ¡ncome

within Metropoli tan's service area were used in the

development of MWD-MAIN. For each studY area, single-

The evaluation of water conservation plays an important role in IRP and is a

major component of Metropolitan's *ãt"t demand forecasting methodology'

family and multi-familY residential models of water

demand were develoPed ln a similar manner, models of

non-residential water use were developed for the

commercial and industrial sectors of the economy' In

addition, weather variations and thei¡ impact on future

levels of demand were incorporated using 70 years of

climate data.
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Regional Water lJse Characteristics and Demand Proiections

ln 1gg7, Metropolitan and 164 other parties signed a Memorandum of

Understanding Regarding Urban Water Conservation in California (MOU) '

With the sign;g of the MOU, Metropolitan and many of its Member Agencies

committed to implementing several different long-term conservation measures/

referred to as best management practices (BMPs). Water conservation for each

BMP is estimated from a base level demand scenario that assumes no

implementation of BMP's. Conservation measures included in the demands

.rr"d fot the IRP analysis are treated as a local resource option (See Section 4

for a complete descriPtion).

3.2 Factors that lnfluence Water Use
Urban water demand is often expressed as Per capita water use (total urban

water use divided by population served) in order to give the magnitude

changes in demand relative meaning through time, and- from area to area'

Therã are several demographic, economic and climatic factors that influence

water use. A brief description of these factors and their relationship to water

use follows.

An increase ¡n....

Family size
Multi-Family Housing
lncome
Service Busrnesses
lnland Growth
Water Conseruation
Price

Causes water demand to'.'

Decrease
Decrease
lncrease
Decrease
lncrease
Decrease
Decrease

¡

¡

!

Fmity Siz¿. lncreasing family size translates into greater household water

,rr". 
-Hor".ver, 

because a significant amount of household water use is

fixed (such as landscaping), water use Per Person actually dec¡eases as

family size expands. The reverse is true if family size decreases over

time.

Housing Mix, The type of housing has a major influence on residential

water üse. Single+ámity households typically use more water than multi-

family househo-lds, because of additional water using appliances and

more outdoor water use. In areas where multi-family housing is growing

faster than single-family housing, per capita water use will decrease.

Incone, Increases in income tend to translate into additional water using

appiiances and greater outdoor water use, both of which increase per

capita water use.

Initustry Mix. The economy of the region is made uP of-many diverse

sectors] |obs shifting between water intensive sectors of the economy
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(e.g. manufacturing processes that require a great deal of washing or
cooling) and less water intensive sectors (e.g, finance) can increase or
decrease per capita water use depending upon which secto¡s are
growing.

I lnlmd Grou-tth Metropolitan's service area spans three major climate
zones: (L) coastal, (2) inland, and (3) desert. It is projected that much of
the new growth in housing and development will be in the inland desert
reg"ions, such as Riverside and San Bemardino counties. Affordability of
housing is the major reason that growth in these areas is expected to be
higher than growth in other areas of the region. This factor tends to
increase per capita water use as a whole, as water consumption in the
inland desert is higher than the coastal plains.

Wûø Consrzúiot The long-term water conservation efforts that are

institutionalized in the BMP's along with existing conservation measures
have the effect of decreasing per capita water use.

! hice. Increases in the price of water lead to decreases in per capita water
use.

3.3 Demograph¡c Trends and Projections
Metropolitan uses projections of long-term dernographics from adopted
regional growth management plans provided by the Southern California
Association of Govemments (SCAG) and the San Diego Association of
Govemments (SANDAG). Currently, Metropolitan is referencing the Growth
Management Element of the 1993 Regional Comprehensive Plan (RCP)

developed by SCAG (adopted in September 1994) and the
Preliminary Series 8 forecasts issued by SANDAG.

Population in

Metropolitan's seruice

area is projected to

increase to about 19.5

million by 2010 and to

21.5 million by 2020

Population
Population is one of the most important overall indicators
of growth used to project water needs. As with all
projections of growth, there is certain to be some error in
population forecasts. Figure 3-1 presents the actual
population increase within Metropolitan's service area/

together with cu¡rent and prior forecasts made by SCAG
and SANDAG. As demonstrated in the figure, prior
forecasts by SCAG and SANDAG have fallen short of the
actual growth by from 1 to 5 percent.

Based on the latest L993 population forecast, SCAG and SANDAG expect
population to increase from the current 15.7 million to about 19.5 million by
year 2010, and to 2L.5 million by year 2020. This represents a significantly

IE nm
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Fþurc 3'1
Popuhtbn Forecasts br the Meûopolitan Waþr Dbûlcts Service Are¡

1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 2005 2010 2015 2020

lower annual growth rate than experienced during the 1970s and 1.980s. Other
goverrunent agencies and private econornic forecasting firms predict similar
growth trends.

In addition to slowing the rate of population increase, the recent recession has
had an impact on the components of population increase. The poor job market
is the primary reason that net miglation, which was the largest component of
annual increase during the 1980s, has dropped off. Figure 3-2 illusuates
historic and estimated annual rates of population increase between 1990 and
2020.

Given the likelfüood that actual futu¡e population growth and increases in the
total demand for water will not precisely track projected increases, the ability
of a resource strategy to adapt to new and changing circumstances is an
important consideration in evaluating the desirability of alternative resource
mixes.

Housing

In Metropolitan's service afea, occupied households increased at an average

annual rate of 80,00Hrom 4.3 million in 1.980 to 5.1 million in 1990. During
this same period the average family size increased from 2.79 persons per
household to 2.96 persons per household. Multi-family housing grew at a
faster rate than single-family housing in the 1.980s, resulting in an increasing

-Actual 
Population Growth

+1982 SCAG & SANDAG Fo¡ecast

+1987 SCAG & SANDAG Forecast

+1993 SCAG & SANDAG Draft
Forecast

lp TÜD
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Figure 3-2
Annual Populat'¡on Growth in Meûopoliùan's Seruice A¡ea

19701975198019851990199520002oo52o1o20152o2o

share of total households being made up of multi-family households. In 1980,

multi-family households accounted for 42 percent of total households,

increasing to tl4 percent by 1990.

In the short term, the recent recession has had a major impact on the housing

market. Residential building permits in Southem California, a leading

indicator of housing starts, have fallen 78 percent from an annual peak of

L62,000 in L988 to an estimated low of 35,000 in L993. However, both the

Construction Industry Research Board (CIRB) and the University of California
Los Angeles Business Forecasting Project (UCLA-BFP) have forecast a modest

recovery in residential building permits Í.or 1994.

According to SCAG and SANDAG's draft growth management plans, total

householás in Metropolitan's service area will increase 30 percent-from 5.1'

million in 1990 to 6.6 million in year 2010. By 2010, multi-family households

will make up 46 percent of total housing. Family size is projected to peak in

year 2000 at 3.0L Persons per household and then gradually decline to 2.98

þ.tror,r per housèhold by year 2010. Even though the demographic trends of

increasing multi-family share and increasing household size are working to
slow the iate of increase in residential water use, forecasts of water demand

reveal that residential water use will remain the largest comPonent of urban

water use in Metropolitan's service area and will likely increase its share from

Projcctcd (scAG/sANoAG 19931Historic

E Ner Migration

I Natural lncrease
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cwrent levels. Table 3-L summarizes trends in housing in Metropolitan's
servlce area.

Table 3-l
Regional Housing Trends

1980 1990 2000 201 0 2020

Single-Family Households
(millions)

Multi-Family Households
(millions)

Total Households
(millions)

Family Size
(persons per household)

2.52

1.82

4.34

2.79

2.85

2.25

5.10

2.96

3.18

2.65

5.83

3.01

3.55

3.07

6.62

2.98

3.93

3.41

7.34

2.96

Jobs
Total jobs in Metropolitan's service area increased at an average annual rate of

2.7 percent-f¡om 6.0 million in 1980 (56 percent of total jobs in the state) to

7.6 million by 7990 (55 percent of total jobs in the state). The fastest growing
sectors of the economy during this period were services (7.9 percent annually)
and construction (3,9 percent annually). Manufacturing jobs were one of the

slowest growing sectors during the 1980's, increasing an average of 0.1 percent

a year.

The severity and duration of the recent recession has had a tremendous impact

on both the state's job base and the job base in Metropolitan's service area.

Southem California has experienced severe job losses because of its
traditionally volatile construction industry and the added impact of defense

cutbacks on the large share of defense contractors and aerospace firms that are

located in Southem California. These two unique factors, coupled with the

regular recessionary pressures of down-sizing and increased competition, have

reduced the job base in Metropolitan's service area by an estimated 640,000

jobs since 1990. Job losses and the slow growth in housing caused by the

recession have significantly reduced regional water use since 1990.

Jobs are expected to begin to increase by 1995. By year 2010, total jobs are

expected to increase 30 percent-from7,6 million in 1990 to 9.8 million. This

growth reflects an average annual increase of 1.5 percent. Future job growth
will be slower than that experienced during the 1.980s, with the fastest growing
sectors being services (2.5 percent annually) and retail trade (2.0 percent
annually). The manufacturing industry's share of the job base is expected to

continue to decline gradually after the recession through year 2070, decreasing
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0'1 percent a vear. Table 3-2 shor,r,s conrmcrciar and i.clustriar jobs inMetropolitan's sen'ice area.

Table 3-2
Regional Jobs Data

1 980 1 990 2010
Commerclal Jobs

Industrial Jobs

Total Non-Farm Jobs

4.58

131

589

6. 17

tó¿

749

B,45

1.29

974

3,4 Historic Water Use Characteristics
Typicailv, urban n,ater use consists of resiclential, commercial, industrial,public, and other purposes which inclucre fire fighting. t*" creaning, andsystem losses' The largest sector of urban water"use i., t l.tropolitan s servicearea is residential, accounting for over 65 percent of the urban total.Commercial, industrial, pubric irrigation 

_u.rd 
oth", uses (including systemlosses) follow in that ord"r. Figurã 3-3 shows th" cr..".,ì breakdown of urbanwater use for Metropolitan.

Figure 3-3
Municipal and lndustrial Water Use

PU B LIC
3 o/"

METER ERROR AND
SYSTEM ¿OSSES

E o,/
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LTIFA
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M'

SINGLE. FAMILY
RESIDENTIAL

45%
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On average, each household in Metropolitan's service area historically uses
about 380 gallons per day, while each resident uses about 135 gallons per day
Nearly 70 percent of this water is used indoors, and irrigation and other
outdoor uses consume 30 percent of residential water use.

Commercial and institutional water demand includes water used by
businesses, services, govemunent, and institutions (such as hospitals, schools,
and colleges). This sector currently accounts for about L7 percent of total
urban water demand and is expected to increase its share to 18 percent by year
2010. In 1990, there were an estimated 345,000 commercial establishments in
Metropolitan's service area/ employing over 6.17 million people. Historically,
each commercial/institutional establishment uses L,480 gallons per day on
average, while each employee consumes 92 gallons per day. Most
commercial/institutional water is used indoors (TL percent), followed by
outdoor uses (22 percent) and cooling water (7 percent).

Industrial (manufactwing) water use is the other major component of non-
residential water use, ln L990, industrial water use accounted for 6 percent of
urban water use and is expected to decrease to 5 percent of urban demand by
year 2010. The increasing effect of conservation measures in the indust¡ial
sector and the expected decrease in the region's manufacturing base are the
two factors that are reducing the future share of industrial water use.

Historically, a typical industrial establishment uses 5,600 gallons per day on
average, or about I27 gallons per day per employee. Nearly 80 percent of this
water is used indoors. Other industrial water is used outdoors (12 percent)
and for cooling water (8 percent).

3.5 Water Demand Forecasts
At present, between 195 and 21.5 gallons of water are consumed daily for
municipal and industrial uses for every person living in Southem California.
In addition to u¡ban uses, about L8 to 22 gallons of water per person are used

for agricultural purposes, which represents just about L0

percent of the total demand in the region.
Regional water

demands are projected

to increase to 4.5 million

acre-ft by 2010, and 5.0

million acre-ft by 2020

under normal weather

condition.

Since the 1970s, the total regional water demand in
Metropolitan's service area has increased from about 2.8

million acre-feet per year to about 3.5 million acre-feet per
year in 1993. Generally, water demand increases as

population grows. However, year to year variations in
demands are caused by weather, droughts, and economic
growth. Hot and dry weather can cause demands to be as

much as 7 to 9 percent higher than "normal" demands.
\Atrhen droughts occur and supplies are limited, rationing
of water can cause demands to be suppressed. ln
addition, economic cycles can cause significant variations

IE flm
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in demand. For example, the cu¡rent economic recession significantly reduced
water demand due to a loss of jobs and slowdown in residential and
commercial construction.

Figure 3-4 presents historic and projected water demands for Metropolitan's
service area. Future baseline water demands are projected assuming "normal"
conditions-"ns¡¡¡¿1" meaning average weather and average economic growth.
"Above normal" and "below normal" demand projections are estimated based
on a range of weather conditions, demographic, and economic trends. Water
demand projections also show the effect of conservation "best management
practices" (BMPs), including price of water.

Figure 3-4 also indicates what the historic demand for water would have been
if normal conditions existed from 1975 to L993. Years that the actual historic
demand were below the normal trend line were the result of cool and wet
weather, drought rationing, and or economic recession. The period from 199L

through 1993 represented a combination of drought rationing, the effects of a

severe economic recession, and cool and wet weather-resulting in a sharp
decline in regional water demand.

Figurc 3-4
Regional Water Demands in Meùopolitan's Seruice Area

H istonc Projected (normal conditions)

Conservation

Demand
without

Demand with
Conservation

Condition
Trend Line

Normal
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Figure 3-5 presents forecasts of total regional demand expressed as
probabilities of exceedance. Based on normal conditions and fuIl
implementation of BMPs, it is expected that regional demands will increase to
just over 4.5 million acre-feet by year 2010, and to just over 5.0 million ac¡e-
feet by year 2020. During very hot and dry ye¿r¡s, demands cot¡ld be as high
as 4.9 million acre-feet in 20L0, and 5.6 million acre-feet in year 2020.

Flgure 3-5
Toirl RegiqtaltYebr llcm¡xb h llctçdbn'¡ Scruþe Atua

1970 1975 l98o 1985 199{' 1995 2000 2005 2010 2015 2020

IN REGIONAL
(MAF):

Low
3.8
4.4

Med
4.2
5.0

High
4.5
5.6

Year
2000
2020

Proþctd wlth Gonrryrtion

50o/o 1 90o/o exceedance

l0% exceedance
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Local Resource Options

t Local Surface Runoff and
Groundwater

t Groundwater Hecovery
t Water Reclamation
t Water Conseruation
t Ocean Desalination
r Los Angeles Aqueduct

Section 4
Local Resource Options

Local groundwater, surface water, and reclaimed water supplies provide about
one-third of the water used today in the region. In the future, these supplies
will increase in importance. For example, eústing local surface runoff supplies
could be further supplemented through recovery of cu¡rently unusable
groundwater and use of ¡eclaimed water. Furthermore, the ocean represents a

potentially limitless source of water, but at a significantly higher cost than
current water sources. This section describes each of the local supply options
evaluated for the IRP, and presents potential levels of investment for each

source.

4.1 Local Surface Runotf and Groundwater
Runoff from precipitation falling on local watersheds meets nearly one-third of
the region's annual water demands. Virtually all of the major river systems in
Southem California have been developecl into a comprehensive system of

dams, flood control channels, and percolation ponds. This
system effectively stores and diverts most runoff for water
supply and groundwater basin replenishment. In fact,

studies by the Los Angeles County Public Works
Department have shown that over 80 percent of the
Southern California major stream flows is retained for
watcr supply, Only the largest storms cause freshwater
discharges to the ocean.

Surface Runoff Diversions

Currently, several Member Agencies or thei¡ subagencies
divert runoff from local streams directly into local storage

reservoirs or distribution systems. Most of these local

ì

)

reservoirs/diversions are operated seasonally, and the annual yield achieved in
a specific year varies widely with climatic conditions. Since 1,980, local surface

supplies ranged from about 60,000 acre-ft/year to over 240,000 acre-ft/year.

Groundwater Production Capacity

Historic annual groundwater production within Metropolitan's service area has

varied between 1.2 and L.4 million acre-ft since 1980. This historic level of
production is supported by 180,000 acre-feet of incidental and artificial
recharge of reclaimed water and 140,000 acre-feet of imported supplies.
Groundwater production levels can be increased by modifying operational
rules of existing facilities, providing new facilities, recovering groundwater

IID
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Local Surface and
Groundwater Resources

r Historic Surlace Bunoff Diversions:
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r HistoricGroundwaterProduction:
1.2 to L4 million acre-ft/yr

! Potential Groundwater Production:
up to 2.1 million acre-fVyr
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supplies with inadequate water quality, and/or using new sources of water for
replenishment (e.g., reclaimed water, surplus imported water). Metropolitan
staff has worked closely with the groundwater basin managers to define a
range of potential increases in groundwater production capacities. At a

minimum, groundwater production can be increased in dry years by
optimizing the operation of existing and planned local facilities. During a
typical dry year, optirnizing groundwater production facilities could
potentially increase production by about 398,000 acre-feet per year, to a total
groundwater production of 1.8 million acre-feet per yeat. The groundwater
basin managers also identified feasible new groundwater production and
recharge facilities. If these facilities are implemented, groundwater production

during a dry year could potentially increase by
about 69L,000 acre-feet per year, to a total
groundwater production of 2.1 million acre-
feet per year.

Groundwater Recharge and
Replenishment

Groundwater replenishment occurs both
naturally and within constructed groundwater
recharge and replenishment facilities. More
than 70 of these facilities are located within
Metropolitan's service area. Replenishment
facilities percolate or inject storm waters,
reclaimed water, and/or imported water.

Also, inlieu replenishment may occur, i.e., available imported water is used
in-lieu of groundwater, storing the groundwater for times when imported
water is not available. The various groundwater basin managers indicated that
the replenishment capacity of existing facilities is sufficient to support the
lower range of increased groundwater production. Therefore, the availability
of imported water and Metropolitan's system capacity are the limiting factors
on groundwater replenishment in Metropolitan's service area,

4.2 Groundwater Recovery
Over 80,000 acre-feet of the average historical annual groundwater production
has been lost because of degraded groundwater quality, mostly due to high
mineral content (principally nitrates and total dissolved solids). Recently, trace
amounts of organic chemicals have appeared, affecting up to 50 percent of the
existing wells in local groundwater basins. Metropolitan and its Member
Agencies are aggressively exploring treatment alternatives that could recover
these groundwater supplies, helping to protect existing supply as well as meet
future demand.

IE rm
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Metropolitan's Groundwater Recovery Program (GRP) supports local projects
that recover contaminated groundwater and improve water supply reliability.
To qualify for Metropolitan funding, a groundwater recovery project must
increase local supplies and meet strict criteria (e.g., cost, sustained increases in
production, sound basin management). GRP projects may produce either
treated or untreated groundwater. Untreated groundwater may, for example,
be used for landscape irrigation.

Currently, total GRP participation is limited to 200,000 acre-feet per year.
Participating agencies are resporìsible for development and
operation of all facilities and marketing the project water,
Metropolitan may provide financial assistance on a per
acre-foot basis of actual project yield up to a maximum
contribution incentive of $250 per acre-foot.

Metropolitan and its

Member Agencies are

exploring treatment

options to recover up to

200,000 acre-ft per year

of groundwater

production

Groundwater Recovery Levels of lnvestment

t Level 1: 41,000 acre-ft by 1998
I Level 2: 113,000 acre-ft by 2005
I Level 3: 149,000 acre-ft by 2005

Levels of lnvestment
Fifty-trvo groundwater recovery projects are currently at
some level of planning by the Member Agencies.
Appendix B lists these projects. Figure 4:1 presents the
net groundwater recovery supply, Each level of
investment is defined as follows:

Level 1

The thirteen Level 1 projects are currently being
implemented and are expected to be operational by 1998. When operational,
these projects represent an additional annual production of 59,000 acre-feet,
with an average replenishment of 18,000 acre-feet per year to sustain this
production. The net increase in supply is, therefore, 4I,000 acre feet Per year
The total capital cost required to implement these projects is about $183

million.

replenishment needed each year to sustain this production. The total capital
cost required to implement these projects is about $268 million'

Level 2

Twenty-one additional
projects could be
implemented between 1996

and 2005, These projects will
represent an additional
111,000 acre-feet of annual
production, on average, with
39,000 acre-feet of

I
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Figure 4-1
Net Groundwater Hecovery Supply

2000 2005 2010 2015 2020

Level 3

lmplementation of the remaining 18 groundwater recovery projects is
speculative. As currently envisioned, however, these projects cou-ld recover an
adclitional 82,000 acre-feet per yeil of groundwater, with 46,000 acre-feet of
this production needed to replenish existing suppl-ies. If implemented, these
projects shou-ld become operational between 1998 and 2004, at a total capital
cost of $200 million.

4.3 Water Reclamation
Water reclaimecl from wastewater has been used in the region for many years
to supplement local and imported supplies. Water reclamation projects
involve treating wastewater to a level which is acceptable and safe for many
non-potable applications. Today, a portion of the water needs for landscape
and agricultural irrigation, groundwater recharge, and comrnercial and
industrial applications within the region are met by reclarmed water.

E Level 3-Speculotive

Ø .rlvel2-Plonned

I Level l-Cunent

Á
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The largest use of reclaimed water in Southem California is for groundwater
recharge. In addition, reclaimed water is used to control seawater intrusion by
providing a hydraulic ba¡rier. Also, many golf courses, cemeteries, school
yards, parks, street medians, and freeways in Southem California are irrigated
with reclaimed water. Industrial applications of reclaimed water include
power plant cooling water, boiler makeup water, and process water. Other
reclamation projects in Southem California include innovative uses such as

toilet flushing in high rise buildings and residential landscaping.

In 1982, Metropolitan's Board of Directors initiated the Local Projects Program
(LPP) to provide financial support to reclaimed wate¡ projects that increase the
use of reclaimed water and thus decrease demand on imported sou¡ces.

Metropolitan provides financial incentives to qualifying
projects based on the actual amount of reclaimed water
delivered by the project. Currently, the LPP provides a

financial contribution of $L54 per acre-foot of reclaimed
water produced and used within Metropolitan's sen'ice
area. The goal of the LPP is to assist in the development
of up to 200,000 acre-feet per year of reclaimed water by
the year 2000.

Currently, the LPP includes 36 reclaimed water projects
with a total projected ultimate yield of about 170,000 acre-
feet per year. Twenty-six of these projects are in operation
and receiving the LPP incentive. Since the inception of the
LPP, Metropolitan has provided about $16 million in LPP
incentives for the production of over 110,000 acre-feet of
reclaimed water. Metropolitan is prepared to spend about
$30 million annually by the year 2000 to support water

Beclaimed water is

currently used for

groundwater recharge,

seawater intrusion

control, landscape

irrigation and non-

potable industrial and

commercial uses.

reclamation through the LPP

Levels of lnvestment
Figure 4-2 presents the levels of investment for water reclamation used in the
IRP. The appendix lists the efsting/proposed water reclamation projects that
make up each potential level of investment.

Level 1

Level 1 represents water reclamation projects that are currently operational or
under construction, There are 86 specific projects and incidental recharge of
reclaimed water in the Santa Ana River that comprise this level of investment.
The 1993 annual yield of 341,000 acre-feet is projected to reach 502,000 acre-
feet by the year 2020. The total fixed costs of all Level L reclamation projects is
estimated at $491 million.
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2020
1 995 2000

Water Reclamation Levels of lnvestment
(acre-ft/yr):

Level 2
There are 23 water reclamation projects
cwrently being designed by the Member
Agencies. By the year 2000, the arurual
yield of these projects is projected to be

123,000 acre-feet, increasing to l-64,000 acre-

feet by the year 2020. Total fixed costs of
all Level 2 reclamation projects is estirnated
at 8494 million.

2005 2010 20'15

Level

1

2

.J

Short-Term

436,000

559,000

703,000 Level 3
The Member Agencies are currently
planning another 47 water reclamation

projects that could be operational between now and the year 2020. By the year

2000, the annual yield of these projects is projected to be 144,000 acre-feet,
increasing to 374,000 acre-feet by the year 2020. Total fixed costs of all Level 3
reclamation projects is estimated at $690 million.

I Level 1 -Current/Under Conslruction

Level 3-Planned

Level 2^Under Design
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4.4 Water Conservat¡on
Metropolitan's water conservation progranìs effectively contribute to the

supply augmentation of locally-produced water by decreasing demands'
Under MWD Administrative Code Section 4209,Metropolitan may develop
and implement water conservation programs and/or enter into agreements on

water conservation programs with other public agencies and organizations.
Three water conservation objectives have been established by.Section 4209:

I Eliminating wasteful water use practices,
r Providing information about cost-effective conservation practices, and
I Implementing additional water consen¡ation practices.

The Northem and Southem Califomia water communities and various public
interest groups have agreed to jointly implement the 16 water conservation
BMPs shown in Table 4-1. Through this agreement, known as the
Memorandum of Understanding Regarding Urban Water Conservation in
California (MOU), Metropolitan and its Member Agencies expect to save

740,000 acre-feet per year by 2010.

Tabþ ¿t-1

The Urban WaÞr Consen¡atio BMPs

r Water audits and incentives Water conservation requirements
- Landscaped areas
- Commercial/lndustrial users
- Water waste prohibition

Education/Outreach
- Public information
- School education

Distribution System Administration
- Leak detection and repair
- Water conservation coordinator

Residential
Government
lnstitutional
Large landscaped areas
Distribution Systems
Commercial/l ndustrial water
use review

Water-etf icient plumbing
- New and retrofit plumbing
- Ultra low flush toilets
- Code enforcement

Water metering and pricing
- Metering with commodity

rates
- Conservation pricing
- Financial incentives

l
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To date, Metropolitan, its Member Agencies, and subagencies have committed
significant financial resouÌces to implementing the urban water conservation
BMPs and researching and evaluating the effectiveness of these BMPs. Table
4-2 lists the expected cost range for regional implementation of selected BMPs

In order to achieve effective long-term water conservation, Metropolitan has
established the Conservation Credits Program (CCP). ln this program,
Metropolitan pays either onç:balflheco,at_of ,qqelúlalgya!çfçonlerv-ation
p_-r-g_e_cts or the equivalent of $154 per acre-foot of water saved. Since its
inception in 1988, the CCP has provided $39 million of assistance to
participating agencies. Table 4-3 lists several projects funded through the
Conservation Credits Program. Most of these programs target the residential
sector and involve measures (e.g. ultra-low flush toilets and showerhead
replacement) that consistently yreld high water savings for a minimum
investment.

Levels of lnvestment
Three levels of investment were established by the IRP process for water
conservation programs :

Water Conservation Levels of lnvestment

¡ Level 1 : 250,000 acre-ft/yr since 1980
¡ Level 2: 888,000 acre-ft/yr by 2020
¡ Level 3: 1,100,000 acre-ft/yr by 2020

Level 1

E{sting water conservation includes
water savings due to the 1980
plumbing codes and plumbing
retrofits that occurred from 1980 to
1990. It also includes savings that
result from aggressive public
information / education programs.

These existing measures have resulted in an annual conservation savings of
about 250,000 acre-feet.

Level 2

under Level 2, existing water conservation programs will be expanded to
include full implementation of the conservation BMPs. These BMPs are
projected to increase the annual water savings through conservation to
between 720,000 and 750,000 acre-feet per year by the year 20J,0, and about
888,000 acre-feet per year by the year 2020.

Level 3

This level represents more aggressive levels of water conservation BMps,
assuming almost full participation by water customers by the year 2020.
Under level 3, savings attributed to water conservation are expected to reach
between 1..0 and 1.1 million acre-feet per year by the year 2020.
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Table 4-2
Esti¡nated Costs for Regional lmpÞnæntation

of üe UÈan Water Conseruation
Best Managenænt Praclices

Best Manaçrenl Prac{i:e Range ot Costs ($/Acr€-feet)

Low-flow showerhead replacement

Ultra-low-f lush toilet replacement

Residential indoor/outdoor water surveys

Large turf areas audits

Residential landscape water audits

Distribution system water audiUleak detection

Commercial/lndustrial conservation

150-250

300-400

350-500

350-600

300-500

250-350

300-600

Tabþ ¡t-3
Approræd Consen¡ation C¡edlts Programs

The Conservat¡on Credits Program uses only the savings during the first five vears for establishing the total
amount of credit for all programs except toilet retrofits, In this case, a L0-year period is used.
lncludes the cost of extensive research studies to measure the effects of the program on water use and
consumer behavior.
Percent of total prolect cost

City/ Agency
Type of Program

Estimated Water
Savings (AF)

Total Proþct
Cost ($) MWD

C¡edits ($)
Consultant

Cost ($)'?Annual Totalr

Pasadena

lrvine Ranch Wate¡
District

Pasadena

Santa Monica

San Diego

San Diego CWA

Los Angeles DWP

Los Angeles DWP

Total

Residential
rndoo¡/outdoor
survey

Residential
retrofit/ survey

Residential kit
retrofit
Toilet retrofit

Residential kit
retrofit
Large turf survel'

Toilet retrofit

Residential kit
retrofit

90

135

1,000

935

1,400

1,000

250

2,560

7,370

450

675

5,000

7,900

7,000

5,000

2,500

12,800

47,325

270,000

802,000

2,362,000

1,075,000

285,000

900,000

2,200,000

8,166,000

272,000 33,900
(13%)3

135,000
(s0%)

375,000
(47%)

600,000
(25"i")

525,000
(44/")

1,42,500
(50"/6)

185,250
(21%)

1,100,000
(s0eã)

3,096,650

19,000

120,000

100,000

1 10,000

74,000

60,000

50,000

140,000

673,000
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Ocean desalination

represents a potentiallY

unlimited source of

water if high O & M

cosfs and environmental

concerns can be

resolved

Historical Los Angeles

Aqueduct supplies are

constrained by ongoing

concerns on water

diversion from the

Mono/Owens basins
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4.5 Ocean Desalination
Ocean desalination, while largely untested in Southern

California, represents a potentially unlimited source of
water supply. Like water reclamation, ocean desalination
also enjoys a relatively high level of public approval and

is a secure supply, once developed. On the other hand,
the cu¡rent technology continues to be constrained by high
O&M costs, as well as by environmental concerns
regarding brine disposal and siting considerations.

Metropolitan has participated in several studies that
evaluated the feasibility of ocean desalination, and is novv

pursuing the development of ocean desalination
technologies. Metropolitan plans to build, operate, and

Streams in the Mono Basin flow to Mono Lake, a saline
lake with no natural outlet. The Lake is a major breeding
site for Califomia gulls, and an important stopover on a
major waterbird migration route. The water level of
Mono Lake has dropped 40 feet since Los Angeles began
diverting water from the basin in 1941. Falling lake levels
have caused concern about the lake's ecosystem and have
led to on-going litigation that seeks to reduce Los Angeles'
90,000 acre-feet per year diversion from the Mono Basin.

test a small ocean desalination plant to provide a means of conducting
research and development of advanced desalination processes. The results

from operation of the small demonstration plant would be used to evaluate the

viability of a full-scale demonstration plant.

Levels of lnvestment
Figure 4-3 presents the expected desalination supplies. Many of the resource

mixes evaluated in the IRP did not consider large-scale coastal desalination

facilities due to cost constraints and uncertainties in technologies. However,

small and mid-sized desalination were included.

4.6 Los Angeles Aqueduct SuPPlies
The Los Angeies Aqueduct (LAA) consist of two parallel aqueducts that
import water from the Owens Valley and the Mono Basin to the City of Los

Angeles. Since the completion of the second aqueduct in 1970, an average of
450,000 acre-feet per year has been imported to the City. Deliveries are

significantly lower during drier periods, Today, it appears uniikely that the

historical supply will be maintained for two
reasons-restricted diversions from the Mono Basin and

groundwater management policies in the Owens Valler''

I
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Figure 4-3
Ocean Desalination Supplies

2000 2005 2010 201 5 2020

Lr September,1994, Los Angeles settled this litigation by agreeing to cease

water transfers from the Mono Basin until the elevation of Mono Lake
increased to 6,377 feet, and to lirnit future kansfers enough to maintain Mono
Lake at an elevation of 6,391- feet.

Groundwater management policies in the Owens Valley also affect annual
supply. The City annually negotiates with Lryo County to determine the
amount of groundwater pumping for total use, both in-basin and export. To
date, the City has not entered into a long term negotiated agreement with Lryo
County on groundwater management.

The recent Mono Lake agreement significantly reduces the probability that the
fuil capacity of the LAA willbe utilized in the future. Groundwater
replenishment and moderate development in the Mono Basin and the Owens
Valley may further reduce available water supplies for import. Finally,
variations in climatic conditions of this arid region diminish the reliability of
this supply.

0

I 995

ø

! Level I - Smoll-sized fociliTies

Level 3 - Lorge-sized coostol focilities

Level2- Smoll ond Medium-sized
focililies
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Levels of lnvestment
Based on information provided by the Los Angeles Department of Water and
Power, the average armual yield of the LAA will likely decrease from its
historical average in the future. Thus, only one level of investment is
envisioned, Under this investment level, the IRP assumes that average an¡rual
supplies available through the LAA will recover from current drought supply
levels (about 250,000 acre-feet) to about 380,000 acre-feet. ln any particular
year, hydrologic variation may decrease the available annual supply by as

much as 50 percent of its average annual yield.
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Since its establishment,

Metropolitan's primary

role has been securing

reliable supplies of

imported water.

Section 5
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Since its establishment, Metropolitan's primary role has been securing reliable
supplies of imported water to supplement water supply needs in Southern

California, Nearly two-thirds of the water consumed by
Southern Californians originates outside the region.
lmported water is essential to the region. Every Member

Agency uses imported water to some degree, with Beverly
Hills, Burbank, Las Virgenes MWD, and San Diego CWA
meeting over 90 percent of their demand using imported
water supplied by Metropolitan.

Figure 5-L shows the major water con\/eyance facilities in
California. The primary conveyance facilities used to
import water to Metropolitan are the Colorado River
Aqueduct (CRA) and the State Water Project (SWP) via

the California Aqueduct. This section presents an overview and discussion of
imported supply options available to the region through Metropolitan, and
defines increasingly aggressive levels of potential investment for each water
supply option. The specific projects/programs under each level of investment
are presented to describe the general emphasis of that level, and to define a
reasonable range of potential supply and cost.

5.1 State Water Project Supplies
/ssues Concerning the SWP
Issues concerning the State Water Project (SWP) are among the most complex
in the IRP process. The SWP offers some of the most significant opportunities
for meeting the region's future supply needs. On the other hand, the ability to
take advantage of these opportunities is higNy uncertain.

SWP water flows through and is pumped from the Sacramento-San Joaquin
Delta (Delta), Fishery populations in the Delta have been declining and are
adversely affected by, among other factors, the location of the SWP export
pumps in the southern Delta. To protect several fish species which are listed
under the Endangered Species Act, additional operational constraints have
been imposed on the SWP. Implementation of solutions to these complicated
environmental problems in the Delta is by no means a certaintv and may take
some time to fully execute. If these solutions can be achieved, the potential for
increased future supply from the SWP is significant. SWP transportation
facilities, which are ákeady being paid for, currently have adequate unused
capacitv to transport additional supplies.
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Figure 5-L
Major Water Conveyance Facilities in California

Section 5
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SWP Contract and Existing Facilities

The State originally contracted with 32 agencies (currently 29) to ultimately

deliver a planned 4.23 million acre-feet of water Per year. Metropolitan is the

largest SWP contractor, with a contract entitlement for 2.01 rnillion acre-feet

p"iy"u.. The contract provides for construction of initial facilities, with
ãa¿ítional facilities to be built as contractors' demands increase up to their full

contract entitlements'

Metropolitan's SWP

contract entitlement is

2 million acre-ft Per Year

From a facilities perspective, the SWP is a series of
reservoirs, pumP stations, and aqueducts constructed and

operated by the California Department of Water
Resources (DWR). The initial SWP facilities were all
completed in the early 1970s and consist of Oroville
Reservoir, San Luis Reservoir, Harvey O. Banks Delta

Pumping Plant (Banks Pumping Plant), and the Ñorth
Bay, South Bay, and California Aqueducts and their
associated aqueduct pumping plants and terminal
the additional facilities that were planned have been

exception of the installation of four additional pumps at

Plant.

reservoirs. None of
completed, with the
the Banks Pumping

Water quality and

fisheries concerns are

con stra¡ n i ng avai I abl e

SWP Supplies

SWP Supplies and Supply Uncertainty

Contractors' requests for SWP entitlement have been increasing, and in 1'994,

they reached 3.bS núllion acre-feet. While this level of rcquest significantly

excLeds the dependable yield from e{sting SWP facilities, the SWP has been

able to meet all contractors' requests for entitlement water

except during the drought periods in 1977, 1990 through
1992, and 1994. ln addition, surplus water has been

delivered to contractors in many years. SWP deliveries to
Metropolitan reached a high in 1990 of 1'.4 million acre-

feet. The years when Metropolitan received less SWP

water than it wanted were 1991' and 1'992, with the least

SWP delivery in 199I of 38L,000 acre-feet.

The quantity of SWP water available for deliveÐ'is
controlled both by hydrology and operational

considerations. SWP operations in the Delta are governed by standards

established under the State Water Resources Control Board's (SWRCB) 1978

Water Rights Decision 1485 (D-1485). D-1485 requires compliance with water

quality standards and flow requirements for the Delta and assigns

responsibility to meet these standards exclusively to the SWP and Central

Valley Project (CVP).

ilD
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Metropolitan has a large

fixed-cost obligation for

SWP facilities

R eso lvi n g e nvi ron m e ntal

rssues in the Delta can

yield large quantities of
relatively low-cost water

In addition to D-1485, both proposed and actual operational constraints are
resulting in reduchons in SWP supplies. rn 1992, the Govemor directed the

SWRCB and Califomia Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) to develop interim standards for the Delta until
long-term standards could be developed to replacc D-1485
A Draft Water Rights Decision i630 (D-1630) was released
in 1993 but was not adopted. In the meantime, however,
additional constraints on SWP and CVP operations have
been imposed since 1,992, by the National Marine Fisheries
Service to protect winter-run salmon, and since I993,by
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service to protect Delta smelt.

In addition, the u.S. EPA has proposed further constraints on swp and CVp
operations.

Eco no m i c C o n si d e rati ons

Reductions in SWP supplies could have serious economic consequences for
Metropolitan. This is because SWP contractors are obligated by contract to
rePay their share of the financial obligation for construction of existing SWP
facilities, regardless of the amount of water delivered. Metropolitan has a
large fixed-cost obligation which results both from its contract for nearlv half
of total SWP entitlement, and f¡om its location at the end of the aqueduct
system, which requires extensive water conveyance facilities.

Water Quality

Water diverted from the Delta is Ìow in total dissolved solids (TDS) relative to
Colorado River supplies. Availability of additional Delta water would
improve opportunities for water reclamation and groundwater basin

management throughout the service area due to its lower
TDS. On the other hand, water diverted from the Banks
Pumping Plant contains high levels of disinfection by-
product precursors. In order to comply with pending
U.S. EPA drinking water standards for disinfection by-
products, alternative disinfection technologies at
Metropolitan's filtration plants would, in the absence of
improvements in the Delta, most likely be required.
Implementation of Delta improvements which include
moving the diversion for SWP expo¡ts from the southern

Delta, would greatly reduce the presence of disinfection bv-product precursors
in SWP supplies.

Beducing Unceftainty

Metropolitan continues to be involved in efforts contributing to the resolution
of environmental problems in the Delta that will reduce the amount of
uncertainty in Delta water supplies. Relationships between urban water

üD
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SWP Level I Facts

r No new SWP Facilities
I Yield assumed to decline

Section 5
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agencies and envi¡onmental interests have been formed to work on various

viater-related environmental issues, Products of these alliances include: (L)

statewide agreements by urban water agencies and environmental interests on

urban water conservation measures BMPs; (2) passage of landmark federal

environmental restoration and water transfer legislation-Central Valley

Project lmprovement Act (Title XXXIV of Public Law 102-575); (3) support for

new State water transfer legislation; and (4) support for interim Bay/Delta
standards as an initial step toward envi¡onmental restoration. In addition,

Metropolitan is participating in a coalition of Northem and Southern California

urban water agencies which is responding to the proposed u.s. EPA

regulations foi the Delta. In an effort to expedite solutions to Delta issues, this

.oãlitiotr has developed an alternative to the proposed regulations that is

receiving widespreacl suPPort.

Once the environmental issues in the Delta are resolved, large volumes of

relatively low-cost imported water supplies would be accessible in an

environmentally benign manner. This would allow increased use of the

existing SWP infrastructure that Metropolitan already pays for, through

increasèd SWP deliveries, voluntary Central Valley water transfers and

exchange programs, and storage of wet-period water'

Levels of lnvestment

Estimates of SWP supply for each level of resource development are based on

DWRSIM model simulations of: (1) 70 years of historical hydrologic data, (2)

the operation of specific facilities that make up each level of investment, and

(3) a water demand set at the full SWP entitlement of 4.2 million acre-feet per

year (with a demand of.2.0l rnillion acre-feet PeI year for Metropolitan).

Level I

Under Level 1, no new SWP investments would occur. It was assumed that

without the completion of any Delta improvements, Delta fishery problems

would continue, resulting in the imposition of additional constraints on SWP

operations, and the reduction of SWP supplies. The

quantitv of future SWP supplies under these

conditions is difficult to project, due to uncertainty
regarding the future state of Delta fisheries and the

potential for additional operational constraints.

Under Level 1., it was assumed that supplies in 1995

would be equivalent to deliveries that would be

available if the SWP was operated in accordance with
D-1630. While D-1630 has not been adopted, it is a

reasonable surrogate for current operational constraints. For this analysis, it
was assumed that with no additional SWP levels of investment, SWP supplies

_l
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would be reduced from this level over a ten-year period to a level set at one

half of the supplies available under D-1630'

For these reduced supply levels (i.e. from year 2005 on), annual SWP deliveries

to Metropolitan coulå nót, by definition, be greater than one half of its

entitlement, or one million acre-feet. Ba sed on Level 1 facilities and the

assumed operational constraints, this level of delivery would be possible only

about 30 percent of the time. Ten percent of the time, deliveries to

Metropolitan would be less than 500,000 acre-feet per year.

Under Metropolitan's contract with the State, Metropolitan must continue to

pay its share of fixed costs for eústing facilities. These.fixed costs will reach
'gsóo 

-illion in 1996, and decline to about $170 million by the yeat 2020, as

d. Variable costs will increase to $75 per acre-foot by the

$100 per acre-foot by 2020. Escalations in variable costs

are oifset somewhat by revenue from the sale of Power

generated bY SWP facilities.

Level 2

Level 2 consists of interim improvements in the Delta. For the IRP, this is

assumed to include: (1) Delta channel

SWP Level 2 Facts

¡ lnterim Detta improvements including

channel enlargements and acoustic
fish barriers

I Yietd assumed to temporarily increase
and to decline slower than Level 1

r 6125 mittion capital cost (escalated to
Year 1997)

r $1.3 million annual O&M cost

enlargements and barriers in the south

Delta to improve flow circulation, and (2)

acoustic fish bar¡iers on the Sacramento

I{iver at the Delta Cross Channel and at

Georgiana Slough' It is assumed that these

impróvements would slow the decline of

Delta fisheries. Interim improvements

would allow use of the four additional
pumps at Banks Pumping l'lant when flow
ãonditions permitted, and allow relaxation

of certain constraints currently placed on

SWP operations. As a result, yield under

Level 2 would be higher than under Level

1. It is assumed that Level 2 would result

in an increase in SWP yield, and'*'ithout

additional SWP levels of investment, would be followed by a gradual

reduction occurring at a slower rate than with Level 1 facilities'

Construction for Level 2 improvements is assumed to begin in 1997 ' Capital

costs for Level 2 are assumed to be $120 million for south Delta improvements,

based on DWR staff estimates; and $5 miilion for the acoustic fish barriers'

based on fishery biologist estimates. Both of the costs are based on current

estimates, escalated to-7997 at six Percent interest. Annual operation and

-l
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maintenance costs are assumed to be $100,000 and $1"2 million for south Delta

improvements and the fish barriers, respectively'

Level 3

Level 3 consists of a Delta water transfer facility' While the purpose of this

Delta facility is to provide a long-term solution to Delta problems' the specific

facilities and/or Programs that i-rake up this solution are speculative' For the

IRP analysis, the Deìia facility is assum tion to

the Peripheral Canal. The major benefi

,emo'uing the effects of the SWP export This

could eliminate or reduce reverse flow Delta

fisheries and improve the quality of water exported from the Delta'

SWP Level 3 Facts

¡ Bemove effects of SWP exqort
pumPs from southern Delta

r 'Yietd 
reaches Metropolitan's full

entitlement 3 out of 5 Years
t $2.8 bitlion capitat cost (escalated to

Year 2000)
I $10 mitlion annual O&M cost

SWP supplies for Level 3 were determined

by removing those D-1630 operational

cónstraints that would not be required i'r'ith

a Delta facility, such as reverse flow
Iimitations in the lower San Joaquin River'

The removal of these constraints

significantly increases SWP supplies' Under

Lãvel 3, Metropolitan would receive its full
annual entitlement of 2.01 million acre-feet

nearly 60 percent of the time, with annual

SWP supplies exceedingl'.4 million acre-feet

90 percent of the time.

The IRp assumes that construction of a Delta water transfer facility could begin

in 2000, and be completed in ten years. The capital cost for this facility is

estimated to be $2.8Lillion. This is based on DWR's 1977 cost estimate for the

Peripheral Canal, escalated to 2,000 do 0

percent contingency added to account

mitigation requirements. Annual oper

assumed to be $10 million. This assu

transfer facility which would have simi

California Aqúeduct (e.g. pumping plant, fish screens, and levees)' The Delta

transfer faci¡ty woulà ioi elimin.t. tt 
" 

need for operation of these existing

facilities, so these operation and maintenance costs would be in addition to

costs for existing facilities.

Level 4

Investment Level 4 consists of additional storage south of the Delta' A

number of strategies could be used to provide this south-of-Delta storage,

including combinations of reservoir stórage and conjunctive use Programs' For

the IRP Process, two previously proposed projects-the 1 million acre-feet

"t
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SWP Level 4 Facts

t Adds nearly 3 million acre'feet of
south-of- D elta sto rage

¡ Yield reaches Metropolitan's full
entitlement 17 out of 20 Years

r $2.0 billion capital cost (escalated to
Year 2005)

¡ $7 million annual O&M cost

! West San |oaquin Valley
¡ East San Joaquin Valley
I Sacramento Valley
¡ Within the Delta

Section 5
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SWP supply reliability with Level 4
increases significantly, Metropolitan would
receive its full annual entitlement of 2.01

million acre-feet 85 percent of the time, and

would receive at least 1.5 million acre-feet

95 percent of the time.

It is assumed in the IRP that a five-year
construction period for the Kern Water
Bank would begin in the year 2005, and a

ten-year construction period for Los Banos

Grandes Reservoir would also begin in the

year 2005. Capital costs are assumed to be

$122 mitlion for the Kern Water Bank,

5.7 million acre-feet
2.8 million acre-feet
4.9 million acre-feet
1.0 million acre-feet

Kem Water Bank (I(WB) and the 1.73 million acre-feet Los Banos Grandes

Reservoir<urrently serve as the basis for supply and cost assumptions'

based on a 1990 DWR staff cost estimate minus expenditures to date, escalated

to year 2005 dollars at six percent interest; and $2.3 billion for Los Banos

Grandes Reservoir, based on DWR's L990 Los Banos Grandes Reservoir

Feasibility Report cost estimate, escalated to year 2005 at six percent interest'

Annual operation and maintenance costs are assumed to be $3 million for the

Kern Water Bank, estimated by Metropolitan staff based on 1990 DWR

estimates for the first stage of the Kern Fan Element; and $4 million for Los

Banos Grandes Reservoir, estimated by Metropolitan staff based DWR's 1990

Los Banos Grandes Reservoir Feasibility Report. Variable unit costs would not

change from Level 1,.

Figure 5-2 presents the average water supply from the SWP under the levels of

resource investment.

5.2 Water Transfers from the Central Valley
Up to 27 million acre-feet of water, 80 percent of California's develoPed water

supply, is delivered for agricultural use annually. Over half of this water is
used in the Central Valley:

Much of this Central Valley water is delivered by, or is adjacent to, State

Water Project (SWP) and Central Valley Project (CVP) conveyance facilities,
allowing for voluntary transfers to Metropolitan via the California Aqueduct
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trn California, high water use, low value field crops--cotton, alfalfa, irrigated
pasture, rice and other grains-account for more than 17 million acre-feet of
water each year.

Availability of Supplies
Recent events indicate that a portion of this
Central Valley water supply will be available for
transfers through the California Aqueduct:

Figure 5-2
Average Year State Water Project Supplies

Section 5
lmported Supply Options

The 1991 and 7992 track record of the
Governor's Drought Bank. During the record
drought year of 1997, tlne Drought Bank
purchased 820,000 acre-feet of such supplies
in two months-roughly twice the total
annual supply available from the SWP that
year.

Vañous water marketing

arrangements can yield large

quant¡ties of Central Valley

water

¡

\
\

E Level 4 - South Delto Sloroge

El Level3 - Full Delto Fix

@ Level2 - lnterim SWP Fix

I Level I - No New lnvestment
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The Central Valley Improvement Act was passed by Congress in October
1992. Under this Act, water agencies such as Metropolitan, that are not
within the Central Valley Project service area, may for the first time be
able to use a portion of the Central Valley Project's 7.8 million acre-feet
yield.

Agricultural interest in water transfers. Many members of the
agricultural community are actively pursuing the transfer of a portion of
thei¡ allocated supplies.

Metropolitan's Water Transfer Policy
Metropolitan's policy is to pursue a variety of voluntary water marketing
agreements. Specifically, Metropolitan's policy statement on water transfers
Iists several considerations that will frame future water transfer actions:

Water transfers, including water marketing, will be
developed only on a voluntary basis with willing
partners;Metropolitan's policy is

to pursue voluntary

water marketing

agreements

I A full-range of water transfer options will be
pursued, including arrangements with appropriate
state and federal agencies, public and private water
entities, and individual water users;

I Water transfers will be designed to protect, and
where feasible, enhance environmental resources;

I Efforts will continue to develop water transfers in cooperation with the
agricultural community, which seek to avoid urìreasorìable operational
and financial impacts; and

I Strategies will be developed to appropriately address community impacts
of water transfers.

Types of Water Transfers
The IRP assumes that, for the right price, sufficient quantities of water used for
lor,t'value crops can be purchased to supplement other supplies and meet
Metropolitan's level of service (reliability) goal. The following four t11res of
water marketing activities are available to supplement Metropolitan's other
wate¡ supplies:

¡ Spot Transþs. Spot transfers make water available through an annual
contract entered into the same year water is delivered. Spot contracts
could be either directly with farmers or water agencies, or via

I
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participation with others through water brokered acquisitions' The
'Gorr"*or', L991 and L9' 2 Drought Bank illustrates the second concept'

T Option Trøtsþ* OPtion transfers through multi-year contracts allow

Metropolitan to obtain water when the need exists. Typically these

contracts require MetroPolitan to "call" this water a minimum number of

times during the contract term. Another corunon feature of oPtion

transfers is an uPfront PaYment requirement. This

provides a farmer sufficient incentive to comrnit future

water supplies' The proposed Areias DairY Farms
Transfers can increase

core supplies as well as

provide swing suq7lies

for drought management

transfer illustrates an option transfer

I Core Trmsþ.s. Core transfers make water available

through multi-year contracts that convey a specific

entitlJment of water to Metropolitan each year' The

purchase or long-term lease of another water

ãg"ttcy's Central Valley Project or SWP water

supply would be typical of such a transaction'

Metropolitan has imPorted

Today, dePendable CRA

suppt¡es are only about half of

Metropolitan's 1.2 million

acre-foot entitlement

¡ Storage Progtmts. These Programs allow Metropolitan to store and later

.".o'u".t. 
"rrãil"bl. 

Central Vailey water not able to be transported

immediately to Southem California. Typically, Metropolitan would store

this water when available in a groundwater basin or surface water

reservoir adjacent to the California Aqueduct. Then the stored water

would be retumed dírectly to the Caúornia Aqueduct or cxchanged for

water which otherwise wóuld have been delivered to a water banking

partner.TheproposedSemitropic/MetropolitanBankingProgram
illustrates this type of storage Program'

5.3 Colorado River Aqueduct (CRA) Supplies
water from the Colorado River since l'94L under

water delivery contracts with the U'S' Department

of the Interior. These contracts allow diversion of

1.2L2 million acre-feet each year, as well as

180,000 acre-feet Per year of surplus water when

available. The capacity of the CRA is 1,800 cubic

feet per second or 1.3 million acre-feet Per year'

The maximum import capabilitv of the CRA is

considered to be 1.2 million acre-feet Per vear

assuming an outage factor of approximatellr $

percent.

fn7964, a U.S. Supreme Court decree, Arizona vs, California' limited

Califorrua's basic àpportionment of Colorado River water to 4'4 million acre-

feet per year. The 
^Slcr"tuty 

of the Interior (Secretary) issued Criteria for

J
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Coordinated Long-range Operation of Colorado Rive¡ Reservoirs in 1970.
Under these criteria, Metropolitan's ability to divert water on a dependable
basis decreased once the Central A¡izona Project began operation in 1985.

Since conunencement of operation of the Central A¡izona Project in 1985,

Metropolitan has been able to continue diverting Colorado River water as

needed to meet a portion of its serwice area's demands and storage objectives
This has been accomplished through the execution of agreements to:

Deliver Colorado River water in advance to Coachella Valley Water
District (Coachella) and Desert Water Agency (Desert)

T

I Implement a water conservation program with Imperial Irrigation District
(lmperial).

Implement a test land fallowing program with Palo Verde Irrigation
District (Palo Verde).

In addition, Metropolitan has delivered available surplus and unused water.
Metropolitan's Strategic Plan objective for Colorado River resources is to
pursue economic options to maimize Colorado River water suppiies and
permit the CRA to be operated at capacity as much of the time as is feasible

lncreasing Reliable Supplies

Increasing reliable Colorado River supplies is limited in th¡ee ways

t The Secretary of the Interior may elect to hold water
in reservoir storage rather than making it available
to Metropolitan as unused A¡izona and Nevada
water and surplus water,

CRA capac¡ty can be

used to divert unused

and surplus water ¡ The higher total dissolved solids content of the
water limits water reclamation, and

The capacity of the CRA is limited.

The Federal government will probably continue to control the salinity of
Colorado River water to minimize impacts on consumers as well as on water
reclamation. Implementation of a number of programs under consideration by
Metropolitan would increase dependable Colorado River supplies. Remairung
aqueduct capacity could be used to divert unused agricultural prioritv water,
unused A¡izona and Nevada water, and surplus water. Furthermore, vet to be
envisioned programs could provide an even greater level of Colorado River
water supply reliability. The IRP addresses whether this additional investment
¡,r'ould be warranted. To do this, the IRP takes into account hydrologic

ilD rro
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conditions and projected demands for water in the Colorado River Basin'

Determining whether this investment is warranted would consider:

r Whether the Bureau has implemented guidelines for the availability of

surplus water,

¡ The content of Bureau regulations for administering Colorado River

entitlements, or a regional water supply solution developed by the

Colorado River Basin states to address California, Nevada and Arizona's

needs for Colorado River water,

I The disposition of the Bureau's ProPosal to require a reduction in
diversións by higher priority users of Colorado River water in California

to offset projected or past overuse, and

¡ The effects of a U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service rule designating critical

habitat for four endangered species of fish, future consultations between

the Fish and Wildlife Service and the Bureau regarding reservoir

operations, and proposals for multi-species habitat management planning

Current Programs to lncrease CRA Deliveries

Recently, Metropolitan has increased the reliability of its

Colorado River supplies by implementing the following

Programs:

Coachella Basin Groundwater Storage

Metropolitan holds contracts with Coachella and Desert

which require that Metropolitan exchange its Colorado
River water for these agencies' SWP entitlement water on

an annual basis. ln accordance with an advance delivery
agreement executed by Metropolitan, Coachella and

Desert, Metropolitan delivers Colorado River water in
advance to these agencies for storage in the Upper
Coachella Valley groundwater basin. In years when

supplies are insufficient, Coachella and Desert may use

the stored water. In return, Metropolitan may continue to

receive Coacheila's and Desert's SWP water while
maximizing deliveries of Colorado River water to its

service area. To determine Metropolitan's dependable supplies of Colorado

River water, it is assumed that exchanges will continue from the 394,000 acre-ft

of water remaining in storage as of August 7994.

üD
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lmperial lrrigation District-Metropolitan Water Conseruation Program

Metropolitan and the Imperial Irrigation District (Imperial) executed an
agreement for the implementation of a water conservation program and use of
conserved water in December 1988. Then Metropolitan, Imperial, the Palo
Verde Irrigation District (Palo Verde), and Coachella executed an Approval
Agreement and Metropolitan and Coachella executed an Agreement to
Supplement Approval Agreement in December 1989. The first two agreements
call for Metropolitan to fund a number of conservation projects that Imperial is
implementing. The third agreement deals with circumstances under which
Metropolitan would reduce its use of conserved water. Thus, Metropolitan can
divert a quantity of Colorado River water in most years equal to the amount of
water conserved by the conservation projects. Metropolitan projects that
82,750 acre-feet of water will be conserved in 1995,101.,250 acre-feet in 7996,
and 106,100 acre-feet per year beginning in 1997 for a 3S-year period.

Palo Verde-Metropolitan Test Land Fallowing Program

Under a May 7992 agreement among Metropolitan, Palo Verde, Imperial,
Coachella, and the United States, about 20,000 acres of agricultural land were
fallowed in the Palo Verde Valley between August 1992 and July 1994.
Metropolitan compensated the lessees/landowners for foregoing agricultural
production of crops. The 186,000 acre-feet saved has been stored in Lake
Mead for subsequent use by Metropolitan. The IRP assumes that this water
will be delivered to Metropolitan's service area in 1999.

Surplus and Unused Colorado River Water
Between L986 and 1994, surplus and unused Colorado River water has been
avaiiable to supplement Metropolitan's dependable supplies of Colorado River
water.

Surplus Water Available via the CRA

Currently, the availability of surplus water is determined on a year-to-year
basis by the Secretary of the Interior (Secretary) based on a recorrunendation

by the Commissioner of Reclamation. The
Commissioner's recorunendation is based on a proposed
annual operating plan for the Colorado River system
reservoirs prepared by Bureau staff who consult u'ith the
Colorado River Management Work Group. The Work
Group consists of representatives of federal and state
agencies with responsibilities or interests in reservoir
system operation. Representatives of vvater agencies,
electrical utilities, and environmental interest groups are
invited to participate in Work Group deliberations.

Metropolitan holds the highest priority in California to import available
surplus water via the CRA.

ItD
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Water Apportioned to but Unused by Arizona and Nevada

The availability to California, and thus Metropolitan, of water apportioned to

but unused by Arizona and Nevada is also determined on a year-to-year basis

by the Secretary. As with surplus water, the Secretary's determination is based

or, 
" 

,".o--endation by the Commissioner. The Work Group is the forum for

discussions on making such water available to California. In certain past

years, representatives of A¡izona and Nevada have objected to such water

6eing -áde available, preferring that such water remain in reservoir storage'

No guidelines have been issued by Reclamation regarding the circumstances

undér which unused apportionments would be made available in future years.

The 1994 operating ptan for the reservoir system permits unused A¡izona and

Nevada *át.t to be utilized by California in 1,994. Based on Reclamation's July

1994 projection of net diversions in the th¡ee states, sufficient unused water is

availåble to permit Metropolitan to divert over 1.2 million acre-feet of

Colorado River water in 1994. Should the forecast of net diversions approach

7.5 million acre-feet in Arizona, California, and Nevada in 1994, the Secretary

would consult with interested parties regarding modifications to the annual

operating plan. If the plan is not modified following that consuìtation and net

dìversioñs exceed 7.5 million acre-feet, compensation for overuse of such water

would be required by the end of 1999, Compensation for overuse would be in

the form of an adjustment to a State's apportionment unless alternate forms of

cornpensation or other time frames are agreed uPon b,V the Governors'

reprèsentatives of the Colorado River Basin States and the Secretary' As

Réclamation's July 1994 Íorecast of this year's use does not exceed 7'5 million
acre-feet, compensation by Metropolitan for overuse has not been projected'

lJnused Agricultural Priority Water

Between 1986 and 1993, the amount of unused agricultural priority water

available to Metropolitan has varied from zero in 1989 and 1990 to over

500,000 acre-feet in 1992. As net diversions of Colorado River water are

accounted on a calendat yeal basis, the Bureau, Colorado River Board of

California and Metropolitan have developed methods to forecast the

availability of such water for diversion late in the year. The amount of unused

agricultural priority water will continue to vary in the future depending uPon

agricultural economrcs, types of crops grown, and acreage irrigated.

Future Colorado River Water Supplies

In 1996, Metropolitan's dependable Colorado River supply is projected to total

621,250 acre-feet. While Metropolitan's dependable Colorado River supply is

limrted, additional water may at times be available. In addition to unused

agricultural priority water, the Secretary may make water unused by Arizona
and Nevada available to California. In years in which surplus water is

available, California is entitled to dir¡ert up to one-half of the surplus, and

Metropolitan has the highest prioritv of any California contractor to divert this
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surplus water. As a result of favorable power contracts and overall lower

..urgy use, water delivered from the Colorado River is one of the most

cost-effective sources of supply available to the region'

lncreasing the Retiability of Metropolitan's Colorado River Supplies

As the amount of surplus and unused water which will be available in the

future is uncertain, Metropolitan is considering entering into agreements with
other water agencies and the United States to increase its dependable supplies

of Colorado River water. Additional supplies could be made available through

agreements to undertake further conservation improvements and fallow land.

Opportunities to store water in central A¡izona
groundwater basins may also be pursued'
Metropolitan projects that if implemented, the

currently envisioned Programs would allow
dependable Colorado River supplies to be increased

by 350,000 acre-feet by the year 2005. A description
of currently envisioned programs follows'

Atl American Canal Lining Proiect

The Bu¡eau has completed the final environmental
impact statement / environmental impact report
(EIS/EIR) for the All American Canal Lining Project,

construction of a 23 mile parallel concrete-lined canal. The canal lining would

conserve 67,700 acre-feet Per year. The water conserved would be used by the

California Contractors (Palo Verde, lmperial, Coachella, and Metropolitan).

Metropolitan proposes to fund the lining project to either increase its yield

from the Colorado River or to be reimbursed, if another California Contractor

uses the conserved water. Construction could be completedby 1999.

Coachella Canal Lining Proiect

In January 1994, the Bureau filed the draft EIS/EIR for the Coachella Canal

Lining Project, construction of 33 miles of concrete-lining that would conserve

25,700 acre-feet per year for use by the California Contractors. Construction

could be completed by 1998.

tmperial Test Land Fatlowing and Modified Alfalfa lrrigation Program

Early ín 1993, representatives of Metropolitan and Imperial negotiated the

terms and conditions of a two-year test land fallowing and modified alfalfa

irrigation program to save 100,000 acre-ft annually. Metropolitan has inJormed

Imperial that it would be appropriate to obtain Palo Verde and Coachella's

comments, and to continue working to develop the agreement to a near readv

state for implementation in the future should the need arise.

.J
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Phase tl Water Conseruation Program with lmperial

The second phase of the current water conservation Proglam with Imperial
could conserve 1.50,000 acre-feet per year through lirung of additional canals

and laterals, construction of a regulatory reservoir, and recovery of canal

discharges to drains through construction of spill interceptor canals. This
project is currently on hold. The Regional Water Quality Control Board staff
have suggested that widespread implementation of conservation measures in
the lmperial Valley be delayed until selenium control measures for agricultural
drainage water are developed,

tJnderground Storage of Colorado River Water in Central Arizona

Metropolitan and the Central A¡izona Water Conservation District (CAWCD)

executed an Agreement for a Demonstration Project on Underground Storage

of Colorado River Water in October 1992. Under the agreement, 100,000

acre-ft of Colorado River water has been released f¡om Lake Mead, conveyed

through the Central Arizona Project's Hayden-Rhodes Aqueduct, and stored

underground in Central Arizona. Metropolitan and the Southern Nevada
Water Authority (SNWA) paid the costs of storing the water, while CAWCD is

responsible for costs of recovery of the water. There are two potential uses of

the stored water. CAWCD could use the water to reduce shortages declared

by the Secretary. Alternatively, Metropolitan and SNWA could exchange this
water for CAWCD's Colorado River water if a surplus occurs or flood releases

are made by the Bureau. Metropolitan is considering an amendment to the

agreement to permit the storage of an additional 200,000 acre-feet over the next
six years.

Other Programs

Additional programs are being considered to increase Metropolitan's
dependable Colorado River supplies. These Programs include longer-term
land fallowing programs in the Palo Verde and Imperial Valleys each saving
100,000 acre-feet pel year. A number of lessees and landowners in the Palo
Verde Valley who partrcipated in the test land fallowing program have

expressed an interest in the implementation of a second Program.

Levels of lnvestment
Metropolitan s preliminary Strategic Plan calls for development of an

additional 350,000 acre-feet per year of dependable Colorado River supply bv
the year 2005. For the IRP, this goal has been translated into three specific
levels of investment. Estimates of CRA supply for each level considers the
availability of surplus water, based on 70 years of historical hvdrologic data.
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Level 1

Level 1 represents Metropolitan's basic entitlement plus water provided by the

following existing investments:

r Coachella Basin Groundwater Storage

t Imperial/Metropolitan Water Conservation Program

¡ Metropolitan-Palo Verde Test Land Fallowing Program

Level 2

CRA Levels of lnvestment
Level 2 adds the following Planned
conservation and other programs to
further increase the reliability of
Metropolitan's Colorado River supplies

Level 1: Existing dePendable
Colorado River suPPlY including
present programs

I All-American Canal Lining Project

r Coachella Canal Lirung Project

Level 2: Planned
con s e ruation/fal lowi n g P rog ram s

Level 3: Additional land fallowing
programs

I

I

I Imperial and Palo Verde Land
Fallowing

r Phase II Water Conservation Program
with lmperial

Level 3

Under this level, Metropolitan would be able to deliver L.2 rnillion acre-feet of

Colorado River water every year, taking into consideration the availability of

surplus water, This level of investment would be achieved through
Metropolitan funding of additional land fallowing within the Imperial and

Palo Verde service areas.

Figure 5-3 (on the following page) presents average year supply from the CRA
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Section 6
Development of a Resource Strategy

The data collection and analysis phase of the IRP process concludes with an

evaluation of altemative resor¡rce strategies. These strategies emphasize

various levels of investment in local resou¡ces, imported resources, and water

management facilities. First, the evaluation assembles the va¡ious resou-rce

options into "mixes" that generally represent relative differences in emphasis

bètween local and imported supply. Then these resource mixes are evaluated

according to th¡ee criteria: supply reliability, cost, and uncertainty. This

section summarizes these resource mixes and describes how they were

evaluated.

6.1 Summary of Resource OPtions
The previous two sections discussed the various water resources available to

Southern California. About one-third of the existing water supply is found
locally. The rest of the region's water is imported from th¡ee sources -the
Colorado River, the Sacramento-San Joaquin River Delta, and the Owens

Valley and Mono Basin (through the Los Angeles Aqueducts). Hydrologic
variations lead to uncertainty in the reliability of most of these sources.

The region has available
a wide range of options,
often complementary,
for expanding imported
supplíes and local
resources.

As a regional resou¡ces plan, the IRP Process evaluates all

of the possible alternatives to provide the additional
supplies needed to meet future demands. The region has

available a wide range of options that could expand uPon

imported supplies and local water resources. These

options, which in many cases are complementary, include:

lmporteil Resøtrces. Increasing Colorado River Aqueduct
supplies through investment in cooperative conservation
programs, conjunctive use, and land fallowing; and

increasing California Aqueduct suppiies through capital
improvements in the State Water Project System to resolve environmental
constraints, Central Valley groundwater storage Programs, and market
purchases.

Læal Resources. Increasing local water resources through expanded
reclamation, conservation, groundwater conjunctive use and recovery, and

desalination;

The IRP seeks the right balance of resource development and management
strategies needed to reliably meet demand in a manner that is both cost-

effective and acceptable to the public. However, over the past 10 years, the
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region's firm supply of water resources has been declining. The data analysis
conducted for the IRP indicates that existing dependable supplies will continue
to decline dramatically. Figure 6-L shows how this decline in supply
immediately threatens the ability of the region's water providers to meet
regíonal demand. The IRP process is intended to identify the right mix of
additional dependable supplies sufficient to meet or exceed projected
demands.

6.2 Development of Resource M¡xes
Resource Mix Buildíng Blocks

A resource mix is a combination of investments in imported supplies and local
resorüces. hr order to identify broadly feasible combinations of local and
imported water supplies that meet regional reliability goals, Metropolitan, its
Member Agencies, and other water providers have jointly defined an initial set
of "building blocks" reflecting increasingly aggressive investments for each
major category of water supply. As shown in Table 6-1, the IRP defines up to
four levels of potential investment for each water supply option:

Figure 6-1
Water Supply and Demand: Critical Drought Year
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.Depends on availability of surplus Colorado River waler,

MAF = million acreJeet; MAFY = million acre-feet per year

Tabþ 6'1
Overvþw of Water Resot¡rces by Year 2020
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I Izuet 7 represents water supplies that can be provided by infrastructure
and resource programs that currently exist or are already under
construction.

Supply Source lcvel I lnnstnent l¡ræl 2 lnræstrænt [¡ræ13 lnræSnenl lcvel 4 Inræsùnent

lmported

Colorado River
Aqueduct (CRA)

State Water Project

Water Transfers lrom
Central Valley

Existing SupPlies:
0.6 to 1.2 MAFY

Existing Facilities.
Reduced Deliveries:
0.1 to 1.0 MAFY

Option and Spot
Transfers

Planned
Conservation and
Other Programs:
1.0 to 1.2. MAFY

lnterim Delta Fix:

0.3 to 1.4 MAFY

Core Transfers

Full Aqueduct and
Land Fallowing:
1.2 MAFY

Delta Transfer
Facility:
0.6 to 2.0 MAFY

South of Delta
Storage Programs:
1.3 to 2.0 MAFY

Local Supplies

Local Surface and
Groundwater

Water Reclamation

Groundwater
Becovery

Water Conservation

Ocean Desalination

Los Angeles
Aqueduct

Existing Production:
1.2 to 1.4 MAFY

Existing Proiects and
Facilities Under
Construction:
0.5 MAFY

Existing Projects:
O.04 MAFY

Existing Programs:
0.3 MAFY

Small Local Projects
O.03 MAFY

Existing Facilities:
0.2 to 0.4 MAFY

Existing Proiects
and Facilities Under
Design:
0.7 MAFY

Existing and
Planned Projects:
0.11 MAFY

Full BMPs:
0.9 MAFY

Smdl and Mid-sized
Projects:
0.1 MAFY

Existing and
Planned Facilities:
1.0 MAFY

All Potential
Projects:
0.15 MAFY

Beyond BMPs:
1.1 MAFY

Small, Mid, and
Large Regional
Projects:
0.3 MAFY
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r Istel 2 adds supplies resulting from projects and programs that agencies

have taken steps to implement even th¡ough they are not currently under

construction (i.e., projects either under design or where sufficient
planning has occu¡red to indicate that the project/program is feasible).

I la:els 3 mil4 represent the potential amount of water than can be

provided during the planning horizon based on projects that may only be

in the "concept" phase of development.

Each resource mix is defined by selecting a particula¡ level of investment (i.e.,

Level '1., 2, 3, or 4) for each resource option shown in Table 6-L. For example a

potential resource mix rnight consist of Level 1 State Water Project supply,

Resource Levels of lnvestment:

Level 3 Colorado River
Supply, Level 2 Reclamation
supply, and so forth.

Categories of Resources
For a resource mix to be

feasible, it is generally
composed of three categories
of resources: (L) core supplies;
(2) storage; and (3) swing or

flexible supplies. Core supplies represent those supplies that are firmly
com¡nitted each and every year. In many cases, core supplies cannot be easily
"scaled back" even if demands are low. While core supplies greatly improve
reliability, the investments also tend to create surplus water (suppiies in excess

of demands) during normal and wet years. For the IRP, core supplies
represent all of the local and imported supplies shown in Table 6-1, except

Central Valley water transfers.

Storage, both groundwater and surface, serves two functions: (1) during
normal and wet years it allows surplus water to be stored for later use; and (2)

during dry and critically dry years it offers an added supply-providing
"carryover" water to meet demands. Total annual "carryover" storage

requirements are determined in this section, incorporated with projections of
seasonal shift and emergency storage needs to define planning level estimates

of total storage, treatment and distribution costs under each resource mix.

Swing supplies represent those supplies that are used oniy when needed, such

as during a drought or to replenish storage. Usually, the fixed costs represent

a small portion of the total cost of a swing supply. Central Valley water
transfers are an example of a swing supply.

¡ Level 1: Existing/committed resources
t Level 2: Parlially-implemented resources
¡ Level 3/4: Potential resources

IID
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IRP Resource Mixes

Fou¡ broad resource mixes, or strategies, for the IRP were developed:

t No Na¡ lnoestnent (base case). Represents no new investment in local or

imported water resources (i.e., Level L investments for all resources)'

I Emphasis ot LæaI Resources. Represents full investment in local resources

(i.e., Level 3 investments, where available) and eústing investments in

imported resources (i'e., Level 1 investments)'

¡ Emphasis on Imported Resources. Represents full investment in imported

resources (i.e., Level 3 or 4 investments, where available) and etsting
investments in local resources (i.e., Level f. investments).

No New lnvestment
Local Resource EmPhasis
lmported Resource EmPhasis
I nte rm ed iate I nvestm ent

Level of lnvestment
Local lmPorted

11
31
1 3/4

23 z3

lnitial Resource Mixes

¡ Intermediúe lnttestment in
Læal md lmported
Resøtrces. RePresents

moderate investments in
both imported and local

resources ( i.e., Level 2

or 3 investments)'

Each resource mix was
evaluated to determine its
supply reliability for meeting
near and long-term water

demands during the planning period L995 to year 2020'

6.3 IRP Evaluation Criteria
There are a significant number of uncertainties involved in long-range water

supply planrring. some uncertainties relate to climatic and hydrologic

\r"iiutiot t. For the IRP, analytical evaluations of supply reliability and cost

quantified these types of uncertainties. An IRP work SrouP composed of

ùetropolitan staff, Member Agency staff, and groundwater basin managers

also iáentified other uncertainiies. These uncertainties are interwoven with

social, political, and economic considerations that are more difficult to

quantify. Therefore, the IRP Process qualitatively evaluated the uncertainty

presented by each resoulce option in the following areas:

I Timing/Staging
¡ Equity
I Impact to Local Economy
I Public Acceptance

I Environmentallmpacts
¡ Risk
¡ Flexibility
t Adaptability

ilD
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This section discusses the relative importance assigned to these criteria by the
IRP participants and how these criteria were used to evaluate alternative
resource options and resource mixes.

Ranking the Evaluation Criteria
Not all criteria may be equally important. Therefore during the October 1993
Strategic Assembly of Metropolitan staff, the Board, and the Member Agency
Managers, the IRP evaluation criteria were independently ranked for
importance. Table 6-2 lists the relative importance defined for each IRp
evaluation criterion by the Strategic Assembly. Assembly members defined
long-term reliability, cost, and risk as the most important criteria.

Tabte 6-2
Relative lmpoñance of IRP Evaluation Criteria

The Computer Tool Option Finder was used by the strategic Assembly to
establish the importance of the evaluation criteria shown in Table 6-2. Option
Finder is a survey research tool that allows for the rapid collection and
analysis of survey data from small groups in a meeting or workshop setting.
The PC-based system allowed every member of the Assembly to reipond
electronically, using individual keypads, to questions regarding sp".ìfic
choices, opinions, and priorities for plaruring or other pr.rrpor"s. 

-once

responses were registered, the system provided an immediate display of
results on a projection screen for further discussion and evaluation purposes.

Evaluation c¡iteria importance was established by asking each Assembly
member to compare criteria in pairs. The number of times each criterion was

Er¡alt¡ation Crlþria Relatiw lmportance
(Percent of Responses)

Long-Term Reliability

Cost

Risk (Feasibility/Practicability)

Flexibility in Supplies

Public Acceptability
Equity

Adaptability

Timing/Staging of Resources

Environmental lmpact

lmpact to Local Economy

Shorl-Term Reliability

78

63

59

53

52

49

42

42

37

37

35
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picked as more important than another criterion represents the relative
importance of that criterion.

6.4 Supply Reliability Evaluation
Water supply reliability analysis is used to evaluate how well a resource mix
meets future water needs during different hydrologic and climatic conditions.
ln general, water supply reliability can be defined as: the degree to which the

perþrmance of a supply system results in the deliaery of water seraice to its customers

in the amounts desired, and within øcceptable quølity standards. Evaluation of
supply reliability is important because it provides a signal when additional
resources are required. Equally important, reliability planning determines
when "enough is enough"-that is, when additional resources would constitute
an over-investment in supply.

The supply reliability evaluation starts with the projection
of regional retail-level water needs. Local water supplies
are estimated and subtracted from the regional water
demands in order to obtain the demands for
Metropolitan's imported water. Imported water supplies
are projected and compared to the demands on
Metropolitan, If supplies exceed demand, the surplus
water is put into available storage. Storage consists of
both su¡face reservoirs and groundwater basins. If
supplies are less than demand, the shortage is alleviatecl
by pulling water from storage (dry year supply),

Water supply reliability
is the ability to deliver
water in the amounts
desired, and within
acceptable quality
standards.

purchasing water through voluntary transfer agreements, and/or rationing

If future water demands and supplies were known with certainty, no reliability
planning would be necessary-because water shortages and/or su¡pluses
would also be certain, In reality, both future water demand and supply are
uncertain. Furthermore, there are many types of uncertainty, such as:

hydrologic, climatic, institutional, and political. Some types of uncertainty
lend themselves easily to technical evaluations, while others are much more
difficult to measure quantitatively. Uncertainties that were explicitly handled
in the technical IRP evaluation include: (1) hydrologic and climatic conditions;
(2) variations in long-term demographic growth; and (3) forecast model error.
All other sources of uncertainties, such as institutional or regulatory risk, will
be handled in a qualitative manner through a consensus process.

To facilitate the quantitative evaluation of supply reliability and resource cost
analysis, an Integrated Resource Planning Simulation model (IRPSIM) was
developed by Metropolitan. IRPSIM uses results from other water demand
and supply models, and simulates the effects that different hydrologic and
climatic conditions have on future supply and demand. IRPSIM also estimates

ilD
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the total costs for different resource mixes, using widely accepted least-cost

planning principles.

Simutating Hydrologic and Climatic Uncertainty

Water demands and supplies are not static through time' Demands and

supplies can vary significantly from year to year based on

hydrology and climate. The fact that water demand and

supply are also related to each other furthe¡ complicates
the reliability analysis. The same factors that make

supplies go down (hot and dry climate), tend to make
water demand go uP, These linkages must be included in
order to generate a realistic estimate of future supply and

demand.

In order to evaluate supply reliability, a statistical
simulation of water supply and demand must be

The IRP "mapped"
historical hydrology and
climate over proiected
supply and demand to
measure supply
reliability.

performed. In the simulation Process, 70 years (1,922-1991)

of historical hydrology and climate were "mapped" over future estimates of

supply and demand to measure the impacts that temperature, rainfall,
snowpack, and operational scenarios have on supply reliability. This

methòdology preserves the contemporaneous relationships between hydrology

and climate effects on supply and demand, In other words, when IRPSIM

measures the effect that 1933 hydrology has on supplies in Northern
California, the 1933 weather impact on demands in Southern California is also

used. IRPSIM not only preserves the relationship between supply and

demand, but also preserves the time consistency "index" using sequential

simulation. Given a long enough trace of-hydrology and climate, the sequence

of years can be used to simulate the filling and drafting of storage and identify
the need for potential water transfers. For example, how would the supply
and demand balance out during a sequence of extremely wet years in the

beginning of the time sequence, and extremely dry years in the end of the

sequence? IRPSIM can "map" any sequence of historic hydrology and weather

onto any future level of supply and demand'

An example of how sequential hydrology and climate affect supplv and

demand is presented in Table 6-3. The projection period is from 7996 lo 2020,

with a simulation of 1967 to 1991. hydrology and climate. This simulation
shows what the supply and demand balance would look like if the proiection

year 1996 had a 1967 hydrology and climate, and the projection year 2020 had

a 1.99I hydrology and climate. The example indicates that in some years

supply shortages efsts (indicated by the negative numbers) and in other years

supply surplus efsts (indicated by the positive numbers)'

A significant benefit of storage is to hold excess water when supplies exceed

demand (during wet years) for later use during times when demands exceed

ilD
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Table 6-3

Hydrologic and climate Simulation of Supplies and Demand

1967-1975 and 1982-1987 were considered to be normal to wet hydrologic years'

1976-1977, 1gg1, and 1988-1991 were considered to be dry to critical hydrologic years

Note: All supplies and demand quantities in million acre-feet per year.

Fo¡ecasil
Year

Hydrolog¡d
Cl¡maÞ
Tnce

Total
Regional
Dennnd

l-ocal
Supplics

StaÞ
WaÞr
Proiect

Coloraö
Riwr
WaÞr

Total
Supply

Supply
Suplud
Shortaç

1 996 1 967 4.153 2.142 0.891 0.921 3.954 -0.199

1 997 1 968 4.471 2.282 0.891 0.924 4.097 -0.374

1 998 1 969 4.211 2.275 0.891 1.200 4.366 0.155

1 999 1 970 4.678 2.455 0.891 1.200 4.546 -0.1 32

2000 1971 4.738 2.493 0.891 1.200 4.584 -0,1 54

2001 1972 4.985 2.555 0.891 1.200 4.646 -0.339

2002 1 973 4.652 2.582 0.891 1.200 4.673 0.021

2003 1974 4.802 2.622 0.891 1.200 4.713 -0.089

2004 1 975 4.775 2.673 0.891 0.989 4.553 -0.222

2005 't976 5.060 2.730 0.891 1.200 4.821 -0.239

2006 1977 5.066 2.712 0.601 0.973 4.286 -0.780

2007 1 978 4.697 2.639 2.012 0.981 5.632 0.935

2008 1 979 5.021 2.899 2.012 0.985 s.896 0.875

2009 1 980 s.088 2.904 2,O12 0.978 5.894 0.806

2010 1 981 5.599 3.057 1.875 1.200 6.1 32 0.533

2011 1 982 5,363 2.973 2.012 0.978 5.963 0.600

2012 't983 4,984 3.001 2.012 1.200 6.213 1.229

201 3 1 984 5.789 3.310 2.O12 1.200 6.522 0.733

2014 1 985 5.276 3.121 2.012 1.200 6.333 0.607

201 5 1 986 5.674 3.074 2.012 1.200 6.286 0.612

201 6 1 987 5.870 3.1 65 2.012 1.200 6.377 0.507

2017 1 988 5.886 3.121 2.012 1.200 6,333 0.447

201 I 1 989 6.083 3.103 1.903 0.913 5.919 -0.164

201 I 't990 6.266 3.111 1.595 0.913 5.619 -0.647

2020 1 991 6.046 3.036 1.346 0.913 5.295 -0.751
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supply (during dry years). IRPSM keeps track of the total storage capacity
year to year, while also constraining how much annual "put" and "take"

conveyance can be achieved using operational and system storage rules. If
costs were not a limitation, storage would be maximized such that all available

surplus water during wet and normal years could be used to alleviate all (or

most) of the supply shortages during dry and critical
years. Figure 6-2 graplttcally depicts the total supplies
and demands (without storage) during the 1996 to 2020

forecast period using the data from Table 6-3. With
adequate storage, the supply shortages during the years

2018 th¡ough 2020 could be alleviated by the use of
carryover supply.

Estimating Supply Rel iability
In order to comprehensively evaluate supply reliability, all
possible future supplies and demands must be examined.
The reliability "curve," a cumulative distribution of supply
less demand, is generated from the probablistic simulation

The top half of the
supply reliability curue
shows the likelihood of
supply shortages, while
the bottom half shows
the likelihood of
surpluses.

using different hydrologic and climate traces. The curve represents the
relationship between two axes. The vertical axis represents the magnitude of
shortage, where shortage is defined as the difference between supply and

demand. The horizontal axis represents the cumulative probability (or
likelihood) of the shortage occurring, which is bounded from 0 to 1.00 percent.
Typically, reliability analysis has only focused on the likelihood of supply
shortages, However, the reliability analysis in the IRP evaluation examines the

likeiihood of supply surplus as well. The ability to analyze surplus water is

critical to the evaluation of the costs and benefits of storage.

Figure 6-3 presents a hypothetical supply reliability curve/ presented in two
halves. The top half represents supply shortages, and the bottom half
represents supply surplus. The vertical axis measures the percent magnitude
of supply shortage for the top half of the graph, and percent magnitude of
supply surplus for the bottom half. The top horizontal axis measures the
likelihood of shortage (reading from left to right), while the bottom horizontal
axis measures the likelihood of surplus (reading from right to left). In the
hypothetical example, a supply shortage would occur about 30 percent of the
time, and a supply surplus would occur about 70 percent of the time. The

magnitude of the supply shortage would exceed 1,0 percent of full service
demands, about 10 percent of the time (or 1 in 10 years).

6.5 Evaluation of Supply Reliability
The supply reliability evaluation methodology described in the previous
section was applied to the four broad resource mixes in order to:

ilD rvD
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Water Supply and Demand: Hydrology and Climate Simulation
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(1) determine the reliability of core supplies available each year under the

various resource mixes,

(2) define the annual amount of available carryover storage needed to

improve core suPPly reliability, and

(3) identify water transfers needed for swing suPPlies during years when

available core supplies and storage cannot meet suPPly reliability goals'

This section discusses the changes in supply reliability in the short-term (i'e.,

year 2000) and long-term (i.e., year 2020).

No New lnvestment
The No New Investment mix was a base case to determine the levels and

frequency of near and long-term water shortages that would occur without

any new-investments in local and imported resou¡ces. As near and long-term

*át", demands increase due to a continued population growth in the service

area of over 220,000 people Per year, water shortages for this resource mix

increase as well (Figure O-+¡. S"pply shortages greater than those experienced

during the 1.991 drought would occur about 60 percent of the time by year

2000, ãnd over 90 percent of the time by year 2020' It is estimated that the

economic impacts of water shortages of this magnitude and frequency would

be extremely costly and severe.

Figurc 6-4
Retail Supply ReliabilitY
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Local Resource Emphasis

The original Local Resou¡ce Emphasis mix consisted of Level 3 investment in
new local resowces and no new investment in imported resources. This mix
did not meet the reliability goal in the near or long-term planning period.
Supply shortages greater than those experienced during the 1991 drought
would occur about 30 percent of the time (or f. in 3 years) by year 2000, and

over 20 percent of the time (or 1 in 5 years) by year 2020. In addition, this
resource mix would be very costly because it relies heavily on large-scale
coastal ocean desalination facilities to meet demands.

For these reasons, a Læal Resøtrce Emphnsis utith a FulI Colorado Riaq Aqueduct
(CRA) mix was developed in order to meet the reliability goal. This mix
contained Level 3 investments in local resources, where available, and Level 3
investments in CRA. Although the resource mix achieved the desired
reliability goal in the near and long-term, the costs remained very high due to
its continued heavy reliance on large-scale desalination, In addition, because

of total dissolved solids (TDS) water quality standards, this mix assumed use

of a desalting facility for the CRA water in order to achieve Metropolitan's
water quality objectives at a regional level,

A Reoised Læal Resøtrce Emphasis with FwII CRA mix
substituted additional SWP suppiies for the large-scale
ocean desalination projects in the original local resource
emphasis. The additional SWP supplies are attributed to:
(1) an interim SWP fix (that includes acoustic fish ba¡riers
in the Delta and south of Delta channel improvements)
that would be on-line by year 2000; and (2) reliance on
Central Valley water transfers in both the near and long-
term. This greatly reduced the overall costs of this
resource mix and eliminated the need for a CRA
desalination facility due to increased SWP blending. This
mix was still able to meet near and long-term reliability
goals (Figure 6-5 and 6-6).

I

I

After adding full CRA
and limited new SWP
resources to the local
resource emphasis,
supply reliability was
achieved with storage
and water transfers.

I mported Besource Emphasis

The Imported Resource Emphasis mix assumes verv aggressive SWP
investments in the long-term and heavy reliance on Central Valley water
transfers during the early years (Figure 6-7). Water transfers in the early years
can be decreased once an interim SWP fix is on-line by year 2000, a full Delta
fix is in place by year 2006, and south of Delta storage implemented by year
2015. This mix also includes a full CRA delivery by year 2006, and Level 1

investments for all local supplies except water consen'ation, which is at Level
2. Figure 6-8 shows that by 2020 the imported resource emphasis rnix exceeds
reliability goals with a reasonable amount of storage.
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Figure 6-5
Retail Supply Reliability in Short Term
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Retail Supply Reliability in Long-Term
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Intermediate Resource Mix

The lntermediate Resource Mix includes an interim SWP fix on-line by year

2000, moderate reliance on Central Valley water transfers, and a full Delta fix
by year 2010. This mix also includes a full cRA delivery by year 2006, and

Level 2 investments for all local supplies. Figures 6-9 and 6-10 show the

importance of transfers in the short-term, followed by long-term reliability
without transfers by the end of the planning period'

6.6 Uncertainties and Other Considerations
While the analytical phase of the IRP process presents an assessment of the

uncertainties associated with projecting demands and forecasting supplies,

there are a number of other factors which influence the desirability of a

specific resource mix. In addition to maintaining supply reliability and

minirnizing regional costs, the preferred resou¡ce mix should also provide
supply flexibility and adaptabitig; achieve public acceptance; and satisfy
environmental concems as well as local economic considerations. Assessing

the ability of a resou¡ce option or resource mix to achieve these goals

introduces the need to address additional risks and u¡certainties.
What is the likelihood of barriers emerging that could hinder implementation?
How could these barriers affect expected yields from resource investments?
What are the corrective measures or contingency plans available to overcome

possible impediments? These are some of the questions to which the IRP

process should provide answers as part of the evaluation of alternative
resource mixes.

In order to contribute to the evaluation of these broad areas of concern, the

IRP methodology includes a review of the uncertainties related to each

resource option. A summary of the potential uncertainties is provided in Table

6-4 through 6-10.
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Table 6-4

Central Valley Water Transfers

Section 6
Development of Resource Mixes

Uncertainty Consequences Means of Overcoming
Uncertainty

Emergency Reallocations

Potential for reallocation of
transfer supplies during a

drought.

Potential loss of transfer
supplies if Governor
formally declares a drought
emergency.

lnclude senior south-of-Delta
transfers for supply planning
Seek policies and legislation
to preserve benefits of prior
ptanning.
lmplement cooperative
projects with northem urban
agencles,

Water Quality Regulations
Affecting Groundwater

Potential for new water
quality regulations that could
affect use of water stored in
groundwater basins.

May not impact use of
supplies since potential
constituents likely to be

more tightly regulated would
be reduced through existing
conventional water treatment
plants.

Diversify types of transfers;
including implementation of
entitlement exchange
programs for agricultural use

that would not be affected by
new drinkurg water quality
regulations.

Political Resistance

Potential of political
resistance to transfer
agreements.

Delay in implementation of
needed transfers.

Develop broad-based
programs (e.g. Palo Verde).
Undertake demonstration
programs to develop support,
Litigation

Delta Issues

Substantial change in Delta
regulations interferrng with
the delivery of transfer
supplies.

Potential loss of use of north
-of-Delta transfer supplies.

Rely on south-of-Delta
transfers for supply planning.
Resolve SVW uncertainties
(see Table 2).
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Table 6-5
State Water Proiect

Section 6
Development of Resource Mixes

UncertaintY Consequences Means of Overcoming UncertaintY

Political Resistance

Organized political resistance

to Delta Improvements from
various interest grouPs,

No additional Yield
obtained.
Loss of funds expended for
planning and Permitting
activities.

Maintain and strengthen North-
South urban coalition.
Pursue Bay-Delta Urban
Altemative Standard'
Continue to secure agricultural
suPPort.
Public and busuress education.
lnitiate Multi-SPecies Habitat
Conservation Plan with "shelf-life

Unproven TechnologY

Reliance on acoustic fish
barriers that are, as Yet,
unproven teclrrologY. (Level

2 only.)

May require closure of
cross channels to Protect
fish, potentially decreastng
supply (already included in
the base yield assumPtion

of 50 percent of D-1630)'

Develop alternatives to the use of

acoustic fish barriers that reduce

fishery problems, while long-term
solutions are develoPed,

Regulatory/ Permitting

Reliance on channel
improvements within aquatic

habitat that reqtrire, bttt maY

not obtain, Endangered
Species Act and Ciean Water
Act permitting.

. No additional yield
obtained.

. Loss of funds expended for
planning and Permitting
activities.

Initiate and support a state-federal

EIR/EIS process.
Implement a multi-sPecies
protection and recovery Program
in cooperation with state and

federal authorities,
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Table 6-6
Colorado River Aqueduct

Section 6
Development of Besource Mixes

Uncertainty Consequences Means of Overcoming Uncertainty

Com¡nitment of Participating
Agencies

Unwillingness of participants
to enter into agreements.

Some water conservation and
Iand fallowing programs
may not be implemented,
Partial loss of construction
funding for participants'
lining projects.

' Develop political support and
consensus among participants.

' Pursue multiple progÍams.

Envi¡onmental Regulations

Determination of adverse
effects on sensitive species
and designation of critical
habitat within the Lower
Colorado River basin.

Potential change to current
hydrologic operations of the
Lower Colorado River and
possible reduction in
deliveries.

Develop cooperative work groups
with resource agencies.
Develop a Multi-Species Habitat
Conservation PIan for the Lower
Colorado.

Future Competition for
Existing Entitlements

The potential for reallocation
of entitlements,

Potential change in firm
entitlement water and
resulting reduction in
deliveries.
lnability to increase
entitlements and loss of
current excess deliveries.

Develop modified Colorado River
regulatrons.
Develop political support and
consensus among participants.
Consider amending the Colorado
River Compact.

High Salinity Levels

lmpacts to groundwater and
\^/ater reclamation from use of
additional CRA supplies.

Some agencies could receive
unblended Colorado River
water affecting ,tp to 90,000

acre-feet per year of
groundwater replenishment
deliveries and 90,000 acre-
feet per year of reclaimed
water for replenishment.

. Support the Colorado River Basin

Salinity Control Program.
' As practicable, blend CRA and S\AIP

supplies.
. Provide locaì desahnation facilities

for affected replenishment deliveries
and recyclurg plants.

IID
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Table 6-7
Water Reclamation

Section 6
Development of Resource Mixes

Uncertainty Consequences Means of Overcoming Uncertainty

Demand for Reclairned Water

Reduction in demand due to
costs or quality.

Shortfall in projected
reclaimed water use.

Provide price incentives.
Continue public education.
Support ordinances requiring
reclaimed water for specific uses.

Foster coordination among water,
wastewater, groundwater, and

flood control agencies.
Support ordinances to ban self-
regenerating water softeners.
lnstall treatment to provide
adequate quality.

High Salinity Levels

Limitations on reclaimed
water use for groundwater
basin recharge and certai¡
irrigation applications as a
result of high TDS rn product
water.

Shortfall in projected
¡eclaimed water use.

, As practicable, provide blending of
CRA and SWP supplies within
Metropolitan's system.

, Provide desalination treatment at

affected reclamation facilities,

Land Use and Facility Siting

Difficulty in siting facilities.

Regulatory and Market
Delays

Potential that facilities are
delayed due to the regulatory
process or slow market
development.

Loss of economic
locations resulting in
higher costs.

lncrease financial support.

Lag in projected reclaimed
water use.

Greater dependence on short-term
"swing supplies.

iln TM
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Table 6-8
Local Groundwater and Surface Water

Section 6
Development of Resource Mixes

l

"l

Uncertainty Consequences Means of Overcoming Uncertainty

Groundwater Contamination

Potential for further TDS,
nitrate, and organic chemical
contamination.

lncreased treatment costs

associated with
groundwater production.

Provide necessary treatment at
wells,
As practicable, blend poor quality
well water with high quality water
in local distribution systems.

Water Quality Regulations

Potential for stringent new
water quality regulations for
constituents such as arsenic
and radon.

lncreased treatment costs

associated with
groundwater production

Provide necessary treatment to
meet new regulations.

lnstitutional Barriers

Resistance to inter-basin
transfers required for increased
groundwater development.

Shortages in areas

dependent on inter-basin
transfers of groundwater
supplies.

Develop mutually acceptable
contractual aüangements and
pricing incentives.
Support revisions to basin
adjudications and court judgments

ilD
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Table 6-9
Desalination

Section 6
Development of Resource Mixes

Uncertainty Consequences Means of Overcoming UncertaintY

Brine Disposal Perrnitting

lnability to obtarn permit for
brine disposal.

Elimination of some

potential sites.

. Conduct studies that seek to
demonstrate no adverse effects
from brine disposal.

. Where possible, blend reject
water in local wastewater
treatment plant ocean outfalls.

. Construct deep ocean outfalls.

Power Requirements

Potential that sufficient
power would not be
available,

Inability to implement
desalination facilities.

Pursue co-generation joint
ventures.

Land Use Issues

Land use considerations that
could prevent siting of
facilities.

Inability to permit brine
disposal.

Avoid sensitive sites and land
USES.

tÐ TM
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Uncertainty Consequences Means of Overcoming Uncertainty

Market Penetration

Potential that public agencies
and/ or consumers will not
adopt water conserving
measures.

. Reduce rate of increase in
conservation savings.

Support aggressive public
awareness campaigns,
Provide price incentives.

Code Requirements

Potential that plumbing
codes and ordinances will
not be implemented.

. Reduce rate of increase in
conservation savings.

Foster political and community
support for the adoption and
enforcement of plumbing codes

and ordinances

Demand Hardening

Potential that needed
cut-backs during drought
conditions will not occur as

anticipated due to the
elimination of non-essential
water users.

Reduced rate of increase in
conservation savings.

Set area specific and realistic
ratiorung limits.

Table 6-10
Consen¡ation

Section 6
Development of Resource Mixes
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The region's water

supply management

strategy is to Provide a

flexible system of

storage, treatment and

distribution facilities able

to operate over a wide

range of conditions.

Section 7
Water Supply Management Strategies

The previous section described regional resource strategies emphasizing

different mixes of local and imported water supply. This section describes

water supply management strategies, that is, strategies for operating storage,

treatment and transmission systems under a wide range of predictable and

unpredictable climatic conditions. The IRP considers the following water

supply management objectives for these facilities:

r Drought Mmagemmú. over the years, total annual precipitation and

runoff varies. consecutive years with low precipitation and runoff mav

result in droughts. One water supply management objective is to save

water availablè during wetter years for use during drier years.

¡ seasonal shrf. within each year, it is generally wetter in the winter

(when urban water use is lower) and drier in the SuÛuner (when water

use is higher), Another water supply management. strategy is to

"r""ro.,uily shift" water by storing it in the winter for use in summer'

¡ Emergenry Operúions. All imported water supply aqueducts cross major

faultÀ. If an earthquake disrupted the imported supply system, sufficient

water should be available locÀtly to meet at least 75 percent of demand'

r Wúø Quality Objectiaes. Water delivered to the retail customers must

rneet increasingly stringent surface water treatment rules

and water quality objectives for local water use' The

water suPPly management strategy must recognize that

different water supply mixes present different treatment

requirements and potentially limit water use by various

end users.

¡ System Ftexibility. The region's water supply
management system should reliably supply water to

all end users under a variety of conditions'
Examples of system flexibilitv include redundant and

backup systems, interconnected transmission

systems, and surface and groundwater storage

located at strategic locations.

The rest of thr-is section describes regional storage

strategies, water qualitv management strategies, impacts

ItD
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on Metropolitan s facilities, and costs under each resource rnix
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Water Supply Management Strategies

7.1 Regional Storage Strategies
As the recent drought demonstrated, water to meet regional needs is not

always available. Whett precipitation and runoff is abundant, there is more

water than needed. when prãcipitation and runoff diminishes, demands

exceed supply. Clearly, these climatic conditions, as well as emergencies and

other op.iátiá.r"1 requirements, represent a significant challenge in reliably

supplying adequate water'

The solution to this dilemma is storage---saving water when it is available,

either in su¡face reservoirs or groundwater basins, and using it when needed'

Storage is vital for meeting all five water supply management objectives

outlined in the introduction to this section. Storage facitities are required to

balance supplies and emergency, Seasonal, and drought-related needs'

Furthermore, storage holds water for blending from alternative sources to meet

water quality objectives and increase system flexibility. Surface storage can

maimize grounâwater storage capabilities by providing short-term storage for

later delivery to groundwater recharge areas'

This section describes eústing regional storage facilities, groundwater

conjunctive use oPPortunities, and regional storage needs under each resource

mix.

Regional Surface Storage Facilities

Table Z-L lists existing regional surface water storage facilities within or

adjacent to Metropolitan s service area. The facilities are owned and operated

Table 7-i
Existing Reservoirs in Metropol¡tan's Service Area

NOTE: All storage quantities in acreJt.

Owner Reservoir
Total

Storage
Dead

Storage

Storage
Allocated
1o Others

Storage
Available lor

Fegional
Use

Metropolitan WD Lake Mathews
Lake Skinner

182,000
44,000

3,500
200

0
0

178,500
43,800

Department of
Water Resources

Pyramid Lake
Castaic Lake
Elderberry Forebay
Silven¡vood Lake
Lake Perris

171,200
323,700

28,200
75,000

124,000

4,800
18,600

200
4,000
4,000

5,300
1 1,400

0
24,900

0

161,100
293,700

28,000
46,1 00

120,000

TOTAL 948,100 35,300 41 ,600 871,200
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either by Metropolitan or the California Department of Water Resources
(DWR). All storage in Metropolitan's facilities is available for use within the
service area. However, only a portion of the storage in DWR's faciüties is
available to Metropolitan because of DWR's obligations to other State water
contractors.

Metropolitan Reseruoi rs

Metropolitan owns and operates two large reservoirs---Lake Mathews and
Lake Skinner---that provide over 200,000 acre-feet of storage. Lake Mathews is

Surtace Storage lnvestment Levels

the terminal reservoir of the CRA and
distributes water to Riverside,
Orange, Los Angeles, and San
Bemardino counties. Lake Skinner
receives Colorado River and State
Project water for distribution to San
Diego and Riverside Counties.

Metropolitan is also investigating a

new reservoir in Domenigoni Valley
in Riverside County. The reservoir would provide up to 800,000 acre-ft of
storage for seasonal shift, drought management, and emergency needs.

Department of Water Resources Reseruoirs

DWR owns and operates four major reservoirs in or near Metropolitan's
service area. Castaic Lake and Pyramid Lake are located on the West Branch
of the California Aqueduct. Silverwood Lake and Lake Perris are on the East
Branch of the California Aqueduct. DWR's reservoirs currently provide almost
650,000 acre-ft. of storage for regional use.

Groundwater Conjunctive Use Storage
Conjunctive use of groundwater basins means that imported surface water
supplies and existing groundwater basins are used in concert to meet
consumptive needs. Under a conjunctive use program, the groundwater basin
is artificially replenished with surplus imported water during wetter years.
During drier years, groundwater production is increased to supplement
diminished imported water supplies.

Most groundwater basins within Metropolitan's sen'ice area store local and
imported water for late¡ use to meet seasonal, dry year, and emergency
demands. Since L980, direct replenishment and in-lieu replenishment of
imported supplies have ranged between I25,000 and 450,000 acre-feet per year,
with in-lieu replenishment playing an increasingly important role. The
groundwater basin managers have identified additional conjunctive use
potential for the major groundwate¡ basins in Southern California as shown in

¡ Existing Heseruoirs: 871,000 acre-ft
r New Reseruoir: up to 800,000 acre-ft

ItD
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Table 7-2. Low estimates in Table 7-2 represent facilities that are either

currently in place or will be in place within the next 5 years. High estimates

are the groundwater basin manager's estimates of additional feasible capacity

with new facilities. Components of groundwater basin conjunctive use

potential are surunarized below:

Tabie 7-2
conjunctiræ use storaç Pæntial of Maior Groundu¡aÞr Basins

in Sor¡tlrem Califqnia

Note: Groundwater conjunctive use potentials could be constrained by the availability of imported supplies. These constraints

could be partially overcome by improving the delivery system of imported supplies and providing short-term surface storage for

delayed deliveries to groundwater recharge areas

Additionat Conjunctiae l)se Storage: The total potential additional volume

that the basin could provide for storage of imported water if sufficient

supplies are available for replenishment (actual conjunctive use capacitl'

deþnds on location, overlying demands, and other factors not addressed

in this IRP phase).

Additional Proiluction Cryacity: The additional annual capacity of

groundwater production facilities cur¡entlv available or potentiallv
available with feasible new production facilities'

Additional Rechøge md Reptenishmmt cryacity: Additional annual

groundwater recharge and replenishment, either direct

I

Basin

Acldilional
Coniurrtitæ Use

Stonaç
(acle-lt)

Additional
Prcdrctbn
Capacity

(acre-lUyr)

Additional Recfiarge and RepÞnishment
CaPacitY

(acre'fUYr)

Dircct ln-Lieu

Low High Low High Low High Low High

San Fernando
Central and West Coast
Main San Gabriel
Chino
Orange CountY
Raymond
North Las Posas
Elsinore
Temecula

100,000
150,000
150,000

50,000
200,000
100,000
350,000
100,000
100,000

300,000
180,000
150,000
200,000
400,000
150,000
350,000
100,000
100,000

50,000
88,000
45,000
20,000

120,000
25,000
30,000
10,000
10,000

70,000
1 10,000
45,000
90,000

200,000
31 ,600

100,000
22,000
22,000

35,000
20,000

100,000
18,000
90,000
12,000

9,800
10,000
10,000

75,000
100.000
240,000

80,000
240,000

17,500
70,000
10,000
10,000

70,000
1 10,000
65,600
53,000

219,000
20,000
30,000

5,000
5,000

70,000
1 10,000
65,600
53,000

219,000
26,200
30,000
37,000
40,000

TOTAL 1,300,000 1,930,000 398,000 690,600 304,800 842,500 577,600 651,200
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Tabþ 7-3
Comparison of Potential Annual Yþld

from Storaç and Annual Regional
Storaç Bequirenrents

Potential Ærnual Y¡eld fiom Storaç

Su¡laæ Stonç
t Existing 871,200

Additional Annua I G ¡oundwaÞr P rcduc'tion
¡ Low 398,000
¡ High 691,000

Total 1,269,000 to 1,562,200

Annr¡al Regional Storaç Requircnrents

Drought Management

Section 7
Water Supply Management Strategies

Regional Storage Needs Under Resource
Mixes
Table 7-3 compares the potential annual yield from
storage and the projected regional storage
requirements under each resource mix. Potential
annual yield from regional su¡face storage and
groundwater conjunctive use programs is
summarized from Tables 7-1' and 7-2. These

annual yields assume that:

I All available storage in existing surface
storage reservoirs can be withdrawn in a

single year.

t Yields from groundwater basins are limited
by the projected additional annual production
capacity.

Total annual regional storage requirements listed
on Table 7-3 assume a "worst case"-in a single
year, the water system must meet the needs under
an extreme drought, with high seasonal shift
needs, coupled with a water supply emergency. In
a more typical year, a particular storage facility
may serve one or more of these functions. With-in
a larger system of storage facilities, these functions
may vary unde¡ different system operating
conditions.

The rest of this section defines the region's drought
management, seasonal shift, and emergency
management storage requirements under each

resource mix, and comPares these requirements
with potential annual yields from storage facilities
and groundwater conjunctive use, Total storage
required would be the sum of drought
management, seasonal shift, and emergency
management storage.

Drought Management Storage

Drought management storage requirements were
deterrnined as a part of the supply reliability

(spreading/injection facilities) or in-lieu (reducing groundwater
production and replacing it with imported supplies).

t Emphasize Local:
t Emphasize lmporled:
t lntermediate:

Seasp¡¡lø,lShift

t Emphasize Local:
t Emphasize lmporied:
t lntermediate:

Eme¡ænan Ma¡pæment

t Emphasize Local:
t Emphasize lmported:
t lntermediate:

ToblStonge Requircd

t Emphasize Local
t Emphasize lmporl
t lntermediate

Note; All Values are in acre-ft/year

000
000
000

350,
380,
380,

520,000
680,000
930,000

700,000
1,030,000

935,000

1,570,000
2,110,000
2,245,000

IE ilvD
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Existing surlace storage

and groundwater

conjunctive use capacity

does not satisfy storage

requirements under the

three resource mixes.

Section 7
Water Supply Management Strategies

evaluation discussed in Section 6.5. As a first cut, the total additional
groundwater storage volume was limited to the low range of the available
groundwater conjunctive use capacity (an additional L,300,000 acre-ft). Water
transfers were purchased when there was not sufficient carryover storage to
meet dry year demands. The following annual drought management storage
volumes are based on a statistical analysis of required withdrawals from
storage under each resource mix:

Læal Resøtrce Emphasis. Under this mix, 880,000 acre-feet of drought
management storage is needed for dry year conditions. By 2020,
however, imported core supplies will only be sufficient to provide
520,000 acre-feet of drought management storage. Thus, 360,000 acre-feet
of water transfers are needed by 2020 to meet Metropolitan's reliability
goal,

t lmported Resøtrce Emphasis, Drought management storage under the
imported resource emphasis mix is approximately 700,000 acre-feet in the
years 2010 and 2020. In the year 201.0, an additional L50,000 acre-feet of
water transfers are needed to meet the reliability goal due to the lack of
local core supplies. By the year 2020, water transfers would not be
necessary due to additional storage provided by the south of Delta
storage facility included in SWP Investment Level 4.

t Intermcdiûe Resource Mix. Available imported supplies constrain drought
management storage under the intermediate resource rnix to 500,000 acre-
feet by the year 2010. Therefore, water transfers amounting to 250,000

acre-feet would be needed to meet the reliability goal. By 2020, drought
storage needs increase to 930,000 acre-feet which can be met with the

increase in SWP supplies after a Delta fix.

Seasonal Shift Storage

Additional storage is needed to "seasonally shift'
available winter supplies to meet surruner demands.
The month-ly sales pattern between 1985 to 1989 n'as
used to define seasonal shift storage. This period
represents conditions before Metropolitan's seasonal
pricing program went into effect. During this period,
about 2L5,000 acre-ft of seasonal shift storage was
provided bv DWR's terminal reservoirs (Castaic,
Silverwood, and Perris), By 2020, a total of about
380,000 acre-feet of seasonal shift storage (including

storage provided by DWR s terminal reservoirs) will be required under the
Imported Resource Emphasis and Intermediate Resource Mix, while a total of
about 350,000 acre-ft will be required under the Local Resource Emphasis Mix

ilD ,fUD
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Emergency Management Storage

During emergencies, imported supplies may be disrupted for up to 6 months.
For the IRP analysis, it is assumed that all local resources-Sroundwater
production, water reclamation, desalination-will remain uninterrupted.
Emergency storage will be used to supplement local resources to meet 75

percent of the region's water demand. As the lmported Resource Emphasis
has the least amount of local resources, it requires the largest emergency
storage volume of 1,030,000 acre-feet by the year 2020. Emergency storage
needs in 2020 are less under the lntermediate Resou¡ce Mix (935,000 acre-feet)

and the Local Resource Emphasis (700,000 acre-feet).

Comparing Storage Requirements with Available Storage

For this phase of the IRP process, the region's water
suppliers first determined if existing and currently
envisioned groundwater conjunctive use and surface
storage facilities could meet the total regional storage
requirement under each resource rnix. Table 7-3 shows
that future regional storage requirements are about 1.6

million acre-ft/yr under the Local Resource Emphasis and
2.7 to 2.2 million acre-ft/yr under the Imported Resource

Emphasis and Intermediate Resource Mix, respectively.
The Local Resource Emphasis has a greater percentage of
core supplies, resulting in lower storage requirements than
under the other two ¡esource mixes. Therefore, storage

A combination of

additional surlace and

groundwater storage

provides greatest

system flexibility for

meeting regional needs

requirements under all th¡ee resource mixes cannot be satisfied with existing
surface storage and low level increases in groundwater conjunctive use

capacity (i.e., 1.3 million acre-ft/year). Greatest system flexibility can be

achieved by providing additional surface and groundwater storage to meet
regional neecls. The next phase of the IRP process will determine an optimal
rnix of new surface and groundwater storage.

7.2 Water Quality Management Needs
This section discusses regional water quality objectives and differences in
water quality under the th¡ee resource mixes. Section 7.3 discusses the
impacts these water quality management needs have on existing and planned
Metropolitan facilities.

Water Quality Objectives

Metropolitan is comrnitted to meet or exceed all State and Federal water
quality requirements and provide its customers with the highest qualitv u'ater
possible at a reasonable price. The two major sources of imported r,r'ater for
Metropolitan have different water quality characteristics. State project water
has a higher potential to form chlorinated disinfection b1'products
(Trihalomethanes) than does Colorado River water. However, Colorado River

IID
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water has much higher concentrations of total dissolved solids (TDS) than does

State project water. Current TDS concentrations in Colorado River water are

upp.o*l-"tely 650 mg/L on average and are expected.to rise to 700 mg/Lby
thË year 2000 even with implementation of planned salinity control measures

along the river. State project water, by comparison, has TDS concentrations

around 350 mgll.

The recommended secondary standard for TDS has been set by the

Department of Health Services (DHS) at 500 mg/L, with an upper level

-"-*i^,r* contaminant level of 1000 mg/L. As a result of the State Water

Resources Control Board's non-degradation policy, many groundwater basins

require that replenishment water have TDS concentrations less than 500 mg/L.

To meet the replenishment water quality requirement for TDS, Colorado River

water is blended with lower salinity State Project water to the extent

practicable. The U.S. Bureau of Reclamation reports that high salinity levels

can decrease agricultural and industrial productivity,

The region's maior

water Quality issues are

d i si nf ecti o n by-P rod ucts

and high salinitY levels.

household use of wa

reduce the life of household equipment that uses water,

increase soap/detergent consumption, cause

corrosion/scaling of metal water pipes/heaters, and, if
sulfates are present, possibly cause adverse health effects.

In addition, most customer complaints to Metropolitan
concern problems caused by high TDS levels (e.g., water

spots and objectionable taste). Unacceptably high TDS

Ievels may prevent direct recharge of Metropolitan's
imported water. In addition, high TDS levels may impact

the development of water reclamation. Typically,
ter adds 200 to 300 mgll TDS. A high level of TDS in

the original water supply will render the recycled water not suitable for either

groundiater recharge or certain industrial and irrigation applications'

Metropolitan's Policy on Water Quality

Section 136 of the Metropolitan Water District Act codifies Metropolitan's

objective of delivering water with acceptable TDS levels. Under this section,

Metropolitan is committed to importing SWP supplies to "' serve as large an

u."" "t 
is determined by the district to be reasonable and practical ' . ."'

Furthermore, Section 136 commits Metropolitan, where reasonable and

practical, to provide at least 50 percent SWP water when blending imported

supplies. Môtropolitan's ability to meet this policy varies depending on the

imported supply mix provided to each customer, impacting some member

agencies more than others.

Current Blend of lmported Supplies

Figure 7-1 shows the current distribution of imported State Water Project

(SWP) and Colorado River Aqueduct (CRA) supplies within Metropolitan's

service area. Currently, all portions of Metropoiitan's service area excePt those

l

J
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Figure 7-1

Current Distribution of SWP and GRA Supplies Within
Metropolitan's Seruice Area

served from Lake Mathews receive some State Water Project supplies in years
of average water supply. Because of the configuration of Metropolitan's
distribution system, three areas currently receive onJy SWP water from
Metropolitan:

¡ A¡eas supplied exclusively by the West Branch of the SWP system via the

Jensen Filtration Plant (Calleguas, Las Virgenes, West San Fernando
Valiey).

t Areas supplied by the East Branch of the SWP rlia the Rialto Pipeline
(Cities of Rialto and La Verne).

r Areas supplied exclusively by the East Branch of the SWP via the Mills
Filtration Plant (Cities of Riverside and Moleno Valley).

StoÌe Proiecl Colorodo River Blend
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Shortages in SWP

supplies are increasing

salinity levels in portions

of the region.
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In the rest of the service area, Metropolitan provides a blend of imported
waters. Historically the blend has va¡ied from 1 to 60 percent depending on
the area and availability of SWP water.

Water Supply Blends under Each Resource Mix

The blend of imported water and the portions of Metropolitan's service area

suppiied by that blend vary under each Resource Mix. Howet'er, under all
mixes certain areas currently served exclusively by SWP water continue to
receive L00 percent SWP water. The following sections discuss how the blend
of imported water varies under each resou¡ce mix in the Year 2010. Blends are

given using average supply conditions and will vary with hydrology and the
availability of State Project Water.

lmported Resource Emphasis

By 201,0, there will be little change in the portions of Metropolitan's service
area served exclusively by SWP water and blended imported water, as shown
in Figure 7-2. The amount of SWP supplies delivered to areas served by
blended supplies varies between 30 percent and 50 percent, on average.

lntermediate Besource Mix

SWP water in blended supplies will range between 20 percent and 40 percent
on average. The portions of the service area supplied with blended water and
exclusively with SWP water is shown in Figure 7-3.

Local Resource Emphasis

Unde¡ the Local Resource Emphasis, large portions of Metropolitan's service
area would only receive imported water from the Colorado River Aqueduct, as

shown in Figure 7-4. In these areas, limited SWP supplies are available for
blending once demands are met in areas that must be supplied exclusively by
SWP water. The only areas where Metropolitan will be able to blend SWP
supply under this mix are in the central and southern Los Angeles County,
and the Perris and Hemet areas of Riverside County.

Discussion and Concluslons

By 2070, Metropolitan's objective of providing at least 50 percent SWP water
throughout its service area cannot be met under any
resource mix under a\rerage conditions. The imported
Resource Emphasis comes closest to meeting this goal,
followed by the Intermediate Resource Mix. Under the
Local Resource Emphasis, CRA water will be the onlv
water imported to over one-thi¡d of the sen'ice area.
Metropolitan's imported water blending ob¡ective is not
met primarily because insufficient SWP water will be
delivered to the region as a whole. Also, the delivery

ilD
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Figure 7-2
Distribution of SWP and CRA Supplies Under the

lmported Resource Emphasis Mixes

Slote Proiect Colorodo River Blend
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Figure 7-3
Distribution of SWP and CRA Supplies Under

the lntermediate Resource Mix

Section 7
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I
I

Stote Proiect Colorodo River Blend
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Figure 7-4
Distribution of SWP and CRA Supplies Under

the Local Resource Emphasis Mix

Section 7
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,i StoÌe Proiect Colorodo River . . ,., Blend
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points for imported water, coupled with constraints in Metropolitan's

ãirtrib.rtion System, do not allow some portions of the service area to receive

any CRA ,.,pþh"r, further limiting blending opportunities elsewhere in the

region.

7.9 lmpacts on Metropol¡tan Facilities
This section presents a brief overview of Metropolitan's system operation

objectives foi tt e IRP, and projected impacts 9n Mgtr.oPolitan's facilities under

""áh 
,"rorrrce mix. After a resogrce mix is selected, future studies of

individual facility improvement needs will be conducted to define a

representative capitaf i^p.orr"-ent program. To this end, Metropolitan's

fucifity Overview Study Update is scheduled to follow the IRP and will
proviáe a more detaileá evãluation of Metropolitan's overall facility needs for

the preferred resource mix.

IRP Objectives for System Operation

Metropolitan staff defined operational rules and system objectives that

represent actual and,/ot desired system performance. For these IRP analyses,

it ïas assumed Metropolitan operates its transmission and distribution system

to achieve the following objectives:

¡ Maximize total storage.

¡ Minimize the weighted deviation from each reservoir/groundwater basin'

I Minimize deviation from cyclic storage targets for certain resen'oirs.

¡ Distribute resources equitably throughout the service area to the extent

allowable by distribution system constraints'

I Maximize total inflow to the system from all sources, with surplus supply

conveyed to storage.

Several factors may lirnit the amount of available

storage capacity that can actually be used at anv point

in time:Available storage ca7ac¡U

may not be usable if

supplies are inadequate or

facility capacities are

limited.

¡ Supplies may not be available, largely due to
hydrologic variations.

¡ The conveyance capacity of Metropolitan and

local distribution systems may limit the amount

of water that can physically be conveyed to or

extracted from a particular reservoir/
groundwater basin.
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I The put capacity may lirnit the amount of water that can be placed into
storage within a given period of time (e.g., spreading basin capacity,
injection well capacity).

¡ Unless exported from the basin, conjunctive use storage in a groundwater
basin is li¡nited by water demand within the areas overlying the
groundwater basin.

lmpacts on Metropolitan Facilities

To varying degrees, the three resource mixes impact the ability of
Metropolitan's facilities to perform the following functions:

I Meet increased Member Agency demands for water imported by
Metropolitan

¡ Provide imported water for groundwater conjunctive use

Use Metropolitan's system for "wheeling" (i.e., transmission of non-
Metropolitan water)

¡ Improve blending of SWP and CRA water

¡ Increase system fteúbility

For this phase of the IRP, Met¡opolitan determined approximately when
demands for imported water exceed capacities of existing Metropolitan
facilities under each resource mix, and proposed new facilities required to
meet these water needs, Table 7-4 summarizes these findings. This evaluation
was performed at a regional level, with sufficient detail to distinguish relative
impacts of the th¡ee resource mixes. The facility recorunendations presented
herein do not represent an optimized plan nor final choices of proposed
facilities. Metropolitan will conduct a Facility Overview Study as part of the
next phase of the IRP. This study will provide a detailed evaluation of
Metropolitan's distribution facility needs for the preferred resource mix.

Baw Water Transmission

The major planned new raw water transmission facility is the Inland Feeder.

The Inland Feeder would convey additional State Water Project water (when
available) into Met¡opolitan storage facilities to meet member agencies' water
demands. This water would also be available for groundwater basin recharge,
seasonal demand fluctuations, and supply to treatment plants. The Inland
Feeder is required by 1999 under all resource mixes, with a capacity of 600 cfs

under the local resource emphasis and 1,000 cfs under the other two mixes.
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Table 7-4
Pnþcted lmpacls of Resource Mixes

on Metropolitan Facilitþs

Facility Prcþcted
Capacity

Year Requircd

t.ocal Resource Emphasis
Domenigoni Valley Reservoir 480,000 AF 2000

lnland Feeder 600 cls 1 999

San Diego Pipeline No. 6 205 cfs 2000

West Valley Conveyance 45 cfs 201 6

Perris Filtration Plant 220 cls 2009

lnternrediate Resource Mix
Domenigoni Valley Reservoir 800,000 AF 2000

lnland Feeder 1,000 cfs 1 999

San Diego Plpeline No. 6 465 cfs 2000

West Valley Conveyance 1 85 cfs 2006

CPA Filtration Plant 600 cfs 2006

CPA Filtratlon Plant Expansion No. 1 350 cfs 2015

CPA Tunnel and Pipeline 800 cfs 2006

Perris Filtration Plant 190 cts 2008

lmpoÉed Resource Emphasis
Domenigoni Valley Reservoir 800,000 AF 2000

lnland Feeder 1.000 cfs 1 999

San Diego Pipeline No. 6 570 cfs 2000

West Valley Conveyance 175 cf s 2006

CPA Filtration Plant 400 cfs 2001

CPA Filtration Plant Expansion No. 1 400 cfs 2015

CPA Tunnel and Pipeline 800 cfs 2001

Penis Filtration Plant 1 90 cfs 2007

Perris Filtration Plant Expansion No. 1 220 cís 201 5

Weymouth Plant Expansion 200 cts 2014

Middle/Lower Feeder lntertie 200 cfs 201 5

Water Treatment and Distribution Facilities

New treatment and distribution facilities are ultimately needed to meet
increases in demand and system operational needs in the West Valle-y, Orange
County, western Riverside County, and San Diego Countv areas. The IRP
defined the approximate phasing of currently envisioned projects, as

summarized in Table 7-4. Such projects include the San Diego Pipeline No. 6,

the Perris Filtration Plant, the CPA Project, and the West Valley Project:

r The San Diego Pipeline No. 6 could provide up to 570 cfs of additional
raw water from Lake Skinner to San Diego County. Once San Diego
Pipeline No. 6 is constructed, San Diego Pipeline No. 3 would be

iln uvD
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converted from raw to treated water to provide sufficient treated water
conveyance to San Diego County. San Diego Pipeline No. 6 is required
by the year 2000 under all resou¡ce mixes, with a capacity ranging
between 205 cfs (local resource emphasis) and 570 cfs (imported resource
emphasis).

I The Perris Filtration Plant would provide additional treatment capacity
for the Riverside/San Diego area, and allow more operational flexibility

in the exclusive areas now served by
the Mills and Skinner Filtration
plants. The Perris Filtration Plant is
required by 2007 under the Imported
Resource Emphasis Mix, and no later
than 2009 under the Local Resource
Emphasis Mix. Also, an expansion of
the Perris plant will be required by
2015 under the Imported Resource
Mix.

The CPA Project consists of additional conveyance and treatment facilities
to supply Orange and westem Riverside Counties with additional CRA
and east branch SWP water. The CPA Project is not required under the
Local Resource Emphasis Mix during the planning horizon, but shouid be

constructed between 2001 and 2006 under the other two mixes. Also, the

CPA plant should be expanded by 2015 under both these mixes.

I Finally, the West Valley Project would convey eithe¡ raw or treated water
to Ventura and Los Angeies Counties to meet increasing consumptive
needs and enhance system operations. The West Valley Project is
required by 2006 under the Imported Resource Emphasis and
Intermediate mixes, but not until 2016 under the Local Resource
Emphasis rnix.

7.4 Evaluating the Cost of Alternative Resource Mixes
In order to assess the affordability of future water resource investments, total
costs to end users were estimated for each resource mix alternative. Costs are

summarized by dividing the total annual costs by the total annual demand in
order to develop an average annual unit use cost index ($/acre-foot). The
planning period for the IRP cost evaluation is 25 years. Future costs can be
treated and evaluated in several different ways, including:

Escalæed Costs. Capital costs are escalated to the point of construction
and then financed over the life of the project, O&M costs are escalated
throughout the planning period. This shows the effects of inflation on
costs ove¡ time.

I

)
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Constøtt or Real Costs. Future costs of capital and O&M are expressed
without escalation.

r Disounteil or Present Worth Costs. Costs are first escalated and then
discounted, based on an assumed discount rate, which may or may not
be the same as the financing rate assumed for capital costs.

The IRP estimated total costs to

end users in order fo assess the

affordability of each resource mix,

Each of these cost evaluations has merit.
Escalated dolla¡s give the best measurement
of the future costs needed for financial
planning and rate-making. Constant dollars
show the real increase in costs over and
above the effects of inJlation. Discounted
dolla¡s consider the "time-value" of money
and are useful for evaluating the timing and
staging of investments.

When discounted costs are used as the basis of comparison between resource
alternatives, a salvage value should be applied to all projects that have benefits
(i.e,, provide water supply) beyond the term of the planning period. For
example, a water treatment plant may last 25 years without requiring major
capital rehabilitation, but a large reservoir or water canal may have a useful
project life of over 50 years. To compare projects in discounted costs, a
salvage value for projects that have greater benefits beyond the planning
period need to be incorporated into the analysis.

At this phase of the IRP process, resource costs will be provided in
(1) escalated dollars to indicate the possible rate impact; and (2) in constant
dollars to indicate the real increase in costs over time. Costs for the resource
alternatives will not be presented in present worth terms at this time because
Metropolitan and its Member Agencies use different salvage values and
discount rates.

Region-Wide Costs

Costs for each resource alternative include the following major components:
(1) resource development costs, both capital and O&M, for each local and
imported resource option (i.e., SWP, water reclamation, groundwater, water
conservation, etc.); (2) Metropolitan's capital improvement projects and O&M
costs; and (3) Member Agency and local retail agency capital and operating
costs.

Capital and O&M costs for imported water development (i.e., SWP and CRA)
were developed by Metropolitan staff for each level of development.
Metropolitan's capital investment costs were based on the projected demands
for Metropolitan water resulting from each resource mix. For cost estimating

I

l
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purposes/ Metropolitan capital projects were defened as long as possible, in
order to minimize rate impact. About 80 to 90 percent of Metropolitan's
capital improvement costs were assumed to be financed at an average rate of
about 6.5 percent over the planning period. Metropolitan's future o&M costs
were escalated at about 5.0 percent per year. Remaining costs are expended at
the time of construction.

Capital and o&M costs for local resou¡ce development (i.e., groundwater,
water reclamation, water conservation) were provided by the Member
Agencies and retail agencies for each level of development. Most of the cost
data received included specific information concerning the capital costs,
financing rate, life of project, and projected o&M costs. Many of these local
projects were assumed to be completely debt financed at rates between 5 and 8
percent, and had future O&M costs escalated at from 3 to 5 percent per year.
If no specific local project cost data was provided, capital costs were assumed
to be debt financed at a rate of 6.5 percent for 25 years.

These cost assumptions are consistent with the least-cost
planning principles used by the energy industry in its
integrated resource planning. It should also be noted
that from a historical perspective, the cost of water
development and operations has increased at an a\/eïage
rate of about 7 percent per year for the last 10 years.
Inflation for all other goods and services, based on CpI
indicators, has increased at about 5 percent per year for
the last 10 years.

Figure 7-5 presents the region-wide average costs in
escalated dollars, There is little difference in costs
between the resou¡ce alternatives in the near-term, but

Begion-wide costs include

resource development

cosfs and capital/O&M

cosfs for Metropolitan, its

Member Agencies, and

other local retail agencies.

over time the cost for the Local Resource Emphasis alternative becomes
significantly greater than the other two. The Intermediate alternative has a
lower cost than the Local Resource Emphasis Mix and greater resource
diversity (i.e., it relies on a combination of supply resources to better adapt to
uncertainty) than the Imported Resource Emphasis Mix.

As with all forecasts, cost projections are subject to considerable uncertainty.
Uncertainties in future imported costs include project cost uncertaintv, as well
as hydrologic uncertainty. For example, the cost per acre-foot increases when
imported supplies decrease due to hydrology. This is due to the large fixed
cost portion, which is paid regardless of how much water is supplied. Other
potential cost impacts resulting from new water qualitv regulations,
environmental issues, or technology were accounted for in the analvsis.

Uncertainties in future local project costs can be estimated by examining the
spread between project costs from one type of project and location to another,

IE ilm
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Figure 7'5
Region-Wlde Average Retail Water Cost
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The more project costs inJormation, the better the estimate of average cost used

in the IRP. For example, reclamation costs were based on over 100 projects.

For each resource alternative, resource costs and the cost uncertainties we¡e

added together in order to develop total retail-level costs. Figure 7-6 presents

the region-wide average retail costs, in current dollars. The average unit cost

is shown for the Local Resource Emphasis and Intermediate Mix alternatives,

along with the possible range in costs. While the ranges of costs overlap, the

,rr".ãge costs for the resource altematives are statistically different from one

another by the year 2020.

Member Agency Cosfs

In order to examine how future costs could impact Member Agencies, specific

retail-level costs were estimated. These estimates were based on: (1) future
Metropolitan costs; (2) future local resource development costs; and (3) existing

retail-Ievel costs including local operations based on a samPle of the largest 60

retail water agencies in the service area. Figure 7-7 presents the a\/erage retail-

level cost showing the current 1993 value, and the mrnimum and maximum

+Em slm

+Emphasis Local
+lntermediate

Average Cost lncrease
to 6.0% Per Year
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Figure 7-6
Region-Wide Average Retail Water Cost With Cost Ranges

(1993 Dollars)
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future values under current financing provisions and arrangements for the
year 2010. These costs for the Member Agencies can significantly change if
financing changes, and should be the basis for reevaluating financing
responsíbilities. The minimum future value indicates the future costs that
could occut regardless of the resource alternative. The maximum future value
indicates the sensitivity of cost due to a specific resource alternative,

The maximum future value also includes an estimate of the cost for added
water treatment for those Member Agencies required to mitigate the high total
dissolved solids (TDS) that would occur under the Local Resource Emphasis
alternative. Because the Local Resource Emphasis mix lacks sufficient SWP

supply for blending with CRA supply, the TDS for imported supplies being
used for reclamation and groundwater replenishment would be much greater
for certain areas within Metropolitan's system.

The cost differential between resource alternatives is expected to be significant
if a Member Agency: (1) purchases mostly seasonal and/or replenishment
water from Metropolitan; (2) has large investments in Level 3 reclamation
projects; and/or (3) is projected to have brackish and ocean water desalination
on-line during the next L0 years. For many Member Agencies, costs do not
change significantly among resource alternatives.

This cost analysis assumed current Metropolitan incentives. If the incentives
were increased significantly, it is expected that the total costs would decrease
for those agencies with heavy reliance on groundwater, water reclamation, and
desalination. At the same time, the total costs would likely increase for those
agencies that are more reliant on Metropolitan deliveries and do not have
substantial local resources.

AffordabiliU of Supply Heliability
There are several ways to assess affordability. One is to project the costs for
resource development over time and calculate the rate increases required to
fund planned investments, From this standpoint, it is estimated that the total
regional costs to the end-use customer will increase at an average rate of 1.5 to
3 percent per year over the next 25 years in constant dollars, and 4.5 to 6
percent per year in escalated dollars.

Another way to look at affordability is to compare the average monthly cost of
water with the monthly cost of other utilities. \tVhile varying from agency to
agency, the average monthly cost of water in Southern California is
approximately fi22 per month. The average electric bill is about $60 a month,
the average gas bill is about $35 a month, and the average telephone bill is
over $65 per month.
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Affordability can also be assessed by asking customers how much they would
be willing to pay to avoid water shortages (or having low supply reliability).
Using a method called contingent valuation, surveys can be used to statistically
determine customers' willingness to pay for improved service reliability.
Realistic scenarios of water shortages and possible consequences are posed to
survey respondents who are then asked how much they would be willing to
pay to avoid those shortages.

Today in Southern California,

water cost less on average than

electricity, gas, and telephone.

On average, the region's water

consumers are willing to pay to

avoid supply shortages identified

by the lHP.

ln 1993, the California Urban Water Agencies
(CUWA), together with representatives of the
environmental communit!, conducted a state-
wide comprehensive study on the willingness
to pay for reliability. Over 1,200 residential
customers participated in the survey within
Metropolitan's service area. Another 1,000

customers in Northern California participated
The results of the survey were remarkably
similar from one study area to the next. On

average, residential customers indicated that they would be willing to pay
about $1L to $12 more per month to avoid water supply shortages similar to
the 1991 drought event, occurring once in 10 years.

The results of this study were used to develop the costs and benefits of
achieving diffe¡ent levels of supply reliability. Currently, the region-wide
retail level reliability used in the IRP states that supply shortages will never

exceed 10 percent of total regional needs.
About 1 in 20 years, supply shortages r,r'ill
average about 5 percent of the total regional
needs. A lower reliability goal was tested in
order to evaluate the potential cost savings
and trade-offs due to increased water
shortages.

The lower reliability goal would result in
retail level supply shortages of up to 20

percent of total regional needs. Supply
shortages of about 10 percent will occur once in ten years. The cost savings
resulting from lowering the current reliability goal to this alternative goal are
based on deferring water resource investments. For the purposes of this
analysis, it was assumed that the most costly resource investments would be
deferred-giving the "upper bound" of what could actually be saved in terms
of cost.
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The results indicate that on average, $108 million per year of costs could be
saved by adopting the lower reliability goal. Using the results of the CUWA
willingness to pay survey, residential customers indicated they would be
willing to pay an average of about $2 to $3 per month to avoid moving from
the cu¡rent reliability goal to the lower alternative.

Multiplying this average value by the number of households in Metropolitan's
service area yields an average of about $200 million per year. The amount
extrapolated from the amount consumers are willing to pay to avoid the lower
reliability is almost twice the costs savings. It should also be noted that supply
shortages would likely affect other sectors of the economy as well, Water
supply reliability studies of commercial and industrial users indicate a much
higher willingness to pay for increased reliability.
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The previous sections of this report described the Integrated Resou¡ces

Plaruring process and how this process was used to define alternative regional
water resource strategies during the data collection and analysis phase of the

IRP process. This section describes the refinement and decision-making phase

of the IRP process, and the recommended regional resource strategy that
emerged. The refinement and decision-making phase consisted of th¡ee steps:

1. Definition of common utøter tnanagernent objectioes among the th¡ee
broad resource mixes representing the spectrum of alternative resource
strategies. This step was completed jointly by senior Metropolitan staff,
Member Agency representatives, and groundwater basin managers.

2. A series of six open public forums ønd local agency public workshops
oriented toward gaining a broad perspective on corunon
issues and significant differences between major grouPs
interested in Southern California's water future.The recommended

regional resource

strategy consists of

common water

m anag e m e nt obj ective s,

an affordable reliability

goal, business and water

management pri nciples,

and preliminary resource

targets.

An Integrated Resource Planning Assembly, where
the leaders of the region's water purveyors
evaluated the findings of the IRP process and
selected a regional water resource strategy to guide
future planning efforts throughout the region.

This section concludes with a description of the regional
resource strategy recoÍunended by the Assembly,
consisting of fou¡ elements: (1) an affordable reliabiliW
goal, (2) regional business principles, (3) a set of
governing water management principles, and (4)

preliminary regional resource targets.

8.1 Common Water Management
Objectives

The IRP process used "resource mixes" to represent th¡ee
alternative emphases in future resource development: a local resource
emphasis, an imported resource emphasis, oÌ an equal emphasis in ner,r' local
and imported resources. Figures 8-1,8-2, and 8-3 show dry year supply in the
near-term (year 2000), mid-term (year 2010), and long-term (year 2020) under

J
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Common water

management objectives

shared by all resource

mixes include:

1. Aggressive water
conseruation

2. New, economically-
feasible local supplies

3. Full CBA deliveries
4. Dependable SWP base

flows
5. Optional water

transfers
6. Maximized storage
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the th¡ee resource mixes. These figures show when resource investnent levels
diverge under each resou¡ce mix, helping to identify critical decision points for
selecting a specific level of investnent and providing insight to appropriate
phasing of resource decisions. Sections 6 and 7 described each resource mix in
detail and the reliability, cost, and uncertainty evaluations performed with
respect to each.

In assembling and evaluating the resou¡ce mixes, six broad water management
objectives emerged as couunon elements of all feasible options.

1. Fully implement water consercation BMPs to achieoe significant
rcductions in regionøl utøter demands. The reductions in
water demands due to long-term conservation programs
are necessary in every feasible resource mix alternative,
and they constitute an important priority in the
achievement of regional reliability goals.

2. Make full use of economically feasible local water
supplies, such as grounilutøter, reclaimed water, and
desalinated water, These local resources are most
efficiently utilized as fi¡m water supplies that
produce a constant annual yield despite variations in
hydrology. It is assumed that these local
water supplies will be available even following a

catastrophic event such as an earthquake.

3. Møximize the use of ilelioeries from the Colorado
Rioer Aqueiluct (CP'å} The CRA deliveries
represent one of the most cost-effective supplies and
should be maximized in any resource mix.

4. Møintain and fully utilize base d.epend.øble flows in
the Støte Watet Project, Despite the chailenge of
resolving the complex issues in the Sacramento/San
Joaquin Delta (Delta), there are significant
advantages associated with realizing the benefits that
can result from these fixed investments.

5. optimize the use of centrøl valley zoater trønsfers. The ability to
provide reliable deliveries of supplies to southern Califomia can be
greatly enhanced through the acquisition of water transfers from the
Central Valley. using recently passed legislation, Metropolitan can
continue seeking purchases of water through voluntary water markehng
agreements under which water is transferred from agricultural uses in
the Central Valley Project service area to u¡ban uses.
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6, Møi¡niz¿ storøge utithin Metropolitør's w1¡iæ øea. storage helps in
three ways:

r Often, it is wetter in the winter (when water demand is lower) and is

drier in the summer (when demand increases). Storage is needed to
"seasonally shift" this water from when it is available (i.e. winter) to
when it is needed (i.e. summer).

r Over a series of years, total annual precipitation and runoff varies.

Consecutive yeafs with low precipitation and runoff may result in
droughts. Storage helps retain water from wetter years for use

dr:ring drier periods or droughts'

r Imported water supplies are all carried to Southern Califomia by
aqueducts that cross major fault lines. When a severe earthquake
occuls, one or more of these aqueducts may be damaged, disrupting
the supply of water. Current policy is to provide emergency storage

of 6 months of water in Southem Califomia to provide enough water

to meet 75 percent of normal demand.

8.2 Public Forums and Public Workshops
Metropolitan and the Member Agencies hosted a series of public forums and

publiCworkshops to present the issues that emerged from the IRP process and

lo solicit comments and recommendations for the IRP Assembly participants'
consideration. Six public forums and workshops were
held th¡oughout Metropolitan's seryice area. The

forums were located in Agoura Hills, Temecula,
Pasadena, San Diego, Carson, and Orange County.
Participants in the forums included representatives of
business, envi¡onmental, community, and agricultural
interests. The following information is a condensed

summary of common comments and recommendations
addressed by forum participants. More detailed
summaries of each forum are available.

Reliable Water Supplies

Most forum participants exPressed a need for a 100

percent reliable water supply to meet essential uses

and support economic well-being. It was

recorunended that a hierarchy be established to separate different levels of
need for reliability. Reliability would be highest for health, safety, or
emergency needs, next highest for agriculture, industry, and commercial uses,

and lowest for lifestyle and recreational use. This hierarchy would have to
recognize that some levels are less fleúble than others in thei¡ reliability needs

.l
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t Being fiscally conservative.

IRP Management Objectives
The management objectives suggested in the forums
include: implementing economically feasible, market-
driven BMPs; optimizing Colorado River Aqueduct
supplies in the short term due to cost, but

Participants at both the Agoura Hills and Temecula forums emphasized the
need to integrate land use planning with water supply availability.

Many suggestions were made on how to achieve reliability. one way to
achieve reliability would be to start with using local supplies and már.i*irittg
conjunctive use. Another option would be to manage growth together with
supply. several groups suggested encouraging the developmeniof
technological improvements such as desalination. yet, all groups emphasized
that cost is a major factor for most circumstances. Costs that a¡e too 

-high 
have

economic conseguences.

Guiding Principles for Resource Strategy Development
several principles for developing a resource strategy were suggested:

I Maúmizing local resources first (i.e., reclamation, groundwater,
conservation);

¡ Recognizing resource limits to water use;

¡ Protecting the environment;

I Developing responsible cooperation among agencies and stakeholders;

¡ Providing water resource stewardship;

¡ Providing equity among users and geographic areas in terms of price,
water quality, and level of reliability;

¡ Considering storm water as a supply source;

The public forums generatty

¡ Protecting public health by adhering to water
quality standards; and

complementing with local resources and storage due to risk; continuing to
invest in an environmentally acceptable fix to the swp in the tong terrñ by
developing a 3-year Environmental I¡r act Statement/Report; enãouraging
Iocal and state water transfers in the short term; and providing financiá
incentives in order to encourage conununity based conseryation.

l
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Solution:

3) Barrier:

Solution:

4) Barrier:

Solution:

5) Barrier:

.... and emphasized

education to help resolve

barriers to IRP

implementation.
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Analyze costs, rnitigate costs, augment supplies, adjust
expectations, consen/e water

Lack of leadership and political will

Public involvement and education

Envi¡onmental regulations (i.e., Endangered Species Act)

Support multi-species habitat studies for Colorado River
Basin and SWP

Cr¡rrent anti-degradation policy can prevent discharge of
reclaimed water into a watershed

Change regulations to provide fleúbility as long as

beneficial uses in receiving water are not irnpaired.

Historic water culture and mistrust among parties
(Northern vs. Southem Califomia, Agriculture vs. Urban,
Urban vs. Envi¡onmental, Water Community conflicts)

Solution: Education, Outreach, Fotams,
Stakeholder involvement. On-going
timely feedback and two-way
discussions.

6) Barrier: Lack of funding

Solution: Member agency support and buy-in
to MWD finance program. Public
credibility of IRP and need for
investment. Educate community
and political leaders. Cost sharing
with MWD.

tRP lmplementation Barriers and Strategies

The following is a list of conunon implementation ba¡riers and possible

implementation strategies that were discussed in the forums:

1) Barrier: Cost of capital improvements:
- environmental costs
- quality of life

l
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Education
In all public forum discussions, the need for education was mentioned. All
groups seemed to emphasize that community leaders, political leaders, and the

public all a¡e lacking in a basic understanding of water problems in California,
and would benefit by a. education proglam. I¡r order to increase the public's
Ievel of confidence, the fragmented, locally self-serving and conflicting
messages must be eliminated, and replaced by a comprehensive, tailored
media campaign.

Other /ssues
As in any general discussion, the forums did produce conJlicting suggestions.

For example, participants emphasized both the need to invest in new
technology and the need to be fiscally conservative. Also, the participants
suggested developing a reliability hierarchy of need and emphasizing equity
among users of resou¡ces.

8.3 The IRP Assembly
An American Assembly on the Integrated Resou¡ces Plan for Southem
California was convened on ]une 9-1L, 1994. Over one hundred people
attended, excluding Assembly staff and observers. Participants included
members of the Board of Di¡ectors of the Metropolitan Water District of
Southern California (Metropolitan), Metropolitan's Member Agency managers/

Metropolitan senior staff, groundwater agency managers, and representatives
of retail subagencies that purchase water from Member Agencies. (A list of
Assembly participants is provided in the Appendix).

The IHP Assembly of the

region's water providers

weighed technical and

qual itative evaluations of

resource mixes....

The format for the Integrated Resou¡ces Plan Assembly
was based on the American Assembly Process, which is a

procedure designed to reach corìsensus on controversial
and complex issues of interest to diverse parties' The

Integrated Resou¡ces Plan Assembly was a follow-up to
an October 1993 Assembly on Metropolitan's Strategic
Plan. The 1993 Assembly dealt with such fundamental
issues as regional water policies, financing structures,
and governance, and provided direction for a number of
Metropolitan's actions, including adoption of a
foundation for a new revenue skucture, selection of
criteria for resowce evaluation, and formulation of initial

business practices and water management principles.

Central to the success of the Integrated Resou¡ces Plan Assembly was the

Steering Committee composed of representatives of constituency grouPs

participating in the Assembly (see the Appendix for Steering Comrnittee
members). The Steering Committee was responsible for planning and

l
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At the end of the second day, the facilitators and

recorders met to construct the draft Assembly Statement

which was based on the positions and recommendations

of the working grouPs. On the third day of the

Assembly, the draft Assembly Statement was reviewed
by all participants, and the fuU Assembly worked
through the document. Revisions and/or changes to

specific wording in the document were made by the full
Assembly, and agteement was reached at that time on

specific language that was adopted in the Assembly

Statement (Appendix G). The statement rePresents

general agreement' However, no one was asked to sign

should not be assumed that every participant subscribes to

coordinating the Assembly. The key issue questions considered by the

Assembly pã*icipatts were developed by the Steering Committee.

tutetropoíit"n staff and a private coruultant developed backgror-rnd paPers that

were reviewed, modified, and approved by the Steering Committee' The

backgrotrnd papers provided AJsèmbly participants with information essential

to uiderstanãing thã key issues and altemative strategies for addressing the

key issues.

The ]gne 1994 Assembly focused on strategies for meeting the water needs of

Metropolitan's service area through the year 2020. Alternative strategies were

delineäted through the data collection and analysis phase of the Integrated

Resources Planrting (IRP) process described in the preceding sections of this

report. The main [uestions the Assembly addressed were which resou¡ce mix

to emphasize, and how to implement it.

During the evening of first day of the Assembly, Metropolitan staff provided a

backgiotrnd sessioi on its IRP process. ln addition, presentations were made

by the reporters from the three open public forums and three local agency

p,rUti. wõrkshops which were held throughout Southem California to review

àptions and obtãin input to the IRP process. On the second day of the

Assembly, the Assembly participants, divided into six working SIouPs/
considered the key issue questions and developed positions and

recommendations. Each working grouP had a preassigned facilitator and

recorder.

it. Furthermore, it
every recommendation.

8.4 The Region's Preferred Resource Emphasis
The question posed by the IRP was where to put the emphasis along

continuum that covers th¡ee basic resource-mix alternatives. At one end of the

continuum is the strategy of enhancing local supplies, through very aggressive

water reclamation, groundwater development, ocean desalination, and
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conservation beyond the cu¡rent Best Management Practices (BMPs). At the
other end is securing existing entitlements and additional imported water
supplies through Delta improvements and south-of-Delta storage. Between
these extremes is the strategy of balancing local and imported supplies, and
storing seasonally available imported water in sr¡¡face reservoirs and
groundwater basins for use later during droughts and periods of high demand
(a method referred to as "conjunctive use").

Selection of the lntermediate Resource Mix
The Assembly participants agreed that the best resou¡ce combination for the
region is an intermediate resowce mix. Some stated that this mix should lean
toward cost-effective local water development. All th¡ee of the alternative
resource mixes have simila¡ costs over the next ten years (the cost estimates
diverge substantially beyond that), and all three mixes meet the reliability
goal. But an intermediate resource mix provides the greatest diversity,
adaptability, and flexibility.

However, in endorsing an intermediate resoutce mix, the participants are
supporting a general direction, not all of the specific items and goals included
in the IRP analysis. Maintaining an appropriate mix which meets the
reliability goal is a dynamic process requiring regular evaluation. The
following list is a set of suggested parameters:

I Water consen¡ation should be implemented
aggressively in the region through BMPs.The intermediate

resource mix represenfs

a general framework for

a dynamic resource

decision making process.

I Local supplies should be pursued to the point of
technical and economic feasibility. The region
should make fulI use of economically and
envi¡onmentally feasible local water supplies (such
as groundwater, reclamation, and desalination) as

long as these are coupled with maintaining and
enhancing a dependable supply from the State
Water Project (SWP).

¡ Dependable supplies from the SWP have the potential to be highly
economical and because of water quality considerations, are essential for
successful implementation of local reclamation and groundwater storage

Prograrns.

t The Domenigoni Valley Reservoir Project, the Inland Feeder, and
groundwater and other local storage all work together to meet overall
water supply, emergency storage, and water quality needs.

ID rüD
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¡ Supplies from the Colorado River Aqueduct should be maxi¡nized, but
steps should be taken to address water quatity impacts on local water
resources development.

ln developing the IRP, the real questions facing the region are "&t to do?"

and "Helg to do it?" The advantages of an intermediate resource rnix and the

need to move forward on the corunon regional resotrce requirements are

rather obvious. The problem, though, is doing so in a way that shares costs

equitably, protects the viability of both Metropolitan and the Member
Agencies, takes into account past inveshnents by Member Agencies, and
provides for both predictabilig and fledbility. Metropolitan is addressing
many of these issues with its new rate structure, but there are underlying and

differing concerrrs that this rate structu¡e is not achieving necessary equity,
and this may become more troublesome as the IRP and its associated capital
program are implemented. The issues need to be addressed before closure is

reached on the financial program required to implement the IRP.

Disadvantages of Local and lmporled Resource Emphasis

Primary emphasis on either local resources or imported supplies has a number
of disadvantages.' While heavy reliance on local
resources might demonstrate that Southern California is

trying to solve its own problems in a responsible way, a

resource mix exclusively emphasizing local resources
would:

I

j

The intermediate

resource mix was

endorsed primarily

because if is /ess risky

than the local and

imported resource

emphasis.

r Pose potential water quality problems. Without
substantial imported water to replenish local
gtoundwater basins, high total dissolved solids
(TDS) in the Colorado River supplies used for
replenishment will cause degradation of
groundwater. ln addition, high TDS lirnits the
development of wate¡ reclamation. These problems
could be addressed with desalination, but
desalination is costly and creates environmental
impacts.

Create problems of parochialism, particularly during droughts. To the
extent that local resources are unavailable to meet regional needs,
conflicts will occur during shortages between those that have direct
access to local resources and those that do not,

The main problem associated with heavy reliance on imported water is
political and envi¡onmental risk. It is uncertain whether a resource mix
exclusively emphasizing imported supplies would allow Metropolitan to meet
its reliability goal. Due to the political and envi¡onmental risk, it is unlikely

IE ffiD
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that progress in the Delta can be made without substantial com¡nitment to
local resou¡ce development and envi¡onmental protection.

8.5 Atfordable Reliability Goal
Section 7.7 concluded that the region's retail water customers are willing to
pay about 50 percent more for water to avoid shortages simila¡ to those that
occu¡red during the 1991 drought. Avoiding such d¡ought conditions would
raise retail costs about 25 percent on average under the intermediate resource
mix. While some participants in the IRP Assembly felt that the reliability goal
might be low, the Assembly participants endorsed the reliability goal set by
Metropolitan as a reasonable balance between cost and level of service. The
participants also agreed that the goal should be periodically reevaluated, In
the short-terrn, several aspects of the goal need to be kept in mind:

1. Metropolitan is setting the goal at the wholesale level, in the sense that
the goal reflects Metropolitan providing supplemental water to Member
Agencies. However, the actual level of reliability at the retail level could
vary substantially, depending on the extent to which local resources are
shared regionally. Regional sharing of local resources could reduce
diffe¡ences in local retail reliability.

The goal does not address how Metropolitan will deal with the critical
issue of resource allocation during droughts. This issue has implications
both for public perceptions of the reliability goal and for how the bu¡den
will be shared.

8.6 Regional Business Principles
A variety of strategies should be pursued to finance and implement an
intermediate resou¡ce mix. These strategies should uphold the following
business principles.

FinanciøI lntegrity. I¡rvestments by Metropolitan, Member Agencies, and
other water providers that are consistent with the IRP process should be
accompanied by a mutual commitment of reliable revenue sources that
recover the fixed and nonvariable operational and capital costs of those
investments. Ensuring reliable revenue sources is critical to
maintaining Metropolitan's currently high bond rating, This does not
require that Metropolitan cover 100 percent of fixed costs with fixed
revenues. The revenue stream should be diversified and include
alternative fixed sources.

Fairness. Metropolitan should provide comparable access to reliable
water service to each of its Member Agencies, recognizing that all
Member Agencies have a beneficial interest in Metropolitan's system and

1
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invesünents. This principle is particularly irnportant to drought
management. It implies that mutual benefit to the region, rather than_

local õwnership, stróul¿ have higher consideration when ensuring each of

the Member Agencies comparable access to reliable and quality water

service.

3. Equity ønil Value. Metropolitan's fees and charges for the delivery of

water service should be set in a marurer that establishes a clea¡ and

proportionate relationship between the cost of service to

Member Agencies and the value of the benefits that are

provided to them by Metropolitan. A clea¡ connection
must be established between the financial incentives and

the benefit to the region, and Metropolitan must have the

abiJity to assu¡e that the benefit is delivered. ln order to

maintain a clear cormection between the financial
incentives and the benefit to the region, Metropolitan
should establish performance requirements that are

fleúble enough to allow Member Agencies to meet their
obligations. ln addition, these incentives should be

market-driven. The consequences of non-performance
should be clear. Consistent behavior by Metropolitan is

critical for local resource development.

Five regional business

principles will serue as

strategies for

implementing the

intermedíate resource

mix,

5.

4. operuting Integrity. The operating integrity of Metropolitan's system

should be maintained. The use of Metropolitan's system for the

transmission of non-Metropolitan water supplies (wheeling) should be

provided as long as there is no reduction in the level of service, including
water quality and capacity, to any Member Agency, and wheeling must

not negatively impact the rates or charges to any other Member Agencies

Public Pafücipatioz. ongoing public information and outreach
programs are vital to the IRP process, particularly when any rate

increases are required, but great care must be taken when spending

money for this purpose. Local, State, and Federal officials should all be

involved in informing the pubtic. Public information should focus on the

need to conserve water resources and the need for increased reliability.

8.7 Regional Water Management Principles
A specific resources proglam should be developed out of the IRP in
accordance with the business principles, and support from the community
should be sought, The following regional water management principles
should be upheld in a manner consistent with the business principles outlined
above.

j
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The IRP Assembly

endorsed water

management principles

consistent with an

intermediate resource

mix....

considered to

3.

1. Water Consentation, Water conservation is a priority in any resource

strateg'y developed for Southern California. All
govenrmental agencies, private industry, and the public
have a stewa¡dship resporsibility for the wise and
efficient use of water. In that context, all water agencies,

private water companies, cities, and other units of local
government having water resoutce management
responsibilities in Southern California share a

responsibility to implement the Urban Water
Conservation BMPs. This principle should be the
for¡ndation of an intermediate resou¡ce mix. BMPs
should be supported with effective incentives and
disincentives to encourage implementation by ull
Member Agencies. Legislative initiatives also should be

ensure implementation of BMPs.

2. Watet Reclømation. To fully maximize the benefits of available water
supplies, beneficial reuse of imported and local water is a critical priority
Metropolitan and other water agencies in Southern California must take

active steps to support and encourage implementing water reclamation
projects. These steps should include seeking legislation which facilitates
water reclamation activities. The goal is to develop water reclamation
suppties throughout the region and thereby increase the efficient use of
available water.

Groundutater Recooery. Recovery and management of degraded
groundwater is a developing supply strategy and should continue to be

encouraged to improve utilization of aquifers. Unified management
sbategies should be encou¡aged locally and statewide.

Grounduøtet Storage. For much of Southern California, groundwater
basins are the foundation of the local water delivery system. Historically,
groundwater supplies were the only supply for many communities, and
today they serve as the transmission "pipeline" and storage reservoi¡ for a

significant portion of the imported supplies deüvered to the region. The
groundwater basins should be managed conjunctively with the available
imported water supplies to provide regional storage benefits, including
seasonal (or peaking management) regulation, drought and emergency
supplies. Given that storage of imported supplies in groundwater basins
is critical to providing emergency and drought storage benefits on a
regional basis, all communities that overlie a groundwater basin have a

responsibility to participate in mutually beneficial programs to achieve
coordinated management of gtoundwater and other sources of supply.
By the same token, the economic value of groundwater storage should be
recognized.

4.
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Surface Storage Deoelopmezf. Metropolitan has a responsibility to
provide regional su¡face storage and conveyance facilities sufficient to
meet operational storage, emergency, seasonal regulation, and drought
storage requirements, as well as improved use of groundwater basins for
storage, Member Agencies and subagencies are resPonsible for providing
the local emergency storage or intercormections with other agencies

needed to meet their needs during a seven-day Metropolitan service

outage.

Colorailo Rioer, Maintaining a full Colorado River Aqueduct and
addressing associated water quality issues is of paramount importance,
both short-term and long-term. lmplementation of innovative water
conservation, conjunctive use, and land fallowing programs with
Imperial, Coachella, and Palo Verde irrigation districts, any entities which
have entitlements to Colorado River water, and the federal govemment
will continue to be a high priority. ln addition, developing cooperative
arrangements with Nevada and Arizona water agencies will become

increasingly important to optimize utilization of the Lower Basin's

apportionment.

State Water Project. Realizing that Metropolitan's SWP entitlement is
also important, a critical issue facing California is managing the

Sacramento-San Joaquin River Delta estuary in a manner that can

preserve the environmental resources and balance the multiple uses of its
water resources. Southem California should actively support a

Federal/State policy framework for protecting the Delta through water
quality standards and implementation of a long-term management
pro$am that balances all the uses of the Delta's water resources/

minimizes ha¡m to fisheries, and allows for water transfers'

Wøter Trønsfers. Water marketing and voluntary transfers should
continue to be promoted and implemented in a manner that protects the

environment, Iocal ru¡al communities, and other interests. Water
transfers in California should be accomplished with a com¡nitment to
efficient use of existing supplies.

D e s alin ation and D eminer alizati on, Desalination is relatively expensive
but may be an ímportant water supply strategy in the 2Lst centu¡y. The
region should support forward-looking demonstration projects to
evaluate the "true" costs and benefits of emerging ocean desalination
technologies. These demonstration projects should be cooperative
research and development progranìs with the State and Federal
goverrunents, electric utilities and water agencies.

6.

8.

7
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New governing structures a¡e not needed to implement the IRP. All water

agencies, private water companies, cities, and other units of local

góvernment having water resource manatement resporsibilities in
Southern California should work cooperatively to meet its obiectives, and

Metropolitan should function as the facilitator and coordinator of this
process. lnteragency agreements, conEacts, and memoranda of
understanding are tools that can be used to ensure implementation.

8.8 Preliminary Resource Targets
Participants agtee that all of the conunon regional
resource requirements listed in Section 8.L should be

pursued, including constmction of the Domenigoni Valley
Reservoir Project and the Inland Feeder. However, a few
participants are concemed that the Domenigoni Valley
Reservoir Project is not as cost-effective as competing
resources and may not benefit all equitably. The

preliminary regional resource targets are:

.... and established

preliminary resource

targets for each.

2.

1,. Llrban Water Conserttation. lt is recommended that by 1996, all water
agencies, private water companie"s, cities, and other units of local

govenunent having water resource management responsibilities in
Southem California become signatories to, and implement, the

"Memorandum of Understanding Regarding Urban Water Conservation
in Califomia." It is estimated that the region has conserved about 250,000

acre-feet per year (AFY) during L980 to L990 as a result of public
education, residential and commercial plumbing codes, and plumbing
retrofits of shower heads and toilets. The regional objective should be at

least 750,000 AFy by the year 20L0 as a result of fully implementing the

Urban Water Conservation Best Management Practices.

Water Reclømatioz. Currently, the region is using about 250,000 AFY of

reclaimed water for indirect uses such as groundwater replenishment,
and direct uses such as landscape irrigation. The regional requirement
should be at least 505,000 AFY by the year 2010, a two-fold increase in l'5
years.

Groundutater Recooery and Tteatment Currently, at least 10,000 AFY of

brackish/contaminated groundwater is being recovered in the region in
order to increase annual groundwater production. The regional
requirement should be at least 50,000 AFY by the year 2010, a five-fold
increase in 15 years.

Groundu¿øter and Surface Storøge. The recommended regional
requirement for groundwate¡ storage is expansion of current conjunctive
management of local and imported water supplies to develop at least

3
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300,000 AFY of additional arurual production and 1.,000,000 AFY of
additional storage by year 2010.

The Domenigoni valley Reservoir Project and lnland Feeder should
be established as critically needed projects for Southern California to

provide emergency, seasonal, and drought storage. In addition,
periodic reports should be prepared documenting the status of
Member Agency and subagency abilities to meet the emergency
needs resulting from a seven-day Metropolitan outage'

5. Coloruilo Rioet Water transfers, water conservation, water quality
enhancement, groundwater storage Programs, in-river storage

agreements, and available surplus and unused water should be pursued

to increase the reliability of Colorado River supplies and provide full
aqueduct delivery. Promote the creation and maintenance of a Lower
Basin coalition to actively support a mtrlti-species habitat conservation

and protection program'

6. State Wøter Project. Southern California water agencies should develop

proglafns to conjunctively manage their supplies from the swP to
increase use of supplies in time of surplus, and reduce the need for direct

de[veries from the SWP during droughts or periods when significant
impacts on fisheries could result. The fi¡st priority is to fully utilize
storage of imported supplies in Southern California. Conjunctive use

progranìs should include developing cooperative SWP banking Programs
outside of the Southern California region as well. Southern California
water agencies should commit to creating, maintaining, and

strengthening broad-based coalitions and actively support a multi-species

habitat conservation and protection Program for the Delta'

7. Water Transfers, Because water transfers play such a critical role in
meeting regional reliability, Southern California water agencies should
commit to the establishment of a fully functional and efficient water
market for the voluntary transfer of water between willing buyers and

sellers. The recommended regional requirement for water transfers
should be at least 300,000 AFY available by year 20L0. Further
evaluations a¡e needed to determine the optimal strategies for using
water transfers for consumptive and storage replenishment needs,

8. Desalinatioz. Southern Califomia currently invests in desalination of
brackish groundwater. The region should support pilot programs to
develop cost-effective ocean desalination technology and its applications.

The resource requirements described above are intended to provide a

foundation for fu¡ther analysis aimed at defining optimal goals and facilities
for a comprehensive regional water resources plan. Metropolitan should also
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make sr¡¡e that regional expendifures produce regional benefits. Metropolitan

should also evaluate its current programs of technical and financial assistance

to local agencies to assu¡e that financial burdens and regional benefits are

equitably balanced.
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Btrclcish Grunihoúcr - Groundwater with levels of mineral content that exceed

drinking water standa¡ds.

Business hinciples - Principles that will guide Metropolitan and its Member
Agencies as the region proceeds with implementing the Integrated Resou¡ces

Plan. These principles will guide resource development, induding
conservation progtams, storage facilities (both groundwater and surface), and
incentive prograrns in support of local resources.

Cryitd Imyouetnent hogrør - Metropolitan's capital improvement program is

designed to refu¡bish existing facilities needed to ensure: a reliable
distribution system, expanded treatrnent facilities to meet cu¡rent and futu¡e
water quality regulations, and expanded storage and conveyance facilities to

meet cu¡rent and future storage requirements needed during droughts and
emergencies.

Commot Regianøl Rcsøtrce Requhøttcnts - Those regional resource investrnents
for imported and local supplies that are corunon to all of the resoutce mixes
evaluated in the IRP.

Conjunctioe Use - The practice of storing excess imported water in groundwater
basins during normal and wet years for use during dry years thereby
improving the region's supply reliability during droughts and emergencies'

Drught Mmagetnettt PIm (DMP) - A comprehensive water management plan
that will minimize the need for mandatory supply cutbacks of imported water
to Metropolitan's Member Agencies. The DMP will implement a series of
water management strategies when a drought occurs, such as calling on stored
imported water through its cooperative groundwater storage Program/
purchasing transfer water, and other management strategies designed to meet
the water needs of the region. The DMP is a foliow-up to the IRP and will
provide essential information needed at the Member Agency level to ensure
the development of local resources through groundwater, reclamation, and
conservation prograrns.

Firm Supplies - The minimum efsting imported and local supplies that would
be available during a critical drought period, such as a repeat of 1997,
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Gtwnilu¡úer Fccooøy - The treatrnent of degraded groundwater so that it could

be beneficially used.

Grounihtúer Reptenìstmøtf - The practice of recharging local groundwater

basins with imported and local su¡face water supplies'

lntegrúeil Resøtrces Plmning (IRP) - An open and participatory plarming

proã.tt which takes a broad view to the

iegion, and searches for the right water

supply objectives in a cost-conscious an arìner'

Lottøt Bæin Culition - A parbrershiP among State agencies in Arizona,

California, and Nevada, Indian tribes, resource users, and environmental

interests to consider a multi-species habitat conservation and protection

progam for the Lower Colorado River.

Mmtormihtm of llnitøstøtiting (MOU) Regøiling lJrbm Wút Conserzsúiø in

Calífornia- A precedent-setting model for encouraging aggressive water

conservatio.t progra-s and for standa¡dizing evaluation of water conservation

savings. The MOU commits water suppliers to implement 16 urban water

conservation measutes. Presently, over 165 water suppliers, public interest

gÌoups, consultants, and other interested parties have signed the MOU'

MeÞopotitør Wút District Sm¡ice Areø - A 5,'1,49 square mile service aÌea which

incluáes portions of six counties in Southem California, over 250 communities,

and a current population of about L5.7 million.

Multi-Species Hfuitû Cøsrtsúio¡t Plm - A coordinated ecosystem approach to

resource management which erìsures that regulations aimed at resolving one

problem do not create new problems.

Peaking Mmagemott - Encouraging Member Agencies to reduce thei¡

summèrtime peak demands on Metropolitan's water treatment distribution
system by applying charges and/or financial incentives.

Rde Structure - Metropolitan's new water rate structure which provides a

stable water rate, Seçures a firm revenue base, retains system operating

flexibility, and encourages management of resou¡ces.

Retiobitity GMI - A wholesale level supply reliability goal, stating that

Metropolitan will provide L00 percent of full service wholesale demand to its

Member Agencies 90 percent of the time. During critical drought periods,

such as a repeat of 1991, Metropolitan will never provide less than 80 percent

of fuII service wholesale demands.
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Resøtrce Mixes - Combinations of imported and local supply investments that
meet a desi¡ed reliability goal and other regional objectives. Each resource rnix
is designed to include: (1) water conservation; (2) core imported and local

supplies - supplies available each and every yea¡; (3) storage resources - both
groundwater and surface; and (4) swing supplies - supplies which are

available to meet demands during supply shortages, such as water transfers.

Søønentesm lmquin Rioø Delta (Delta) - An environmentally sensitive a¡ea

near Sac¡amento through which State Water Project water must flow to reach

Southern Catifornia and other areas. Moving water across the Delta during
the high-demand suruner months, especially, is becoming more difficult as

additional water is required for envi¡onmental purposes.

TotøI Dissotoed Solids - A measure of the mineral content of water.

Wúer Cqtsa'oúion Best Mmagenent Prrcticzs - Established water conservation
technologies and programs that address residential, commercial, industrial, and

landscape water uses.

Wúq Mmagement Principles - Principlqs which provide guidance in
implementing recorunended resource developments.

Wlæeling - The use of Metropolitan's system for transmission of non-
Metropolitan water supplies.
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METROPOL¡ÎAN WATER DISTRICÎ OF SOUTHERN CAL]FORN¡A
GROUNDWATER RECOVERY PROGRAM

10Jan-94

Contaminant

Total Y¡cld
Acrc-Foot

9¿t Yêat

MWD
Rcplenishment
Acrê-Foot^,e6r

Estimated
Unit Cost

(1994 a ger Acre-Fooil

Est.
Year

StartProiect

2,744

909
1,926

12,300
17,879 Avcogc- s 633

LA/EL 1- IN PROCESS OF IMPLEMENTATION

1 Santa Monica
2 Burbank Lake Plant
3 West Basin No. 1

4 Oceanside No, 1

5 Tustin Desalter
6 lrvine Desalter
7 Rowland
8 Menifac
9 Chino/SAWPA No.1

10 Beverly Hills
1 1 Arlington Desaller
1 2 Sweetwate¡ Desaltcr No, 1

13 Francis Desalter No.1

LEVEL 1 - Subrotal

1,800
2,744
1,524
2,000
3,271
6,700

516
3,360

12,000
2,688
7,200
3,600

1 1,260

s373
s401
s632
$700
s561
s 820
ç787
$864
I 540
$ 668
$561

9609
$71 1

voc
voc
TDS

TDS

TDS

TDS
TCE/TDS

TDS

TDS/Nitrate
TDS

TDS/Nitrate
TDS

Nilrate

voc
TDS
TDS

voc
TDS/Nitrate

TDS

Color
TDS

TDS
TDS
TDS

TDS/Nitrate
TDS
TDS

TDS/Nit¡ate
Nitrate
Color
TOS

TDS

TDS
TDS/Nitrate

93
93
93
94
95
95

96
96
96
96
97
97
98

58,663

LEVEL 2 . PROBABLE

14 Burbank Valley Plant
1 5 San Juan Dcsaltcr No. 1

1 6 Oceanside No, 2

17 Glendale
1 I San Pasqual
1 I San Mateo (Camp Pendleton)
20 Laguna Beach Desalter
21 Capistrano Beach
22 Winchester/Hemet Desalter
23 Otay/Sweetwater
24 San Juan Desalter No. 2
25 Corona/Temescal
26 Perris Basin
27 West Basin No. 2
28 Chino/SAWPA No. 2
29 Western/Bunker Basin
30 IRWO Colored Water Project
31 West Basin No. 3
32 Moorpark
33 San Dieguito Basin Desalter
34 RubidouxÂVestern

LEVEL 2 - Subrotal

LEVEL 1 + LEVEL 2 TOTAL

2,300
4,300
3,360
5,400
5,000
6,000
2,000
1,372
3,000
3,000
6,200

10,000
6,000
6,000
8,000
8,1 00

10,000
5,000
8,000
5,000
3,000

2,300
2,000

3,000

3,000

9,200

10,500

9,200

97
96
97
97
97
98
98
98
ôo

o0
o0
00
00
01

o2
03
o3
03
04
o4
05

Avrrrge =

$406
9513
s41 3

$ 525
s419
s130
9690
s514
s 586
s636
I s82
s512
$531

s 647
â77 9

$576
$ 674
ç672

$ 1 ,003
s5B3
$636
s 573111,032

169,695

39,200

57,O79



METROPOLÍTAN WAÎÊR DISTRICT OF SOUIHERN CALIFORNIA
GROUNDWAIER RECOVERY PROGRAM

10-J

Est.
Yce¡

A
11994 S

Total Yietd
Ac¡e-Foot

MWD
Replcnishmcnt

Estimated
Unit Cost

VOC/Nitrate
Chloride
TDs/H25

TDS

TDS
VOC/Nitrate

TDS
TDS/N¡t¡ðte

tDS
Chloride

TDS/lrlitrate
TDS
TDS

Color
Color
TDS

TDS/Nitrate
Color

3,000
1,000
5,000
5,000
't,oo0
2,500
2,500
9,050
r,000
3,500

13,500
10,000
5,000
1,500

10,400

10,500
45,575

102,654

99

5

LA/EL 3 - SPECUTA TIVE

GROUNDWATER RECOVERY PROGRAM TOIAL

82,320

1 West Covina phase 
1

s728
s62

99
oo

99

99
00
oo
00
00
00
01

o2
o2
0314,175

10,500 03
03
03
o4

Avcngc -

35 L.A. pollock

36 Torrance Ocean Ave Fac.
37 Camarillo

5,000
1,500
2,270

9119
s 1 ,476

$713

48 Mesa Colored Water project
49 Huntington Beach Colored Water
50 West Covina phase ll
51 March Air Force Base
52 Dyer Rd. Color Removat

LEVEL 3 - Subrotat

45 Chino/SAWpA No. 3
46 Compton GW project
47 Sweetwater Desalter No. 2

42 Riverview GWRAP
43 T¡a Juana River Valley D¡stricl
44 lorrance Elm Ave, Fac,

38 Hollywood Basin
39 Santee/El Monte Basin
40 L.A. Headworks

s323
I 948

ç74
â536
s 948
9563

s 1 ,561
ç779
$ 948
$ 609
$726
$840
$ 536
$791
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Page No.

08/08t9t,

Project llanre

'r IRP Levet: 1

8eI t f lo¡er Reclamation Project
Cal lrans (5 & 13tr Frys)
Calabasas System

Calabasas System Expans ion
Cal i fornia Country Club
California lnstitution for llen
Cat trans
Carp Perdleton
Central and Uest Easin Reptenishment

Century Uater Recycling Project
Cerritos Rectaimed Uater Extension project
Cerri tos Rectamation Project
City of lndustry Reclaimed System - phase A

El Prado Park and Golf Course

EI loro Existing
Elsinore Valtey/Horse Thief Recta¡ration
Etsinore Vat tey/Rai lroad Canyon Rectamation
Encina - Phase A

Encina Uater Pollution Controt tacitity
tairbanks Ranch

faltbrook Reclaimed gater Distr. - phase A

Forest Larn Project
Grecn Acres Project
Griffith Park

ileoet,/SJ Reg. Rec. - Recharge phase A

llemet/SJ Regionat Rectamation - Direct
l¡rdian lli I ts Reclamation Project
lrvine Ranch Part I

lrvine Ranch Part 1 Expansion

lrvine Ranch Part 2

lrvine Ranch Part 2 Expansion

Integrated Resource Plan -- Uater Recycling projects

Type 1992

Yietd
ATY

1995

Yield
AtY

2000

Yietd
AFY

201 0

Yietd
AFY

ul t.
Yietd

AFY

of
Use

F ixed
Cost year

3ll est.
ïerm

(l) Year

1992 1995 2000 20t0 urt.
0&H otlt otil o&l,t o&{

îllt JIAF 
'.lAF 

slAF JíAF

Oper.

Date ilPD!

t-

t
t
t
t

t̂
lrL
R

l,L
l rL
L

t
t
t
t
t
A,I,L
l rL
R

l rL
t
l rL
L

R

A,E,L

L

A, L, }I

A, L,l'l

A,L,H

A, L,I,I

50

100

825

275

172

700

21

3974

50000

49

0

ló49

994

1300

573

19

730

ó55

1ó5

ló0

128

348

1859

1625

1 037

6154

1310

5826

3t85

0

0

50

100

1000

400

375

700

65

3900

50000

5000

260

2ó00

t3ó0
1100

500

ll0
730

1800

165

200

800

350

3t00
1800

1037

11178

1lt0
6174

3887

526

38rl

50

100

1000

500

175

700

ó5

3900

75000

7500

260

4000

33ó0

1300

500

224

Tto
2000

tó5

200

800

350

ó800

2000

1037

28123

1310

6171

3887

526

3811

50

100

1000

ó00

375

700

ó5

1900

75000

9000

260

4000

33ó0

1300

500

5ó0

130

2100

ló5

350

1000

350

7700

9900

1037

27464

1 110

647tt

3887

3526

l8t3

50

100

1000

700

375

700

100

3900

75000

9000

260

4000

5ló0
1300

500

5ó0

730

2100

tó5

350

1000

ó00

7700

9900

1037

22815

ß10
6174

3887

3526

3811

0.0 0

0.0 0

0.0 0

0.0 0

0.0 0

0.0 0

0.0 0

0.0 0

0.0 0

5.1 ?5

0-0 0

0.0 0

0.0 0

0-0 0

0.0 0

0.0 0

0.0 0

1.0 20

0.0 0

0.0 0

1.8 20

0.0 0

0.0 0

0.0 0

0.0 0

0_0 0

0.0 0

0.0 0

0.0 0

0.0 0

0-0 0

t978 no

1984 no

1972 no

l99l no

'1978 no

0 yes

19El no

1942 yes

l9ó1 no

1992 no

1993 no

1978 no

1981 no

1977 no

l9ó5 no

1989

1984

1992 no

1992 no

1998 no

1990 no

1992 no

0no
197ó no

0 yes

19ó6 yes

1980

0no
0no
0no
0no

092
00
00
00
00
00
083
00
00

23 93

092
ó88
00
00
193
00
00
392
00
191
193
292

ó8 9l
00
00
ó91
00

22 93

10 93

l1 9l
26 93

,R

171 198 254 114 0

ó0 70 89 115 ó0

31I 360 159 7t8 718

0 115 147 210 0

31t 3ó0 459 718 71A

7 8 9 lt 0

248 120 538 876 0

2t6 9¿ t08 131 100

00000
¿32734560

143 166 212 346 0

l1l 121 155 2s2 0

00000
00000

?21 260 rl2 512 0

00000
00000

300 350 4t0 550 0

300 350 4t0 s60 0

300 350 410 550 0

190 210 230 250 0

100 11ó 148 212 ?12

86 99 127 207 0

ó0 70 89 145 ó0

261019630
263039630
00000

162 188 2t o 392 0

162 188 240 392 0

162 188 zto 39¿ 0

167 193 2t 8 403 0
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Integrated Resource Plan -- Uater Recycling Projects

ïyPe 1992

Yietd
ATY

1995

Y ietd
AFY

1000

135

800

300

3100

1500

2500

1722

128

tó00

261

25

t0579

470

1 110

3500

1300

300

1200

900

?824

9000

150

2522

¿800

3ó0

200

5000

800

600

120000

1 118

2000

Yietd

^tY

2010

Yietd
AFY

ut r.
Yield

^tY

tixed
Cost yesr

3l{ est.
ïerm

(Z) Year

1%)2 1995 2000 2010 urt.
otH o&x otH o&lr o&,r

|lAF llAF 
't^F 

JtAÍ jlAF
oÍ

Use

Oper.

0ate ]lPoE

1980 no

l9ó2 no

1989 no

1972 yes

198ó no

1980 no

1980 no

196ó no

0no
1992 no

0

l99l no

1987 yes

l9ó4 no

0no
0no

1995 no

1992 no

l9ó8 no

l9ó7 no

1989 no

19óó

1980 no

1995 no

1994 yes

1981

1994 no

1995 no

1994 no

1975 yes

0

1977 no

Project llame

Jamacha - Phase A

La Canada-flintridge Cowrtry Club

Lake¡ood tlater Recla¡nt i on Project
Las Virgenes Valtey System

Las Virgenes uestern System

Long Eeach Reclamation Project
Long Beach Reclamation Project
Los Âlisos tI)
Los Alisos uD Expansion

Los Angetes Greenbett

tlarch Rectamat ion Project
lledia City Center

lloreno Vat ley Reclamation

lloulton lliguel tO Existing
lloutton lliguel uD Expansion - Auf'lA

octf) utzl Above lz-yr. Avg.

oak Park/llorth Ranch Rectai¡ned lJater Line
oceanside - Phase A

ontario Golf Course and Uestvind Park

PSD Porer Ptant

Perris Vat ley Regional Reclamation

Pofiona Recta¡nat ion Project
Poler Ptant Project
Puente Hi I ts/Rose Hi t ts
lancho Cal i fornia Rectanation Expansion

lancho Cal ifornia/Joaquin Ranch Reclamation

Rancho Santa te
Rio HorrCo Uater Recycting Proiect - Phase I

San Pasquat - Phase A

san Víncente
santa Ana River Reclamation Proiect
Santa llargari ta ¡JD - Oso

t,r
t
t
ÂrL

t
t
l rL
A,L

A,L

t

A,E,L,R

A,E,l,L,l{
l rL
I,L
A,L

t
lrL.R
I,L
A,l,L
A,l,t
R

t

3-0 20

0.0 0

1-0 0

0.0 0

0.0 0

4.0 20

0.0 0

0.0 0

0.0 0

ó.1 30

0.0 0

7.1 ¿5

0.0 0

0.0 0

0.0 0

0.0 0

0.0 0

0.0 0

0.0 0

0.0 0

0.0 0

0.0 0

0.0 0

0.0 0

0.0 0

0.0 0

3.0 20

ó.r 30

3.0 20

0.0 0

0.0 0

0.0 0

537

115

412

300

5000

1044

2029

I 171

0

29

261

0

8557

470

570

8192

0

93

700

900

2309

7507

151

0

0

269

208

0

0

500

158000

795

1 t00

135

1400

100

3500

1500

2500

1722

378

ló00

261

25

r0571

170

5530

3500

t300
300

1200

900

9316

9100

650

2810

6000

t60
200

ó000

800

ó00

155000

1 148

1400

135

1800

300

1æ0

1500

2500

1722

778

lóo0

261

50

107ól

470

5530

3500

1f00
100

1200

900

1 1316

9600

450

3¿67

ó000

672

100

8000
,l000

800

185000

1¿8(,

14m

135

1800

300

5700

1500

2500

17?2

7f8
ló00

261

50

t08t 1

170

5510

3500

1300

300

1200

900

1 1346

9ó00

450

4000

ó000

672

350

8000
,l000

t 200

200000

I 284

ó91
00
188
00
00
288
00
ît 93

191
792
00
t90
792
00
00
793
593
00
00
00
00
00
00
59J

12 89

00
291

10 93

292
00
00
'17 93

300 350 4r0 5ó0 0

1t57 14ó6 1871 2388 2388

259 294 376 613 0

128 149 190 310 3r0

t

3tt 3ó0 459 718 71A

321 372 177 777 777

321 372 177 777 777

181 210 269 138 0

t8t 2t0 269 418 0

ó0 70 89 115 60

00000
0 (00 180 280 310

t5ó 181 232 378 0

00000
00000

l8l ltZ 5óó 922 0

0 óó 84118 0

300 350 110 5ó0 0

00000
2 3 I 7 1r

263039ó30
îtó 135 172 281 0

100 11ó 148 ¿t2 242

0 t20 t40 ló0 200

0 t8l 232 178 0

00000
300 350 4r0 550 0

0 1óó 212 34ó 0

0 500 550 ó00 0

350 450 480 580 0

^rE, 
L,R

L

t
R

t
t,t
L

I,L

00000
197 577 õ8 1201 0
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Project llarre

Santa llargarita tiD - oso Expansion

Smta llaria - Phase A

Smta llonica Uater Gardens

Sântå Rosa gater Rectamation Facitity
Santee - Phase A

Sepulveda Easin - Phase I
South Iaguna Reclaimd Uater
South laguna Reclamation Expansion
South Lassel le Reclamation
Sun City Gotf Courses

lntegrated Resource Plan -- Uater Recycling projects

rype
of

Use

1992

Yietd
AFY

1995

Yietd
AtY

2000

Y íeld
AFY

5000

80

¿000

1780

5000

2010

Yield
AFY

ut t.
Yietd

AFY

Fired
Cost year

314 est.
Ierm

(l) Year

1992 1995 2000 2010 utr.
otlt o&r otH o&H ot¡t

jlAF JIAF |tAF 
't^F 'tAF

Oper.

Date NPOE:

L

Ar l rLrR
t,H
Â.E,L
lrL
E,L

t
t
t
t

o 497 577

0 300 150

000
000
0 300 350

30 0 134

0 148 541

5 0100
0 0181
o 272 3ló
0 t5ó 18t

05362
o 796 915

0 300 t50
tó 0 170

0 300 350

0 t70 197

o 107 472

25 0 200

0 0100
o 1765 2059

0 300 350

0 0181

20 9l
00
00
00
00
391
00
289
093
00
00
492
00
00

t3 9l
00
00
789

r00 92

00
00
00

20 92

470

1 130 1500 1500 1500 1500

617 700 700 700 700
02¿222222
01235

405 400 400 400 400
o 1444 1144 1441 1444

8ó0 900 900 900 900

0 100 300 ó00 ó00

0 357 !57 357 357
590 652 652 652 652

3269 3100 1300 1300 3300

150 550 850 850 850

221 224 22t 224 ¿24

275 300 350 500 500

o 674 Elz 1054 1054

19 300 300 300 300

129t 1500 2000 2000 2000

800 800 800 800 800

0 t1200 t1200 11200 11200

0 5ó00 20000 20000 20000

17 17 17 l7 17

118 200 200 350 350

0 2313 3981 3423 312t

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
6.1

0.0
6.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0-0

5.4
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1222

117

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
'0

0

0

0

738 1203

110 5ó0

00
00

410 550

lót 185

667 941

ll3 417

232 378

401 ó58

2!2 378

79 129

t052 12r0

410 550

2r8 t55
ó10 550

252 1lt
985 1ó0ó

256 417

512 815

2635 1?96

110 5ó0

232 378

0no
0no

1994 no

r990

l9ó8 no

1994 no

1984 no

1990 no

199! yes

l98l no

1989 yes

0 yes

1985 yes

0no
1995 no

0no
198ó

0no
1994 no

0

0 yes

l98l yes

1993 yes

lenpcula Vatley Rectanation - phase A 
^,LlrebucoCanyonlJD-partsl&2 t

Upland Hills Country Club t
Valley Center - Phase A R

Verdugo-Scholl Project - phase t t
Vista-PhaseA t,L
lJalnut Vatley Reclamation project A,L
Vater Rectamation project - phase A l-

Uest Easin gater Recyctirg project - phase A l,L,R
Uest Coast Earrier Project t,L,R
Uestern Hills Country Ctub t
Uhispering Palm A,R
l¿irrhester/Te¡pcute Regional Reclamation Sys. Â,E,1_

tr Subtotal 'r

¡r IRP level: 2

Ala¡itos Barrier Project - parts I & 2 R

Erand Park Project L

City of lrdrstry Rectaimed Systen - phase B L

City of Long Beach Rectairned llater Hasterpten t,L
Ctean Uater program - phase A l,L

292949 323298 435ó88 189098 502569 30ó

0

0

0

0

0

0

50

0

4780

0

10000

100

4000

4780

1 5000

1 0000

120

4ó00
(,780

15000

20 96

391
26 9l
33 9?

190 93

0 0315
0 120 154

000
0 ilo 111

0 04r0

1996 no

1995 no

199ó no

1995 no

1997 no

511

251

0

230

550

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0

1ó

0

0

0

5rl
251

0

210

0
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lntegrated Resource Plan -- Uater Recycting projects

rype

Use

t_

l rL
L

L

l rL
lrL
l,L,R
l rL
t
lrL

1992

Yietd
AFY

1995

Yield

^tY

2000

Yietd
AIY

2010

YieLd

AFY

ut t.
Yietd

AFY

Fixed

Cost year

3ll est.
Term

(X) Year

of
1992 1995 2000 2010 utr.
o&t{ o&fi o&H o&}{ o&il

tllÍ JIAÍ jlAF J|AF tt\îProject llane

Etsinore Vatley Uater Rectamation project
Escordido
Haun Road (Rose Hitls llenprial park)
æ¡O 9f21 Expansion 1

Oceanside - Phase B

Rectaim Expansion Debet t,/L'andf i t t
Rio Hondo Uater Recycling project - phase 2
San Et ijo
San Gabriel Vattey ¡Jater Reclamation project
Santa l{aria - Phase B

Santee - Phsse B

Sepllveda Basin - phase 2
South Laguna Expanded Rectamation project
Te¡pcuta Valley Reclamation - phase B

Valley Center - Phase B

9est Basin uater Recycting project - phase B

9estside Los Angeles

llfiittier NerroHs Recreation Area
rr subtotal r.

" IRP Level: J

Carbon Canyon Core

Central Ci tylEtysian park

City of Corona trrigation l1ïll91
City of lndustry Reclairned System - phase C

City of Pasadena Reclairpd gater System

Ctean Uater Program - phase B

East Val ley
Eastside Los Angetes

El loro Expansion

Encina - Phase B

16 51370 123362 152263 16116 54?

Oper.

.:::: :::::

ArErLrR

t
R

I,L
t
I,L
A,l,L
A, l rL,R
A, l,L
l,L
E,L

t
Â.L

l rL
l,L,R
I,L,R
t

0 1800

1ó 30

0 (10

00
00
0 539

0 2000

00
0 25000

00
0 200

00
0 1000

0 t978
00
0 13600

0 600

0 2383

4500

1500

2876

8000

700

539

7000

1200

31000

t00

ó00

196

2500

1803

250

37200

1400

3138

5400

2800

2876

8000

I 700

647

7000

18m

550m

300

700

119

2500

1803

500

38800

5000

3138

1500

4100

9t3
0

4700

0

t5000

1500

750

1900

5400

3500

2876

8000

I 700

793

9s00

1800

15000

1 
,l00

700

2056

2500

1803

1000

38800

10000

3138

2000

1't00

t825

ó10

1700

15000

35000

r500

750

2900

0.0 0

2-6 20

0.0 0

0.0 0

0.0 0

1.2 20

0.0 0

2-6 20

6.5 30

3.0 zo

2.6 20

ó.1 30

0.0 0

0.0 0

0.0 0

0.0 0

6.1 l0
0.0 0

0

1996 no

1995 no

0no
0no

1995 no

2000 no

1997 no

1995 no
,l99ó no

199ó no

199ó no

1995 no

1995 yes

1997 no

2000 no

1995 no

1995 no

00000
300 350 110 560 0

0 181 232 378 0

005óó9220
0 04t05ó0 0

0 241 297 371 378
0 1óó 212 34ó 0

300 350 110 5ó0 o

0 75 96157 0

0 350 110 550 0

0 350 110 550 0

0 0161 185 0

0 500 760 800 800

0 181 2t2 378 0

004105500
0 200 ?56 117 0

0 50 64 104 50

0 138 188 ?98 0

00
40 gtt

492
16 93

591
593

20 9l
13 94

35 93

594
11 9l
393
593
191
695

50 9¿

40 94

99t

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0 1050

0 2100

0rjo
00
0 4700

00
0 10000

0 800

0 150

00

ó91
zo 93

00
00

27 93

200 9l
55 93

00
891

28 9l

206

0.0 0

ó.1 30

0.0 0

0.0 0

0.0 0

0.0 0

ó. t 30

0.0 0

0.0 0

0.0 0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

275 118 148

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

131

0

322

r00

0

0

368

ló3

0

0

0

?15

0

691

550

353

0

0

0

0

r50

0

0

0

1995 no

1997 no

0

0no
199ó no

0no
1997 no

2000 no

0no
0no

286

0

0

150

0

121

0
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rype
ol

Use

lW2
Yietd

^tY

1995

Y ietd

^rY

0

tó0
0

2963

5000

0

0

0

0

1600

1000

800

0

0

0

0

Zt9
0

¿50

0

0

0

0

1500

0

0

0

0

0

500

0

0

2000

Yi etd

^tY

2010

Y ietd
ATY

ut t.
Yietd

ATY

500

3ó0

15000

4963

5000

1 1000

6100

3600

30000

3200

2000

1350

100000

10000

3ó00

3000

219

t 5000

250

2500

2000

7500

7500

2000

1500

1000

3ó00

11000

900

10000

ó50

916

Fixed

Cost year

3ll est.
lerm

(X) Year

1992 1995 2000 20t0 utt.
o&t o&t o&il otH otr,l

JIAÍ JIAÍ Jt|'Í j/^F JtAÍ
Oper.

Date ¡lPoE:Project llann

Fallbrook Reclained Uater Distr. - Phase B

torest LaHn Reclaimed Uater

llead¡Jorks

tlernet/sJ Reg. Rec- - Recharge Phase B

HilI Canyon Reclained Uater Project
lrvine Ranch East Orange Expansion

trvine Ranch Part 3

Jamacha - Phase B

Los Angeles Harbor

Hoorpark uaste¡.ater Treatment Facitity
Houlton lliguel tÐ Expansion ' SERRA

l¡âson Street Reclamation

OCtID RegionaI uater Reclamation Project
OCH) UFzl Expansion 2

Oceanside - Phase C

ol ivenhain
Olsen Road/Sunset Hitts uasteHater lrmt. tac-
Oxnard Rectaimed Ueter Project
Pico-Kenter Drain Lo¡ tto¡¡ lreatment Plant
Po[þna Rectained ¡Jater Storage Reservoir

PoHay

Regionat Plant dl Core

Regionat Plant #4 Core

Ror¡land RecIamat ion Project
San l{arcos

San Pasqual - Phase B

santa Hargarita IJD - chiquita
santa Hargarita uD - Chiquita Expansion

Santee - Phase C

Simi Valley Rectairred uater Project
Irabuco Canyon tÐ - Part 3

Verdugo-Scholl Project - Phase 2

l,L
L

R

R

A,E,L,R

ArLrl'l

A, L rll
lrL
l,R
A

L

t
R

R

l rL
A,l,L
t-

A, I,L,R
L

A,E,l.L,l.l
l rL
A, ¡,L
t
t
E,I,L
l rL
L

L

I,L
L

t
L

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

260

5000

39ó3

5000

4100

4500

0

5500

2200

2000

1150

50000

0

0

r 200

249

15000

250

2000

500

4000

19t7
2000

0

0

zl00
0

0

5000

50

0

200

ló0
10000

4963

5000

ó000

ó300

2ó00

10500

3200

2000

1150

75000

10000

500

1000

249

15000

250

2500

2000

5000

5000

2ofi)

1000

10æ

3ó00

0

900

50m

500

0

0.0 0

0.0 0

6-1 l0
0.0 0

0.0 0

0.0 0

0.0 0

0.0 0

ó.1 30

0.0 0

0.0 0

0.0 0

0-0 0

0.0 0

0.0 0

0.0 0

0.0 0

0.0 0

ó.8 25

0-0 0

0.0 0

0.0 0

0.0 0

0.0 0

0.0 0

0.0 0

0.0 0

0.0 0

0.0 0

0.0 0

0.0 0

0.0 0

0no
1995 no

1995 no

1995 yes

1995 yes

0no
0no
0no

1998 yes

1995 no

0no
1995 no

0no
0no
0no

1997 no

1995 no

2000 yes

1995 no

0

1999 no

2000 no

1998 no

1995 no

0no
0no
0no
0no
0no

1995 no

0 yes

0no

293
00

20 93

193
393

28 93

28 9t
36 9l
50 95

00
00
194

231 93

20 93

19 93

21 91

191
20 93

295
00

lt 95

24 92

792
895
00

tl 9?

33 93

00
00

15 9l
092
793

0 0 0250 0

0 165 240 lto 0

0 200 256 t17 0

03039ó30
0 110 141 229 0

195 226 290 472 0

181 210 269 118 0

0005ó00
003001890
0ó0ó0ó00
00000
0 181 232 178 0

004256920
0 0 0922 0

0 0 05ó0 0

300 350 410 550 0

0 320 390 576 701

0084t180
00000
00000

300 350 110 550 0

002233100
0 0223 310 0

0ló15180
0 0 05ó0 0

0 0 0ó00 0

0 0 187 30r. 0

00000
0 0 0550 0

0 óó 84158 0

5t 6¿ 79 1?9 0

00000
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of
IYPE

Use

1992

Yietd
ATY

1995

Y ietd
AFY

2000

Y ietd
AFY

100

t000

2750

0

0

20t0

Yietd

^tY

700

2000

2750

30000

2350

utt-
Yietd

ATY

1200

2600

¿750

30000

2350

Fixed

cost year

3H est.

1992 1995 2000 2010 utt.
Ierm Otll Otll O&il o&H o&tl

(X) Year 3l^F JIAî 
'l^F 

jl^Í JlAF

Oper.

DAtE ¡IPDE!

199ó no

0no
2000 no

0no
2005 no

Project llam

Vista - Phase B

gatnut Valtey Reclanntion Plant Expansion

ll¡ter Reclamation Project - Phase I
gest Easin lJater Recycting Project - Phase C

lJest Valley Greenbett
tr subtotat.r

r.i fot8l rrr

l rL
A.L

L

l,L,R
lrL

0-0
0-0

0.0
0.0
6.1

0 r.l0 550

o 252 4tl
0 985 1ó06

0 0117
0 0 r19

0

0

d

0

0

0

0

0

0

30

175

687

0

0

0

0

0

14 93

70
fi9t
00

2' 9l

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

o 11022 143839 273115 37378t 1002

292965 l9tó90 702889 914496 1040518 2014
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Appendix C
Groundwater Conjunctive Use Potential

The following subsections summarize the current operations of the nine largest

groundwater basins within Metropolitan's seryice area. Also presented is a

range of investement levels in conjunctive use storage. For each i¡rvestment

levé1, additional storage, production, and recharge capabiJities over and above

historical levels are presented. The production capabilies discussed in these

subsections only include additional production achievable through a
conjunctive use program using available imported water from Metropolitan.
The numbers presented in these subsection also do not include additional
groundwater basin production that may be achieved through groundwater
iecorrery (see Section 4.2) and groundwater replenishment with reclaimed

water (see Section 4.3).

For each basin, a table lists historic production/recharge showing:

r Proiluction: Range in yeariy grotrr,d*uter produced from each basin since

1980.

I Di¡ect R*høgc of Inporteil Supplics: tmported watcr placc in spreading

basins or injection well to replenish groundwater'

¡ In-Lieu Rechøge ol Importcd Supplies: Imported water historically provided
to Member Agencies overlying a groundwater basin in-lieu of using
groundwater.

The tables also lists the capabilities of each groundwater basin to support a

conjunctive use storage Program:

¡ Storage: Total additional storage volume available for conjunctive use

operations if sufficient imported water was available'

¡ Prúuctiot: Potential additional annual groundwater production facility
capacity.

¡ Direct Rechøge of Imported Supplies: Potential additional annual
groundwater recharge / injection facility capacity.

I In-Lieu Rechøge of lmported Supplies: The amount of groundwater
production that can be replaced by imported supplies'
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Appendix C
Groundwater Conjunctive Use Potent¡al

IIWr I-æ Angeles Riaq Areø (UI-{P-{) Bæins
(San Fernando, Sylmar, Verdugo, and Eagle
Rock) are adjudicated basins operated by a

single watermaster. Fou¡ member agencies
(the Cities of Los Angeles, Glendale, Bu¡bank,
and San Fernando) use water from these basins.
Since 1980, the historic armual production of
the ULARA basins average about 100,000 acre-

ft, ranging between 65,000 and 140,000 acre-feet
per year. The City of Los Angeles has

identified a range of 100,000 to 300,000 acre-feet

of storage capacity in the San Fernando Basin

for conjunctive use of Metropolitan supplies. In
addition, the City of Los Angeles plans to
arurually supplement existing natural
groundwater replenishment with 35,000 acre-

feet of reclaimed water. The Watermaster
estimates that annual dry weather production
could be increased by about 50,000 to 70,000

acre-feet over cr¡rrent production. The City of
Los Angeles has excess extraction well capacity

to effect additional groundwater production beyond this range' Factors

timitrng further conjunctive use potential in the San Fernando Basin include
the City of Los Angeles' distributlon capacity and grounclwater quality
concems. The watermaster has estimated direct recharge capability of
Metropolitan's supplies of 35,000 to 75,000 acre-ft/yr depending on hydrologic
conditions. In addition, approximately 70,000 acre-ft/yr of in-lieu capacity is

available for storing imported supplies.

l

Cunent Basin CqrcitY (øe-ftlYtl

Di¡ect: 0

In-Lieu: 0

A dditiú aI C úi unctioe U * P otential

Low: 50,000
High: 70,000

Rechøge of lmported Supplies (øe'ftlyr)
Low: 35,000 to 75,000

High: 35,000 to 75,000

Rechøge of lmported Supplics (øe-feet):
a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

PPET

65,000 to 140,000

of Importeil Supplics:

(øe-ftlyr):

Low

(øe-Íea):
Low: 100,000
High: 300,000

70,000
70,000

IE TM c-2



I Appendix C
Groundwater Conjunctive Use Potential

Cmfial mil West CMst Basins are adjudicated
basins that provide water to six member
agencies (Central Basin MWD, West Basin
MWD, and the Cities of Los Angeles, Compton,
Torrance, and Long Beach). Since 1980, the
total historic annual production of these basins
average about 245,000 acre-feet, ranging
between 216,000 and 268,000 acre-feet per year.
The Water Replenishment District estimates
that between L50,000 to 180,000 acre-feet of
storage capacity over and above that currently
used is available for additional conjunctive use

operations. Approximately 1,000 active
groundwater production wells currently exist in
these basins. The Water Replenishment District
also estimates that annual dry weather
production could be increased at least 88,000

acre-feet. I¡rcreased production would result
from new interconnections among local water
purveyors with surplus pumping capacity and
purveyors with demands in excess of pumping

capacity. The Water Replenishment District also projects that if 10 to L5

additional production wells are installed, annual production capacity will
increase by 110,000 acre-feet over cullent production. Natu¡al replenishment to
the basins averages 1,30,000 acre-ft/yr. The current average PufnPing level of
245,000 aue-ft/yr requires supplemental replenishment, including seawater

barrier injection of 30,000 to 40,000 acre-ft/yr, average annual spreading of
10,000 to 50,000 acre-ft/yr of imported water, annual spreading of 50,000 acre-

ft/yr of reclaimed water, and continued in-lieu recharge of 30,000 acre-ft/yrby
local agencies throughout the basins. The Central and West Coast Basins also

have in-lieu capacity of up to L10,000 acre-ft/yr to effect additional storage of
imported supplies. Central Basin MWD and West Basin MWD have plans to
increase the use of reclaimed water from groundwater replenishment and
seawater ba¡rier injection, thus reducing the need for supplemental imported
supplies.

Cunmt Bæin CryrcitY (øe'frlv\

Di¡ect 42,000 to 91,000
In-Lieu 20,000 to 85,000

Ailditiøal C oiunctioe U æ Potential

Low: 88,000
High: 110,000

Rechøge of lmportcil Supplies (acte'ftly)
Low: 20,000 to 1.00,000

High: 20,000 to 100,000

Rcchøge of lmparteil Supplies (rcte-feet):

Low: 1.10,000

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

216,000 to 268,000
of Imported Supplies:

(rcte-frlyr):

(me-fed):
Low: 150,000
High: 1.80,000

High: 110,000

IE rüD c-3



Cunmt Bæin CryrciA (øe-frlArl

Di¡ect: 0 to 64,000
ln-Lieu: 0

A ilditíúal C oi unctioe U æ P otential

Low: 45,000
High: 45,000

Pechøge of Importeil Supplies (rcte-ftly)
Low: 100,000 to 240,000
High: 100,000 to 240,000
Rechøge of lmportcil Supplies (aøe-leet):

Low: 65,600
High: 65,600

a

a

a

a

a

a

O

a

a

a

200,000 to 250,000
of Impartcil Supplies:

(rcte-ftlyr):

(øe-fect):
Low: 150,000
High: 150,000

Appendix C
Groundwater Conjunctive Use Potential

Main Sm Gùriel Basin (including the Puente
Basin) is an adjudicated basin supplying over
90 percent of the water needed by three
member ageneies (Three Valleys MWD, Upper
San Gabriel Valley MWD, and the City of San

Marino). Since 1980, the historic annual
production by member agencies from these

basins averages about 230,000 acre-feet, ranging
between 200,000 and 250,000 acre-feet per ye¿u.

The San Gabriel Valley is highly permeable and
has extensive spreading facilities for
replenishing local su¡face waters and imported
supplies. The Puente Basin produces very
Iittle groundwater because of the high clay
content of the soils and existing groundwater
quality problems. The cu¡rent groundwater
production level is supported by approximately
40,000 acre-ft/yr of di¡ect replenishment of
imported supplies. Approximately 250

groundwater production wells currently edst.
Groundwater recovery programs provide the

greatest potential for increasing groundwater production in this basin. The
groundwater basin manager estimates that annual dry weather production
coulcl be i¡rcreasecl by aboul. 45,000 acre-feet with existing surplus well
capacities. Local needs and wate¡ quality concerns limit further increases in
production at this time. The basin has surplus well capacities to increase in-
Iieu replenishment and dry-year production up to 65,600 acre-ft/yr. Flowever,
cu¡rent direct demand on Metropolitan's supply is only 10,000 to 12,000 acre-

ft/yt. To increase conjunctive use ability in this basin would involve
extracting gtoundwater (stored imported supplies) and exporting it to other
basins via Metropolitan's distribution system,

IE rm
c-4



Curmt Basin Cqrcity (øe-frlvl

Direct: 3,300 to 26,600
In-Lieu: 17,000

Ailditiøal C øiunctíoe Uæ Potential

Low: 20,000
High: 90,000

Rechøge of Importeil Supplies (aøe-frlyr)
Low: 18,000 to 31,700
High: 3L,700 to 80,000
Rechøge of lmporteil Supplies (aøe-Íea):

Low: 53,000
High: 53,000

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

o

O

122,000 to 156,000

of lmportzil Supplics:

(rcte-ftlyr):

(we-feet):
Low: 50,000
High: 200,000

Appendix C
Groundwater Conjunctive Use Potential

Chino Basn (induding Cucamonga Basin)
groundwater supports virtually all agricultural
use and almost 90 percent of the M&I uses

within the basin. The Chino Basin MWD,
Th¡ee Valleys MWD, and Western MWD are

the Member Agencies within the adjudicated
Chino Basin. Since 1980, the historic annual
production of the basin averages about 140,000

acre-feet, ranging between 122,000 and 156,000

acre-feet per year. Existing groundwater
replenishment is provided by several spreading
basins for runoff from the San Gabriel
Mountains, and 14,000 acre-ft/yr of imported
supplies. Approximately 900 groundwater
production wells currently edst. The
groundwater basin manager estimates that
annual dry weather production could be
increased by about 20,000 acre-feet with
existing surplus well capacities. The
groundwater basin could have an additional
annual production capacity of 90,000 acre-feet if

improvements to about 120 acres of spreading basins, approximately 15 new

extraction wells, and new tumouts from Metropolitan's Rialto and Foothill
Feeders are provided. Due to the limited overlying demand for Metropolitan's
direct delivery, about 40,000 acre-ft/yr of stored imported supplies when
extracted will be exported to other basins via Metropolitan's distribution
system. ln-lieu capability within Chino Basin could increase to 53,000 acre-

ft/yr,limited by its overlying demand for Metropolitan's supplies.

IE rm c-s



Cunmt Bæin CryrciA (øe-frlvl

¡ Di¡ect 5,000 to 52,000
o In-Lieu: L0,000 to 49,000

Aìlditionl Cniundioe Uæ Potential

Reclwge $ lmportcil Supplies (we-frlyr)
. Low: 90,000 to 240,000
. High: 90,000 to 240,000

-Lieu Rechøge of Imported Supplies (we-feet):
o Low: 219,000
. High: 2L9,000

230,000 to 290,000
of lmporteil Supplies:

(øe-fea):

(aoe-ftyr):

¡ Low: 200,000
. High: 400,000

¡ Low: L20,000
. High: 200,000

Appendix C
Groundwater Conjunctive Use Potentiat

Ormge County Brein is managed by Orange
County Water Dstrict (OCWD), providing
water to five Member Agencies (MWD of
Orange County, Coastal MWD, and the Cities
of Anaheim, Fullerton, and Santa Ana). Since
1980, the historic annual production of the
basin averates about 250,000 acre-feet, ranging
between 230,000 and 290,000 acre-feet per year.
The current average annual production is
supported by an average replenishment of
30,000 acre-ft/yr of imported supplies and
110,000 acre-flt/yr of reclaimed water. OCWD
has recently completed W7 million of
improvements to groundwater replenishment
facilities that percolate Santa Ana River flows
and imported supplies. Approximately 800
groundwater production wells currently exist.
OCWD has identified between 200,000 and
400,000 acre-ft of storage available for
conjunctive use. OCWD estimates that arurual
dry weather production could be increased by

about L20,000 acre-feet using existing surplus purnping capacities. The
groundwater basin manager projects that by installing an additional 20
production wells, annual production capacity will increase try abr¡ut 200,000
acre-feet. OCWD also estimated that 90,000 to 240,000 acre-ft/yr of additional
imported supplies can di¡ectly recharge the groundwater basin using eústing
and planned improvements to spreading facilities. By the year 2010, ocwD
plans to replenish the groundwater basin with 25,000 acre-Ít/yr of reclaimed
water, thus partially displacing the capacity for spreading imported supplies,
Cu¡rent in-lieu replenishment is about 40,000 acre-ft/yr. OCWD estimated
that local wate¡ purveyors have the capacity for 219,000 aqe-ft/yr for in-lieu
operations.

-l
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Cunent Brein CryrciW (øe-frlvrl

Direct: 0
In-Lieu: 13,000

Ailditinal Cniunctioe U* Potmtial

Low: 25,000
High: 31,600

Rechøge of lmported Supplics (øe-frly)
Low: 12,000
High: 17,500
Perhøge of lmportcd Supplies (rcte-feet):

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

26,000 to 39,000
of lntpated Supplies:

(rcte-frlyr):

Low

(rcte-fezt):
Low: 100,000
High: 1,50,000

20,000
26,200

Appendix C
Groundwater Conjunctive Use Potential

Rrynoú Basin is an adjudicated basin that
supplies much of the annual water demand of
two Member Agencies (Foothill MWD and the
City of Pasadena). Groundwater from the
Raymond Basin also meets a portion of the
water needs of the City of San Marino (a

Metropolitan Member Agency) and the City of
Arcadia (a subagency of Uppe¡ San Gabriel
Valley MWD). Annual production is about the
basin's safe yield of 30,600 aue-ft/yr. Actual
basin production since L980 ranges from 26,000
to 39,000 acre-ft/yr. Existing groundwater
replenishment is provided by four spreading
basins for runoff from the San Gabriel
Mountains. Approximately 50 groundwater
production wells currently exist. The
groundwater basin manager estimates that
annual dry weather production could be
increased by about 25,000 acre-feet using
existing surplus production capacity. The
groundwater basin manager projects that

groundwater production could be further increased by installing six aquifer
storage and recovery wells for injecting 17,500 acre-ft/yr of imported supplies,
and constructing interconnections among local wate¡ purveyors, These
facilities will increase annual production capacity by about 31.,600 acre-feet
over current production level. The watermaster (Raymond Basin Management
Board) also estimated in-lieu replenishment capacity of between 20,000 and
26,200 acre-ft/yr.

IE ND
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Appendix C
G rou ndwater Conju nctive Use Potential

Southøn Vøhra County Barsins include the
O><na¡d Plain Forebay, Oxnard Plain Pressure
Area, Pleasant Valley Basin, North and South
Las Posas Basins, and several small basins
underlying Thousand Oaks, Simi Valley, and
the Santa Rosa valley. Since 1980, the historic
annual production within the Calleguas MWD
serwice area that overlies these basins averages
about 22,000 acre-feet, ranging between 17,000
and 31,000 acre-feet per year. Existing
groundwater replenishment is provided by two
recharge areas for diverted Santa Clara River
flows and releases from Santa Felicia Dam.
Calleguas MWD has identified conjunctive use

storage capacity of 350,000 acre-feet in the
North Las Posas Basin. Calleguas lvtwD
currently has one aquifer storage and recovery
(ASR) well and has 5 wells in design.
Construction of four ASR wells will allow
replenis{rment with 9,800 acre-ft/yr of imported
supplies. Together with the in-lieu

replenishment capability of 30,000 acre-ft/yr, dry-year production can be
increased by 30,000 acre-fit/yr ove¡ existing production. If 30 ASR wells
plarured for injection of up to 70,000 a$e'fit/yr of imported supplies are

constructed, annual production capacity will increase by L00,000 acre-feet over
cu.rrent production.

Cunmt Bæìn CryæítV (øe-ltlyr\

Di¡ect: 0

In-Lieu: 0
Ailditian øl C oiunctfu e U* P otential

Low: 30,000
High: 100,000

Fechøge $ lmporteil Supplies (rcte-ftly)
Low: 9,800
High: 70,000
Recløge of Imported Supplics (øe-fect):
Low: 30,000
High: 30,000

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

o

a

17,000 to 31,000
of lmportcd Supplics:

(rcte-ftlyr):

(rcte-Íeet):
Low: 350,000
High: 350,000

IE rm
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Appendix C
Grou ndwater Conjunctive U se Potential

West¿rn Rioçside Cunty Bæks a¡e found along
valleys in the Riverside-Arlington, Temescal,
and Lake Elsinore areas, and a¡e operated by
subagencies of Western MWD. In addition, the
City of Riverside, a subagency of Westem
MWD, imports groundwater from the Bunke¡
Hill Basin in San Bema¡dino County. Since

1980, the historic anrrual production of these

basins averages about 240,000 acre-feet, ranging
between ?20,000 artd 270,A00 ac¡e-feet Per year.
Eústing groundwater replenishment is
provided by percolation of local runoff into
these valleys. Western MWD has identified
about L00,000 ac¡e-feet of conjr:nctive use

opportunities within its service area, primarily
in the Elsinore and Temescal areas near the
Riverside and San Diego County lines.
Additional dry-year production is estimated at

between 1.0,000 and 22,000 acre'ft/yr.
Currently, in-lieu replenishment in the area of
2,000 acre-ft/yr could be increased by between

5,000 and 37,000 acre-ft/yr. Five to seven additional wells would probably be

needed for the higher levels of additional production.

I

I

ì
I

Cunent Bæìn CqæitY (me-ftlvrt

o Direct: 0
. In-Lieu: 2,000

Ailditiu al C tti unctioe U * P otcntial
torage (we-Íe¿t):

o Low: L00,000
. High: 100,000

High: 22,000
Recløge ol lmported Supplies (rcte-frly)

FecÍtøge of fuportcil Supplics (øe-feet):

estern

a

220,000 to 270,000

of lmported Supplies:

(rcte-frly):

a 37,000

o Low: 10,000

. Low: 10,000

. High: 10,000

o Low: 5,000
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Eßtcm Rioqsidc Cunty Basins (San Jacinto,
Lakeview, Perris, Hemet, Winchester, Menifee,
Damond, Domenigoni, French, Auld, Mu¡reta_
Temecula, and Pechanga) are operated by
Eastem MWD and its subagencìes. Sincé 19g0,
the historic annual production from these basin
averages about 90,000 acre-ft, ranging between
85,000 and 11.0,000 acre-feet p". yé"r. Exisring
groundwater replenishment is provided
principally by natural percolation of mnoff into
valleys. Some conjunctive r¡se opportunities
have been identified within the Ëãstern MWD
service area, primarily within the San Jacinto
and Temecula basins. The IRp estimates that
100,000 acre-ft of storage capacity is available
for conjunctive use. Additiónal production
during dry years is estimated at-betr¡¡een 10,000
and 22,000 acre-ft if between 3 and 16 new
production wells are installed. In addition,
improvements to spreading a¡eas and pipelines
to convey imported supplies to the spreading

grounds will be required.

.i

.J

Direct: 0
In-Lieu: 0

A ddítioul Cøiunctioe IIge potentiol

Low: L0,000
High: 22,000

Y"l*g, of Importcil Supplies (aøe-ftyr)
Low: 10,000
High: 10,000

P"h-g, of Imported Supplics (øe-fect):
Low: 5,000
High: 40,000

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

85,000 to 110,000
of lmportcil Supplies:

(øe-ftlyr):

(øe-fezt):
Low: L00,000
High: 100,000
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INTRODUCTION

rhe need for reriabre water suppries in southerå"Îú,tå:îiïii'r¿"r.":ff:,itiäTïåit;l 
ilå

d water sources has heightened the need to
al of the Metropolitan Water District of

cies were concerned about their ability to meet

projected water demands in the next five to ten^years.before Domen^igoni Valley Reservoir

b.."o-.t operarional. They expressed the belief that developmglt of additional local water

resources ôombined with incréased water conservation was critical to avoid severe water

shortages in the near teÍn.

Recognizing this need for greater su mber agencies. took_steps to.deteÍrule
the a6ility õf local water resources water demands. This resulted in the

ources Assessment in the summer ofinitiation of the Southern Californi
1992. The Strategic Assessment is a joint efiort funded by Metropolitan and 26 of its 27 member

agencies (see Ta6le 1). The boundaiies of these agencies within the Metropolitan service area

are shown in Figure 1.

The purpose of the Strategic Assessment i! to-identify_the potential.for. additional near-term
*utei reiour."s developmðnt in Southern California. The focus of the investigation is those

resources that could be ôontrolled locally and would not be subject to the uncertainties associated

with exports from the Sacramento Delta.

TABLE 1

LIST OF MEMBER AGENCY PARTICIPANTS

Calleguas Municipal Water District
Central Basin Municipal Water District

City of Anaheim
City of Beverly Hills

City of Burbank
City of Compton
City of Fullerton
City of Glendale

City of Long Beach
City of Los Angeles

City of Pasadena
City of San Fernando
City of San Marino

City of Santa Ana
Ciry of Santa Monica

City of Torrance
Coastal Municipal Water District
Eastern Municipal Water District
Foothill Municipal Water District

Las Virgenes Municipal Water District
Municipal Water District of Orange County

San Diego County Water Authority
Three Valleys Municipal rWater District

Upper San Gabriel Municipal Water District
West Basin Municipal'Water District

Western Municipal Water District

During the course of the Strategic Assessment, Metropolitan began the preparation of an
Integrated Resources Plan (IRP). Integrated resources planning is an open, participatory process
for determining the appropriate mix of demand-side and supply-side resources that are expected

-1-
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APPENDIX E

DESALINATION ISSUES PAPER

INTRODUCTION

Background

The Southern California Strategic Water Resources Assessment is a joint effort of The
Metropolitan Water District of Southern California and its 27 member agencies. The purpose of
the Strategic Assessment is to identify the potential for additional near-term water resources
development in Southern California. The strategic assessment provides an approach for
identifying the critical issues, setting priorities, and developing programs or projects to resolve
the issues. A major goal of the study is to develop an approach to meet the needs and objectives
of a diverse group of water resources management agencies in Southern California.

The purpose of this issues paper is to present a summary of the status and issues affecting
groundwater and seawater desalination in Southern California. Information on projects have
been incorporated into Metropolitan's on-going Integrated Resources Plan (IRP).

Summary of Currently Identified Pro.iects

Desalination is a water treatment process used to remove salt and other dissolved minerals from
water. Other contaminants in the water, such as dissolved metals, microorganisms and organics,
may also be removed by some desalination processes. Desalination is gaining increasing
attention as a way to provide additional potable water supply. Historically, desalination has not
been extensively utilized in California because it was not economically attractive relative to
imported water supplies or more conventional local water supply development.

For the purposes of this paper, water desalination processes are divided into two categories,
brackish water desalination and seawater desalination. Waters having a total dissolved solids
(TDS) content from 500 milligrams per liter (mg/l) to 10,000 mg/l are generally considered
brackish water, and waters with TDS concentrations in the 10,000 mg/l to 50,000 mg/l range are
typically categorized as seawater. There is no universally accepted classification for the cut-off
between brackish water and seawater. Typical ocean seawater contains approximately 34,000 to
36,000 mg/l TDS. In general, membrane-type desalination costs increase with higher
concentrations of dissolved solids.

The draft Situation Assessment for the Strategic Water Resources Assessment presented
information on the currently identified desalination projects in Southern California. Table E-1
lists the proposed seawater desalination plants within the Metropolitan service area for which
information is currently available. The potential seawater desalination facilities listed in Table
E- 1 represent I 14,00È165,000 acre-ftlyr of new water supply by the year 2000, if all projects
are implemented. The primary drawback of seawater desalination is the relatively high cost of
treatment. The cost for seawater desalination varies depending on site-specific variables and is
typically over $2,000/acre-ft.

Table E-2 lists the brackish water desalination projects that are existing, or for which plans
currently exist. The locations of desalination projects are shown on Figure E-1. If the projects
listed are implemented, brackish groundwater desalination will represent a supply of over 26,000
acre-ft/yr by 1995, and approximately 119,000 acre-ft/yr by the year 2000. In some cases,
brackish groundwater treatment is proposed in groundwater basins that are currently unused

E-1



TABLE E-l

EXISTING AND PROPOSED SEAWATER DESALINATION PROJECTS
IN THE METROPOLITAN SERVICE AREA

(D
CA

ÊÞ

Ê0

o

U)(t)

(D
(t)
tu
ÊDtd
CD
Þ.1

lr
I

l.J

Funding/lllotes

I-ong Beach,
CBMV/D¡çVBMWD,

Metropolitan, Southern
California Edison

Undetermined
probability of

implementation.

MWD Capital Budget

Not in MWD Capital
Budget. Implementation

depends on success ofH.B
Demonstration Project.

Constructing Agency

Southern California Edison
Company

Unknown

San Diego County
Water Authority and

San Diego Gas and Electric

MWDSC

MWDSC

Online
Date

t992

1997

1997

1 998

1999

State of Project

Operating

Feasibility Studies

Completed
Feasibility

Studies

Proposed

Proposed

100 acre-ft/yr
114,200 to 164,600 acre-ftlyr
l23,2OO to 173,600 acre-ftlyr

Annual Yield
(acre-fUyr)

100

s0,400

Yea¡
2000
2010

9,100
18,r00

1,200

50,400 to 100,800

Capacity
(mgd)

0.13

50

9
l8

4.2

50-r00

Yea¡
1995
2000
2010

Projecllocation

Avalon, Catalina Island

SCE Coastal Generation
Feasibility Study

South Bay Desalination
Project, San Diego Bay

Huntington Beach
Demonstration Project

Los Angeles Coastal
Desalination

Totals

Note: Annual yield assumes 90 percent on-line operation



TABLE E-2

EXISTING AND PLANNED BRACKISH WATER DESALINATION PROJECTS
IN THE METROPOLITAN SERVICE AREA

o(â

o

(n
U)

cÞ
U)

'o(Þ
>-t

rn
I

(¿)

Expected Funding Sources

State Agricultural Drainage
Loan, MWD LPP, MV/D

GRP (future)

WBMWD Revenue Bonds,
Bureau of Reclamation,

MWD GRP

Water Conservation Bond
Loan, MV/D GRP

OCWD, MWD GRP

OCWD, MWD GRP

OCV/D, MV/D CRP

MWD GRP

Agricultural Drainage Loan
Program (SWRCB), Bureau
of Reclamation, or Bonds,

MWD CRP

Agricultural Drainage Loan
Program (SWRCB), Bureau
of Reclamation, or Bonds,

MWD GRP

Constructing Agency

Santa Ana \üatershed

Project Authority

V/est Basin MWD

City of Oceanside

Orange County
Water District

Orange County
Water District

Orange County
Vy'ater District

City of Beverly Hills

Santa Ana Watershed
Project Authority

Santa Ana Watershed
Project Authority

Project Status

Operating

Operating

Construction contract
awarded

Final Design

Final Design

Conceptual

Design

Preliminary Design

Preliminary Design

IRP
lnvestment

Level

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

On-line Date

1990

r993

1994

1995

1995

t995

1996

1996

1996

Replenishment
(acre-ft/yr)

1,900

900

Annual Yield
(acre-flyr)

1,200

1,700

2,000

6,100

3,200

5,200

2,100

6,700

6,700

Capacity
(med)

6.4

1.5

1.8

6

2.9

4.6

2.4

6

6

Project/ Location

Arlington Desalter

West Basin
Demonstration

Desalter

Oceanside
Desalter No. I

Irvine Desalter

Tustin Desalter
No. I

Yorba Linda
Desalter

Beverly Hills
Desalter

Chino Basin East
Desalter

Chino Basin West
Desalter



TABLE E-2 (CONTINUED)

EXISTING AND PLANNED BRACKISH WATER DESALINATION PROJECTS
IN THE METROPOLITAN SERVICE AREA

o(t)
Þ

ÊD

o
¿
(t
(h

CD(h
rú
Êúro
o
È1

rn
IÞ

Expected Funding Sources

State Agricultural Drainage
Loan, MWD GRP

MV/D GRP

MV/D GRP

OCV/D, MWD GRP

MWD GRP

MWD GRP

MV/D GRP

MWD GRP

MWD GRP

MWD GRP

OCWD, MWD GRP

Constructing Agency

Eastem Municipal
rùy'ater District

Rowland Water
District

San Juan Basin
Authority

Orange County
Water District

City of Oceanside

Sweetwater Authority

Capistrano Beach

Calleguas MWD

Orange County
Vy'ater District

Project Status

Final Design

Expected Project

Expected Project

Conceptual

Planning

Planning

Planning

Design

Planning

Conceptual

Conceptual

IRP
Investment

Level

I

I

2

2

2

I

2

2

3

On-line Date

1996

1996

1996

t991

1991

1991

1991

1998

1998

1999

t999

Replenishment
(acre-ft/yr)

2,000

Annual Yield
(acre-ft/yr)

3,400

600

4,300

1,700

3,400

5,000

3,600

1,400

6,000

2,200

2,200

Capacity
(mgd)

J

0.5

3.8

1.5

J

4.5

3.2

1.25

5.4

2

2

Project/ Location

Menifee Desalter

Rowland GW
Treatment

San Juan Desalter
No. I

Fullerton I
Desalter

Oceanside
Desalter No. 2

San Pasqual
Desalter

Sweetwater
Desalter No. I

Capistrano Beach
Desalter

San Mateo
(Carnp Pendleton)

Camarillo

Fullerton II
Desalter



TABLE E-2 (CONTTNUED)

EXISTING AND PLANNED BRACKISH WATER DESALINATION PROJECTS
IN THE METROPOLITAN SERVICE AREA

F'
(D
(u
ÊD

(u
U)

(D
(t)
rú

¡o
o
>'1

ln
I(/r

Expected Funding Sources

MV/D GRP

MV/D CRP

State Agricultural Drainage
Loan, MWD GRP

MWD GRP

MWD GRP

State Agricultural Drainage
Loan, MWD GRP

MWD GRP

MV/D CRP

MWD GRP

MWD GRP

MV/D GRP

Constructing Agency

Eastern Municipal
Water District

Otay MWD

Eastern Municipal
Water District

San Juan Basin
Authority

City of Torrance

City of West Covina

Project Status

Conceptual

Conceptual

Planning

Planning

Planning

Planning

Conceptual

Planning

Conceptual

Conceptual

Conceptual

IRP
Investment

Level

3

J

2

2

2

2

J

2

3

J

3

On-line Date

1999

r999

t999

2000

2000

2000

2000

2000

2000

2000

2000

Replenishment
(acre-ft/yr)

3,000

Annual Yield
(acre-ft/yr)

3,000

1,000

3,000

10,000

3,000

6,000

1,000

6,200

2,500

2,500

5,000

Capacity
(med)

2.1

0.9

2.7

8.9

2.7

5.4

0.9

5.5

2.2

2.2

4.5

Projecl Location

Hollywood Basin

SanteeÆl Monte
Basin

Winchester/Heme
t Desalter

Corona/Temescal

Otay/Sweetwater

Perris Desalter
Phase I

Riverview
GWRAP

San Juan Desalter
No.2

Tia Juana River
Valley

Torrance Elm
Avenue Facility

'West Covina
Phase I



TABLE E-2 (CONTINUED)

EXISTING AND PLANNED BRACKISH WATER DESALINATION PROJECTS
IN THE METROPOLITAN SERVICE AREA

U
CD
U)

çD(t

o
U)
tú
Þ

ió
oÞt

rn
I

o\

Expected Funding Sources

MV/D GRP

V/BMV/D, WRDSC, MV/D
CRP

MWD GRP

MWD GRP

MWD GRP

MWD GRP

V/BMWD, WRDSC, MWD
GRP

MWD CRP

MWD GRP

MWD GRP

Constructing Agency

Santa Ana Watershed
Project Authority

West Basin MVy'D
Water Replenishment
District of So. Calif.

Santa Ana Watershed
Project Authority

Compton

West Basin MWD
Water Replenishment
District of So. Calif.

City of Vy'est Covina

Calleguas MWD

Project Status

Conceptual

Planning

Conceptual

Conceptual

Conceptual

Conceptual

Planning

Conceptual

Planning

Planning

IRP
Investment

Level

)

2

2

J

J

3

2

J

2

2

On-line Date

2001

2001

2002

2002

2002

2003

2003

2003

2W

2004

Replenishment
(acre-ft/yr)

10,400

9,2W

9,200

Annual Yield
(acre-ft/yr)

9,000

6,000

8,000

1,000

3,500

1,500

5,000

5,000

8,000

5,000

Capacity
(med)

8

5.4

7.1

0.9

3.1

1.3

4.5

4.5

1.1

4.5

ProjecU Location

Chino/SAWPA
No.3

lVest Basin No. 2

Chino/SAWPA
No.2

Compton GW
Project

Sweetwater
Desalter No. 2

Ma¡ch Air Force
Base

Vy'est Basin No. 3

West Covina
Phase II

Moorpark

San Dieguito
Basin Desalter



TABLE E-2 (CONTTNUED)

EXISTING AND PLANNED BRACKISH WATER DESALINATION PROJECTS
IN THE METROPOLITAN SERVICE AREA

o(/)
Ê0

Ð
ÊÞ

o

U)
C'
Éo(t
FU
ÊÞfd
orl

F1
I

-¡

Notes: Projects listed by projected year ofoperation.
Projects with no specihed IRP Investment Level are not currently listed in Metropolitan's IRP

Expected Funding Sources

MWD GRP

OCWD, MWD GRP

MWD GRP

MV/D GRP

OCV/D, MV/D GRP

Totals 1990
1995
2000
2010

1,200
26,000
I 19,100
206,100

Constructing Agency

Eastern Municipal
Water District

Orange County
Vy'ater District

Western MWD

City of Long Beach

Orange County
'Water District

Project Status

Conceptual

Conceptual

Planning

Conceptual

Planning

IRP
Investment

Level

2

On-line Date

2005

2005

2005

Unknown

Unknown

Replenishment
(acre-flyr)

Annual Yield
(acre-fUyr)

6,200

2,2n

3,000

20,200

3,400

Capacity
(mgd)

5.5

2

2.7

18

3

ProjecU Location

Perris Desalter
Phase II

RossmoorÆoster
Desalter

Rubidoux/Vy'ester

Long Beach
Desalter

Tustin Desalter
No.2
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because of poor water quality, and therefore may be considered a "new" water resource. In other
cases, brackish groundwater treatment represents maintenance of an existing source that has been
historically degraded. In any case, these projects will benefit the region by providing increased
reliability, flexibility, and emergency capabilities.

Many of the projects listed are included in Metropolitan's Integrated Resources Plan (IRP). Of
the projects listed in Table E-2, seven projects are not currently included in the IRP. These
projects represent about 39,000 acre-ft//yr of yield. Approximately on-half of this amount is
represented by the Long Beach Desalter, a conceptual project to desalt brackish groundwater
near the coast.

Status of Metropolitan Projects

Metropolitan is in the planning and development phase of a seawater desalination demonstration
project that includes the construction and operation of a 2,000 gallon per day (gpd) test
distillation vertical tube evaporator (VTE) unit. This test unit, which is currently being
fabricated and is expected to be operational in early fall 1994, will be used for materials
performance testing. The test unit will be located at Southern California Edison's Huntington
Beach Generating Station.

Based on successful results from the innovative use of cost-saving materials in the test unit, a 5
million gallon per day (mgd) advanced multi-effect distillation demonstration plant will be built
to use steam heat from an electric power generating plant to process seawater. The objectives of
the demonstration plant, planned to be on-line in 1998, are'to demonstrate the desalination
technology in conjunction with existing power generation facilities, supply actual capital and
operations and maintenance costs, provide a permanent facility for future development and
testing of desalination technology, and provide a proven design for a large-scale 50 to 100 mgd
desalination plant. Metropolitan published a preliminary design report in October 1993 for a 75
mgd desalination facility. The large-scale facility would be coupled with the future repowering
of an electrical generation station in Southern California. The report presents the application of
current desalination technology in Southern California and will serve as the basis for the
demonstration project. In addition, Metropolitan is conducting a desalination integration study to
investigate the issues involved in integrating a desalination facility into Metropolitan's
distribution system.

In a joint study with Central Basin Municipal Water District (MWD), West Basin MV/D, the
Long Beach Water Department, the Water Replenishment District of Southern California,
Southern California Edison Company and Metropolitan, four sites in the Long Beach/South Bay
area are belng evaluated for a brackish groundwater or seawater desalination facility. The study
will include a hydrogeologic investigation, site-specific analysis, design criteria for a
recommended project, preliminary design report, and identification of environmental and
re gulatory requirements.

DESCRIPTION OF DESALINATION ISSUES

The issues affecting desalination of brackish and seawater can be categorized into the following
groups:

Regulatory and Institutional Issues
Technical Constraints
Economics of Desalination
Environmental Issues
Regional Water Quality Considerations
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These issues are discussed in the remainder of this section.

Regulatory and Institutional Issues

The principal regulatory and institutional issues affecting desalination relate to the requirements
for disposal of brine and the quality of the product water. These issues are presented below.

Water Quality Control Plans. The Porter-Cologne Act (California Water Code, Section
13170) authorizes the State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB) to adopt statewide water
quality control plans for waters requiring water quality standards under the Federal Clean Water
Act. These plans serve as the basis for waste discharge permits issued by the Regional Water
Quality Control Boards (RWQCBs). Water quality control plans contain three major sections:
protected beneficial uses, water quality objectives and implementation provisions, These
statewide plans are more general in scope than the regional water quality control plans.

Four statewide water quality control plans have been adopted:

Water Quality Control Plan for Enclosed Bays and Estuaries of California (1991)

Water Quality Control Plan for Ocean Waters of California (1988)

Water Quality Control Plan for Control of Temperature in the Coastal and Interstate
Waters and Enclosed Bays and Estuaries of California (1975)

Water Quality Control Plan for Inland Surface Waters of California (1991)

The statewide plans present specific numerical water quality objectives for the various waters.
These objectives are based on protection of the specified beneficial uses of each water and the
prevention of pollution. The objectives focus primarily on chemical constituents that could be
toxic. The plans state that the discharge of waste shall not cause violation of these objectives. In
addition to the statewide plans, regional plans have been adopted that define specific objectives
for surface waters and groundwaters within each region. These objectives include salinity,
related mineral constituents, volatile organics, heavy metals and other toxic substances.

The impact of these plans on desalination relates to the levels of the various constituents that can
be discharged to the waters of the State. Essentially, no brine discharges are allowed to any
inland waterway since the discharges would violate the water quality objectives. Brinê
discharges to enclosed bays and estuaries would likely be limited sinðe these areas have critical
9u4ity requirements to prevent degradation of aquatic resources. Discharges to the ocean may
be limited if the concentrations of particular compounds in the brine result in exceeding thê
Ocean Plan objectives. Discharges from plants employing thermal processes would be required
to meet the requirements of the Thermal Plan to control temperature increases. A teniative
decision issued by the Superior Court in Sacramento on October 15, 1993 has set aside the Inland
Surface Waters and Bays and Estuaries plans on the basis that the SWRCB did not comply with
CEQA and other laws when it promulgated these plans. The status of appeals of this deðiéion is
uncertain at this writing

Requirements for Seawater Brine Disposal. Discharge of desalination brine to the ocean is a
new issue being dealt with by the SWIICB and RWQöBs. Currently, the SWRCB classifies

the pertinent water quality control plan.
ution, distance offshore or the depth of
rimary evaluation criteria involve the

ntial impact of the discharge on ocean biota.
characteristics of the brine discharge plume
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must be estimated in a modeling study. A secondary concern to be assessed is the potential
toxicity of brine discharge especially to benthic (bottom dwelling) organisms.

Wastewater. discharg,e permits for ocean outfalls often require a certain depth of discharge so that
the rising plume of the lighter than seawater effluent has adequate time to mix and dilule before
reaching the surface. Seawater reverse osmosis (SWRO) concentrate is approximately 65,000
mg/l TD-S, almost twice the TDS level of seawater. The resulting highêr density tauses a
directly disch.arged brine plume to sink to the ocean floor. As such, ii is ñot clear that RWQCB
w^astew_ater discharge requirements would be applied to SWRO brine discharge. The influence
of local currents may also assist in dispersing the plume concentrations. Thé current triennial
review of the Ocean Plan by the SWRCB is addressing desalination and brine discharge issues.

Drinking Water Regulations. Drinking water quality is regulated by the U.S. Environmental
ProtectionAgency (EPA) under the Safe Drinking Water Act and by the California Department
of Health Services. Regulations have been established for many constituents in drinking water
and future regulations of additional constituents are planned. Any brackish groundwãter or
seawater desalination project producing water for municipal water supply purposes would be
required to meet all drinking water regulations. At this point, no specific requirements have been
established for desalination processes. However, the Department of Health Services has issued a
protocol statement for applying the Surface Water Treatment Rule (SWTR) to desalination
treatment plants (April 3, 1991). This statement requires any new seawater source for

ts can be met by a combination of pre-
. Distillation facilities may require pre- or
SWTR. The SWTR requirements do not

comply with weu consrrucrion criteria and are r..:'"?ï"T#åt[tlJ33ui::i':1"' 
surrace waters'

Other Regulatory Requirements. There are a variety of other federal, state and local agencies
that may have regulatory control over desalination projects. These agencies include:

Air Quality Management Districts

California Coastal Commission

California Energy Commission

California Public Utilities Commission

City and County Planning Commissions, City
Councils and Boards of Supervisors

County Departments of Environmental Health

National Marine Fisheries Service

Port Authorities

Port Districts

Regional Water Quality Control Boards

State Department of Fish and Game

State Department of Health Services

State Department of Parks and Recreation

State Department of Water Resources

State Lands Commission

State Water Resources Control Board

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

U.S. Bureau of Reclamation

U.S. Coast Guard

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
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The regulatory agencies having specific jurisdiction over a project depend on the location of the
specihc project. Essentially all desalination projects must comply with the requirements of the
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) by preparing either an environmental impact
report (EIR) or a negative declaration. If a state of emergency due to drought conditions is
declared by the Governor, the requirements for preparing an EIR may be waived and other
permitting processes significantly streamlined. This was done for the recently constructed Santa
B arbara desalination project.

Technical Constraints

The technical considerations relating to brackish and seawater desalination are surnmarized in the
following discussions: state of the art desalination, pre-treatment considerations, methods of
brine disposal and interfacing with electric power plants.

Desalination Processes. Desalination is a water treatment process used to remove salt and other
dissolved minerals from water. Other contaminants in the water, such as dissolved metals,
microorganisms and organics, may also be removed by some desalination processes. Water
desalination processes can be generally categorized as thermal and non-thermal processes.

Three major thermal distillation processes are widely used for commercially desalting water are:
multi-stage flash (MSF) evaporation, multiple-effect distillation (MED), and vapor compression
(VC) evaporation. These processes are typically used to desalinate highly brackish water or
seawater since other more cost effective processes are generally used for brackish water
desalination. The product water produced from seawater by these thermal processes is of a
"distilled" water quality, having a TDS content in the range of 5 to 50 mg/I.

Non-thermal desalination processes include the membrane processes of reverse osmosis (RO)
and electrodialysis (ED). The RO process is suitable for both brackish water and seawater
desalination applications. The electrodialysis process commonly uses a variation known as
electrodialysis reversal or EDR. The ED and EDR processes are generally limited to the
desalination of brackish water. Seawater desalination by ED or EDR is typically not cost
competitive with other processes.

Another non-thermal desalination process is ion exchange (IX) treatment. This process is
suitable for producing "pure" water by removing minerals or salts from feedwater that contains
relatively low concentrations of contaminants. Ion exchange demineralization or desalination is
only practical for feedwater containing total dissolved solids in the range of 100 to 800 mg/I, and
is not feasible for seawater desalination.

The major processes widely used for commercial water desalination are summarized in Table
E-3, Energy consumption constitutes a major portion of desalination operation and maintenance
(O&M) costs. Energy consumption for each process has been estimated and is listed with the
desalination descriptions in Table E-3. These energy consumption values consider the equivalent
electrical generation value ofoil used in distillation processes.

There are also a number of experimental desalination processes that are being proposed as more
cost and energy efficient than current processes. These potential processes have not been
constructed and operated at a sufficiently large scale to demonstrate their feasibility. Any new
processes should be thoroughly demonstrated at a suitable capacity before major commitments
are made to utilize these technologies.

Intake and Pre-treatment Considerations. The level of pre-treatment required for desalination
is a function of the source water quality and the desalination process. Most thermal processes
require little pre-treatment whereas membrane processei such as reverse osmosis or
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TABLE E-3

SUMMARY OF DESALINATTON PROCESS CHARACTBRISTICS

Notes:
l. B/!V - Brackish Water, S/W - Seawater.
2. Energy consumption for multi-stage flash distillation and multiple effect distillation is basecl on the equivalent heat value of fuel oil if used to

generate electricity at a 35 percent power plant efficiency.
3. Costs are based on actual operating plants and planning study estimates.

Pre-treatment
Requirements

Typical Cost Range
($/acre-ft) (3)

$2,r00 - 2,400

$1,300 - r,500

$l,800 - 2,200

$300 - 600 (B/w)
$1,100 -2,200(s/w)

$300 - 600

$800 - r,300

Screening

Screening

Screening

Filtration

Filtration

None

Energy Consumption
(kWh/acre-fù Q)

15,000 - 30,000

8,000 - 25,000

10,000 - 15,000

800 - 2,600 (B/w)
6,500 - 8,200 (s/w)

I,500 - 2,900

Minimal

Product Water
Recovery (l)

25-5OVa

40-65Vo

25 - 50 o/a

50 -80 Vo (BIW)
25 - 45 Vo (SIW)

8O-9OVo

95 -97 Vo

Typical
Application

Municipal
Supply

Municipal
Supply

Small Scale
Municipal and

Ships

Municipal
Supply

Municipal
Supply

Industrial
Supply

Typical Source
Water

Seawater

Seawater

Scawatcr

Brackish Water
and Seawater

Brackish Water

Slightly
Brackish Water

Process Type

Thermal

Therrnal

Thennal or
Mechanical

Non-thermal
Membrane
(Pressure-

driven)

Non-thermal
Membrane

with Electric
Current

Chemical

Desalination
Process

Multi-Stage
Flash Distillation

Multiple Effect
Distillation

Vapor
Compression

Reverse Osmosis

Electrodialysis
Reversal

Ion Exchange
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electrodialysis require very low turbidity source water.

Raw seawater can be obtained from either an open water intake structure, beach wells, or a
subsurface inirltration collector. The capacity of the typical seawater intake is in the range of
two to four times the product flow due to the relatively low product recovery. An open otean
intake would normally consist of a submerged pipeline extended into the ocean past the surf
zone. This method of supply can be environmentally disruptive to the ocean habitat, susceptible
to being clogged with biota, and vulnerable to damage by unusual wave conditions. 

- 
The

unfiltered seawater provided by this method must be extensively pre-treated to reduce its high
turbidity content, otherwise thê RO membranes will have a reduðed efficiency and shortenãd
service life.

Beach wells draw seawater through the shallow sands and gravels found along the coast.
Because they extract water from below the ground, they do not directly impact existing habitat
and are not susceptible to clogging by marine debris. Using the sand as a natural filter, water
acquired from beach wells has low turbidity and requires minimal pre-treatment before
desalination. The production capacity of beach wells is a function of the hydraulic
characteristics ofthe sands and gravels along the coastline.

A subsurface infiltration collector, such as a Ranney collector, may be able to provide low
turbidity water at an adequate flow rate. The Ranney method of collecting seawater involves
sinking a vertical caisson into the saturated alluvium and extending perforated laterals
horizontally and radially outward. This type of intake provides water that does not require
extensive pre-treatment.

For brackish water sources, groundwater wells are the typical intake facilities. Groundwater
usually has a very low turbidity and requires minimal pre-treatment such as cartridge filtration
prior to reverse osmosis.

Methods for Brine Disposal. Brine or concentrate from desalination must be disposed of in an
environmentally acceptable manner. For brackish water desalination, options include discharge
to local wastewater collection systems, dedicated brine disposal systems, injection wells, ór
evaporation po1ds. For seawater desalination, options available include direct discharge through
an outfall, combined d_ischarge with municipal wastewater, and combined discharge with powèr
plant cooling water. Chemicals used for membrane cleaning are normally handled as industrial
wastes.

The primary consideration for brackish water brine disposal is minimizing impacts on the local
ground and surface waters. Due to the potential for degrading local ground andsurface waters, it
is unlikely that in-stream disposal options would be allowed by the RWQCBs. A potential
exception might be in areas where there is an existing dry lake bed or similar area where
evaporation ponds could be viable without the potential for percolation or runoff.

For seawater desalination, typical brine disposal methods include: a dedicated submerged ocean
outfall or pipeline, mixing of brine with existing treated municipal wastewarer effluðnt before
discharge to an ocean outfall, and dilution of brine with power plant cooling water flow before

time to implement, cost, permit requirements and
use existing outfall facilities when available as opposed
would need to review the outfall design in the process

If the use of an existing pe.rmitted wastewater ocean outfall is proposed for brine disposal, the
mixing. chqggle1i¡tics of the combined discharge may requiri a NPDES permit moäification
from the RWQCB. Seawater brine concentrate coñtains the same conitituents as normal
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seawater, only in a more concentrated form. If, however, it was proposed to add wastewater to a
brine-only discharge outfall to reduce the TDS concentration, the added effluent would introduce
a new set of potential contaminant constituents. The RWQCB may be less likely to approve an
NPDES permit if this mixture of effluents was proposed for a new ocean outfall discharge. In
any case, the discharge would be required to meet the Ocean Plan and any specific discharge
requirements established by the Regiohal Board.

Interfacing with Electric Power Plants. Because of the proximity to the coast of many power
plants in southern California, there has been considerable discussion regarding combining
desalination facilities with power plant operations. Such dual purpose plants have beeñ
successfully built and operated in other areas of the world where desalination is a major
component of the region's water supply. It is unlikely that any new power plants will be sited in
the southern California coastal zone; however, use of existing power plant locations can be
beneficial from a siting standpoint. Under certain limited conditioñs, exháust heat or steam from
the power plant can be used to desalinate water.

Existing coastal power plant sites provide an opportunity for a desalination facility to be located
in the coastal zone. Such sites are already developed for industrial use, and may have ocean
intakes and outfalls which could be shared by the desalination plant. Other facilities and services
(shop, maintenance, waste treatment, security, and emergency services) are common to both
plants. If operated jointly, cost savings for both power and water utilities can be realized.
Cooling water from the power plant may be used to provide feed water to the desalination plant,
increasing the efficiency of the desalination plant and reducing thermal discharge from the power
plant. Possibilities also exist to share transmission corridors for distribution of product water.

Many areas of southern California have a stated need for additional power. More stringent air
quality emission standards are also forcing power utilities to make expensive changes to reduce
air emissions. One method being examined by electric utilities to generate additional power and
reduce air emissions is to repower existing power plants. Repowering consists of the elimination
of less efficient existing boilers and integration of efficient state-of-the-art generating equipment
into the power plant system. If recognized in the repower design process, additional steam can
be produced by the power utility and made available for use in desalination. This steam supply
is the result of differing capacity ratings between new and existing generating equipment. This
steam can be used to drive the high pressure pumps required for reverse osmosis, or to provide
energy for thermal desalination processes.

Repowering of existing power plants provide the greatest opportunity for water agencies to co-
locate and combine desalination with power plant operations. Water agencies and power utilities
should work closely together to create mutually benehcial opportunities to meet [he power and
water needs of their customers. Metropolitan, through the efforts of a team of selecied design
consultants, recently completed an evaluation of the application of current desalinatión
technology forlarge-scale water production. This consultani ieam produced a conceptual design
that could produce desalinated seawater using exhaust steam from a repowered coãstal powèr
generation station. The facility would utilize vertical tube multiple effect evaporation. The
process_will be.evaluated in a pilot project located at Southern California Edison's Huntington
Beach Generation Station. Metropolitan's studies indicate a significant cost advantage to the
proposed technology.

Economics of Desalination

The economics of desalination are dependent on a variety of factors including: water source,
sou.rce \l/ater quality, treatment process, treatment capacity, plant site, brine disposal methods
and product water conveyance requirements. Since- many òf these factors arê site-specific,
simple cost generalizations are diffiôult. The factor most affêcting economics is the watei source
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and its quality. There are some economies of scale
cost reductions are realized only for significantly
seawater. Discussion of the cost factors associated
are discussed below.

associated with desalination. However, unit
larger facilities., especially those desalting
with desalination of brackish and seawater

Brackish Water Desalination. The cost of brackish water desalination is a function of the
source water quality, the desired product water quality, the treatment process(es), the installed
capacity and the method of brine disposal. Typical brackish wate¡ sources are less than 10,000
mg/l and usually jn the range of 1,000-3,000 mg/I. Recent studies by Montgomery Watson
developed costs for groundwater. desalination using reverse osmosis. Construction cost for
reverse osmosrs are typically about $1.40/gpd of permeate (desalinated water) capacity.
Permeate capacity is the amount of water passing through the reverse osmosis membrane; this
water is typically blended with untreated water to achieve the desired water quality.

Operations and maintenance (O&M) costs depend on the source water quality, the amount of
water treated and the blended product water quality. Table E-4 indicates the potential range of
O&M costs for various source water qualities and capacities to produce a 500 mg/l blended
product water.

TABLE E.4

OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE COST RANGES
FOR GROUNDWATER DESALINATION

Source Water
Quality
(mg/l)

Unit O&M Cost to Produce
500 mg/l Product Water ($iacre-ft)

Total Flow:
4,000 acre-ftlyr

Total Flow:
24,000 acre-flyr

1,100

2,100

$270

$370

$190

$300

Reference: MontgomeryWatson, 1993.

Brine disposal costs vary significantly with the type of disposal. As mentioned previously, brine
disposal methods include: direct ocean disposal, disposal to a regional briné export Àystem,
discharge to the local wastewater collection system, evaporation and deep well injection. An
analysis of potential brine disposal costs was prepared for Metropolitan(Boyle, iqgt). This
analysis indicated aye-raåe brine disposal costs as a function of trèatment plant product water
flow as shown in Talle E-5. A primary constra and-stagiñg of regional
brine interceptors. These pipelines are not typ nless thérels sufiicient
desalter development to bring their use up to capa

The costs associated with the distribution of treated water vary significantly with the particular
project. As a result, no generalizations can be made regarding conveyance costs.

The total cost of brackish water desalination can range from less than $300/acre-ft to over
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$600/acre-ft. The cost increases as a function of the raw water quality since reverse osmosis
systems require higher pressures as TDS levels increase to achieve a given product water quality.

TABLE 8.5

ESTIMATED COST OF BRINE DISPOSAL

Disposal Option Equivalent Unit Cost
($/acre-fQ

Ocean Disposal

Regional Interceptor

Concentration and Evaporation

50

70

t70

Reference: BoyleEngineering,l99l

Seawater Desalination. Compared to brackish water, the cost of seawater desalination is more
dire-ctly re,lated to the process, the installed capacity, and the method of brine disposal. Recent
studies indicate the total cost of seawater desalination is in the range of $ 1,100 - Sf ,z}O/acre-ft of
water produced. Reverse osmosis has been recently applied in two Southern California projects
with costs in the range of $ 1,700 - 52,200/acre-ft for 5-10 mgd facilities.

Recent studies show the potential for reduced costs if a desalination project is developed in
conjunction with an_electrical gene completed for the
San Diego County Vy'ater Authori smoiis as low as
$i,100/acre-ft for a 30 mgd facil report, Seawater
Desalination Plant for Southern Ca e cõst of seawater
desalination could be approxim^ately $600/acre-ft (exclusive of conveyance) for a 75 mgd facility
that utilizes exhaust steam from a repowered coastal power gêneration stationL Thesê
significantly lgwgr costs are the result of coupling well-proven-multiple effect distillation
tech^nology with fluted aluminum tubes, a concrete-shell ánd 30 verticil effects in a unique
configuration.

As with brackish water desalination, brine disposal can be a significant portion of the total
plojegt cos-ts if no existing oulfalls exist. Construction of a neuloutfall niay add as much as
$1OO/acre-ft to the total cost of water. Rehabilitation of existing outfalls addsâbout $60/acre-ft.
The ideal situation would involve the use of an existing outfall ãnd obtaining a modified NpDES
permit. This approach
where the brine is dis
represent as much as
desalinated seawater.
plants minimizes brine disposal costs as large ca

Another ld be co
unit cost ent expe
are used al unii c
amortize s aspect
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the cost o the plant is approximately $1,900/acre-ft of water produçed whenoperating f capacity when on stand-by. ($l9lWyr when operãting at 10,000acre-füyr d-by.)

Alternative Technologies for Desalination. The recent California drought caused many coastal
communities to evaluate seawater desalination as an alternate and reliable water sourðe. This
interest has lead many individuals and companies to propose alternative desalination
technologies that 

^promise 
to produce water at significantly lowei costs than current technology.

However, few of these processes have been proven at a sufficiently large scale and tbi-a
sufficient period of time to demonstrate reliability and actual cost savings. A number of
co¡porations are seeking venture capital to finance the development of these tethnologies. Some
have suggested that public agencies provide this capital since the end product wouldle used by
the public. agencies (and ultimately, the public). Given the current fiscal problems throughorit
the state, it does not seem reasonable to expect public agencies to risk limited capital funãs on
projects that may not produce the desired results.

Environmental Issues

As discussed previously, a desalination plant requires a source of water (groundwater or
seawater), a raw water pipeline, pre-treatment, desalination treatment and post-treatment
processes, an energy source, brine disposal facilities, and product water distribution facilities.
Typical environmental impacts associated with desalination projects include: construction,
glergy co.nsumption, air quality, and biological resources. Each of these issues is briefly
discussed below.

Construction. Project const¡uction activities can result in impacts that are generally localized to
the particular construction. Typical construction impacts can include: disturbance of plant and
animal communities, air pollution emissions, visual impacts, noise impacts, disturbance of
archeological and paleontological resources, erosion, non-point source pollution, and interference
with public access and recreation. Impacts associated with construction of seawater intakes and
brine disposal lines can be significant if areas of special biological significance are involved.
Special permitting may be required in these habitats.

Energy Consumption. Desalination processes are energy intensive compared to other water
sources. As a result, the potential for impacts on available energy resources could be significant.
Data for the Santa Barbara desalination project indicate an averfre demand of 0.8 kilowátts (kW)
per acre-ft/yr of product water capacity. Significant increaies in the amount of seawater
desalination in Southern California are,expected to result in proportionate increases in energy
consumption. Projects developing 50,000 acre-ft/yr of desalináted seawater supply would creaiê
a demand 200,000 airè-Îtlyr of supply
would cre elecrrical grid to þroduce ânã

å:'åå,"äï 
y_!oy_"'-companies, Energy^

operation xhaust steam. tr l".T,itäl#rt"1iä":"tt#',i Tjrequired, th the new power facil-ities mai neèd to be
mitigated as part of the desalination projects.

pically produce air emissions. However, the
ilities could result in additional air emissions at
wer plants are used. As mentioned under the

can support the increased power demand,
However, the development of new power
power plants could result in substantial

ption in conjunction with air quality is a critical
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element of desalination project evaluations.

Biologica-l Resources. The impacts of desalination projects on biological resources tend to be
site-specific; therefo.re,. no generalizations can be madè. The greatest pótential impacts are likely
to be associated with the water source and bri e disposal. In the casè of brackiù desalination,
Iittle biological impact would be exp.ected unless the project is constructed in an area of speciai
significance. Impacts associated with seawater desalination have the potential to be greatêr due
to the higher volumes of water that must be conveyed to the treatmênt facility and-the higher
volumes of brine discharge. The impacts of brine discharges on marine organisms have not È'een
well defined. It has.been postulated that some impacts may occur due the higher salinity and
density of.brine which would sink to the ocean floor. Mixing the brine with wastewater or power
plant cooling water may minimize the potential impacts.

Regional Water Quality Considerations

Evaluation of the need for desalination must consider the overall relationship of source water
quality to water resources management. The principle consideration includc ihc effect of SWp
quality and avaiiability on inland wastewater discharges relative to the need for and location of
groundwater desalination.

The effect of water supply quality on wastewater discharges has become a significant issue for
wastewater is typically about 250 mg/l higher
concentration of imported State Water Project
250 mg/l to 300-440 mg/I. As SWp water

ust rely more heavily on Colorado River water,
iver water is currently about 650 mg/l but has

exceededJ5O mg/l over the last 20 years. A change in water supply from low TDS SWP water
to high TDS Colorado River water can increase municipal wastewater TDS from 450 mg/l to as
much as 1,000 mg/I. This increase can adversely impact water reclamation activities.

Ya1ty areas of Southern California use water supplies multiple times. In the Santa Ana River
!a.qin, water supply is used several times before uliimate discharge to the ocean. Imported water
delivered to .the. uppe_r portions of the basin are discharged to the river where they recharge
downstream basins. Successive use occurs in groundwater basins where return flowi from uie
also become the source of downstream supply. Since each successive use adds salt to the supply,
the control of salt becomes a critical concern.

acute in the santa Ana River Basin where the increased water supply
er agencies problems meeting their waste discharge requirements-ánä

Basin pran conrain, u nJålTT:iå:o i:,:l"ö,åî,iÌf,t"'""l;j#if!ßi"il,ii,t::il"o'.:ï;i;ì
nagement sub-plans. The goal of the water quality
uality objectives contained in the Basin Plan. The
of salt assimilative capacity and the reasonable use
ts. It also has "delivered water supply goals" for

mun^icipal and industrial uses that are the most stringent of: the present water suppty fDS level,
the State.Department of Health Services recommend.ed TDS limit of 500 mg/I, tirè ievel of TDS
that minimizes costs to consumers, the level necessary to meet surfac-e and groundwater
objectives, or the level that permits reclamation nd reuse.

rectly within the jurisdiction of the Regional Board to
n say-s Íhe Water Code requires that a wàter supply plan
that describes the nature of actions necessary tõ-aðhieve
recommendations for appropriate action by any entity,

Desalination Issues Paper
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public or private.

Consequently, the Basin Plan recommends specific water supply and water resource
manag.ement projects. The water supply sub-plan also plays a significánt role in the Regional
Board's issuance of water discharge requirements and-NPDES permits. Limits on TD3 and
specific mineral constituents may necessitate efforts to improve source water quality. Discharge
permits may contain language that requires dischargers whô violate TDS objecfives äue to sourõe
water quality to propose mitigation or offset programs. The Regional Board's attitude is shifting
toward viewing reverse osmosis as a reasonable form of mitigation, despite the costs. This iã
partly due to the increasing number of desalters being proposedlnd built.

The concep_t of salt balance for an entire hydrologic basin or sub-basin is important. The 1975
Santa Ana River Basin Plan initiated a total watershed approach to salt source control. The plan
discourages the use of Colorado River water and encóurages the use of higher quality SWP
water, for example.

An important issue is where and how desalination projects should be built to fit into the total
water quality management.picture. The issue is not only how to increase the quantity of water
available through desalination, but to increase the quality of water available in tñose aieas where
quality is the limiting factor affecting reuse potential, discharge requirements or salt balance. A
fundamental question is "Are investments in inland groundwater-desalination facilities where
multiple water uses are possible more appropriate than coastal desalination where only one use is
possible?

The answer to this question must consider the overall water quality impacts of the desalination
activities. Inland groundwater desalination exports salts to thè ocean and allows successive use
of water fr-om degraded groundwater basins. High quality imported water supplies are also
important-for inland regions by increasing the assimilative capãcity for salt and therefore the
p_otential for reuse. Seawater desalination can improve water-quality in the coastal areas and
allow local water reuse but provides inland benef,rts only if high quality imported water can be
made available to these inland areas. As the SWP water supply dècreales and its salinity
increases, the benefits of low TDS supplies for inland areãl declines and the need foi
groundwater desalination to export salt increases. Water supply planning must consider all of
these factors in determining the most cost-effective method to-meèt futurã demands and quality
needs.

POTENTIAL IMPACT OF ISSUES ON FUTURE SUPPLY DEVELOPMENT

J.he pgæ9se of this section of the issues paper is to discuss the potential impacts of the issues
identified previously on future supply development. These impãcts may affect the volume of
water developed, the timing of new water supplies, and economiis.

Impacts on Volume Developed

The issues most likely to affect the volume of water supplies that can be developed using
desalination include the cost of desalination compared [ó other water sources, tlie mix oi
desalination with other sources, and the re-lationship-between planned desalination projects and
the need for future groundwater treatment facilities. 

-

Cost awaterdesali Costs
are sp low as$600/ capital

l
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component and an annual operation and main
water distribution. For Metropolitan member
include conservation ($250-$600/acre-ft),
recovery ($500-$1,500/acre-ft), and treated no
$4I2/acre-ft). In recent years, the cost for
signihcantly and is expected to continue rising throughout this decade. As this occurs, and as
desalination technology improves, the difference between the cost of seawater desalination and
other resource options, particularly water reclamation and increased Metropolitan supplies, is
likely to decrease.

to water agencies or may lead to cost savings in
s, can be for both future capital and operati,onal
located in an area where growth is ocðurring or
partially the need for expanded water treatment

Toa
needs can be provided in part by the alina
will also provide relief from drought en th
costs are taken into consideration, th ost b
other less costly resource options available to agencies is reduced.

Coordination with Groundwater Treatment Issues. The groundwater quality and treatment
issues. papel has identified a number of current and future quality issues ttrat wilt affect water
agencies. These include:

Current Quality Issues

Nitrate
Volatile Organics
Organic Pesticides

Color
Total Dissolved Solids (TDS)

Iron, Manganese

Future Quality Issues

Radon
Arsenic

Groundwater Disinfection
Disinfection Byproducts

The activities undertaken to res
This is obvious in the case of
reduction, ion exchange has pro
used for arsenic removal in the
desalination facilities.
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Impacts on Timing of Supply Development

The timing of developing new desalination supplies is a function of the required permits and the
technology applied to the particular project as well as financial considera-tions. 

-Application 
of

proven technologies tends to minimize the time of implementation.

Typical Time for Implementation. Because of the lack of experience by regulators in dealing
with seawater desalination plants in California and the fact that plants wilf be located in thõ
coastal,zone, siting of.desalination projects can be expected to éxperience close scrutiny by
permitting agencies during the environmental review process. Key environmental issues for iucir
projects are land use, noise, concentrate disposal impacts, marine biology, air quality, and
constructron lmpacts.

Table E-6 summarizes the potential permits that may be required. Should a desalination plant be
power plant 

_or be incorporated into a power utility's plans for repowéring an
neration facility, then portions of the project may be subject to the Califoinia
on's environmental review processes (Notice of Intention and Application for

Certification). In this case, review of cost allocations for common facilities and equipment
would be subject to review of the California Public Utilities Commission.

Desig¡ and co-nstruction of a desalination plant will take two to five years, depending plant size,
availability of intake and outfall facilities, and complexity of environmental permilting. This
length of time is slightly longer than other water supply options such 

-as 
grouñdwater

development but is less than reclamation and, in some cases, long tèrm conservation.

Need to Use Proven Technology. Nearly every study completed in California over the last
three years suggests that reverse osmosis (RO) is currently the most economical desalination
technolo_gy ¿v¿ilable for small-scale facilities. While thermal desalination processes such as
multi-effect distillation an{ multi-stage flash have historically had more world-wide applications
for large-scale facilities, RO has consistently been chosen as the current state of the art and
proven technology. Metropolitan's application of VTE technology that focuses on construction
and ope has yet to be proven in a pilot
demons es which are currently bèingmarkete as reverse osmosis, neêd to bé
used in her technologies such as Metropolitan's VTE
proces.s or emerging technologies can be tested and proven in pilot operations and small scale
operations.

Economic and Financial Constraints

There are several economic and financial constraints that affect the level of desalination. These
in-c]y{e the marginal cost of supply development, existing rebates and incentives, the need for
additional incentives, the potential federal energy tax, regional equity, and impacts on water
rates. Each of these topics are discussed below.

Marginal Cost of Supply Development. Seawater desalination costs greatly exceed the cost of
other local lupp-ly development options for Metropolitan member ageñcies, even when avoided
costs and other local benefrts are accounted for. Ii desalination is tõ become a part of Southern
California's future water supply, then a commitment is needed from beyond júst an individual
Metropolitan agency. Even those agencies having minimal or even no lócal súppües frequently
have a lower cost resource option to meet future water needs than seawaie^r desalination.
Metropolitan's water rate reflects the melded cost of inexpensive Colorado River supplies, and
moderately priced State Water Project su_pplies. It would be difficult for a local ugèñcy, even
with access to the ocean and a viable site fòi a desalination plant, to economically jusiify íhe cost

Desalination Issues Paper
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TABLE E-6

PERMITS AND CONSULTATIONS POTENTIALLY REQUIRED FOR DESALINATION PROJECTS

U
(D
ct)
Þ

Þ
Þ
o

(,
(t)

(Þ
v)
FÚ
Þ
(D
Èi

l¡l
I

N)
l.J

Requirements Time Frame

Federal
I

3-6 months

3-4 months

3-4 months

3-4 months

3-4 months

3-4 months

Section l0 required for work in
navigable water. Section 404
required if activities are needed that
would alter contours of waters of
the U.S.

Environmental Impacts

Required for potential impacts to
endangered species and
commercial fisheries

Required for construction of any
offshore structures

Construction impacts to applicable
specles

Required for impacts on cultural,
historic, archaeological, and
paleontol ogical resources

Permit

Section l0 Rivers and Harbors Act

Section 404 Clean Water Acr

Potential Lead Agency for NEPA
Compliance

Review of Corps Permits and
NPDES Permits

Review of Federal Permits Section
7 Endangered Species Act
Consultation

Approval of Operations

Section 7 Endangered Species Act
Consultation

Section 106 National Historic
Preservation Action Consultation

Agency

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,
Regulatory Branch, Los Angeles
Division

Environmental Protection Agency,
Wetlands, Oceans and Estuaries
Branch, San Francisco

National Marine Fisheries Service,
Los Angeles

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
Endangered Species Office, Laguna
Niguel

State Historic Preservation Office



TABI,E E-6 (CONTINUED)

PERMITS AND CONSULTATIONS POTENTIALLY REQUIRED [-OR DESALINATION PROJECTS

Uo(t)
Þ

Ê)

o

U)
U)
Éo
U'

l,
Êe.ó
oFt

lrl
I

ì.J(,

Time Frame

State

l2 rnonths

3-6 months

3-6 months

Same day

2-3 months

2-3 months

Undetermined

6 months

Requirements

Certifies power plant facilities and
serves as CEQA equivalent

Required for development within
coastal zone; consistency with local
coastal plan

Waste discharge limitations; Ocean
Plan, Bays and Estuaries Plan, and
Inland Surface Water Plan
compliance, Health Risk
Assessment, Thermal Plan

Excavation greater than 5 feet
deep; hazardous materials on-site

Environmental Impacts

Required to assess quality of
delivered water

Lease/ROW required if activities
impact state lands

Environmental impacts of
operation and construction (i.e.,
entrainment/imp ingement, bri ne
dischg), Stream Alteration Permit

Permit

Application for certification if built
in conjunction with power plant

Coastal Development Permit
Consistency Determi nation

NPDES Permit

TrenchÆxcav ati on Permit
Hazardous material management
plan

Consultation with RWQCB

Amended Domestic Water Permit

Industrial LeaseiROW; CEQA
Compliance

CEQA Compliance

Agency

Cal ifornia Energy Commission,
Siting Office

Cal ifornia Coastal Commission

Regional Water Quality Control
Board

California Occupational Safety and
Health Administration

Department of Health Services,
Environmental Management Branch

Department of Health Services,
Office of Drinking Water

State Land Commission

Department of Fish and Game
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TABLE E-6 (CONTTNUED)

PERMITS AND CONSULTATIONS POTENTIALLY REQUIRED FOR DESALINATION PROJECTS

(D
U)
A)

Þ
Þ
o

U)
v)

o
U)
tú
Êot3
(D
Ft

lrl
I

l.Jà

Time Frame

Local

2-3 months

6 months

I month

Undetermined

Requirements

Storage of hazardous materials on-
sile

Emissions associated with
construction and operations

Review of County hazmat plan

Conditional Use Permit

Permit

Hazardous Materials Management
Busincss Plan

Authority to Construct and Operate

Haz-ardous Materials Management
Plan

CEQA Compliance and local
permitting

Agency

County Department of Health
Services, Environmental Health

Air Quality Management Disrrict

Fire Department

Local Cities
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of developing a desalination plant when increased Metropolitan supplies are cheaper.

Future economic evaluations of desalination may need to consider not only the cost of new
facilities but the avoided cost of not constructing other water facilities. in addition, these
evaluations should consider the higher reliability of desalinated supplies compared to imported
supplies.

Existing Rebates and Incentive Programs.

desalination costs less than seawater desalinatio
deveiopment of new groundwater supplies. currently, no program exists to encourage the
development of seawater desalination.

Need for Additional Incentives. Metropulitän's Groundwater Reconnaissance Study examined
potential groundwater development site and q rantities throughout its service area. From the
study, it was determined that an incentive credit of $250 per to
encourage the development of additional brackish groundwater an
objectives for such development and competitive with the cost of of
SWP supply.

of seawater desalination facilities were established by
f participation by Metropolitan, both rhrough capitál
edits, then agencies would be better able to justify on
nd operation of seawater desalination facilities.

Metropolitan should examine the current LPP funding level and increase it appropriately to fully
reflect its true avoided cost of supply development and conveyance. If fifty percènt federal cost
sharing of capital facilities could be obtained, and if a $250/ac¡e-ft incenrivè similar to that for
brackish water desalination were applied to seawater desalination, then seawater desalination
could become a more viable water supply option for Metropolitan member agencies.

Potential Fede tration proposed implementing a wide-
ranging energy ction pãckãge. Altliough the þroposed
federal energy t age, stch a tax could be-implerirenied in
the future. The nation, oiany other water supply, is unknown at
this
per
inte
into
and ergy tax, then impacts on desalination would bemin fueli, nuclear, and hydroelectric power, all water
supplies would be affected. The effect on desalination would be greãter in proportion to its high
energy requirement.

was introduced previously in this section. New
eas of degraded water sources or near the coast.

new supplies but would incur a higher overall
not utilize these more expensive sources. This

ncy invest in a more expensive water source if a
ticipating agency? This situation could occur
to offset imported water sources. The offset

se by others. The use of regional rebates for
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desalination is one method for making the deveìopment of these sources more equitable to the
project participants.

Impact on Water Rates. The impact of new desalination on water rates depends in large part
on who pays the cost of the new source. If a lesalination project is funded totally on thé lõcal
level, only the rate payers of the sponsoring agency would experience a rate increase. Such an
increase could be signihcant especially in the case of seawatei desalination. If regional rebates
are used to fund a portion of the project costs, then the local impacts would be reduced and other
non-participating agencies that purchase imported supplies would pay a portion of the costs
based on the level of benefit received. Specific detailed evaluations of rate impacts need to be
conducted in conjunction with other feasibility and planning studies.

STRATEGIES TO RESOLVE ISSUES

This section presents potential strategies that could be considered to encourage increased use of
desalinated water supplies in Southern California. These strategies are piesented under the
topics of: desired level of local supply development, potential funding and/oi incentives for local
s.upply development, desired roles of Metropolitan and member agencies in local supply
development, and other strategies.

Desired Level of Seawater Desalination

The desired level of seawater desalination supply development is a function of many variables.
The following discussion summarizes some of the potential approaches that may be considered
in assessing the desired level of supply. These approaches inðlude: development of centralized
versus local seawater desalination; fixed percentage of the total local supply; and a minimum
acceptable level of supply. The final decision on the correct approach needs to consider overall
project costs in conjunction with the total mix of local and imported water supplies. This could
be done as part of the Integrated Resources Planning process being undertaken-by Metropolitan.

Centralized (Large-scale) versus Local (Small-scale) Seawater Desalination. Metropolitan's
proposed test of VTE technology, dependent upon steam supplies from a power plant, ãttempts
to reduce the current unit cost of seawater desalination by enhancing curreñt evaporative
technologies, developing economies of scale, and using less expensive cónstruction teihniques
and material. Envisioned is a large plant capable of producing 5f 100 mgd in conjunction wiìh a
single-turbine/generating unit. Smaller seawater deialinatioñ projects and proposals would use
available reverse o¡mo9j¡ technologies, some interfacing with power plant fãcilities, in sizes
ranging f¡om 2 to 30 million gallons per day, Each projeci must not onlf consider the economics
of .producing the water, but also costs associated with þroduct water distribution, brine disposal,
siting, and environmental obstacles.

Large-scale facilities. may require large diameter pipelines to inland Metropolitan aqueduct
systems in order to distribute product water. Water from any proposed large-scale plait may
require pumping over longer distances and to greater hydraulic-heàds than úater from smallei
plants since supply_would exceed local demands. Large-scale plants could incorporate a large
diameter pipeline along the coast to distribute product water to several communitjes at a muõh
lower cost. While smaller plants may be able t
outfalls, large plant could require new ocean out
to ocean discharge if constructed separate fro
require more expensive outlet works to meet
requirements. The added cost of distribution fa
may offset any economies of scale realized.

Desalination Issues Paper
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Fixed Percentage of Total Regional Demand. One possible approach for desalination
(especially for seawater) is to target a certain desired percentage of the iotal water demand. The
percentage could initially be set at a relatively low level that is consistent with the current level
of technology and to minimize the impacts on total supply costs. The fixed percentage could be
increased in the future if technology improves and costs are reduced. The justifiCation for a
particular level of investment could consider the increased reliability of seawater desalination
and the higher costs in comparison with the current low reliability of SWP supplies.

As an example, the projected total water demand in Southern California is projected to be about
4.5 million acre-füyr for the year 2000. If the percentage were initially set at about one percent,
then about 45,000 acre-ftlyr of desalination would be the goal. Assuming that improved
desalination technologies are developed in the future, the percentage could be increásed as
demand increases. The level could be determined by evaluating the cost of desalination in
conjunction with other water supplies such that the total supply costs are not significantly
impacted. One methqd for determining this desired level might be through the Integrared
Resources Plan being developed by Metropolitan's Planning Division.

Minimum Level of Supply. Another approach is to establish a desired level of desalination
based on the minimum level that would provide sufficient supply benefits to the region,
demonstrate a suitable level of interest to the public, while minimizing impacts on water rates .

The level of supply could be determined by economic analysis, considering the needs for
additional new water supplies over the long-term.

Drought Supply. A third approach would be to utilize new desalinated supplies (especially
seawatet desalination) only for drought supplies. In this case, new projects may be constructed
to provide supplies only during periods of drought. The projects would be maintained on srand-
by until a drought or other supply shortage occur. At that time, the projects could be activated to
produce supplemental water supplies and extend the availability of conventional water sources.
This approach is likely to be the most expensive approach since capital funds would be tied up in
facilities that are used infrequently. Arguably, these capital funds could be applied to water
facilities that provide a greater return on the investment.

Any anproach to increase the level of desalination could have an adverse impact on water rates.
Therefore, it is important that any proposed projects provide not only water supply but also water
quality benef,rts to maximize cost-effectiveness.

Potential Funding and./or Incentives for Local Supply Development

Several potential options exist to provide additional funding for desalination projects at the local
level. As discussed previously, the LPP provides a rebate of $154/acre-ft for prójects generating
new local reclaimed wate-r supplies. The Gro ¡ndwater Recovery Program-(GRP) provides ã
rebate of up to $25O/acre-ft for projects that treat groundwater and reducé imported wãter needs.
Seawater desalination does not come under either program as currently structured.

!ome^ agencies believe that local seawater desalination projects should have a higher incentive
than for reclaimed water or groundwater recovery given [he-higher cost of seawatei desalination.
Others argue that e based on the cost to develop new imported
s-upplies. Since s n the range of $1,100 to ovei $2,000/äcre-ft
depe.nding on the at a signifióant increase in any incentive level
would be needed to make new seawater desalination piojects competitive witú other local and
imported supplies.

Potential options that have be_en proposed include linking the incentive to the total marginal cost
of new water supply and linking the incentive to some desired level of supply deve-lopment.
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Each of these options are discussed below.

osts of New Potable Supplies. Metropolitan
es regardless of source based on the difference
marginal cost of new imported supplies . A

,.."0,i'lïX",;il""l:1ii'i¡lif i,ï;"üî:"::T:î:
Metropolitan no¡-inte.rruptible rate with an established maiimum level. firè impact of such an
incentive would need to be ca¡efully evaluated in light of the current financiil condition of
Metropolitan. A thorough evaluation of the marginal cóst of new imported water supplies would
need^ to be developed to justify the level of incentive. It is recommended that Ñ4^etropolitan
carefully evaluate the marginal costs of all new water supplies as part of its Integrated Resources
Plan.

Tie Incentives to Cost of.Developing Target Supply Level. Another potential approach might
involve linking the incentives to the cost of developing a particular ambunt of desãlination. -Il
for example, an evaluation of overall supply need and reliability indicates that 50,000 acre-ft of
new desalinated seawater supplies are needed by the year 2000, an incentive program could be
developed that would ensure that this level of supply is implemented. The inceñtive program
could be similar to the current local projects program excèpt for ^ 

evél of
incentive. The program 99uld be designed to phase out once supply
development is achieved. The same concerns that apply to the pr to-ttrls
concept. This major diff-erence may be that the program could have a "sunset" provision that
could limit the long term financial impact.

Desired Roles of Metropolitan and Member Agencies in Local Supply Development

Implementation of new desalinated supplies may require changes in the roles of both
Metropolitan and its member agencies. Potential conCepts are discussed in the following
paragraphs.

Need for Seawater Demonstration Projects. A seawater demonstration project would serve
and a technical standpoint. From the public
vide a showcase for educating the public on
the public with confidence in desalination

lic a commitment to securing a reliable water
r comparison to other available water supplies.

on project would tackle the presently

:,:í,*il"?.îïi:Ji,i:,î;ff lhilT;
Lnterface with the repowering of a generation facility.

Most importantly,. a demonstration project would provide rèalistic ãesign,-construction, and
operations and maintenance costs. The proje^ct woulã supply operational e-xperience for running
a desalination plant.and the impacts. of the facility on thê áistiibution systèm. Additionally, ã
seawater demonstration project could be used to teit developmental desaliîation technologies. 

'

gency, Merropolitan may be able to justify the
As a regional desalination facility, the costs

's service area. Through economies of scale,
nomical desalination facility. Because of the

ry will be challenged to develop new and
resent costs of desalination, and power
favorably on linking existing repowering

Desalination Issues Paper
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projects with a desalination facility as part of the region's energy resources management plan.

Member Agency. as Lead Agency. A Metropolitan member agency, serving as the leading
agency for a desalination project, would be able to fast track a project for several reasons. Sincõ
the desalination facility.would probably be smaller than a Metropolitan plant, the member
agency could u.se an existing technology which does not require extensive pilôt or demonstration
testin-g. In addition,.a member agency may already own a suitable plant site and the rights-of-
way for. the distribution system. The member agency, especially if il is a city, would bJable to
obtain the necessary city permits more readily. A membér agency would have the advantage of
minimal distribution costs because the plant c ruld be locateã to more efficiently distributé the
product.water directly to the customer. A partnership to share capital êosts between
Metropolitan and local agencies would encourage the develoþment of smallèr facilities.

Other Strategies

Maximize Use of Available State and Federal Funding. Periodically, Srate and Federal
legislation is adopted that provides funding sources for particular projects. To thc cxtcnt such
funds are available, Metropolitan and its member agencies should maximize the use of the these
sources of outside fulding where appropriate. In addition, Metropolitan and its member agencies
should promote legislation to provide additional funding for desalination research and proþcts.

The State of California has previously made low interest loans and other incentives available to
emerging industries. Low interest loan programs such as the State Revolving Fund and Water
Reclamation loans hav tñe cost of capital
repayment. Although i have impaired- the
development of these p t developèd that can
provide fundlng for des opolitan and its member agencies should work
with the legislatule to irttpruvc Lhcse programs and establish new programs as appropriate.

Recent federal legislation (5-617) has been proposed by Senator Paul Simon (D-Illinois) to
provide federal funding for desalination research and development. The bill would authorize
appropriations of $95 million over five years. Metropolitan-and its member agencies should
review this legislation and, if appropriate, support its passage.

Work- with Regulators, to Develop Guidelines for Brine Disposal. As discussed previously,
one of the critical technical issues continuing to face desalination involves the requirements fór
the discharge of brine into the ocean. Another challenge is to demonstrate the þroduct water

so that drinking water
desalination technology.

n d othe r s r ate an d r" d:äiï|.T'.::: 
t:; tJS 

Jíii
realistic .guidelines for brine disposal and to review drinking water regu-lations relative tò
desalination processes.

Water Quality Planning. Metropolitan.and its member agencies should consider the impacts of
delivered water quality on_groundwater basin s llt balancã and water reuse in developing wâter
resources plans under the IRP.
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Summary Report

to provide long-tenn reliable water service. Tnç Inp process considers the impacts of various
resource mixes on water rates, supply reliability, environmental quality and economic
development. The Strategic Assessment established a cooperative forum for the staff of
Metropolitan and the member agencies to identify water resources options. In addition, the
Strategic Assessment developed a signifÏcant amount of information on local water resources in
Southern California that is utilized in the development of resource alternatives under the IRP.

The purpose of the study is to develop a strategic assessment of near-term water resources
development in Southern California. The Strategic Assessment is a means for identifying the
critical issues, setting priorities, and developing programs or projects to resolve the issues. A
major goal of thc study is to develop an approach which meets the increasing watel needs of
Southern California. The Strategic Assessment consisted of the following key elements:

' Development of a mission statement defining the purpose of the water resources
assessment.

Development of detailed goals and objectives based on the mission statement.

Preparation of a situation assessment to define the key planning and
management issues, assess the current overall water management programs and
develop projections of future supply and demand conditions.

Identification of the specific programs and activities which are being currently
undertaken, the status of each, who is responsible fbr which program, and how
each program or activity relates to the detailed objectives.

Development of additional activities to meet the ob.jectives.

Development of strategies for the near-term implementation of the goals,
objectives and programs.

a

o

o

a

o

A specific mission statement and goals and objectives for the Strate
developed by the Strategic Assessment Advisory Committee in Octo
described below.

glc
ber

Assessment was
1992 which are

_l
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Mission Statement

The Strategic Assessment Advisory Committee adopted the following mission statement to guide
the development of the Strategic Assessment:

The mission of the Southern California Water Resources Strategic Assessment is
to assess opportunities to optimize local water resources development and
enhance Metropolitan and local capital improvement planning through education,
cooperation and coordination of policy development for Metropolitan and its
member agencies.

Goals And Objectives

The goal of the Southern California Vy'ater Resources Strategic Assessment is to assure a reliable
water supply now and in the future. The objectives of the assessment are based on minimum
s.upplies available for the various imported water sources to meet demands during a critical
dro.ught year similar to 1991. Specific objectives of the assessment are to develop plañs, policies
and schedules:

n
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To implement cullent and potential best nìarragcrrrcnt practices Lo achieve at least
320,000 acre-ft/yr of new water conservation by the year 2000, in addition to the
existing conservation of 220,000 acre-fVyr.

To ensure adequate imported supplies during wet periods to satisfy replenishrnent
of surface and groundwater basins carryover storage.

To expand the conjunctive management of local and imported water supplies to
develop at least 400,000 acre-ft/yr of dry-year yield, including yield from the
groundwater recovery program by the year 2000.

To expand the use of reclaimed wastewater from current levels of 285,000 acre-
füyr to at least 530,000 acre-ft/yr by the year 2000.

To evaluate the effect of implementing the above objectives on water supply
reliability of Southern California in terms of yield, quality and facilities. A
particular goal in terms of water quality is the recognition of customer satisfaction
issues during evaluation of potential projects.

. To evaluate the effect of implementing the above objectives on Metropolitan's
capital requirements with emphasis on peaking requirements.

. To evaluate existing economic incentives and to identify new programs and
incentives that can be developed on the regional and local level to encourage
additional local water supplies.

. To evaluate the financial requirements associated with implementing the above
objectives, and to determine whether the objectives are cost-effective.

It should be noted that the numerical objectives developed for the Strategic Assessment were
based on planning conditions and information as it existed in late 1992. Subsequent planning
studies conducted as part of the IRP have resulted in somewhat different numerical objectives.

Situation Assessment

A situation assessment was prepared to assess the status of local supply development. The
situation assessment involved an extensive data collection effort. Metropolitan and its member
agencies were active participants in data collection efforts. One of the primary methods of data
collection from member agencies involved distribution of water resources and reclaimed water
project questionnaires. The member agencies spent many hours completing the questionnaires
and participating in follow-up discussions. In addition to collection of data from Metropolitan
and member agencies, a large amount of data was compiled from other water management
agencies, water management data bases, and governmentai and private consultants' reporti. This
assessment served as the basis for subsequent evaluation of individual local resource options and
the issues faced in implementing these resources. The findings of the Situation Assessment are
summarized in the section titled "Local Water Resources."

Issues Papers

A series of five issues papers were prepared to identify current programs and activities that
encourage local resources development, additional activities needed to meet objectives , and
strategies for near-term implementation of the objectives and programs. These-issues papers
were organized by water resources and cover water conservátioñ, groundwater storage and
treatment, water reclamation, groundwater quality and treatment and desalination. These issues

o

a

o

a

a

I
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papers are presented in thc appcndices of this rcport. This summary rcport reorganizes the
content of the issues papers into sections titled: "Technical Issues," "Institutional and Regulatory
Issues," "Economic and Financial Issues," and " Recommended Strategies."

LOCAL WATER RESOURCES

Water supply for the Metropolitan service area comes from both imported and local sources.
Imported supplies currently account for approximately 60 percent of current supplies, with the
remainder supplied by local water resources. The following discussion summarizes the current
water supply status and existing plans for these sources.

The local water resources in the Metropolitan service area consist of surface water, groundwater,
reclaimed water and seawater desalination. Although the Los Angeles Aqueduct is technically
an imported source, Metropolitan considers it to be a local source because it is under the control
of the City of Los Angeles. Groundwater extraction includes production of water which meets
water quality standards with minimal treatment, and increasingly, production of water that
requires treatment such as reverse osmosis to remove soluble salts, or air stripping and GAC
treatment to remove organics. Reclaimed water is used in a number of Southern California
communities and significant increases are planned. Seawater desalination is currently utilized in
only one area of Southern California, Santa Catalina Island. Water conservation is also
considered a "local" resource in that it is depend on actions taken by local agencies. These local
supplies are discussed below.

Surface Water

Due to the relatively dry climate and low-lying physiographic nature of most of the Metropolitan
service area, local surface water resources represent a relatively small percentage of the region's
water supply. The primary source of surface water supply originates from the Transverse Ranges
that form the northern border the Metropolitan service area in Los Angeles and San Bernardino
Counties. The Transverse Ranges include the San Gabriel and San Bernardino Mountains, which
have relatively large watershed areas with maximum elevations of 10,000 to 12,000 feet. In
western San Diego County, surface water is derived from the Peninsular Ranges, which reach
maximum elevations of approximately 7,000 feet. A relatively small amount of surface water is
also derived from the Santa Ana Mountains in Orange County, which reach maximum elevations
of 4,000 feet.

The primary utilization of surface water in the Metropolitan service area is for groundwater basin
recharge. Numerous projects for enhancement of natural recharge in existing drainages and
artificial spreading grounds are located on the major drainages of the Los Angeles, San Gabriel,
Rio Hondo, Santa Ana, Santa Margarita and San Luis Rey river systems.

Relatively few water supply agencies utilize surface water for treatment and direct supply to
users. Other surface water is utilized in local foothill areas by smaller water agencies, however,
these supplies are relatively minimal. Data provided by member agencies indicate about I I 1,000
acre-ft/yr of local surface water is used directly to meet demands. This yield varies from 60,000
to 220,000 acre-ft/yr depending on local weather conditions.

Groundwater Resources

In the Metropolitan service area, groundwater resources are abundant and form the cornerstone
of Southern California's water supply. Groundwater basins from the Santa Clara River in
Ventura County southward to the Tijuana River in San Diego County, and inland to the foot of
the San Gabriel and San Bernardino Mountains sustained the beginnings of the dynamic growth

I
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in thc grcatet' metropolitalr area. Grountlwater supplies about one foutth of the annual denrancl of
Metropolitan's service area. Groundwater basins are naturally replenished by precipitation and
natural runoff from local watersheds. This natural groundwater recharge is supplemented by the
percolation of an additional 300,000 acre-ft of imported water and reclaimed water. The
groundwater basins are valuable not only for their annual yield, but also because their large
storage capacity provides a reliable source of supply during sustained droughts and other
emergencies such as seismic damage to the canals and associated facilities of the import systems.
Under the conjunctive use concept, groundwater basins can be utilized to store excess supplies of
imported water during times of abundance for later use during times of shortage.

The Southern California groundwatcr basins undcrlying thc scrvicc area have a gross storage
capacity of more than 200 million acre-ft of groundwater, and together provide a yield of
approximately 1.2 million acre-ft/yr. This groundwater supply sustains more than 5 million
residents or about one-third of the population of Southern California. As a result, support for the
enhancement and protection of these groundwater basins has been a significant priority for
Metropolitan and local water agencies.

There are water quality and other problems associated with many groundwater basins. These
problems, if not resolved, could reduce groundwater production and increase reliance on
imported water supplies. Metropolitan developed its Groundwater Recovery Program to provide
an economic incentive to member agencies that construct facilities to treat degraded groundwater
supplies. By 2010, about 210,000 acre-füyr of treated groundwater is expected to be on-line.
After deducting groundwater replenishment needs, the net yield of these projects is about
158,000 acre-fVyr.

Reclaimed Water

The utilization of treated waste'water is the largest growing source of local water supply in the
Metropolitan service area. In many areas of Southern California, municipal wastewater is
currently treated to a tertiary level and discharged to local water courses which eventually flow
into the ocean. Currently, approximately 135,000 acre-flyr of reclaimed water is reused in the
Metropolitan service area. An additional 100,000 acre-tt/yr of reclaimed water is indirectly
recycled through the downstream groundwater recharge of surface water containing wastewater
discharges.

The largest segment of reclaimed water use in the Metropolitan service area is for groundwater
replenishment, representing about 52 percent of all reuse. Non-potable uses for industrial,
landscape irrigation and recreational uses represent about 34 percent of current usage.
Agricultural irrigation represents l4 percent.

Member agencies are planning for significant growth in the amount of reclaimed water use. By
the year 2010, reclaimed water usage is projected to increase to about 662,000 acre-flyr, an
increase of almost five times. Accomplishing this increase will require a significant effort on the
part of all water and wastewater agencies as well as regulatory agencies.

Seawater Desalination

The Metropolitan service area generally parallels the Pacihc Ocean from the Santa Clara River in
Ventura County to the Mexican Border in San Diego County and includes over 200 miles of
coastline. The proximity of the service area to the coastline, and the seemingly limitless supply
of ocean water have made seawater desalination the focus of increasing attention, particularly
from the public and news media. Currently, the only operating seawater desalination facility in
Southern California is located on Santa Catalina Island producing about 100 acre-flyr.

-5-
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A number of ncw scawater desalination facilities have been proposed. If all of these facilities ale
implemented, I14,000-165,000 acre-tVyr of supply could be derived tiom desalinated seawater.
The principle drawback to implementing seawater desalination is cost. Seawater desalination is
capital and energy intensive with current costs ranging from $2,O00/acre-ft to $6,000/acre-ft and
bid proposals ranging from $1,400 to $2,800/acre-ft. Opportunities to develop seawater
desalination processes at significantly lower costs may be achieved through large-scale thermal
desalination implemented in conjunction with electric power plant reconstruction.

Los Angeles Aqueduct

The Los Angeles Aqueduct (LAA) is one of the primary sources of imported water to the
Metropolitan service area. The LAA facilities originate from the Mono Basin and Owens Valley
approximately 200 miles north of Los Artgeles, and convey water to the San Fernando Valley.
The LAA is owned by the City of Los Angeles and operated by the Los Angeles Department of
Water and Power. The initial facilities of Los Aqueduct (constructed in 1913) had a capacity of
300,000 acre-ft/yr. The primary source of water for this first aqueduct was surface water
diverted from the Owens River. In 1940, improvements to the aqueduct were completed which
extended the aqueduct into Mono Basin. A second aqueduct with an additional capacity of
200,000 acre-filyr was completed in 1970. The second aqueduct derived water from increased
surface water diversions from Owens Valley and the Mono Basin, and groundwater extraction
from Owens Valley.

In the period of 1970 to 1990, the average imported water supply the City of Los Angeles from
the LAA was approximately 450,000 acre-ftlyr, with a maximum supply of over 500,000 acre-
ftlyr occuring in 1983 and 1984. Export volumes from the LAA have been the subject of
litigation which will ultimately have the effect of reducing the available supply from the LAA.
The groundwater management agreement for Owens Valley and the recent Mono Basin
judgment regarding diversion from streams feeding Mono Lake are expected to decrease the
average yield of the LAA to about 380,000 acre-füyr. The nature of these limitations will result
in more significant supply variations between wet and dry years. Based on the Draft EIR for the
Inyo County/City Agreement (1990), wet year yield (i.e. repeat of 1978,80,82,83 or 86
hydrologic conditions) from the LAA may be as much as 500,000 acre-tt, or 157 percent of
average yield. Dry year yield (repeatof 1972,76, or 77 conditions) may be as low as 125,000
acre-ft, or 54 percent of average yield.

Water Conservation

Water conservation has become a significant resource in Southern California. Water
conservation includes a variety of measures to reduce water demands and use water more
efficiently. Metropolitan has estimated that savings of 220,000 acre-fUyr were achieved between
the years 1980-1990. Most of this conservation is due to plumbing code changes occurring in
1980 and customers becoming more efficient due to water rate increases in the 1980s. This
amount is about 5 percent of 1990 demand. Metropolitan projects total water conservation of
820,000 acre-flyr by the year 2010, doubling the amount projected for 1995.

Summary

Local water resources represent about one half of the total water supply for Southern California.
Table 2 summarizes the projected local supplies for the region based on data developed by the
member_agencies as part of the Situation Assessment in 1993. The total local supplies are
p_rojected to increase from2.1 million acre-fUyr in 1995 to about 2.7 million acre-füyi by 2010.
Water conservation projections are based on Metropolitan data. Local water resourðes and
conservation combine to provide the equivalent of 2.5 million acre-ftJyr in 1995 to 3.5 million
acre-ft/yr in 2010.
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TABLE 2

SUMMARY OF LOCAL WATER RESOURCES

Note: Supplies rounded to nearest 10.000 acre-ft/yr.
Reference: Montgomery Watson, Situation Assessment for the Southern California Strategic Resources

Assessment, 1993.

TECHNICAL ISSUES

The issues papers prepared as part of the Strategic Assessment identified a number of technical
issues. Some of these technical issues apply to essentially all local resource options. Other
issues relate primarily to a specific resource. For example, water quality management is a
common issue to not only many local resource options but also imported water options.
However, basin storage constraints apply only to groundwater storage and conjunctive use. This
chapter summarizes the key technical issues affecting local resource development and
summarizes the strategies identified to address these issues. A more detailed discussion of these
issues is presented in the appendices to this report.

Water Quality Management

An important concern for water managers is water quality. The expansion of drinking water
regulations has led to increased emphasis on the quality of water supplies, An issue raised by
sevelal agencies is the need for an integrated water quality management approach in Southern
California. The reason for this need is the interrelationship between imp-orted water quality,
groundwater supply quality and wastewater quality. Increases in the total dissolved solids (TDS)
of imported supplies used for groundwater replenishment will increase the TDS of groundwater
supplies. Similarly, increased water supply TDS increases the TDS of wastewater that may be
subsequently reused.
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Source

Average Annual Yield (acre-fUyr)

r995 2000 2010

Surface Water

Groundwater (native yield)

Groundwater (imported replenishment)

Reclaimed Water

Seawater Desalination

Los Angeles Aqueduct

110,000

1,340,000

280,000

0

380,000

110,000

1,400,000

480,000

10,000

380,000

110,000

1,540,000

650,000

20,000

380,000

Total Local Supplies

Water Conservation

2,110,000

430,000

2,380,000

560,000

2,700,000

820,000

Total Local Supply and Conservation 2,540,000 2,940,000 3,520,000
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In many portions of Southern California, water supplies are used successively. In many areas,
water supplies are used for municipal and industrial purposes, the wastewater is treated and then
is discharged to inland surface waters. These surface waters are recovered downstream for
groundwater replenishment, subsequent extraction and use. A third use may be made if
wastewater treated at coastal plants is reused. Each successive use of water adds salt. If the
initial source water quality has a high salt content, the opportunities for subsequent reuse can be
adversely impacted. To preserve these opportunities, the regional boa¡ds have established water
quality objectives for receiving waters that serve as the basis for waste discharge permits. In
many inland basins, these objectives are based on the presumption that State Water Project water
is the primary source of imported water. Some basin plans even discourage the use of Colorado
River water due to its higher TDS to protect wastewater quality for subsequent.

The delivery of State V/ater Project water to Southern California in the early 1970s dramatically
increased reuse opportunities through the delivery of low TDS water. However, as a result of the
recent drought and operating limitations on the SWP, the TDS of SWP supplies has increased.
This has led to discharge permit violations in instances where SWP water is a significant portion
of the supply.

Many groundwater basins in Southern California have degraded supplies due to previous
agricultural and industrial practices. Proposals to increase the conjunctive use of groundwater
and imported water could adversely affect groundwater quality in these degraded basins.
Operation of groundwater basins for conjunctive use place additional hydrologic stresses due to
the higher recharge in wet periods and extraction in dry periods. These stresses may cause
increased gradients that could affect the movement of contaminated groundwater plumes.
Sustained extraction during prolonged dry periods could result in degraded water quality as
plumes are drawn to extraction wells and require treatment to meet drinking water regulations.

The increased regulation of drinking water quality coupled with the need to improve supply
reliability has led water managers to consider groundwater treatment and desalination as an
alternative to the use of imported water. Since these processes can be more costly than the
purchase of imported water, water managers have important questions to consider including;

. Should they invest limited capital funds in expensive treatment facilities or should
they continue to rely on imported supplies that are becoming less reliable and
have declining quality?

' What is the impact of increased reliance on Colorado River water on water
quality?

. Is it appropriate to delivery better quality imported sources to coastal regions and
serve Colorado River water in inland regions where discharge limits are more
stringent?

Based on these issues, it is important that water quality be a key consideration in future water
supply planning. Some agencies have suggested that Metropolitan reconsider its current methods
for delivering imported water to emphasize SV/P deliveries to inland regions. This approach
could reduce the future dependence on more expensive groundwater desalination processes. It is
recommended that a more detailed assessment of water quality impacts be performed in Southem
California.

Resource Yield Constraints

There are a variety of constraints that affect member agencies' abilities to increase local resource
development. These constraints vary with the particular local resource. Table 3 lists some of the
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These constraints are discussed in the following

Limitations Affecting Storage. A number of limitations affect the ability to store and recover
water in Southern California. These limitations include: storage criteria, supply availability,
inflow and outflow limitations, distribution system limitations, avãilable storagè èaþacity, loss óf
stored water, water quality impacts. These constraints are discussed in detail iñ Appendix B.

These limitations are highly interrelated. Sufficient supplies are needed in periods of surplus to
pplies are available, there must be enough
s includes not only for spreading ground
he distribution system capacity to convey

lieu reprenishmenr-substitution or an arrern",i".pT:;lårt:iJ:::?å: ;lå"iffi'î:i:"iH::tJ"i:;
that is then left in storage. However, in-lieu replenishment requlres redundant imported and
local facilities. Imported water treatment and distribution capacity may effectively limit in-lieu
potential.

TABLE 3

SUMMARY OF RESOURCE CONSTRAINTS

Local Resource Constraint

Surface and Groundwater Storage Supply Availability

Inflow and Outflow Limitations

Distribution System Limitations

Available Storage Capacity

Loss of Stored Water

Water Quality Impacts

Seawater Desalination Interfacing with Power plants

Distribution Limitations

Brine Discharge

Plant Siting

G¡oundwater Treatment Plant Siting

Residuals Disposal Capacity

Water Reuse Seasonal Storage

New Uses for Reclaimed Water

Quantification of Water Savings

Identifying Existing Conservation Levels

Water Conservation
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Outflow capacity needs to be adequate to remove water from storage during periods of need.
However, physical outflow capacity must exist to remove the water from storage. In many
groundwater basins, the existing production capacity is reserved for local system peaking.
Additional capacity is available for conjunctive use in most basins; however, new extraction
capacity rnay be needed to maxirnize conjunctive use potential. Some wells are affected by poor
water quality and are out of service. Construction of groundwater treatment facilities could
overcome some of these limitations.

Limitations Affecting Seawater Desalination. Implementation of seawater desalination
presents some unique technical challenges. The technical considerations relating to seawater
desalination include desalination process selection, pre-treatment considerations, methods of
brine disposal and interfacing with electric power plants.

The technology for seawater desalination typically involves either distillation processes or
membrane processes. The selection of the most appropriate technology is a function of many
considerations. In general, the larger capacity desalination facilities utilize distillation processes
while the smaller facilities use membrane processes. However, site limitations and other
considerations also impact the selected process. New processes have been proposed that could
reduce costs. Brine or concentrated seawater produced by a desalination process must be
disposed of in an environmentally acceptable manner. For seawater desalination, options
available include direct discharge through an outfall, combined discharge with municipal
wastewater, and combined discharge with power plant cooling water.

Because of the proximity to the coast of many power plants in Southern California, there has
been considerable discussion regarding combining desalination facilities with power plant
operations. Such dual purpose plants have been successfully built and operated in other areas of
the world where desalination is a major component of the region's water supply. Repowering of
existing power plants provide the greatest opportunity for water agencies to co-locate and
combine desalination with power plant operations. Water agencies and power utilities should
work closely together to create mutually beneficial opportunities to meet the power and water
needs of their customers.

Lirnitations Affecting Groundwater Treatment. The principal constraints affecting
groundwater treatment þrojects relate to appropriate treatmenì techìology, plant siting, anã
disposal of residuals. Groundwater supplies may require treatment to meet current or
anticipated water quality regulations. Although treatment technologies exist for each
contaminant, there will be added costs to construct and operate treatment systems.

Since groundwater is usually produced by a large number of small capacity facilities, well sites
are typically scattered, use small amounts of land, and are located in residential, commercial, or
industrial areas. Although there is no systematic inventory of space at well sites, most of them
are expected to be too small to accommodate treatment equipment. In some cases where wells
are already manifolded and pumped to a central facility, treatment at a central location may be
more feasible than at individual well sites. Where wells are not manifolded, construction of new
centralized treatment could require substantial pipeline construction as well.

Most of the treatment technologies produce residuals, which creates an issue of disposal. The
recent trend toward groundwater desalination has increased demand for brine disposal lines.
Although there are some regional brine lines, such as the Santa Ana Regional Interceþtor (SARI)
line from the Inland Empire to the ocean, remaining capacity is limited. Additional regional
brine disposal facilities would be necessary as a means of brine disposal, since other methods are
typically more expensive. The timing of construction of new brine disposal facilities is
important so that flows approach design capacity relatively quickly to ensure capital recovery.

- 10-
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Aeration to remove volatile organic compounds (VOCs) or radon produces an off-gas. Because
of the local air quality conditions, it is difficult to obtain an operating permit from the air quality
management district without off-gas treatment, usually by granular activated carbon (GAC). The
GAC is then contaminated, and has its own set of disposal issues. Groundwater treated by
enhanced coagulation for disinfection by-products (DBPs) or arsenic control will have more
solids resulting from high coagulant dose; again, residuals management to a sewer or landfill
must be considered.

Limitations Affecting Water Reuse. The principal technical constraints affecting water reuse
projects are the need for seasonal storage and application of new technologies. Landscape
irrigation demaud experiences trernendous seasonal variations due to Southern California's
predominant "winter only" rainfall pattern. These annual variations in landscape irrigation
demand point to the need for seasonal storage if reclaimed water use is to reach its full potential.
However, developing seasonal storage reservoirs of adequate capacity to meet reclaimed water
development potential in the Southern California area is fraught with both cost and
environmental constraints. While groundwater recharge options may provide the most cost-
effective opportunities to store reclaimed water, basin adjudications, competing potable
development, water quality limitations, capacity limitations, and the fact that many areas in the
Metropolitan service area lack groundwater resources limits the groundwater storage
development option. Surface storage opportunities are similarly constrained.

Existing reclaimed water technology has focused on non-potable uses such as landscape
irrigation and industrial uses. Although groundwater replenishment with reclaimed water has
been successful, regulatory agencies have been slow to approve new projects. However,
proposals have recently been developed to use reclaimed water for potable surface reservoir
replenishment. This represents the cutting edge of reclaimed water technology. Levels of
treatment are high to provide public health protection. If testing is successful, this could pave the
way fbr signifìcant increases in the amount of reclaimed water use.

Limitations Affecting Water Conservation. The concept of conservation being considered as a
demand reduction tool is rapidly changing to a vital supply component not only in Southern
California but throughout most of the state. With the increased regularity of water shortages,
most agencies are taking hard looks at their total water picture in terms of long-range water
planning. With many conservation programs now being implemented and hard data on water
savings becoming available, it makes sense to categorize these savings as dependable sources of
supply.

An important aspect of any water conservation program is its water savings effectiveness. In
developing new conservation programs a comprehensive method of evaluating the water savings
and program effectiveness (i.e., market penetration, ancillary administrative costs, etc.) should be
incorporated into its design, thus making it an integral part of the program. Without this
evaluation, cost effectiveness calculations cannot be made. These calculations are needed to
support the investment of time and dollars in programs.

INSTITUTIONAL AND REGULATORY ISSUES

Institutional and regulatory issues affecting the development of additional local water resources
were identified in the issues papers. These issues include regulatory constraints, permitting
considerations, institutional authority and legal constraints. These issue areas are summarized iñ
the following paragraphs.
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Regulatory

Many issues affecting the development of additional local water resources are driven by the
regulatory processes. Specific issues identified in the issues papers include basin plan objectives,
best management practices and the Bay-Delta hearings, drinking water regulations, and other
issues.

Basin Plan Objectives. With increasing conjunctive use of groundwater basins, there have been
issues related to Regional Boards' basin plan objectives for water quality. These water quality
objectives are based on the prevailing water quality and beneficial uses. For example, recharging
Colorado River water increases groundwater TDS,

As discussed in the desalination issues paper, the basin plans have generally adopted more
stringent water quality objectives in inland areas to allow for the successive use of water and to
protect the quality of downstream supplies. These plans have placed more emphasis on
desalination and other treatment technologies to meet water quality objectives and to maintain
the salt balance in the groundwater basins.

Development of additional local water resources must consider the effects of multiple uses of
water on receiving water quality. In some cases, basin plans may need to be amended to provide
the flexibility needed to accommodate additional reuse. In others, the preservation of
downstream quality will necessitate additional treatment.

Best Management Practices and the Bay-Delta Hearings. Prior to 1991, there was substantial
differences of opinion regarding the role of water conservation in water supply planning.
Environmental groups tended to cite significant levels of potential conservation while water
agencies stressed the difficulties in documenting savings. To avoid the adoption of
unrealistically high estimates of conservation in Bay-Delta hearings, urban water agencies
developed the Memorandum of Understanding Regarding Urban Water Conservation in
California (MOU). The MOU defines Best Management Practices (BMPs) for water
conservation that are achievable, technically and economically feasible, and environmentally and
socially acceptable. When the BMP concept was finalized in 1991, it began the aggressive
implementation of water conservation programs by its signatories. While the BMP process
provides implementation flexibility, the signatory agencies have set agendas on which measures
are to be started, what is required for each BMP, and timetables for completion. The adoption of
the MOU essentially removed the issue of water conservation from the Bay-Delta hearings. D-
1630, while cunentiy not being actively processed, indicates a strong interest by the State-Water
Resources Control Board to aggressively implement water conservation programs throughout the
state.

Drinking Water Regulations. The U. S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is
establishing new drinking water standarcls and monitoring frameworks for many additional
contaminants pursuant to the federal Safe Drinking Water Act Amendments. California has
adopted even more stringent standards for a number of inorganic chemicals (IOCs), VOCs and
synthetic organic chemicals (SOCs). Also, California is proposing Recommended Public Health
Goals (RPHGs) in drinking water for all regulated contaminants. Under these new rules, several
of the most common contaminants found in Southern California groundwater basins would be
regulated_at levels below the existing maximum contaminant levels (MCLs). Failure to comply
with RPHGs would require public water systems to prepare Water Quality Improvement Plãns
and could ultimately result in mandated treatment of groundwater sources even-if MCLs are not
exceeded.

J
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Permitting

The combination of the National Environmental Protection Act, the Endangered Species Act, the
Corps of Engineers 404 permitting process and the California Environmental Quality Act has
greatly constrained and increased the cost of construction of new water storage facilities and the
efficient operation of existing facilities. The establishment of multi-agency regional
environmental mitigation banking pro$ams might facilitate further water facility development.

The environmental and regulatory permitting process is sometimes contradictory, and is always
somewhat confusing and costly. Many water storage projects are delayed or fail due to
permitting requirements. Streamlining of the process by coordination, regional permits and
defined exemptions would accelerate implementation of new water storage projects.

Institutional and Legal

There are a number of institutional and legal issues that affect the ability to increase the
utilization of local water resources. These issues include control of stored water, facilities
ownership and operation, groundwater judgment limitations and live stream discharge
requirements. These issues are summarized below.

Control over Stored Water. There has been substantial discussions regarding the approach for
regional coordination of groundwater storage operations. Groundwater producers view their
basins as a form of property and strongly resent any attempts for outside control of these basins.
In fact, the trend in recent judgments and modifications to existing judgments have involved
increased "basin" control through the use of management boards acting as basin watermasters.

There is a concern that increased water management powers for Metropolitan would require
regional growth management which is cunently controlled on the local level. Potential problems
with adjudicated rights could also develop. Many member agencies do not want Metropolitan to
act as a "water czar" with direct control over the allocation of all water supplies. In fact,
Metropolitan exercised a significant amount of control over water use during the drought through
the IICP. This control was accomplished through economic incentives and disincentives. At this
time, economic incentives and contracts appear to be the preferable way to achieve maximum
use of surface and groundwater storage.

It was concluded at the Strategic Planning Assembly in January 1994 that Metropolitan's powers
should not be enhanced legislatively. Instead, Metropolitan should concentrate on improving
regional cooperation and coordination.

Facilities Ownership and Operation. An additional area of institutional concern involves the
ownership and operation of facilities. Currently, groundwater recharge and production facilities
are owned by local water agencies. When water is stored in a basin by outside agencies, a
potential for conflicting use of facilities can develop. In the case of recharge faciliiies, most
spreading basins are operated to recover as much local water as is practical. This recharge
occurs primarily in the winter and spring months. Imported water is also normally available
during these same periods. To maximize recharge of local water, it is important that local water
have a higher priority for recharge than imported water. However, opportunities to store
imported water may be lost if these conflicts occur. Increased use of in-lieu recharge can
minimize these conflicts.

Similar conflicts can occur with the extraction of stored water. Many agencies are maximizing
their groundwater extraction during the summer months to take advántage of the Seasonal
Storage Program. However, Metropolitan also may want to extract stored water during these
same periods when imported water supplies are low. This creates a conflict for thè same
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extraction facilities. Construction of additional groundwater production facilities appears to be a
viable approach. The ownership of these facilities and the operations then becomes an important
factor so that conflicts in basin operating objectives do not occur.

Judgment Limitations. The operation of groundwater basins are generally controlled on the
local level. However, Metropolitan's Seasonal Storage program has significantly changed the
pumping patterns in most groundwater basins. Many groundwater basins in Southern California
are governed by water rights adjudications which set specific limits on the amount of water that
can be extracted and stored by the parties to the judgments. These judgments are typically
administered by a watermaster who, in turn, is responsible to the courts. Other basins, such as
the Orange County Basin, are rìot adjudicated bul. rather are managed by a groundwater
management agency (Orange County Water District in this case). No regional agency exists with
the authority to require local agencies to take certain actions relative to groundwater storage.
Table 8-6 summarizes the storage and overdraft provisions in eight of the groundwater basins in
the Metropolitan service area. Of these basins, six are adjudicated, all of which have some form
of storage provisions. Generally, the most recent judgments have the most flexible storage
arrangements.

Live Stream Discharge. The economic viability and therefore the fate of many water
reclamation projects is often tied to the use of natural watercourses for the conveyance and
downstream reuse of reclaimed water. Discharging reclaimed water into a watercourse providcs
an economical means of transporting water to a downstream use, and a method for managing
su¡plus reclaimed water available during wet weather when supply exceeds the market demand.

The federal Clean Water Act, which provides the legal basis for both state and federal regulations
governing the chemical cha¡acter of reclaimed water discharges, presumes that all waters of the
United States have, or could potentially have, "fishable-swimmable" uses. Unlike streams of the
Northwest and Eastern U.S., many streams in a large portion of southwestern U.S., including
Southern California, are not suitable for the development of aquatic life due to the climate and
intermittent flows. In fact, due to less restrictive regulation in the past, today several existing
watercourses in arid or semi-arid climates that receive significant amounts of reclaimed water are
supporting a limited aquatic habitat and other beneficial uses which would not otherwise exist
without the discharge of reclaimed water.

Although reclaimed water can be treated to levels that would not represent a threat to human
health, the same water may not be suitable for the survival of more sensitive aquatic species.
Treatment technologies that are available to achieve a level of treatment required by these more
sensitive species, including reverse osmosis, are cost-prohibitive.

ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL ISSUES

Until the early 1980s, Metropolitan's role in water resources was limited to that of a
supplemental supplier of imported water. Except for offering discounted service for groundwater
replenishment deliveries beginning in 1955, Metropolitan had little involvement in local water
resources management. However, with the defeat of the Peripheral Canal in 1982, Metropolitan
began to examine other water resource management alternatives. As a result of the 1982 Orange
and Los Angeles County Water Reuse Study, Metropolitan initiated the Local Projects Program
to financially assist recycled water projects in Southern California. Metropolitan actively began
to re-examine its water resource strategies in the late 1980s. This section discusses the economic
and financial issues affecting local resource development. Other issues include incentives and
equity.
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Resource Economlcs Issues

One of the major factors affecting decisions to implement new local resources is the cost
difference between imported water supplies and new local supplies. From the perspective of
local water agencies, a new local water supply project is economically viable if the cost of
implementation is less that the cost of purchasing imported water. Since many new reclamation
and groundwater treatment projects are more expensive than imported water purchases, the local
agencies may not implement these projects on strictly economic considerations. Supply
reliability and local control also affect implementation viability. Table 4 shows the typical range
of costs for various local water resources.

TABLE 4

COMPARISON OF RESOURCE COSTS

Water Source
Resource Cost Range

($/acre-ft)

Groundwater Production

Water Conservation

V/ater Reclamation

Treated Non-Intemrptible Water (Cunent)

Brackish Groundwater Desalination

Seawater Desalination (recent bids)

50-150

250-600

300-1,500

412

500-1,500

1,400-2,800

Metropolitan's new financial structure changes the allocation of some of the costs of imported
water and, hence, may affect decisions to implement new local resources. A portion of the
capital costs of new facilities to meet the reliability and water quality needs of existing users will
be recovered from a new "readiness-to-serve" charge. That portion of the capital cost of new
facilities to meet new demands on Metropolitan will be recovered through a "new demand"
charge. The new demand charge is projected initially to be $1,O00/acre-ft of new demand
payable over a l5 year period. The readiness-to-serve and new demand charges will generate
additional fixed revenue for capital recovery. Implementing these new fixed charges will have
the effect of reducing the water rate compared to what it would have been without the fixed
charges. Although a reduced imported water rate could be an economic disincentive to new local
water resource development, the new demand charge would represent an economic incentive to
areas where growth is occurring.

Local water supply projects provide benefits to areas outside the service area of the project.
These regional benefits include reduced demand for imported water, drought protection, reduced
peaking on the imported water system and emergency supplies. These benefits can be translated
into reduced regional costs for imported water to all water agencies. Metropolitan's IRP is
evaluating the effect of local resource development on the cost of imported water supplies in
terms of both resources and distribution.

l
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Financial Issues

A key question in considering project financing is "Who pays?" Most local projects are funded
at the local lçvel using local bonding capacity. This approach is appropriate when a project
strictly provides local benefits. Sources of funding have included local financed bonds, State
low interest loans and in some cases, Federal grants and loans. The Bureau of Reclamation's
small projects loan program has funded over $250 million of local reclaimed/groundwater related
projects in Southern California in the last five years. However, when a project provides both
local and regional benefits, it can be argued that both local and regional financing should be
utilized. Metropolitan has recognized the regional benefits of local resources development
through its various water management programs. These progr¿rms provide economic incentives
to participating member agencies who develop new local resources.

Local agencies have not been satished with some sources of funding. An example is the State
Revolving Fund (SRF) low-interest loans for groundwater and reclaimed water projects. The
primary purpose of the SRF loan program is to assist in the financing of publicly owned
treatment works necessary to protect and promote the health, safety, and welfare of the
inhabitants of the State. In addition to pollution protection, water reclamation projects are
eligible for SRF funding. However, any reclamation project funded through the SRF must meet
both SRF and Water Reclamation Loan Program funding requirements. The added burden of the
Water Reclamation Loan Program funding requirements puts water reclamation projects at a
disadvantage when competing with pollution control projects.

Some local resources programs have significant impacts on a local agencies cash flow. For
example, water conservation programs have always been a 'double edged sword' because when
done effectively they reduce revenue and raise expenses. In general, these changes in revenues
and expenses will occur gradually over time enabling the impacts to be factored in future rate
increases. Even though the effects on revenue are somewhat inflexible, agencies are looking for
creative ways to f,rnance conservation programs to minimize the impacts on water rates.

Incentives

Incentives are economic signals designed to achieve a result by making a desired action less
expensive than an undesirable action. Currently, Metropolitan uses both incentives and
disincentives to encourage development of additional local water resources. A typical incentive
program would be the Local Projects Program (LPP) while a disincentive program would be the
penalties for excessive water use in the Incremental Interruption and Conservation Program
(rrcP).

History of Metropolitan's Incentive Programs. Programs to encourage increased water
resources management have taken many forms over the years. These programs have generally
been structured to encourage the development of a particular local resource such as groundwater
storage or reclaimed water. Table 5 presents a brief summary of these programs.

Many of these programs provide financial benefits to participants based on performance.
Metropolitan only pays if the project proponent actually produces the water. All risk is assigned
to the local project developer. These programs generally have minimal up-front costs to
Metropolitan and thus avoid using Metropolitan's capital debt limit.

Adequacy and Term of Incentives. An issue raised in all of the issues papers is the adequacy
and term of the existing incentives. Some agencies argue that the incentives do not consider all
of the avoided costs associated with imported water. These avoided costs include not only
energy and treatment costs but also avoided or down-sized capital investments in the
Metropolitan distribution system, and the avoided costs of obtaining additional imported water
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such as watcr transfcrs. Agcncics that proposc ncw local supplies believe the incentives should
be based on the marginal cost of the new supplies.

TABLE 5

METROPOLITAN'S IIISTORICAL INCENTTVE PROGRAMS

A second concern with the existing incentives is the lack of assurance that the programs will
continue for a sufficient period to recover investments in new capital facilities. This is not a
significant concern for the LPP and GRP programs due to their contract provisions but it is for
the seasonal storage rates. Metropolitan has indicated its commitment to the program but
recognizes that the current Board of Directors cannot tie the hands of future Boards to make new
policies. Development of a separate program to provide guaranteed incentives for new capital
investment may be a reasonable approach.

Resource Program Period

Conjunctive Use

Reclaimed Water

Groundwater replenishment rates - discounted
water rates for groundwater recharge

Intemrptible water rates - discounted water rates
for direct and inlieu groundwater and reservoir
storage and agricultural service

Seasonal Storage Service - discounted water rates
for direct and in-lieu groundwater and reservoir
storage and peak reduction

Cooperative studies - technical and financial
assistance for evaluating groundwater
development

Demonstration Storage Program - one-time
program for long-term water storage

Cyclic Storage Program - pre-delivery of
replenishment water

Cooperative Storage Program - program for long-
terrn

Drought Storage Agreements

1955,1958-1981

1981-1991

1988-Present

t993

1978-Present

1994-Present

199 l-Present

Local Projects Program - capital contribution
toward construction, repayment at defined rate

Local Projects Program - incentive payment for
new reclaimed water yield

1982-Present

Water Conservation Conservation Credits Program

Technical assistance

1988-Present

Groundwater Treatment Groundwater Recovery Program I 99 l-Present
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Another concern regarding incentive adequacy is that the incentive tends to be fixed over a
period of time. For example, the current LPP incentive of $154/acre-ft was established in 1990
subject to periodic review every three to five years. There is no direct provision for adjustment
due to inflation. Inflation at a rate of 4 percenüyear would justify an increase in the incentive to
about $ I 8O/acre-ft today.

A final concern involves the linkage between incentive programs and other water management
activities such as the Drought Management Plan (DMP). In the recent drought, Metropolitan
adopted the Incremental Intemrption and Conservation Program (IICP) to provide an economic
disincentive for excessive use of imported water. During the drought, some agencies contended
that the IICP did not sufficiently encourage agencies with access to groundwater storage to
utilize their stored water. The IICP is being replaced by a new DMP for 1995 that will address
some of the concerns with the old IICP. A long-term DMP will be developed in the future. The
main consideration for the DMP is that it work with the other incentive programs to encourage
the development of new resources or storage and not develop barriers to efficient water usage.

Equity

The equity of providing incentives for local water supply projects is a significant issues to many
member agencies. Equity involves the perception that each agency is treated fairly with regard to
pricing, availability of incentives, and benefits. Agencies that do not participate in an incentive
program question whether the program really generates benefits commensurate with the program
costs. Several questions must be addressed in considering whether incentive programs are
equitable:

. Do local resources projects provide water supply benefits to "non-participating"
agencies and districts?

. Are the regional costs of providing incentives defined in terms of the regional
benefits?

Are potential controls on local water too restrictive to permit effective and
efficient multi-pu¡pose water resources management by Member Agencies?

Who should assume the risk of implementing a local water resources project?

RECOMMENDED STRATEGIES

The issues papers developed as part of the Strategic Assessment pointed out a number of issues
that affect the ability to implement additional local water resources. These issues include
technical issues, institutional and legal issues, and economic and financial issues. This section
presents a set of strategies that are recommended to assist in developing additional local water
resources.

General Strategies

Several general strategies for increasing the development of local water resources are proposed:

' Evaluate existing Metropolitan programs as part of the IRP process to determine
whether these incentive programs are sufficient to encourage additional local
water resource development. This evaluation is on-going.

a

a
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. As part of thc IRP prucess, Metropolilzur should evaluaLe regional reclairrrecl water
projects and support the Bureau of Reclamation's Southern California regional
recycling study.

. Metropolitan should expand its regional leadership role in encouraging wise local
water resources management activities by consolidating its member agency
technical assistance programs in one division (conservation credits, local projects,
groundwater programs, desalination, drinking water quality issues with retail
agencies).

. Metropolitan should convene a member agency task force to evaluate what
worked and did not work during the 1990-92 drought.

. Resource planning decisions should be made on the basis of least cost planning
principles to the extent practical.

. Metropolitan should evaluate the water quality impacts of the water supply plans
developed in the IRP on water reclamation potential and ability to meet waste
discharge requirements.

. As part of its Integrated Resources Plan, Metropolitan should evaluate the effect
of proposed water supply plans on the delivered water quality and the ability of
member agencies, subagencies and wastewater management agencies to meet
waste discharge requirements.

Resource-Specific Strate gies

The issues papers identified a number of strategies that are specific to particular local resources.
These strategies are summarized by resource.

Water Conservation. The strategies related to water conservation focus on the need for better
coordination, technical assistance and financial incentives include the following:

. Metropolitan should assist member agencies in allocating the new forecasts to
member agency service areas and encourage a common forecasting methodology.
Use of MWD-MAIN by member agencies could be considered, or the model
could provide unit water use factors; i.e., gallons per person per day, appropriate
for each member agency service area.

. Replenishment should not be added into regional demand figures since it makes
comparison of demand projections more difficult.

. Better coordination of water conservation planning is needed. Metropolitan
should provide guidance to member agencies and sub-agencies on how to
calculate projected water savings.

' Adequate resources, in terms of money and staff, should be provided to
implement the hundreds of individual conservation projects needed to meet
conservation goals. Metropolitan should consider allocating additional financial
resources to assure the conservation staffing level necessary to meet the currently
planned objectives for demand management.

o I regional accounting system should be developed to keep track of water savings
and associated costs. Metropolitan and its member agencies should utilize a least
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1. Develop financial incentives based on avoided costs.

2. Develop creative payback programs instead of rebates.

3. Fund demand side management programs from rate payers.

4. Provide funding based on available funds.

5. Participate in the Financial Authority for Resource Efficiency of
California (FARE Cal).

6. Capitalize conservation investments.

7. Use private or third party financing.

8. Form partnerships with other utilities.

9. Develop innovative retail rate structures.

Water Reclamation. Strategies for addressing issues associated with developing increased
water reclamation include the following:

Metropolitan and its member agencies should establish a cooperative working
relationship with the California Department of Health Services (CDHS) and each
of the six County Health Departments in its service area, focusing on water
reclamation activities to:

o

a
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cost planning strategy that continually compares investment in conservation to
other ways to reduce demand or increase water supply.

Metropolitan should continue the Conservation Credits Program to sustain the
aggressive implementation schedules required by the BMP MOU. Options to
consider are:

Develop communications and a joint evaluation process for facilitating the
regulatory approval of water reclamation projects

Support CDHS's efforts to amend TiTle 22 to expand the uses of reclaimed
water which maximizes beneficial uses while continuing to protect public
health

Coordinate information exchange among regulatory and reclamation
agencies leading to development of consistent, realistic and safe guidelines
and information on the use of reclaimed water

4. Meet with the public health officials as often as necessary to review or
resolve strategies and issues related to reclaimed water

Metropolitan and its member agencies should participate and support such
organizations as WESTCAS ('Western Coalition of Arid States) to maximize the
use of reclaimed water. This should include support for amendments to the Clean
Water Act needed to facilitate the use of reclaimed water in arid and semi-arid
regions and to recognize that not all water bodies can be "restored" to the point
where they can fully support a wide range of aquatic life.

1

2

5

I

o
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Metropolitan should submit comments on future drafts of the Inland Surface
Water Plan (ISWP), as well as meet directly with USEPA and State Water
Resource Control Board (SWRCB) representatives to stress the importance of an
ISWP that supports reuse to the extent environmentally possible.

Metropolitan should support agencies in their effort to address seasonal storage of
reclaimed water by tailoring its Local Projects Program (LPP) to provide financial
support for regional storage facilities that would enable several agencies, each
with their own reuse program, and support agencies in developing seasonal
storage projects by providing technical guidance and leadership.

Metropolitan should reevaluate the value of the LPP contribution based on the
total avoided costs of additional imported water supplies and other associated
regional benef,rts. The LPP should recognize the current changes being proposed
in Metropolitan's ¡ate structure.

Metropolitan and its member agencies should encourage the following
modifications to the State Revolving Fund (SRF):

t

a

o

1 Set aside a specific amount of SRF funds for water reclamation
consistent with the State Legislature's water reclamation policy

proJ
(w

ects
ater

Recycling Act of 1991) to develop 700,000 acre-füyr of reclamation by
2000 and 1,000,000 acre-fUyr by 2010.

2. Remove any unnecessary requirements from the water reclamation loan
criteria (i.e., letters of intent should not be required where mandatory use
ordinances are in place and eligibility criteria shoulcl be based on
projections similar to pollution control projects.)

Groundwater Treatment. A number of issues have been raised relative to groundwater quality
and treatment. Potential strategies to resolve these issues are presented below:

. Metropolitan and its member agencies should continue their proactive role in
commenting on the development of new drinking water regulations including the
cost impacts of these regulations.

. Metropolitan and its member agencies should continue with its efforts to evaluate
the impact of the new regulations on groundwater production in its service area.

. Metropolitan should provide technical assistance to its member agencies in
assessing the cost of new grounclwater treatment projects and in the use of the
most appropriate treatment technologies.

' Metropolitan should work with its member agencies to identify potential
groundwater treatment projects that have both local and regional benefits.

' Metropolitan and its member agencies should jointly evaluate the need for new or
enlarged brine disposal facilities to handle the anticipated waste loads from new
inland groundwater treatment facilities.

' Metropolitan should proceed with its plans to re-evaluate all of its incentive
programs and propose modifications as appropriate to encourage the treatment
and use ofdegraded groundwater.
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Ground and Surface Water Storage. Strategies tbr ground and surface water storage should
address technical, institutional, financial and environmental concerns as follows:

' The Association of Groundwater Agencies and Metropolitan should continue to
identify and quantify alternative storage opportunities in Southern California,
assess the cost and feasibility of alternatives, and develop implementation
programs.

' Member agencies and subagencies should develop sufficient local water supply
system redundancy_ to provide maximum in-lieu replenishment in wet period and
maxlmum groundwater pumping in dry periods. Local water agency
interconnections should be provided to expand potentials for joint use of storage
facilities. Adequate emergency storage should be provided consistent with
Metropolitan' s recommendations.

' Metropolitan should develop a strategy of increased investment in hydrologic
forecasting coupled with close coordination between Metropolitan and local water
storage agencies.

' Metropolitan and its member agencies should consider clevelopment of a regional
environmental mitigation bank to be used by local agencies proposing new water
storage facilities and foster greater cooperation among water agencies in joint
mitigation activities.

' Metropolitan should reevaluate the seasonal storage differential to ensure that an
appropriate incentive is provided to ensure adequate participation in the SSS
program. Provisions should be included tbr a higher incentive if capital
investment is made in new storage facilities.

' Metropolitan should consider alternative programs for capital investment by
Metropolitan in place of per acre-foot incentives including development of a
regional revolving loan fund to facilitate local storage development, a separate
rate program for long-term (carryover) storage or other mechanisms to guarantee
seasonal pricing for a specified period of time to pay for specified capital projects.

' Member agencies should commit to drafting from storage during periods of
imported water shortage in exchange for reduced water rates. This mãy best be
accomplished through an improved DMP.

' Metropolitan water storage programs must be suff,rciently flexible to enable them
to work within the constraints of individual Member Agencies, or within
groundwater basin operating parameters.

' Significant augmentation of groundwater storage in Southern California should be
undertaken while the Domenigoni Reservoir is being constructed. Stored waters
could later be extracted to offset supplies diverted to fill Domenigoni. Expanded
use could be made of Southern California groundwater basins provided:

l. Additional spreading and injection capacity is developed

2. Institutionally-derived operating criteria can be modified

3. Greater cooperation is exhibited by Member Agencies.
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Metropolitan, its member agencies and groundwater managers
potential modifications to existing groundwater rights judgme
flexibility for drought storage.

should identify
nts to improve

Seawater Desalination. Seawater desalination is a potential resource that has not been utilized
due to its high cost. Strategies to increase the utilization of seawater desalination include the
following:

The feasibility of seawater desalination should consider overall project costs in
conjunction with the total mix of local and imported water supplies. Any
proposed projects should provide not only water supply but also water quality
benefits to maximize cost-effectiveness.

a

a

o

o

a

a

If seawater desalination is determined to be a cost-effective and required part of
the regional water supply, Metropolitan should consider establishing an incentive
program for desalination based on avoided costs and regional benefits. A
thorough evaluation of the marginal cost of new imported water supplies would
need to be developed to justify the level of incentive.

Metropolitan should proceed with its development of a seawater demonstration
project from a public relations and a technical standpoint. From the public
relations aspect, a demonstration project would provide a showcase for educating
the public on how desalination works, provide confidence in desalination product
water safety, and indicate a commitment to securing a reliable water supply.
From a technical standpoint, a seawater desalination demonstration project should
address the presently undefined issues of environmental impacts, brine disposal,
other permitting requirements, develop the experience on how to intertace with
the repowering of a generation facility, test developmental desalination
technologies. and provide realistic design, construction, and operations and
maintenance costs.

Metropolitan should take a lead role in the evaluation of technologies for regional
desalination projects. Member agencies should develop small scale desalination
projects where economically j ustif,rable.

Metropolitan and its member agencies should maximize the use of the these
sources of outside funding where appropriate and promote state and federal
legislation to provide additional funding for desalination research and projects.

Metropolitan and its member agencies should develop a task force of interested
agencies that will work with the SWRCB, the RWQCBs, CDHS and other state
and federal agencies to develop realistic guidelines for brine disposal and to
review drinking water regulations relative to desalination processes.

Metropolitan and its member agencies should consider the impacts of delivered
water quality on groundwater basin salt balance and water reuse in developing
water resources plans under the IRP.

a
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APPENDIX A

\ryATER CONSERVATION AND DEMAND PROJECTIONS ISSUES PAPER

The amount of water needed to support future growth in Southern California is critical to
planning water management strategies. This paper reviews available water demand projections,
one prepared by Metropolitan and the other prepared from a member agency water needs survey,
published in the Task 3 report of this project. Expected water needs from both sources will be
compared and contrasted and reasons for differences explored. In addition the impact of other
factors that could change the projections, such as updated population forecasts by regional
planning agencies, drought c¿üryover and the recent economic downturn, are cited.

Water conservation is a resource option that can be used to meet future needs. As such the cost-
effectiveness as compared to other options is an important issue. The first, and perhaps most
important question, is how much water can be saved cost-effectively. Current estimates for the
amount of water that has already been saved by past efforts as well as the range in projected
savings from future efforts are given. Prior actions include plumbing code changes, price
changes and public education. New initiatives include the Best Management Practices. The
impact of the uncertain and ever changing regulatory climate on requirements for conservation
programs is described. Barriers to implementation, such as a lack of clear supportive data and
funding, are discussed and strategies to remove these barriers are suggested.

INTRODUCTION AND IDENTIFICATION OF ISSUES

Demand Projections

The development and ongoing refinement of accurate forecasts of future water use are probably
the most essential component in completing comprehensive water resource planning. They
create a critical foundation for making political and financial decisions regarding the feasibility,
implementation and timing of both'regional capital improvement projects and demand
management programs. Specifically, the overall results of the demandforecasts, combined with
the potential for local agency resource developntent, will ultimately direct the level of investment
Metropolitan will need 1o make in conservation and local supply projects that will determine the
demand for imported water. The Southern California Water Resources Strategic Assessment
cunently under preparation is a cooperative effort of Metropolitan and its member agencies to
identify the level of local resource development and imported supplies necessary to meet
demands and associated reliability objectives in the future.

For the study to be successful, an accurate forecasting data base for the entire service area which
is sensitive not only to population, but to trends in income, housing, employment, conservation
and pricing (such as the MWD-MAIN model) must be available for comparison to aggregated
forecasts provided by the member agencies. Forecasts from the MAIN model are critical in
providing a point of comparison to member agency data in two key areas: base forecast demands
derived from statistical information, and effective levels of demand reduction from existing and
future conservation.

The first area where member agency information must be verified against Metropolitan's
planning data is in the base forecasts. The MAIN model uses input data primarily from three
sources: U.S. Bureau of Census, local/regional/state agencies (e.g. San Diego Association of
Governments - SANDAG, Southern California Association of Governments - SCAG, local
planning agencies, etc.) and private economic and market data collection firms. To insure that
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the forecast base demand data provided by the member agencies are compatible with the MAIN
model "Base Vy'ater Use" output (exclusive of conservation), the processes used in their
development and key assumptions need to be reviewed. Identification and reconciliation of any
differences in statistical data will be an essential task in finalizing the Strategic Assessment.

The second critical area where verification of member agency data needs to occur is the expected
level of conservation. In Task 3 of the Strategic Assessment, member agencies were asked to
submit their forecast demands, local supply project yields, and expected level of conservation for
1990, 1995, 2000 and 2010. This data was then compiled to determine the total regional demand
for water from Metropolitan.

For the most part, conservation effectiveness has not been well studied by the member agencies,
and the values typically submitted for the Strategic Assessment appeared to be either educated
guesses, or were totally omitted from the agencies' submittals. In addition, many of the agencies
assumed that in 1990 there virtually was no conservation, when in fact most sources agree that
through substantial retail price increases in the eighties (averaging  OVo), and 1981 plumbing
code changes, there was a certain degree of conservation in place. This raises the question of
what is the "baseline" year for measuring conservation program effectiveness, and what current
and planned conservation programs are being assumed by member agencies.

The MAIN model provides three modes for analyzing and reporting forecast data, two of which
are sensitive to varying degrees of conservation. The model output segregates forecast demands
into "Base Water I-Ise", assuming no conservation; "Water Use With Conservation", assuming
retail pricing increases and effects of the 1981 plumbing code changes; and "Water Use With
BMPs", which incorporates the retail pricing increases and many of the BMPs contained in the
1991 "Memorandum of Understanding Regarding Urban Water Conservation in California".

With the output from the MAIN model categorized in tlús fashion, rnodeled data can be readily
compared to the expected levels of conservation reported by the member agencies. In addition,
the model allows for existing levels of conservation to be analyzed to determine what the
appropriate base demand year for measuring future conservation program effectiveness should
be. Another issue which impacts the level of existing conservation versus that expected in the
future is the amount of conservation in place which can be attributed to the public'i memory of
the drought. Given the extensive amount of public education and media attention devoted to the
recent drought, and in many cases mandatory rationing, a certain level of behavioral changes are
likely to have occurred. Whether these changes in water use patterns are indeed permanent, or if
they will be tempered to some degree by several years of abundant suppþ is somewhat
speculative.

Conservation Issues

Conservation as a Resource Option. The concept of conservation being considered as a
demand reduction tool is rapidly changing to a vitàl supply component noi only in Southern
California but tluoughout most of the state. With the incleased régularity of wâter shortages,
most agenc_!99 are taking hard looks at their total water picture in terms of long-range wáter
planning. With many conservation programs now being implemented and hard ãata ón water
savings becoming available, it makes sense to categorize thesè savings as dependable sources of
supply.

Long-Term Conservation versus Rationing. In past decades conservation meant preserving or
sustaining a resource during drought conditions. When rainfall and./or snowpack conditións
reduces supply þel_ow projected demands, emergency rationing progr¿rms can be-implemented to
mandate reduced demand to a desired level. Hor ever, becausèSouthern California continues to
grow in population and the water resources have become less reliable, conservation is now a long
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termwater supply component as well. The difference is that rationing is only a drought response
which ends when plentiful rainfall returns, while long term conservation implements meãsures
that reduce consumption over many years on a much more permanent basis, such as the
installation of ultra-low-flush toilets which save water indefinitely. Another important
distinction is that rationing often involves harsh measures that result in economic hardships and
inconveniences, whjle long-term measures lead to gradual changes in lifestyle that do not
necessarily result in hardships.

Identify Existing Levels. Since there have been many past conservation activities that have
resulted in water savings, any discussion of demand forecasting and future conservation efforts
must include an identihcation of the existing levels of conservation. This is especially true with
Southern California just concluding six years of drought which required multiple years of
rationing in some communities. Many of the progr¿rms implemented to reduce the effects of the
drought a¡e still producing considerable savings today, as well as a general increased awareness
of our environment by Southern California water users. Additionally, plumbing code changes in
the early 1980s have caused permanent demand reductions. Metropolitan estimates that the
current level of long-term conservation for the region is about 7 percent, using 1980 as a base
year.

Evaluation of Water Savings. An important aspect of any water conservation program is its
water savings effectiveness. In developing new conservation prograrns a comprehensive method
of evaluating the water savings and program effectiveness (i.e., market penetration, ancillary
administrative costs, etc.) should be incorporated into its design, thus making it an integral part
of the program. Without this evaluation, cost effectiveness calculations cannot be made. These
calculations a¡e needed to support the investment of time and dolla¡s in programs.

BMP/D1630 Process. When the concept of Best Management Practices (BMPs) was f,inalized
in 1991 it began the aggressive implementation of water conservation prograrns by its
signatories. While the BMP process provides implementation flexibility, agencies have set
agendas on which measures a¡e to be started, what is required for each BMP, and timetables for
completion. D1630, while currently not being actively processed, indicates a strong interest by
the State Water Resources Control Board to aggressively implement water conservation
programs throughout the state.

Other Regulatory Processes. There are other regulatory processes besides D1630 or BMPs that
can dictate how or what conservation programs are implemented. Any new Bay-Delta standards
which may supersede D1630 in the future, will undoubtedly contain similar, if not more
restrictive, conservation requirements. Once enacted they could have a serious impact on an

lge,ncy's flexibility of different program implementation. The state's Landscape Ordinance AB
325 (Water Code $13551), Federal Clean Water Act, and potential Bureau of Reclamation
requirements_are examples. A related program is the requirement for conservation plans to be
submitted before the State Board will make loans througtt-the State Revolving Wastewater Loan
Program. Ag^encies need to plan for such processes when determining stãffing and funding
requirements for rnulti-year progr¿rms.

Financing. While water conservation programs are an important component of most agencies'
budgets, they must be balanced with other equally important functions such as operatións and
maintenance or water quality improvements. Therèfore, financing of water ìonservation
programs ca1 be an integral part of the decision process of which prõgrams are implemented
each year. They should be prioritized along with other water supply and wastewater reclamation
projects. With many programs involving cash incentives or 

-'frèe' 
services to the customer,

assistance from Met¡opolitan (conservation credits program) is currently the primary way to
make programs financially feasible. Other financing-strãtegies are identified latèr in tñis isõues
paper.
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Impact on Rates and Revenues. Water conservation programs have always been a 'double
edged sword'because when done effectively they reduce revenue and raise expenses. [n general,
these changes in revenues and expenses will occur gradually over time enabling the impacts to be
factored in future rate increases. Even though the effects on revenue are somewhat inflexible,
agencies are looking for creative ways to finance conservation prograÍN to minimize the impacts
on water rates.

Cost of Water Saved. As mentioned above, the cost effectiveness of conservation programs is
vital to promoting these.programs to upper management as well as to the customers. Using
cornmon economic principles, including present value analysis, the dollars spent on a progrÍìm
can be used along with the water saved to estimate a dollars per acre-foot number for the
program. Comparing this calculated number with the agency's cost of water generates the
feasibility of the program. Conservation progr¿rms should compete with local water supply
projects such as reclamation and desalination of brackish groundwater fbr funding.

New Technology. As conservation becomes a way of life for Southern California, the state and
even the country, new technology will play an increasingly active role. Agencies should not
concentrate only on conservation using existing products or processes. Manufacturers, if shown
the marketability of new, environmentally designed products, will continue to develop new
technology for residential and commerciaVindustrial sector including but not limited to items
such as revised industrial processes, ultra-low-flush toilets, water-conserving washing machines,
dishwashers, etc.

Even the BMP process has incorporated the concept of potential BMPs to be added to the list as
new technology is incorporated into the marketplace. Another driving force behind this new
technology is emerging regulations governing efficiency standards of water and energy products.
These new standards can play an active role in the development of 'new and improved' water
conserving products.

Implementation Barriers. With all the current efforts to promote long-term conservation, some
barriers still exist to wide scale implementation. Already mentioned are the difficulties in
financing expensive programs and the effects these programs have on rates and revenue.
Adequate staffing presents an equally challenging task for most managers. Very few
organizations can devote more than one employee to water conservation; and many do
conservation as one of many tasks given to an employee. Also important are the diverse skills
required in administering these programs. Few in the field, for instance, have the industrial
engineering background necessary to properly design and implement industriaUcommercial
programs.. Therefore, the staffing levels and skills of the conservation group can hinder adequate
program implementation.

Other barriers include:

. Institutional acceptance of demand management
' Customer acceptance of new technology to support program feasibiliry. Knowledge of available technology

SUMMARY OF CURRENT DEMAND PROJECTIONS

A comparison _of regional water demands was made, forecasted independently by member
]8enc-ies and Metropolitan. The comparison is displayed on Figure A-1 õn a regiónai basis and
in Table A-l on a county by countybasis. Explanation of thãdifferences are-provided in the
following paragraphs.

I
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TABLE A-1

COMPARISON OF METROPOLITAN AND MEMBERAGENCY PROJECTED WATERDEMANDS
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In all likelihood, Metropolitan's projections and those of the member agencies will be closer
when both groups are using the same demogr rphic forecasts. The discrepancies in'the assumed
level of conservation also needs to be addressed and an agreement on a coÍrmon methodology
developed. In addition, the handling of replenishment should be made consistent so that the
proj ections are comparable.

Basis of Member Agency Projections

Member agencies provided water demand projections for the years 1995, 2000, and 2010, using
1990 as a base year. The projections were obtained from a survey that asked for estimates in the
categories of:

. MunicipaVindustrial. Agricultural

. Non-potable

. Replenishment (of groundwater basins)

The results of the survey are contained in Appendix C of the Situation Assessment. Member
agencies were not asked what demographic projections they were using. Most likely, they used
the growth forecasts prepared in 1986-87 by the Southern California Association of
Governments (SCAG) and the San Diego Association of Governments (SANDAG). These
forecasts used the 1980 census and growth estimates after that time.

Projections from individual member agencies were totaled by county for use in Table A-1.
Replenishmpnt is shown separately and not included in the totals with and without conservation.
The member agencies provided an estimate of the amount of conservation expected to occur in
each future year. This estimate and the demand projections in the Task 3 Report were called the
"with conservation" projection. The "without conservation" projection was developed by adding
the amount of conservation assumed by each agency to the municipaVindustrial category. For
example, if an agency estimated conservation in year 2000 to be 5 percent, then 5 percent of the
year 2000 municipaVindustrial demands were added to their total demands. It should be noted
that only 13 out of.23 agencies provided conservation percentages. For the 10 agencies that did
not provide percentages, zero percent conservation was assumed. For those agencies that
provided a conservation estimate, it was unclear whether savings include all conservation
measures, including plumbing code changes, or only conservation resulting from planned
programs. The percent conservation listed in Appendix C of the Situation Assessment was
assumed not to apply to agricultural, non-potable or replenishment.

Non-potable demand is expected to rise from 26,500 acre-foot in 1990 to 296,400 acre-foot in
20L0. These projections are included in the demands shown in Table A-1. It was not clear
whether member agencies reduced municipal/industrial demands to reflect non-potable use
replacing fresh water.

Member agencies forecast the need for nearly 5 million acre-foot of water demand by year 2010
without conservation, plus another 650,000 acre-foot to replenish groundwater basins.
Conservation could reduðe demands about 4 percent. Most of thè demanõ will come from Los
Angeles County; however, the demand is growing at a faster rate in other counties with the
largest increase in demand (24I,O00 acre-foot) expected to occur in San Diego County.

Basis of Metropolitan Projections

Metropolitan normally uses SCAG and SANDAG adopted population and demographics in its
water demand projections. Post-1990 census projections from SCAG and SANDAG will not be
adopted until December 1993. Because the currently adopted growth management plans were
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based on 1986 data and a¡e outdated, Metropolitan asked the Center for Continuing Study of the
California Economy (CCSCE) to provide demographic and economic projections in light of the
1990 census and the recession. Until SCAG and SANDAG release their post-1990 census
growth plans, Meropolitan is using the revised CCSCE projections to forecast water needs for its
servlce area.

Metropolitan's
Southern California Service Area. and Current and Projected Water Needs in the Metropolitan
Water District of Southern California Service Area. Exhibits 3a and 3b of the Bay-Delta
Hearings, describe Metropolitan's methodology and basis for its water demand projections.
Projections include municipal/industrial, agricultural, non-potable demand, and long-term
replenishment of groundwater.

Metropolitan MWD-MAIN model is used to tbrecast water demands, Originally developed and
calibrated in the 1980s, the model forecasts demand on a city and county basis with and without
conservation. Conservation programs undertaken since 1980 are reflected in the projections.
Metropolitan forecasts a gradual pull out of the current recession, which has slowed the growth
in demand. By the year 2000 and 2010, the report projects that there will be no residual effect on
the projections.

Comparison of Projections

Figure A-1 shows actual water use since 1980 th¡ough 1993 and projected use through 2010,
using the data from Table A-1. The figure illustrates the differences in demands forecasted by
Metropolitan and the member agencies. The "without conservation" scenario shows
Metropolitan's projection to be nearly 400,000 acre-foot higher than that projected by member
agencies for year 2010. Apparently, Metropolitan is using demographic projections which
forecast higher growth tha¡r the member agencies are generally using or member agencies did not
eliminate all conservation from base line consumption determinations. The "with conservation
scenario" determined by Metropolitan has substantially lower demands with a water savings of
about 16 percent indicated by 2010 (using 1980 as a base). The amount of conservation
forecasted by the member agencies is much less, only about 8 percent by 2010 (using 1990 as a
base).

Table A-1 shows the difference between Metropolitan and the member agency demands on a
county by county basis. Metropolitan's 2010 without conservation projection is higher in every
county except Riverside. Metropolitan's with conservation projection is lower in most counties
until 2010 when it is lower in Riverside and San Diego. The with conservation projections are
converging but this is coincidental since the conservation assumptions are different.

Table A-2 compares the amount of replenishment projected by member agencies and
Metropolitan. Although replenishment represents a demand on Metropolitan, it is usually
considered a water supply, not a demand. If the amount of replenishment were added to member
agency demands, the without conservation scenarios would be closer but the with conservation
scenarios would be far apart. Since the MWD-MAIN model forecasts consumptive demands, it
only includes annual put and take replenishment (about 100,000 to 140,000 acre-foot per year)
and excludes long-term (drought carry-over) replenishment. It is not clear whether
replenishment indicated by member agencies are short-term or long-term replenishment and it is
therefore not included in the comparison.

As indicated, the 2010 conservation levels are considerably different except in Ventura County.
Differences in projections, county by county are listed in Table A-3.
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TABLE A.2

COMPARISON OF REPLENISHMENT PROJECTIONS

Year County Member Agency
Acre-fUyr

Metropolitan
Acre-fUyr

1990 Los Angeles

Orange

Riverside

San Bernardino

San Diego
Ventura

Total

186,865

66,000

7,663
19,300

0

1,7I7

281,545

r37,145

3r,027

0

26,617

0

I,7I7
196,506

2000 Los Angeles

Orange

Riverside

San Bernardino

San Diego
Ventura

Total

241,600

65,000

18,320

42,900

0

0

367,720

131,000

35,000

0

15,000

0

0

181,000

20to Los Angeles

Orange

Riverside

San Berna¡dino

San Diego
Ventura
Total

269,300
75,000

18,000

96,900

0

0

459,200

136,000

30,000

0

18,000

0

0

184,000

Table A-4 shows the differences in projections of agricultural use for 1990 and 2010. The total
difference of I17,502 acre-foot in 2010 is mostly explained by the difference in Riverside
County. Apparently, agricultural use in Western VIWO iervice aréa, not served by Metropolitan,
was not accounted for.

the base, and was during a well-publicized drou¡
If Metropolitan uses a 1990 basé, then their conservation percent is only 50 percent higher than
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TABLE A.3

EXPLANATIONS FOR WATER DEMAND PROJECTION DIFFERENCES

TABLE 4.4

COMPARISON OF AGRICULTURAL USE PROJECTIONS

IJ

County Possible Explanation

Los Angeles Metropolitan higher when replenishment deleted, even with a higher level of
conservation. Gap widens over time. Different base years account for some
of the difference.

Orange Same as above

Riverside Western MWD only included agricultural demand that uses Metropolitan
water and not that using local-supplies. M&I demand in Eastein and
Western are much higher than Metropolitan.

San Bernardino Same explanation as for Los Angeles County.

San Diego San Diego County Water Authority is using preliminary SANDAG Series 8
projections which are lower than those used by Metropolitan. Metropolitan
projects higher conservation savings.

Ventura Demand projections are comparable as are conservation savings

Overall Difference in water requirements is substantial, and probably due to use of
different demographic projections, assumed çonservation effectiveness, and
the manner in which replenishment is handled.

County

Member Agency Metropolitan

r990
Acre-fUyr

2010
Acre-flyr

1990
Acre-flyr

2010
Acre-flyr

Los Angeles

Orange

Riverside

San Bernardino

San Diego

Ventura

Total

600

23,000

30,100

33,200

r22,300

28,200

237,400

2,500

13,000

23,198

18,200

108,000

16,200

181,098

3,900

35,200

208,400

33,500

r21,200

25,600

427,800

3,500

2I,400

114,500

35,000

108,000

16,200

298,600
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TABLE 4.5

CONSERVATION EFFECTTVENESS

Relative to 1980 base year, includes primarily effect of 1980 plumbing code and price-induced
conservation

TABLE 4.6

DIFFERENCES IN MUNICIPAI,/INDUSTRIAL CONSERVATION EFFECTIVENESS

Member agencies did not provide information on conservation savings, does not necessarily mean zero
conservation

a.

l

I

Year Item Amount
Acre-l'eelYear

1995 Existinga

Drought Carryover

Best Management Practices

Subtotal

Percent of Normal Municipal/Indu stri al De mand

220,000

32,000

178,000

430,000

10.3

20r0 Existinga

Drought Carryover

Best Management Practices

Subtotal

Percent of Normal MunicipaUlndustrial Demand

220,000

0

612,000

832,000

15.8

County

2010 Conservation Level, Vo

Member
Agency

Metropolitan

1980 Base 1990 Base

Los Angeles

Orange

Riverside

San Bernardino

San Diego

Ventura

Overall

8.3

t5.4
*

rß

6.7

14.0

7.8

15.3

16.3

16.5

t2.6

t7.5

16.1

1s.8

r0.2

T2.T

13.9

10.4

14.2

12.0

rl.7

,1.
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member agencies. This would n¿urow the gap in the "with conservation" scenario by 220,000
acre-foot that Metropolitan assumed occurred by 1990.

CONSERVATION EFFECTIVENESS

Table A-5 showed that Metropolitan projects 820,000 acre-foot of conservation by the year 2010,
doubling the amount projected for 1995. This section describes where those savings are
expected to come from, what has been accomplished to date, and how much money will be
neèded to achieve this level of water savings. As stated above, member agencies are forecasting
lower conservation savings.

Prior Conservation Efforts

Metropolitan has estimated that savings of 220,000 acre-foot were achieved between the years
1980-1990. Most of this was due to plumbing code changes occurring in 1980 and customers
becoming more efficient due to water rate increases in the 1980s. This amount is about 5 percent
of 1990 demand. In general, projections made by member agencies do not recognize these
savings, because they used 1990 as a base year.

Current Conservation Credits Program

Metropolitan has initiated a water conservation credits program to help member agencies initiate
and fund water conservation projects. Metropolitan pays member agencies $154 per acre-foot of
water saved or one-half the project costs, whichever is less. Only projects which have
quantifiable savings are eligible. Since September 1991, when the Memorandum of
Understanding Regarding Urban Water Conservation (MOU) was signed, the conservation's
credits program has emphasized Best Management Practices (BMPs). Sixteen water
conservation programs are called BMPs, about half of which are quantifiable and eligible for the
conservation credits program.

Since the program was started in 1990 over 100 projects have been funded. The main types of
programs funded through the credits program have been ultra-low-flush toilet rebate programs
and retrofit kit programs and a few pilot programs have dealt with home water surveys, large turf
audits and leak detection.

Shown in Table A-7 is a summary of the projects completed or cunently underway. Nineteen
member agencies are participating, involving eleven sub agencies. This includes 70 programs
through conservation credits and 30 through Water Wise (which was a drought program mostly
involving retrofit kits). Annual savings from the credit program projects are projected to be
32,500 acre-foot. This represents about 20 percent of the 1995 projected savings due to BMPs.
Efforts will need to be accelerated to meet the 1995 goal of saving. 178,000 acre-foot per year
from BMPs.

Figure A-2 shows Metropolitan's implementation schedule for Best Management Practices. All
programs will be operational by 1995. Implementation should be completed within 10 years of
start-up.

Cost of Water Saved

Through the conservation credits program, a total of $60 million has been committed to fund
water conservation, about half being funded by Metropolitan and the remainder by member
agencies. Table A-7 shows the cost of the program to date and the cost of water saved in dollars
per acre-foot. The value is calculated by using a discount rate of 8 percent over a period of eight
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years (which is the average period used by Metropolitan to credit water saved by their program).
The cost of water saved ranges from a low of $149 per acre-foot in Orange County to $533 per
acre-foot in Riverside County. The average cost for the entire program is $327 per acre-foot.

TABLE A.7

STTMMARY OF METROPOLITAN CONSERVATION CREDITS PROGRAM

1. Total member agency and Metropolitan costs.

Planned Investment In Conservation

Metropolitan funding of conservation projects is projected to increase about 10 percent per year.
Listed below are planned future budgets:

Fiscal Year

1994-95
r995-96
r996-97
1997-98
1998-99

1999-20W

Metrooolitan Budeet

$ 28,000,000
31,000,000
34,000,000
37,000,000
41,000,000
45,000,000

Most of the money will go to Metropolitan's share of the conservation credits program.

The cost of water saved to date can be used to estimate the cost of achieving the water savings
projected in Table A-7. Table A-5 shows that BMP savings will be 612,00Oacre-foot by 2010.
The annual cost of achieving these annual water savings, using $327 per acre-foot, would be
$200,000,000. Using the discount rate and amortizatioi period listed-above, this annual cost
translates to an equivalent present worth cost of $1.1 billion dolla¡s. If, however, water savings
can be achieved at a less expensive unit cost of, say $150 per acre-foot, then the cost of saviñg
612,000 acre-foot would be about $500 million dollars. Thus, to achieve these savings by thé

County
Number of

Participating
Agencies

Number of
Projects

Estimated
Annual
Savings

(Acre-fooUyr)

Project Costl
($ thousands)

Unit Cost
($/Acre-ft)

Los Angeles

Orange

Riverside

San Bernardino

San Diego

Ventura

Total

I2

4

1

1

3

1

1

32

38

T4

I

2

13

2

70

19,857

2,820

46

366

9,519

451

33,058

43,809

2,394

r4l
643

13,564

I,277

6L,822

386

149

533

306

248

490

327
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year 2OI0 (starting in 1990), would require an average expenditure of $25 - 50 million per year.
Assuming Metropolitan pays one-half the cost and member agencies the remainder, then the
annual budgets listed above for Metropolitan are adequate to achieve these savings. Member
agencies would have to also come up with $25 - $50 million per year to fund their share of the
program. The lower range corresponds to $150 per acre-foot and the upper range is based on
$327 per acre-foot.

RI]COMMENDED STRATEGIES

Described in the following paragraphs are recommendations (italicized) that address the issues
raised in this paper.

Reconciliation of Demand Database

Demand projections by Metropolitan and member agencies should be closer. A difference of
nearly 400,000 acre-foot by the year 2010 is high. Suggested reasons for the discrepancy are:

1. Use of different demographic forecasts.

2. Difference in opinion on long-term conservation effectiveness,

3. Inconsistent handling of replenishment.

4. Use of different base years for estimating the amount of current conservation.

5. Member agency's projections were prepared in 1992 when water use was
depressed due to the drought.

6. Differences in agricultural use projected in Riverside County.

7 . Possible tendency of member agencies to request perhaps more than enough water
to meet future needs so as not to be short or a tendency for Metropolitan to
overestimate conservation effectiveness to assist them in securing new water
supplies.

When SCAG and SANDAG forecasts are adopted later this year, the difference in demand
forecasts should be smaller. Metropolitan should assisf member agencies in allocating the new
forecasts to member agency seruice areas and encourage a common forecasting methodology.
Use of MWD-MAIN by member agencies could be considered, or the model could provide unit
water use factors; i.e., gallons per person per day, appropriate for each member agency sentice
area.

This issue paper has identified a large difference in opinion on how much conservation has
already been achieved and how much more will occur. Apparently, the staff persons responsible
for demand forecasting in member agencies are not aware of Metropolitan's high level
conservation progr¿rms planned for the region. Better coordination of conservation planning is
needed. Metropolitan should provide guidance on how to calculate projected water savings.
This might reduce the apparent skepticism on how much water can be saved.

The consistent handling of replenishment is a matter of definition and should be possible to
resolve fairly,easily. Although the sale of Metropolitan water to member agencies rèpresents a
demand on Metropolitan, this category of water use should be called a watei supply, just as the
use of treated water is for municipaUindustrial purposes. Replenishment repreients â regional
demand for imported water but its timing is not driven by instantaneous demands.

l
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Replenishment should not be ad-ded into regional demandfigures since it makes comparison of
demand projections more dfficult.

Identifying the Resources Needed to Achieve Goals

Clearly Metropolitan's goal of saving an additional612 2010 is an

ambitious goal-. It will take a concerted effort by Metrop b-agencies
and custorñers to achieve this. Adequate resources, in should be
provided to implement the hundreds of indivi ion projects that are nec,essa.ry. It
may be helpful to the member agencies if engaged in more coordination of
conservation planning with its member agencies haring their expertise and reference
sources as noied previously. However, Metropolitan's staffing may not be adequate to provide
this assistance. 

-It 
may be appropriate for Metropolitan to consider allocating additional

resources to assure the conservation staffing level necessary to meet the currently planned
objectives fttr demund manaçeilrcnt

Achieving this level of savings will be easier if the cost of water saved is below the average cost
of 6327 þer acre-foot experienced to date. Most of the projects funded in the conservation
credits prbgram have been ultra-low-flush toilet rebate programs. While these programs reliably
save a ðoniiderable amount of water, they are relatively expensive. Some of the future savings
will come from use of these fixtures in new construction and also the natural replacement of
fixtures, neither of which requires a rebate. Other BMPs are expected to cost much less. Some,
such as customer water savings due to the inevitable increases in the price of water, will not cost
agencies any money. These savings are probably already occurring, qlding to the 33,000 acre-
foot that is associated with identified projects. F esea¡ch into new BMPs is expected to produce
more cost-effective ways to save water. In other words, the $1.1 billion figure quoted in Section
3 for achieving 612,000 acre-foot of water may be overstated. Nevertheless, a considerable
amount of cxpcnditure will be needed to save this much water.

The region should develop an overall accounting system to keep track of how much water has
been saved and at what cost. This includes standardization of water savings estimates,
identification of presently non-quantifiable savings from other programs underway, such as

public education and pricing impacts. These tools will enable mid-course corrections to be made
ãnd added resources provided. Metropolitan and member agencies should develop a least cost
planning strategy that continually compares investment in conservation to other ways to reduce
demand or increase water supply.

Financing Strategies

Financing water conservation programs is probably the biggest uncertainty facing water agencies
trying to implement BMPs; uncertainty about where the funds will come from as well as

uncertainty in the magnitude of customer participation, both of which affect the total cost for
administration.

Metropolitan should continue the conservation credits progratn critical to sustaining the
aggressive implementation schedules required by the BMP MOU. The goal is to hnd a way to
fund water conservation programs that cost less than the marginal cost of new supplies. Options
to consider a¡e:

Develop financial incentives based on avoided costs.
Any agency that purchases water from Metropolitan should already have some
mechanism for funding such purchases. $400 per acre-foot for purchased water is
equivalent to $1.25 per 1000 gallons. Therefore, financial incentives based on this
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amount of water saved, say for indust¡ial or commercial incentives, would have little
impact on the agency since the incentive would equal the avoided cost.

2. Develop creative payback programs instead of rebates.
Although a cash outlay may initiate a customer's inclusion in a program, any
paybacks during the course of implementing the conservation measure helps
continue the funding for others. Agencies can create a pool to staft a program and
customers that save water and money on reduced bills can pay back funds into the
pool, thus providing funding for future participants.

3. Fund demand side management programs from rate payers.
Certain extra costs are sometimes passed through directly to the customers.
Purchased water is an example. Demand side management programs, those which
consist of 'hard f,rxes' such as installing ULF toilets, can be added to these charges
and thereby reduce the financial burden ofthe agency.

4. Provide funding based on available funds.
Once a set of programs have been developed each can have a set amount of money
budgeted for that program. If the incentives are then based on available funds and
temporarily suspended when those expenditures are reached, then over-expenditures
can be avoided.

5. Participate in FARE CaL
FARE Cal stands for Financial n/ttrority for Resource Efhciency of California and

6.

1

8.

9

is sponsored by California Municipal Utility Association. This is a financing
authority that pools resources of member utilities to borrow money and fund groups
of projects. Using economies of scale, lower costs of conservation progrÍrms can be
achieved.

C ap italize c ons e r-tt ation inv e s tme nt s.
The expense of running conservation programs can be capitalized using life cycle
costing (present value). By moving the costs out of the operating and maintenance
category and into the capital category bond financing can be used possibly lowering
overall costs.

Use private financing.
Private or third party financing can be used when the program is packaged as an
attractive financial opportuniry to investors. This can be arranged through an energy
service company or water service company. Investors receive payments based upon
shared savings with customers who employ conservation measures.

Form partnerships with other utilities.
Conservation programs can benefit energy and wastewater utilities by reducing
energy use and wastewater flow. These agencies may be attracted to assist with
financing if the pay back analysis shows that they benefit. Partnerships can also be
formed with federal agencies who may desire to save water at federal facilities.

Develop innovative retail rate structures.
Agencies can implement rate structures that include surcharges on excessive use or
temporary fees that are lifted when a customer implements a certain program. An
example is the temporary fee that the City of Santa Monica levies on rate payers who
have not retrofitted their home or building with low flow fixtures. The fee is lifted
after the retrofit is completed.
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Scheduling

Once soundfinancial strategies have been developed, the programs with the greatest impact on
demands should be scheduled first where practical. It is also recommended that agencies take
advantage of the BMP scheduling flexibility, where possible, and spread out the process by
spending more time on important programs using local staff.

Effective Staffing Levels

The planned increased level of conservation will require additional staff. Adequate pay will be
needed to attract qualified people. Training will be needed. Many of the programs can be
supported by consultants. Besides external support, each agency can look internally for
strategies that minimize the financial impact of conservation programs.

Local Agencies. Local agencies must be concerned with providing good customer service.
Provide adequate qualified staff means having qualified people in sufficient numbers. Local
agencies need to be able to deal with individual problems or situations that surface daily even if a
consultant is administering the program. Also, understaffing causes delays which negatively
impacts customer relations.

It is recommended that guidelines be established to quantifi the staffing requirements for proper
program management. An example would be one employee for every major program such as
toilet rebates or home water surveys, one employee for every two minor programs such as public
information programs or new commercial/industrial water use plan check review, and one
employee for all consultant administered programs.

Regional Agencies. Regional agencies should provide support to their local agencÍes. The goal
is to provide customers with good service whether it is from a local agency or regional agency.
Regional agencies should provide staff or hired consultants to enhance local programs wherever
resources can be sha¡ed.

This regional cooperation works best with programs such as large scale retrofits,
commerciaVindusfial audits, landscape ordinance follow-up and ulraJow-flush toilet promotion
pfogfarns.

The specihc roles of local and regional agencies in implementing BMPs should be explored as
discussed above. Metropolitan should consider expanding its role as a regional ag-ency and
oPerate some programs for its member agencies and subagencies as some of the member
agencies do for their subagencies.

"l
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APPENDIX B

GROUND AND SURFACE WATER STORAGE ISSUES PAPER

INTRODUCTION

The Southern California Strategic Water Resources Assessment is a joint effort of The
Metropolitan Water District of Southern California and its 27 member agencies. The purpose of
the Strategic Assessment is to identify the potential for additional near-term water resources
development in Southern California. The strategic assessment provides an approach for identiffing
the critical issues, setting priorities, and developing programs or projects to resolve the issues. A
major goal of the study is to develop an approach to meet the needs and objectives of a diverse
group of water resources management agencies in Southern California.

The mission of the Southern California Water Resources Strategic Assessment is to assess
opportunities to optimize locai water resources development and enhance Metropolitan and local
capital improvement planning through education, cooperation and coordination of policy
development for Metropolitan, its member agencies and other local water agencies.

A Situation Assessment was prepared in Febru ary 1993 that summa¡ized the status of water supply
planning of the major water agencies in Southern California. The data collection process for the
Situation Assessment identified a number of issues potentially affecting the development of new
local water supplies. These issues related to development of new supplies through water
conservation, \ryater reclamation, desalination, groundwater treatment, and groundwater and surface
water storage. The Strategic Assessment Work Group decided that a more detailed assessment of
the issues affecting these potential local supplies was needed. This issues assessments would
define potential strategies needed to resolve the identified issues. These issues relating to these five
categories were addressed by "issues committees" composed of participants from Metropolitan,
member agencies, sub-agencies and Montgomery Watson.

This paper summarizes the general conclusions of the Ground and Surface Water Storage
Committee. The ground and surface water storage committee has developed and adopted the
following goal statement: "To promote cost effective programs and policies to increase storage of
water and water production capabilities for the benef,rt of the entire region of Southern California".
The ground and surface storage issue paper, designed to identify appropriate programs and policies,
includes:

. Regional Storage Needs

. Summary of Current Metropolitan Storage Programs

' Issue Identihcation

. Alternative Strategies to Address Issues

. General Conclusions

REGIONAL STORAGE NEEDS

In October, 1991, Metropolitan prepared an analysis of regional storage needs in the document,
Eastside Reservoir Project-Final Environmental Impact Report. Storage requirements were

J
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evaluated in a two-step process designed to establish the combined groundwater and surface storage
needed to provide reliable water service, and determine the minimum required capacity of new
surface reservoir storage. This new storage, if operated in a coordinated fashion with groundwater
storage, would meet the regional storage needs.

The combined storage need was calculated by Metropolitan by determining the volume of
emergency, caffyover (drought-year), and seasonal reserve requirements, and then deducting
existing available storage capacity. Emergency storage is based on a six-month outage of all
imported water aqueducts, a 25 percent mandatory reduction in retail water demands, suspension of
all interruptible deliveries and full local groundwater production. Carryover (drought) storage is
imported water stored to meet year to year differences in supply and demand. Seasonal storage is
the seasonal difference between supply availability and demand, estimated to be 12 percent of
average annual demand. Total storage requirements for the year 2030 equaled an estimated
2,189,900 acre-feet, including 977,200 acre-feet for emergency reserves, 835,800 for carryover
storage, and376,900 for seasonal requirements as shown in Table B-1.

TABLE B.T

REGIONAL STORAGE REQUIREMENTS
(Acre-Feet)

Storage Component 2000 2010 2020 2030

Storage Requirements

Emergency

Carryover

Seasonal

646,300

650,200

285,600

715,600

715,400

3 16,100

853,200

775,700

338,800

977,200

835,800

376,9W

Total Requirements 1,582,100 1,747,100 l,967,JOO 2,189,900

Source: MWDSC; Eastside Reservoir Project Final Environmental Impact Report, October, 1991.

Total usable surface storage capacity assumed to be available to meet storage needs in the
Metropolitan service area equals 871,200 acre-feet, including facilities operated by Metropolitan and
the California Department of Water Resources (DWR) as shown in Table B-2. Based on this level
of available storage and the combined storage needs estimate, Metropolitan would need an
additional 1,218,700 acre-feet of combined surface and groundwater storage by the year 2030 to
meet seasonal, carryover, emergency, recharge, and operating needs.

Metropolitan evaluated the surface reservoir storage needed to meet projected storage needs using
the Storage Integration Model. This model considered the combined operation of the imported
water sources, distribution system and groundwater basins to determine the minimum storage
capacity required. The Storage Integration Model evaluated the available groundwater recharge
capacity, the delivery capacity of the distribution system and the groundwaterextraction capacity to

l
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determine revised estimates of seasonal and carryover storage. Usable groundwater basin storage
volume was based on available capacity to recharge and extract imported water beyond local supply
needs. Water quality problems were assumed to be controllable through treatment or other means.
Institutional constraints were assumed to be modihable.

TABLE 8.2

EXISTING METROPOLITAN AND DEPARTMENT OF \ryATER RESOURCES
SURFACE STORAGE FACILITIES

(Acre-Feet)

Reservoir
(Owner) Total

Dead
Storage

Allocated
to Others

Available for
Metropolitan

Use

Pyramid Lake (DWR)

Castaic Lake (DWR)

Elderberry Forebay (DWR)

Silverwood Lake (DWR)

Lake Penis (DWR)

Lake Matthews
(Metropolitan)

Lake Skinner (Metropolitan)

17r,200

323,100

28,200

75,000

124,000

182,000

44,000

4,800

18,600

200

4,000

4,000

3,500

200

5,300

11,400

24,900

l6l,l00
293,100

28,000x

46,100

120,000

179,500

43,800

Total: 948,100 35,300 41,600 87r,200

Conditions for use of storage is described in the Contract Between the Department of Water Resources,
State of California, and the Department of Vy'ater and Power, City of LosAngeles. for Cooperative
Development, Vy'est Branch, California Aqueduct; Amendment No. l, July 3, 1969; and Amendmen-t No. 4,
June 27, 1985.

Source; MWDSC; Eastside Reservoir Project Final Environmental Impact Report, October, 1991.

Based on this analysis, the available groundwater storage capacity for direct replenishment, seasonal
in-lieu and carryover ranged from 630,000 acre-feet in 2000 to 414,300 acre-feet in 2030. This
decrease in storage capacity was based on limitations in the Metropolitan distribution system to
convey water to the basins for recharge. As demand for firm deliveries increase, the distribution
system's ability to make non-hrm deliveries to groundwater storage decreases. The analysis also
evaluated alternative imported water delivery schedules ranging from a summer peak pattern to a
winter peak pattern. A generally uniform imported water delivery schedule resulted in the lowest
storage requirement. The results of the analysis indicated a need of 804,400 acre-feet of regional
storage by 2030 as shown in Table B-3. This value served as the basis for the desþn of
Domenigoni Reservoir.

As indicated previously, the evaluation of storage indicated that distribution system capacity limited
the ability to move water to and from groundwater storage. Thus, both increasing disiribution
capacity to maintain a high level of groundwater storage and constructing new suiface storage
capacity are necessary. Subsequent evaluations of storagè needs in conjunction with the June 1994
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Strategic Assembly resulted in a recommendation for expansion of current conjunctive management
of local and imported water to develop at least 300,000 acre-ftlyr of production and I million acre-ft
of storage by 2010. These evaluations of storage needs are on-going.

SUMMARY OF METROPOLITAN'S CURRENT STORAGE PROGRAMS

Metropolitan has adopted a number of storage and exchange programs to improve the reliability of
water supplies in Southern California. Some of these programs a¡e based on economic incentives
through reduced rates, while others are based on water exchanges. The major storage and exchange
programs a¡e discussed below.

TABLE 8.3

TOTAL STORAGE REQUIREMENT
COMPARED TO AVAILABLE STORAGE

(Acre-Feet)

i. Available groundwater storage reflects amount of groundwater storage that can be recharged based on
spreading ground capacity and distribution system constraints.

Source: MWDSC, Eastside Reservoir Project Final EIR, October 199 l. Draft Coordinated Operations,
Inland Feeder and Eastside Reservoir, prepared by MWDSC Planning Division, l0/92.

Seasonal Storage Service

Seasonal Storage Service (SSS) was instituted in fiscal year (FY) 1989-90 in response to a request
by the Board of Directors to develop a permanent version of Metropolitan's temporary in-lieu
program. Temporary in-lieu was first implemented in 1978 as a drought-related pilot storage
program. Seasonal storage is consistent with Metropolitan's historical practice of pricing
groundwater replenishment service low enough to encourage more effective management of
groundwater storage.

The three principal goals of Seasonal Storage Service are to achieve greater conjunctive use of
imported and local supplies, to encourage construction of additional local production facilities, and

Storage Component 2000 2010 2020 2030

Total Storage Requirement
(From Table B-1)

Available Storage:

Existing Surface Storage

SDCWA Planned Storage

Available Groundwater Storage*

Total Available Storage

1,582,100

871,200

r00,000

630,000

1,601,200

r,747,100

871,200

100,000

545,000

L,516,200

1,967,700

87r,200

100,000

510,800

1,482,000

2,189,900

871,200

100,000

414300

1,385,500

Net Storage Needs (19,100) 230900 485,700 804,400
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to reduce member agencies dependence on Metropolitan's supplies during the summer months.
Regional benefits include enhancing Metropolitan's ability to capture excess surface supplies from
both the State Water Project and the Colorado River and improving the capability of the region both
to produce more groundwater and to draft local surface reservoirs during sustained droughts and
emergencles.

Seasonal Storage Service is available between October I and April 30 whenever and so long as the
Metropolitan General Manager determines that water and system capacity are available.
Additionally, Metropolitan may make this service available at other times of water availability, as in
the summer of 1993. For reservoir storage or groundwater replenishment, SSS may be activated or
terminated immediately upon notice to affected agencies. For in-lieu replenishment applications,
SSS may be activated upon 5 days notice and terminated upon 15 days notice. The longer
notification periods for in-lieu replenishment allow agencies to make the necessary operating
changes to accommodate SSS availability.

For FY 1994-95, the rates for non-intemrptible (NI) and SSS water are shown below:

Service Class Treated Untreated

Non-intemrptible 412 335

Seasonal Storage 275 222

Differential 137 II3

When SSS was inaugurated in 1989, the differential between NI and SSS rates was $95/acre-ft for
treated and $82/acre-ft for untreated deliveries. Although the differential has increased, the increase
has not been proportionate to the increase in the non-intemrptible rate.

The Seasonal Storage progra.m appears to be meeting its stated goals, however, there are differences
of opinion regarding the regional benefits of the program. Metropolitan has been able to reduce
sunmer demands for imported water by encouraging groundwater production during the sununer
months, thereby reducing the need for some new distribution facilities. Metropolitan has achieved
greater conjunctive use of imported and local supplies by making the Seasonal Storage deliveries
when adequate supplies are available. This has allowed additional diversions of Colorado River and
State Water Project supplies during the winter months which are stored for summer or carryover
use.

However, the construction of additional local recharge and production facilities may not have been
suff,rciently stimulated. Local agencies must be able to recover their costs for new supply facilities
in a reasonable period of time to justify such an investment. As currently constituted, the SSS
differential of $137lacre-ft may not be sufficient to recover the capital cost of new wells or
reservoirs. Metropolitan, in conjunction with Member Agencies, will be analyzing the Seasonal
Storage Service program this year to determine what adjustments are necessary to improve the
program.

Demonstration Storage Program

Abundant precipitation in 1993 improved water supplies making about 600,000 acre-feet of
imported water in excess of demand available to Metropolitan. To take advantage of this
opportunity, a program was initiated whereby Metropolitan would demonstrate the effectiveness of
gntering into agreements with member agencies to encourage additional use of available capacity in
Southern California's groundwater basins and surface water reservoirs to store and-recover
imported water in order to meet firm demands.

l
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Under the program, Metropolitan sold imported water to be placed into storage in 1993 by direct or
in-lieu means at rates which were less than Metropolitan's prevailing Seasonal Storage Service
rates. Rates were $138 and $163 for untreated and treated water, respectively. These discounted
rates were designed to increase 1993 water sales and achieve greater water supply reliability than
would be accomplished under Seasonal Storage Service.

Participating agencies agreed to store equivalent, usable amounts of water for up to ten years, and
also to produce their stored water at Metropolitan's call in four equal increments, each lasting three
months. That production would normally be requested during the April through September
periods. Agency performance would be determined by measuring its reduction in non-intem¡ptible
iervice from Metropolitan during the period of Metropolitan's call. That requirement would be
based on reductions below 1992 baseline conditions (non-interruptible deliveries from
Metropolitan) with allowances for future growth and deductions for increased participation in the
Local Projects and Groundwater Recovery Programs. Agencies failing to meet their obligation to
reduce demand on Metropolitan, as required under the demonstration program, would pay a penalty
for a like amount of service delivered by Metropolitan during a call period. The penalty would
equal Mctropolitan's untreated non-intem¡ptible rate and would be in addition to the normal water
service charge. Permanent implementation of this program could result in a change of water rates

and could create a new class ofservice.

As noted, this program is currently a "one-time project". During 1993, two lgencies, Callegug_s

MWD and the-City of Anaheim participated in the program and have 5,917.7 acre-ft and 6,000
acre-ft of storage under contract, respectively. The limited participation in this program appe¿ìrs to
be the result of the stringent call provisions which require production of stored water at the same
time local water is produced under the seasonal storage program.

Cooperative Storage Program

The Cooperative Storage Program (CSP) is a program that provides a means for coordinating
storage capacity available to the member agencies with Metropolitan's annual carryover storage
needs. The primary objective of the program is to increase water importation and storage and
therefore improve the region's drought and emergency water supply reliability.

Under the CSP, Metropolitan sells excessive water to participating member agencies upon deliver in
to storage and would defer payment until Metropolitan subsequently releases the water from
storage. The participating member agency would pay for the stored water at the Seasonal Storage
Service rate in effect at the time the imported water was placed into storage free of interest.

The program allows agencies with limited funds on hand an opportunity to obtain increased
deliveries of imported water for storage when it is available and pay for the water later when it is
released under prescribed rules for the benefit of the region and the participant.

The detailed rules and regulations of the program are specified in Section45lT of Metropolitan's
Administrative code. Generally, Metropolitan would release water under the following conditions:

a. In a fiscal year when SSS deliveries are available, Metropolitan may release up to
half of the program water stored by the respective member agency in place of the
agency's request for SSS delivery through Metropolitan's distribution system.

In a fiscal year in which SSS or Non-Interruptible Service deliveries have been
suspended, Metropolitan shall release up to one-half of the program water stored by
the respective member agency to the extent the agency requests that release.

b
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c. During an emergency such as an earthquake, when Metropolitan's water service is
interrupted, Metropolitan shall release up to all the program water stored by the
respective member agency to the extent of the intem-rption in water service and the
agency requested that release of water.

The CSP was authorizedby the Board in July 1993. Subsequently, the program has gone through
several revisions. The most recent revisions of the program was adopted by the Board in April
1994. Cooperative Storage agreements have been negotiated with four agencies as shown below
which have accrued 69,916.7 acre-ft of storage as on June 30, 1994:

Agency

Calleguas MWD

Foothill MWD

City of Pasadena

City of Los Angeles

Total

Storage Amount
(acre-ftl

r47.8

r,207.6

23,497.3

45,064.0

69,916.7

Groundwater Recovery Program

Metropolitan's Groundwater Recovery Program (GRP) subsidizes increased extraction and
treatment of degraded groundwater for domestic and municipal purposes. About one-half of the
expected GRP projects will recover naturally replenished groundwater. The other half will need
imported replenishment water to avoid basin overdraft. These replenishment projects must comply
with conjunctive use criteria to be eligible for GRP financial assistance. GRP terms require that
each project be able to sustain up to three years of continuous production during droughts while
replenishment service is suspended by Metropolitan. There are fifteen potential GRP projects in
the replenishment category, which are expected to collectively yield about 130,000 acre-flyr and
develop about 390,000 acre-ft ofconjunctive use storage. Three such projects, now approved for
GRP assistance by Metropolitan's Board of Directors, will provide about 11,500 acre-flyr of
production and 34,500 acre-ft of effective conjunctive use storage. Another project, cunently being
considered for the Main San Gabriel Basin, would provide 30,000 acre-ft/yr of production and
90,000 acre-ft of conjunctive use storage.

Other Storage Programs

Metropolitan has several other special water storage programs presently in effect with both member
and non-member agencies. These programs have been instituted to increase Metropolitan's water
supply reliability, to better utilize Southern California's surface and groundwater storage facilities,
and to respond to emergency situations as needed. Figure B-l illustrates Southern California's
groundwater basins and the amount of special storage water in each basin as of October 1993.
Fieure B-2 shows the location and amounts of storage in the programg outside Metropolitan's
sei-vice area at the same date. A summary of storage programs is presented in Table B-4.

Metropolitan has also undertaken cyclic and drought storage programs. Currently, Metropolitan
has cyclic storage agreements with three Member Agencies: Chino Basin Municipal Water District,
Three Valleys Municipal Water District, and Upper San Gabriel Valley Municipal Water District.
Under the cyclic storage program, Metropolitan delivers water to the Member Agency for storage in
a groundwater basin. This water is owned by Metropolitan until such time as the Member Agency
requests and purchases the water. This water is pre-delivered for groundwater replenishment and is
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SUMMARY OF METROPOI,I'I'AN'S SPECIAI, WATER STORAGE PROGRAMS
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Conjunctive Us€

Chino Basin MWI)
Three Valleys MWI)

3734

.l-Aug-92
30-Sep-9.1

Yes
MWDSC

Chino Basin

4;152.3

5,ffn
N/A

ln: ln-Lieu
Out: Upper Feeder via
Cucanronga CWD wells

$o

$0
MWDSC pays costs of
extraclion fæilities.
Extracted wrter ¡s sold
al basic rilte.

Drought Storage Programs (l\lax. 17O,fiX) acre-ft)

Pasadena
3478

l-Oct-91
30-Sep-94

MWDSC

Raynrond Basin

00

Prevurllng Seùsonal
Storage

Spreuding/ In-l-ieu

Actual Adrnin Costs
up to $s/.lcre-fl

$o
llCP OIfset wûter.
$ 10.0O/acre-ft to
Pasudena if MWDSC
releases wafer to
üofher parly over
Raymond Basin
Stored water
lransferred to
C()operative Storage
Program in May
1994

Orange County
Waler Dislrict

3388

l-Oct-91
30-Sep-94

MWDSC

Orünge County
Birsin

56, r06 9

SS-Prepaid

Spreading/ ln-L¡eu

Actual Admin Costs
up to $5/acre-ft

$0
ICP Ultsel wrler-

Current Storage:
Anaheim ó,850.5
ocwD 39,790.3
Sânta Ana 9,466 I
Toral 5ó,10ó.9

Los Anqeles

MWL'SC

S¡n Fernando Basin

t0,235 0

Prevarl¡ng

Spreadlng,/ Reservolr

$0

$o
IICP Offset water.
MTTVDSC can ¿rccess

reservolr storage

F)mergency L.A.
Inlcrchange &

Sloraee
LADWP 10604

I l -Scp-86
l-May-97

MWDSC

l- A Aqueduct
Rcscrvoirs

0.0

None
I)revailirrg Exchange

Dircct I)elivery/
I n- lieu

s0

$0
Carì be posilive or
negative balarìce.

1\ccounls
Upptr San

Gabricl MWt)
tó.ì7

| -Jul-85
30-Jun-95

5 Yea¡ Tenn
MWDSC

Si¡n (ì¿bricl Basilr

8,3.15.2

t42,m0 0
SeL\on a I

Spreädrng

$0

$o
Replaces Agreement
992.

Three Vallcys
M\,VD

I 8-Jun-39
I 8-Jun-99

5 Year Term
MWUSU

San Gabricl B¿sin

1..1(x) {}

25.(XX) 0
l'rcvilrlrng SÈx\otrûl

Slorag I
5 prcu(lr xg

$0

$0

Chino Basin
MIVD
t229

5-Jan-79
5-Jan-96

5 Year Term
MWDSC

5¡0fttßc:
Ltration Chino ßasin

Current 1Acrc-ft¡: II
ln MWI)SC are¿

Outside MWDSC
Mu (i¡cre-[t):

17,940 ó

t00.fi)0 0
l'rcvarlrng 5eäsonal

Stora¡e
Sprtadi ng/l n-[-ieu

$0

$0
Agreement to be
renegoliated.

r\gency
Agrecmenl No.

A|ree,ne,ú Ierm.
Staí
Expires
Renewable

lvaler ()v n(rslüp

Sdlcs R.ile:

Delit'cn'Meth<xl:

Pil\mPnls Bt
MWDSC

Others
Cumenls:
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TABLE B-4 (CONTINUED)

SUMMARY OF METROPOLITAN'S SPECIAL \ryATER STORAGE PROGRAMS

Notes:

[] Cunent storage levels are a¡; ofJune 30,1994.

[2] Other programs exist with Semitropic, Alhambra Exchalge, San Gorgonio Pass, San Bema¡dino Valley MWD and Needìes.

[3] Expires upon recovery of water by CAWCD or MWDSC.

[4] Exchange once the Secretary of Interior decla¡es a surplus or flood releases are made from Lake Mead.

t5l A $l million appropriation was also made for a new delivery fæility.

Other Proqrams [2ì

PVID

l -Aug-92
3 l-Dec-99

MWDSU

Lalie Mead

28,301.0:12131/92
200.000.0
l'revalllng

URA

(See below)

s0
Land Fallowlng
$620/acre/yr with 4.ó
acre-ft/aclyr saved
pluse admin costs.
Land fallowed 2 yrs
Agreement ends at
earlier date when
MWDSC uses all
saved water or when
U.S. uses all CR
reservorr storage
space.

CAWCD

l5-Oct-92
t3l

Exchange 141

Central Arizona

100,000.0
100.000.0
txchâ¡ge

lndlrect slorage rn
1992ICRA upon

recovery by MWDSC

(See below)

$0
MWDSC pays

$68/ac¡e-ft for
storage of water in
AZ in 1992. Cost of
storing water in 1993-
9ó subject to
redetermination.

Dudlev Ridee
3849

In negotiation
30-Sep-94

MWDSC

0.0
0.0

ttevarllng

SWP Conn

Sl25lacre-f¡.

$0
M\ryDSC buys atl
water not purchased

by Dudley Ridge
users if MWDSC's
entitlement is 507c or
less th¿n MWDSC's
requests.

SWP
State Contract

3 l-Dec-93

MWDSC

San Luis Reservoir

170,000.0
l?0,000.0

N/A

SWP Conn-

$2,000 Admin. costs

$o
Scheduled for
delivery Jan - Mar

Eastern
MWD
1878

l5-Nov-87
l5-Nov-92

MV/DSC

San Jacinto Basin

0.0
2,000.0

Seæonal

Spreading

$o

$0
Demonstration
project; M\Ìr'DSC
paid l/2 of energy
costs.

Exchanee Prosrams f2l
San Gabriel
Valley M\{D

37ffi

l5-Oct-91
See below

Exchanse

San Gabriel Basin

4,062.6
5,000.0

Exchange

Spreading/Stir'P Conr

$2,000 Admin. costs

$0
txplratlon upon
delivery ofequal
SGVMWD SV/P
warer to MTJy'DSC in
FY 1993-94.

DWCV
Exchange

1568

l3-Oct-67
3l-Dec-35

bxchange

rühitewater River
Sub-Basin

4N.443.O
600,000.0
txchange

cRA Servrce Uonn to
CVWD/DWA/SWP
Conn to MWDSC

$0

s0
MWDSC pard

54,000,000 for
enlarging spreading
facilities. MWDSC
delivers CRA water
in exchaage for equal
SWP water.
MWDSC can also
deliver CRA water in
advance [5].

Agency
Agreement No.

Agreenunt Term:
Start
Expires
Renewable

Water Ownership
StoraBe:
Localion

Cunent (Acre-ft): [I
In MWDSC area
Outside MWDSC

Max. (acre-ft):

Sales l<ate:

Deliven Method.:

Payments B):
MIùr'DSC

Others
ComfrEnts:

Source: Modified from NÍWDSC, W.S. Hutton, l/93.



sold at Seasonal Storage Service rates. At any time, Metropolitan may substitute cyclic storage
water for service connection deliveries of replenishment water, an action which expands regional
water supplies and helps to stabilize Metropolitan's revenue during shortages and emergencies.

A drought storage program was implemented in October 1991 in response to the-availability of an

addirioñd State-Wãtei Project (SWP) allocation of 170,000 acre-feet. This additional allocation
was given to Metropolitan on condition that the del Agreements
were-made with thê City of Pasadena, the City of r District of
Orange County, City of Santa Ana, and the City of water to the

accounts either through direct deliveries, or by
Metropolitan water in lieu n I
the right to offset future ;al
water will be counted as inc
allocation at the time it is "called".

In July 1992, Metropolitan entered into an agreement t uently extract up to
5,000 âcre-ft of watcf from the Chino Groundwater Basin. ompleted the storage

)ct water ities in exchange for
ich have been placed into Metropolitan's Trust
itan can pump that quantity of water at specified

tropolitan has executed an additional agreement
use of their groundwater extraction and storage

to the Upper Feeder. Extraction facilities became

operational in October, 1993.

Under a p
Metropoli
time in 19
its drought supply and is planning to stor
successful demonstration of the physical,
Additionally, a local pumper's association has be
the local San Jacinto and Hemet basins.

Another special storage agreement was executed with the San Gabriel Valley Municipal Water
Disrrict (Sän a SWP c made available to San Gabriel

5,000 acre-ft o augme supplies. In turn, San Gabriel
will make av litan the water delivered to San Gabriel
by Metropolitan in 1992.

shortage years, Semitropic would pump
Aqueduct through facilities owncd and ope
60,000 acre-ftlyear would be guaranteed.
ftlyr of Kern County Water Agency's SWP entitle
thii entitlement watér for Metrópolitan's stored supplies increasing the annual yield of the program.

Negotiation of a long term agieement and preoãiation of environmental documentation are in
progress.

DISCUSSION OF STORAGE ISSUES

Issues, opportunities and constraints relative to the storage of water in groundwater basins and

surface rèservoirs in Southern California are discussed in the following section. Each issue is

Ground and Surface Water Storage Issues Paper
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described and the impacts on storage def,rned and potential mitigation measures assessed. The
issues are categorized into technical, environmental and regulatory, financial and institutional issues.

Technical Issues

A variety of technical issues exist which affect the ability to develop new or expanded use of
existing itorage facilities in Southern California. These issues include:

' Storage Criteria

. Supply Availability

. Inflow and Outflow Capability

' Opportunities for Storage

. Available Storage Capacity

. Losses of Stored Water

. Water Quality Impacts

Storage Criteria. Criteria for determining required storage capacity can be^divided into local and

regionãl categories. Local storage is designed to meet the operating needs of local yate{ pulveyors
wñile regionãl storage is designed to meeilonger term storage needs._ Hourly.variations in demand,

hre protãction storafe and provided by local retail water agencies.

Theìtorage criteriÑaries storage typically.ran_ges from.l5 to 30

percent of maximum day s a function the fire flow_requirements
ästablished for the type o an range from about 0.25 to 3 million
gallons per pressure-ione. Short-term emergency storage depends o^q. tþe availability of alternate

water sourcðs and expected outages. Metropolitan recommends sufficient emergency storage or
supply capability at the local level to sustain a

imported water demands of about 1.9 million
about 36,000 acre-ft of local storage. How
alternative supplies such as groundwater. In gen
M&I needs lexcluding fire s[orage) is relatively low, about one percent of annual M&I demands or
about 40,000 acre-ft at current demand levels.

The criteria for seasonal storage, annual carryover storage and long-term emergency storage have

been defined by Metropolitan in its Eastside Reservoir EIR. As discussed previously, Metropolitan
estimates seasõnal stoiage requirements to be about 12 percent of normal annual imported water
demand. Carryover storãge to-meet drought needs is estimated to be the difference between normal
and a over a two year period or about 16 percent o
Emer on a six month outage of imported water, a
retail I local groundwater production. The total am
required is about 2.2 million acre-ft in the year 2030.

As discussed in the Eastside Reservoir EIR, the actual amount of regional storage needed is
dependent on the amount of groundwater storage being operyted conjunctively_with imported
supplies and the operation olthe imported water supplies. The amount of additional,storage
re{riired is lowest if imported water is supplied on a uniform basis. This may _not be realistic given
reCent environmental constraints established on SWP supplies. The criteria for carryover storage
may be too simplistic given the annual variability of both supplies and demands. As part of the IRP
process, Metropolitan should reassess the criteria for carryover storage.

B-11



Metropolitan encourages local purveyors to maintain seasonal storage in surface reservoirs or
grounðwater basins through iti seasonal water pricing. It also encourages maintenance of
ãdditional storage at the locãl level through its storage programs. The actual amount of seasonal,

carryover eloped by the retail and wholesale water agencies is a complex
judgment e sources of supply, available storage options, access to
Metropoli considerations.

Suppty Availability. Water agencies with
decisions each winter on what percentage of a
surface runoff from winter storms and wha
Metropo ricing programs.
with the ailability of Metr
must be the seasonal and
information on potential imported water availabi
Southern California. The potential availability o
as possible to allow member agencies to
of water for storage. Although still in
could be highly beneficial for scheduling water deliveries.

InfloØOutflow Capability. The physical ability to put water into storage, or take water out of
storage constrains thè use oi the stoiage facilities. Whether the limitation is groundwater recharge

facililies and extraction wells, or pipelines to and from a reservoir, the impact is t_he- lape.
Metropolitan's seaso as provided a financial incentive for expanded in/out
capabiiity. However, relrative to storage of.water. in local groundwater basins

is ihe exíent to which be percolated and artificially recharged, and the annual

rate at which these supplies can be extracted in times of drought or emergency'

Initial estimates of gross storase capacity, 
""9-j:'#J;""tÎ; i?;|Ë"$i1 liti'"'liå i:.":::å1li:

rage characteristics for f,tve of the major southern
1991). For these basins, the very large potential

variety of reasons. Some of the storage may be
limited extraction capabilities, hydrogeologic

constraints and water quality constraints. The various basin managers indicate a potential
conjunctive use storage capacity of 1,550,000 acre-ft.

Recharge is achieve
inJieu recharge. Li
additional recharge
spread local runoff and reclaimed wat
in Table B-5, total recharge capacity
411,000 acre-ftlyr. Potential remedies for exp
construct injectión wells to recharge available treated supplies in any location-deemed most suitable

within the bãsins, and./or to develoþ additional spn ading grounds where possible.

The limitations on recharge capacity have been resolved historically by expanding programs of in-
lieu groundwater replenilhmônt. in-lieu recharge involves the substitution of imported water
deliv-eries for groundïater production. Information developed for the IRP indicates the maximum
annual inlieu éapability of the ten listed basins are about 645,000 acre-ftlyr.

is about 422,000 acre-fÜyr greater than the annual
s "excess" capacity is required for summer peaking
balance of a6out 189,000 acte-ftlyr of production

capacity that could be used to produce additional groundwater during dry years. Groundwater

Ground and Surface Water Storage Issues Paper
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TABLE 8.5

APPROXIMATE GROUNDWATER BASIN CAPACITIES

Note: Information presented is based on data compiled for Metropolitan's IRP, dated March 9,1994.
Gross storage estimates prepared by Montgomery'Watson based on review of pertinent sources.

Production and recharge capacities indicated with a dash a¡e not defined and a¡e assumed to be zero in the totals.

Estimated
Total

Artifïcial
Recharge

Capability
(Acre-flyr)

152,900

215,000

185,000

lo,loo

360,000

23,000

9,800

20,000

32,000

1,068,400

Existing or
Planned
Annual

Artificial
Recharge

(Acre-ft/yr)

r02,900

163,000

85,000

39,000

225,000

11,000

10,000

22,000

651,9æ

Estimated
Total

Groundwater
Production
Capacity

(Acre-flyr)

140,000

333,000

280,000

160,000

395,000

57,000

30,000

22,OOO

22,W

1,439,000

Estimated
Long-Term

Yield
(Acre-ft/yr)

90,000

245,W

235,000

140,000

275,W0

32,W

1,017,Un

Estimated
Conjunctive
Use Storage

Capacity
(Acre-ft/yr)

100,000

150,000

150,000

300,000

200,000

100,000

350,000

100,000

100,000

1,550,000

Approximate
Gross Storage

Capacity
(Acre-ft)

3,200,000

20,300,000

8,600,000

31,000,000

40,000,000

1,000,000

1,500,000

105,600,000

Groundwater
Basin

San Fernando

Central and West

Main San Gabriel

Chino

Orange County

Raymond

North Las Posas

Elsinore

Temecula

Totals
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production capacity could be expanded by constructing additional high-capacity wells, and, in some

cases, well-head treatment systems.

Regardless of the actual in-lieu potential in
programs would increase access to basin stora
èxpenditures for recharge facilities.

Available Storage Capacity. Another constraint on storage is the_available storage capac.ity-

Groundwater stoáge câpacity is required to balance inflows and outflows so that the basin-yie^ld

can be maintainedl stoiag. capaciiy in excess of that needed to maintain yield is available for
l¡¡pott"a water storage. at about 1.7 million acre-ft of storagewas available

ir ti,ã 
"ight 

groondwater A-p-o_rtion of this storage was utilized as a result of
the direci anã in-lieu repl n 1993'

e developed in some groundwater basins by
ed iinported water. This temporary "mining"
is noi allowed in some basin adjudications'

groundwater basins.

Losses of Stored Water. One issue that is sometimes overlooked in the storage of water is losses

due to storage. In open reservoirs, rosses *tËåïtJ;;t1r,.å::î1?å31i,oåäSJå'*ï"å"'Y,t':il

Water lo
storage.
outflow.
outflow
associated water levels increase, the basin gr
Detai
relati
recap
these
However, in many basins, no storage losses are c
be considered to reflect reality and to discourage
other uses.

Opportunities for Storage. The rapid urbanization of Sou ly impacted
thèipportunity for grouñd and surface storage facilities. for new or
increäied storaþe stiÍ exist. These opportunitiés need to be Among the

opportunities identified are:

l
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Storage at existing flood control reservoirs by revised operating agreements. For
example, Orange County Water District has negotiated a revised operating
agreement at Prado Dam that will "produce" 5,000 acre-ftlyt.

. Storuge at new surface reservoirs such as Metropolitan's Domenigoni Valley and

sites identified by San Diego CWA.

. Improved use of local groundwater basins, for storage of Metropolitan water,
parìicularly those requiring no treatment. Estimates of currently available _storqge
capacity throughout Southèrn California groundwater basins rang_e ftg- 1 O to 3.0
miÏion-acre-feét. Available stora 1e capacity and potential for artificial recharge are

examined for selected basins in Table B-5.

. Storage of Metropolitan water in basins outside of Metropolitan's service area, such

as the Desert-Coachella exchange or the Semitropic Storage Program.

. The potential exists for cleveloping several thousand acre-ft of conservation storagc
at Whittier Narrows that could increase the amount of recharge in downstream
basins.

ay arise both withi opolitan service-area. A summary of
vês for storage sh order to identify and prioritize new

, and to remove or

Limitations. Evaluations of Metropolitan' s distribution system conducted
Reservoir EIR capacity indicated limitations in the ability to deliver imported-

storage. As the ddmand for firm deliveries increase in the future, the abilityof
the distribution system to õonvey water to groundwater storage dec_reases._ TQt" B-3 indicated a
loss of groundwater storage capâcity of 216,000 acre-ft between 2000 and 2030. This reduction

was priñrarily due to distlibutiòn system constraints. Evaluations conducted as part of the IRP
indicãte similar results. Metropolitan is evaluating th
most impact the ability to maximize the use of storage.
resolved, the ability to store additional imported water i

Water Quality Impacts. Water quality represents a significant potential constraint on
groundwãter storage-. Storage of wáter iñ gróundwater_basins.may accelerate the release of
õontamination frorñ the unsatlurated zone as gloundwater levels rise into areas of degraded soils.

the recovery of contaminated groundwater.

Surface water quality is subject to increased salinity due to evaporation; to algae-and other sunlight
effects; and to degraãation from surface runoff, bird droppings or wind blown debris.

Environmental and Regulatory Issues

The combination of the National Environmental Protection Act, the Endangered Species Act, the
al Quality Act has
e facilities, and the
onal environmental

o

I
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The environmental and regulatory permitting process is sometimes contradictory, and is always
somewhat confusing and còstly. Many water storage projects are delayed or fail due to permi-tting
requirements. Strèamlining of the process by coordination, regional permits and defined
exemptions would accelerate implementation of new water storage prolects.

Financial Issues

A variety of financial issues affect the ability to store additional water. These issues include
availabiliry of capital funding, equity, and the adequacy of incentives.

instead has relied on economic incentives or reb
exception is the Chino Basin conjunctive use program where Metropolitan is investing in new

facilities to store and extract water.

al and sub-regional capital funding pools; a

Metropolitan seasonal program to provide greater
ilities; or seasonal storage incentives which are
capital investments.

Equity. A significant issue affecting the use of surface and groundwater storage is equity. .fleuitV
involves the þerception that each agency is treated fairly with_regard to pricing, availability of
incentives, and beñefits. Several questions must be addressed in considering whether storage

programs are equitable:

. Do storage projects for agencies which overlie groundwater basins proyidg
water suppty benefits to'¿have districts? Agencies which
do not Airèôtty benefit from partic rogram must realize regional
benefits that óommensurate wittr t th the program. An example
is the seasonal storage program. In th have the ability.to
participate in this plolram due to a rces must see the
benefiìs of the piogiam in terms This could be

accomplished thròugh a stronger link between seasonal storage 1n9 any future
supply-allocation prõgram such as the Incremental Interruption and Conservation
Program (IICP).

. Are the regional costs of providing local storage incentives defined in terms
of the regional benefits? Ãgain, this is an issue where non-participating a-gen-cies

must see a regional benefit that justifies their paying a higher water rate for firm
water deliveriés. The basis for t- e increased wãter rate should be demonstrated in
terms of the benefits provided by the program. In the case of Domenigoni
Reservoir, agencies that do not derive water from this facility must realize secondary
benefits coÍtmensurate with the incremental cost of the facility.

. Are potential controls on stored water too restrictive to permit effective and
effïcient multipurpose groundwater basin storage management by Member
Agencies? Agencies are concerned that their ability to manage their local resources
will be diminished if they partici
concern with the Demonstration
concerned that participation in the
at times when they were also r
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. Who should deal with the risk of storing water in surface reservoirs or
groundwater basins? The risk associated with maintaining storage varies with the
storage program. Under the SSS program, the local agency is responsible for
maintaining its own local supplies in storage until needed for summer use. In most
groundwatèr basins this is not a significant problem. However, when additional
SSS water is purchased for replenishment and long-term storage, the local agency is
responsible fõr any losses or quality degradation that occurs. If Metropolitan is the
entìty maintaining storage (as in the Cyclic Storage programs), it is usually
responsible for any storage losses. Currently, only a few basin adjudications
recognize any losses in groundwater storage. Such is not the case in reservoir
storage wherê evaporation can be a significant detriment. The question to be
answéred is "should the region as a whole pay for storage losses that occur from
participation in a regional storage program such as SSS?"

Adequacy of Incentives. Metropolitan has relied heavily upon economic incentives to_ encourage^

agenõies io develop local storage capabilities over the last twelve years. The development of
Séasonal Storage Sèrvice is preãicated on providing an economic incentive for agencies to shift
their use of locá production facilities to reduce peaks on Metropolitan duringthe summer months.
The IICP is an elample of a disincentive where agencies were penalized for purchasing more
imported water thanlheir allocation. Several concerns have been e_xpressed..regarding these

incèntives. These concerns center on level of the incentives and Metropolitan's long-term
commitment to these programs.

encouraging local storage is the Seasonal Storage program. This
water duriñg the winter months at reduced rates in exchange f-or

hases during the sum r. Although the program has been successful

in encouraging local storage and load shifting, member agencies have_expressed concerns that they
cannot justîfylnvestment in new capital facilities to make better useo_f the program because there is

no assürancô that the program will be continued in the future. Metropolitan has indicated its
commitment to the prolram but recognizes that the current Board of Directors cannot tie the hands

of future Boards to inate new policies. Discussions at the recent Strategic Assembly reiterated the

importance of this program.
form in the future. However,
investments. Since much o
facilities, there appears to be
for wells or rechãrge basins. Development of a separate program to provide guaranteed incentives
for new capital investment might be a reasonable approach.

Another concern of member agencies is the level of the Seasonal Storage incentive. As previo_usly

discussed, the incentive for participating in the SSS program is a rate reduction of $ 137lacre-ft for
treated water and $1 l3lacre-ftfor untreated water. Many agencies have expressed concerns that the
incentive is not sufficient to justify signif,rcant new capital investment. A review of the program
indicates that the current incentives may not create sufficient savings to pay back capital investments
in a relatively short period of time. The program provides that any imported water purchased in the
winter months that éxceeds a baseline amount qualifies for SSS rates. A commensurate increase in
local production during the summer is also required. An agency that has a high proportion of local
supplies is likely to realize a more rapid payback on capital investment than an agency having a low
proþortion of local supplies. There may be a level of local production at which capital investme_nt in
new facilities is never recovered due to the inadequacy of the incentive. This is true if a signifìcant
number of new wells a¡e required to fully participate in the SSS program. As a result, there appears
to be a need for a thorough èvaluation of the SSS incentive to ensure that the program continues to

Ground and Surface Water Storage Issues Paper

program. The recently proposed Cooperative Storage Program appears to resolve
some of the concerns.
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provide the intended benefits. It must be recognized that some local water development may not be
cost-effective.

The recent IICP is an example of an economic disincentive designed to penalize excessive use of
water during drought conditions. One problem that plagued the IICP was the overlap between the
old interruptible service and the new SSS program. This resulted in agencies receiving a water
allocation ior groundwater recharge during the drought and imposition of shortages on non-
interruptible cuitomers. Comments on recent proposed revisions to the IICP have suggested that
water sèrvice be simply classified as firm and non-firm with all seasonal storage deliveries falling
into the firm category. Long-term storage would be classified as non-firm. When a shortage is
declared all non-firm deliveries would be discontinued. This would reduce demands by
approximately 400,000 acre-ft/yr at current demand levels or about 22 percent This would
immediately irigger production of local water supplies that have been stored. Any remaining
shortages on fîrm water deliveries would be significantly reduced.

Institutional Issues

In the Final EIR for Eastside Reservoir, Metropolitan based the determination of required storage
on the assumption of expanded coordinated
Metropolitan's analysis projected a need
groundwater storage. Metropolitan assume
that impede maximum use of groundwater storag

the parties to the judgments. These judgments ar
turn-, is responsible to the courts. Other basi ange County Basin, are_ not
adjudicatedbut rather are managed by a ground gency (Orange County Water
District in this case). No regional agency exists require local agencies to take
certain actions relative to gioundwáter storage. Table 8-6 summarizes the stora€e and overdraft
provisions in eight of the groundwater basins in the Metropolitan service area. Of these basins, six
ãre adjudicated, all of which have some form of storage provisions. Generally, the most recent
judgments have the most flexible storage arrangements.

The level of regional conjunctive management is predominantly a function of participation in
Metropolitan'slarious stõrage programs. CertainMetropolitan storage programs include "call
provisions" wherein Metropolitañ may require a participating member agency to pump sjo¡9d water^

ãs directed. Other programs such as the cyclic storage program involve pre-delivery of
replenishment water that is transferred to local control upon payment of the appropriate water rate.

There has been substantial discussions regarding the approach for regional coordination of
groundwater storage opelations. Groundwater producers view their basins as a form of property
ánd strongly resent any attempts for outside control of these basins. In fact, the trend in recent
judgments ãnd modifications to existing judgments have involved increased "basin" control
through the use of management boards acting as basin watermasters.

Discussions at the recent Strategic Planning Assembly identified local control of groundwater
resources as a potential obstacle that could impede full utilization of this resource. However, most

Ground and Surface Water Storage Issues Paper
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TABLE 8.6

COMPARISON OF GROUNDWATER STORAGE PROVISIONS

Groundwater
Basin

Basin
Adjudicated Local Storage Provisions Overproduction Provisions

Current Metropolitan
Storage Programs

Central Yes Pumpers may carryover unused
rights up to 20 percent of adjudi-
cated rights.

Stored water plus 10 percent of
adjudicated rights. Special
drought overproduction of
17.000 acre-ft

Seasonal Storage Service

Chino Yes Unpumped rights up to share of
operating safe yield without stor-
age agreement. No limit on stor-
age accounts. Stored water not
subject to losses.

No limitations; production in ex-
cess of rights subject to replen-
ishment assessment.

Cyclic Storage Agreement
Trust Storage (Exchange)

Agreement
Proposed Conjunctive Use

Demonstration Project
Shorçterm Conjunctive Use

Project
Seasonal Storage Service

Main San Gabriel Yes watermaster may enter into
court-approved storage agree-
ments. No charge for storage.
Metropolitan has storage rights.

Production in excess of Operating
Safe Yield share is subject to re-
plenishment assessment.

Cyclic Storage Agreements
with SGVMWD,
USGVMWD and
TVMWD

Seasonal Storage Service

North Las Posas No Fox Canyon Groundwater
Management Agency (FCGMA)
has provisions for storage credits.

FCGMA has imposed pumping
restrictions to reduce overdraft.

Pilot Program

Orange County No None. OCWD maintains basin
storage based on supPlY avail-
ability and water levels.

Production in excess of basin
production percentage subject to
basin equity assessment.

Drought Storage Program
Seasonal Storage Service

Raymond Yes

cated rights. Annual loss factor
is I percent of stored water,
Administrative cost of
$ I .5O/acre-ft.

Pumpers mây produce 10 percent
over their decreed rights plus any
allowable underpumping

Drought Storage Program
Seasonal Storage Service

San Fernando Yes Unpumped import return water
assigned to storage account. No
limit on amount in storage.
Storage not subject to losses.

Los Angeles may pump "underly-
ing pueblo waters" subject to re-
placement in a reasonable time.
Burbank, Glendale and San
Fernando may pump l0 percent
over import return credit and re-
place in following year. Burbank
and Clendale may pump "physi-
cal solution water" and paY Los
Angeles cost of imported water.

Drought Storage Program
Seasonal Storage Service

West Coast Yes Pumpers may carryover unused
rights up to 20 percent of adjudi-
cated rights.

Stored water plus l0 percent of
adjudicated rights. Special
drought overproduction of
10,000 acre-ft

Seasonal Storage Service
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local groundwater managers believe that local control is the best method to ensure full utilization.
Options to expand conjunctive use include:

. Legislative expansion of Metropolitan's governmental powers as a regional water
management agency with the discn tion over resource allocation.

. New or expanded cooperative programs between Metropolitan and its member

agencles.

. fncreased economic incentives and disincentives through Metropolitan's water rates.

. Contractual affangements between Metropolitan and its member agencies.

nc powers for Metropolitan would require

th lèd on the local level. Potential problems

ed
aï'

exercised a significant amount of c
control was accomplished through
incentives and contracts appear to le way to achieve maximum use of surface and

groundwater storage.

It was concluded at the Strategic Planning Assembly that Metropolitan's powers should not be

ã"ft*..¿ fãgislatively. Instead,"Metropoütãn should côncentrate on improving regional cooperation

and coordination.

An additional area of institutional concern inv
Currently, groundwater recharge and productio
water is'stored in a basin by outside agenci

ì'ïïitrj#í'3,%:i:i
ng these same Periods

tes a conflict for the same extraction facilities that
onstruction of additional groundwater production

facilities appears to be the only viable approach. The. ownership of these facilities and the

operations iËen becomes an impórtant factôf so that conflicts in basin operating objectives do not

occur.

STRATEGIES TO ADDRESS ISSUES

Approaches to address the myriad issues affecting increased storage of water in Southern

California may be categorized as:

. Technical Strategies

. Environmental and Regulatory Strategies
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. Financial Strategies

. Institutional Strategies

Technical Strategies

Technical strategies will encompass the development of approaches to address concerns in water
reliability criteiia, recognition of opportunities for storage, expansion of in/out capability,
minimization of hydrologic uncertainty and reduction in water quality impacts. These could include
the following:

. Initiate a program to develop Southern California water reliability criteria,
incorporating-the California Urban 'Water Agencies Reliability Study. and
M . MetroPolita rshiP in assisting
ea retail agencY and comParing it
to ssary actions level to increase
leliability can then be identified and implcmcntcd. This will be addressed in
Metropolitan's lntegrated Resources Planning efforts.

. Initiate a program to identify and quantify alternative storage opportunities. in
Southern Öalifornia, assess the cosf and feasibility of alternatives, and develop
implementation programs.

. Develop redundancy in local water supply systems to provide maximum in-lieu
replenishment of groundwater pumping.

. Develop a strategy of increased investment in hydrologic forecasting.coupled with
closer c-ooperation between Metropolitan and local water storage agencies.

Environmental and Regulatory Strategies

Environmental and regulatory strategies will propose regional approaches for reduction of
environmental and permitting impediments to water storage. Alternatives include:

. Development by Metropolitan of a regional environmental mitigation bank to be

used by local agencies.

. Greater cooperation among water agencies in joint mitigation activities.

. Assignment of regional permitting authority to Metropolitan for selected water
activities.

Financial Strategies

Financial strategies will propose opportunities to financially enhance and facilitate increased
production anditorage. Melropoliiãn's financial incentive programs have been successful in
increasing both wateistorage and water production in Southern California. The amount of and

criteria foi these incentive piograms are under continual review. However, special attention should
be given to the level of inõenfive provided by the SSS program to ensure that local agencies c-an

justìfy expenditures for new facilitiès. Strategies which may complement these approaches include:

Reevaluate the seasonal storage differential to ensure that an appropriate incentive is
provided to ensure adequate participation in the SSS program.

o
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. Programs for capital investment by Metropolitan in place of per acre-foot incentives.

. Development of a regional revolving loan fund to facilitate local storage
development.

. Develop regional approaches to obtaining Federal funds for local storage
develoPment.

. Separate rate program for long-term (carryover) storage.

. Development of a program to guarantee seasonal pricing for a specified period of
time to pay for specihed capital projects.

Institutional Strategies by Member Agencies

Institutional strategies will address means of better working together to address issues and increase

storage. These could include:

. Regional studies by the water industry at large on benefits of agency consolidation,
or multi-agency cooperation.

. Commitments by Seasonal Storage Service users to draft from groundwater storage
during periods oi imported water shortage. This may best be accomplished through
an improved IICP.

. Local water agency interconnections to expand potentials for joint use of storage
facilities.

. Strengthening of formal groups to work with Metropolitan on strategies and
programs to increase storage.

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

General conclusions derived from the issues paper on ground and surface water storage may be

summarized as follows:

1. Additional water storage facilities a¡e needed for Southem Califomia.

2. Current Metropolitan water storage incentive programs (Seasonal Storage Service,
Demonstration Storage Program, and Cooperative Storage Program) have
significantly increased water in storage in Southern California.

3. The issues of pricing for water to be stored, summer call provisions, ownership, and

the need and dlesire io increase the storage of available imported surface supplies are

not as yet integrated into a workable plan of approach which is widely accepted by
all Member Agencies.

Programs to encourage greater storage of imported water must take into account
capital expenditures of Member Agencies.

A storage program for the sale of available imported supplies by Metropolitan
without-summer call provisions, payment at the time of storage, and subsequent
payment to Metropolifan of a small incremental cost at the time the stored water is

4.

5

I
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pumped would render future storage operations more advantageous to Member
Agencies. However, other member agencies must realize a benefit.

Future Metropolitan water storage programs must be sufficiently flexible to enable
them to work within the constraints of individual Member Agencies, or within
groundwater basin operating parameters.

Significant augmentation of groundwater storage in Southern California should be

undertaken while the Domenigoni Reservoir is being constructed. Stored waters
could later be extracted to offset supplies diverted to fill Domenigoni.

New facilities will be difficult to complete. In order to encourage new surface
storage facilities:

. Capital-related issues must be considered

. Regional environmental mitigation panels need to be established

. Greater joint Metropolitan-Member Agency participation needs to be
encouraged.

Expanded use could be made of Southern California groundwater basins provided:

. Additional spreading and injection capacity is developed

. Institutionally-derived operating criteria can be modified

. Greater cooperation is exhibited by Member Agencies'

In general terms, water management activities encouraging the efficient storage of
waier must consider control issues. Increased storage is beneficial to Southern
California regardless of the location and type of storage.

8

9

10

l
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APPENDIX C

WATER RECLAMATION ISSUES PAPER

INTRODUCTION

The Southern California lV'ater Resources Strategic Assessment performed by the Metropolitan
Water District of Southern California (MWD) and its member agencies has identified water
reclamation as the fastest growing source of local water supply in the Metropolitan area, Member
agencies have identified a potential reuse market of over 500,000 acre-feet P9r ygqr (acre-ft/yr) by
tñe year 2000. With the current level of reuse in the service area at roughtY 111,0_00 acre-ftl.y.r,
poténtial constraints to the rapid growth of thi local supply need to be identified and quickly
resolved.

The development of new reclaimed water systems antl uscs is cxpccl.cd to be a cortterstoue of future
water supplies for Southern California. A survey of member agencies was conducted in 1992 as

part of the Strategic Assessment. This survey was lg{her update4_ and- revised as part.of
Metropolitan's on-going Integrated Resources Pli nning (IRP) process. The table at the end of this
issues paper presents the information collected in this survey. Table C-1 presents a summary of the
reclaimed water projections that are used in the IRP. In the IRP, levels of development are used to
define resource alternatives. Three levels are used for reclaimed water:

Existing or Under Construction
Detailed Planning or Under Design
Preliminary Planning or Conceptual

TABLE C.1

SUMMARY OF RECLAIMED WATER PROJECTS

1 Does not include Santa Ana River recharge.

a

a

a

lævel 1

I-evel2
lævel3

Year IRP Investment Level (acre-flyr)l

Level I Level2 Level3 Total

r992

r995

2000

20r0

2020

135,000

210,000

27r,000

316,000

316,000

0

50,000

121,000

156,000

156,000

0

30,000

114,000

191,000

289,000

135,000

290,000

506,000

663,000

144,000
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Water Reclamation Issues Paper

This paper presents a cliscussion of issues and associated constraints to the development of water
reclamation, and potential means of resolving these constraints.

REGULATORY ISSUES

The principal regulatory issues affecting implementation of water reclamation include Title 22 and

the authority of the regulatory agencies, and live stream discharge issues

Title 22 and County Health Departments

Discussion of Issue. County Health Departments are the local enforcertent autholity for¿ctiiities
affecting the health and safety of the people within each of the six counties in the MWD service
area. The County Health Departments work closely with the California Department of Health
Services (CDHS) and the California Regional Water Quality Control Boards. County Health
Departments may make recommendations to these agencies related to the regulations affecting
reciaimed water use. At times, these recommendations are not consistent from one county to the
next.

Assembly B1ll704 (Sher) would establish uniform statewide Title22 water reclamation criteria.
County Health Departments, as well as CDHS, recognize the need for uniform water reclamation
criteria and therefore are not opposing AB 704.

CDHS is in the process of finalizing amendments to the Title 22 criteria. It is anticipated that the

new Title 22 crlteria will address 28 new uses of reclaimed water in addition to the uses that are

authorized under the current Title 22 regulations. The regulations should be released for final
public comment in late 1994.

Strategy to Resolve Issue. MWD should establish a cooperative working relationship with
CDHS-ánd each of the six County Health Departments in its service area, focusing on the

environmental management of water reclamation activities to:

. develop communications and a joint evaluation process for facilitating the regulatory
approval of water reclamation projects,

. support CDHS's efforts to amend Title 22 to expand the uses of reclaimed water
wtriètr maximizes benehcial uses while continuing to protect public health,

o coordinate information exchange among these agencies and jointly
M'WD's member agencies and the public consistent, realistic and safe
and information on the use of reclaimed water, and

present to
guidelines

o meet with the public health officials as often as necessary to review or resolve
strategies and issues related to reclaimed water.

Live Stream Discharge

Discussion of Issue. The econonris viability and therefore the fate of many water reclamation
projects is often tied to the use of natural watercourses for the conveyance and downstream reuse of
reclaimed water.

Discharging reclaimed water into a watercourse provides an economical means of transporting
water toã dõwnstream use, and a method for managing surplus reclaimed water available during wet
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weather when supply exceeds l.he market demand. Because Southern California gcnerally has an

the release of reclaimed water to streams in Southern California requires the producer of the

reclaimed water to meet both state and federal discharge requirements at the so called "end of
pipe".

The federal Clean Water Act, which provides th state and federal regulations

guuerolng the chemical character ofìcclaimed sumes that all waters of the

Ünited siates have, or could porenriallv have, 
eams of the Northw:; äï ,äå:"'ü.iT:å'åii

luding Southern California, are not suitable for
In faðt, due to less restrictive regulation in the

d or semi-arid climates that receive significant
ed aquatic habitat and other beneficial uses which

would not otherwise exist without the discha¡ge of reclaimed water.

that would not represent a threat to human health,
al of more sensitive aquatic species' Treatment
of treatment required by these more sensitive

itive.

Strategy to Resolve Issues. Amendments
of reclàimed water in arid and semi-arid
address both Clean Vy'ater Act policy, and stand
303(c) are needed to address the water quality st

water resources. The act needs to recognize that
where they can fully support a wide range of aquatic life.

An organization of western state ) has recently

uãopt"i proposed amendments to utlined above.

iffip;.þarìicipation and support production of
reclaimed water.

esources Control Board are currently conducting
ce Waters Plan (ISWP) which sets inland surface
er 1991, the USEPA took actions on California's

luding provisions for water quality standards
r bodies. The Category (a) water bodies are

id and semi-arid portions of the state and do now'

MWD should submit comments when the next draft of the ISWP becomes available, as well as

ro".t dir".tly with USEPA and State Board representatives to stress the importance of an ISWP that

suppofts reuse to the extent environmentally possible'
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TECIINICAL ISSUES

Seasonal Storage

Discussion of Issue. The importance of seasonal storage to the expanded development of water
reuse in Southern California is evident when one notes the extreme annual variations in potential
demand. In reclaimed water market demand studies completed for the Orange County area,

landscape irrigation was shown to comprise approximately 877o of the potential demand for
reclaimèd waier, while commercial/industrial use accounted for the remaining 137o. The
significance of this is that while commercial/industrial use exerts a relativeìy constant demand on
thõ reclaimed water source, landscape irrigation demand experiences tremendous seasonal variations
due to Southern California's predominant "winter only" rainfall pattern. Irrigation demand
studies completed for the Orange County area have shown that over 1O7o of demand occurs-during
April through September. Morèover, the study indicated that gnly 3V,o of annual irrig.ation demand

ocìurred in the pèak rainfall months of January, February and March. These annual variations in
landscape irrigàtion demand illustrate the need for seasonal storage in regional water reuse
programs if reclaimed water use is to reach its full potential.

Unfortunately, developing seasonal storage reservoirs of adequate capacity to meet reclaimed water
developmeni potential inlhe Southern California area is fraught with both c tal
constraints. Wtrite groundwater storage options may provide the mo nd
environmentally sensitive opportunities to store reclaimed water, basin adj ng
potable development, water õuatity limitations, capacity limitations, and the fact that many.areas in
tne \4Wp service area lack groundwater resources limits the groundwater storage development
option.

also are severely constrained by c issues. In
of MWD's service area where the er markets
e reservoirs typically is unavailab r has been

preserved as open space due to its high habitat value. Areas wh e typically
iemote from treatmènt plants and seivice areas where distribution of the reclaimed water would
occur. In addition, development of remote storage sites that may be environmentally feas-ible

typically require extensive transmission infrastructure, limiting cost-effectiveness - particularly for a
single agency to undertake.

Strategy to Resolve Issue. Development of viable reclaimed water seasonal storage optio.ns will
not ocður unless a multi-agency/multi-component approach is taken. Such an approach must
involve the cooperation of many agencies, including M'WD, that would benefit from a common
seasonal storage facility.

MWD can support agencies in their effort to address this issue in two wayst First, MWD could
tailor its Local Projeðts Program (LPP) to provide financial support for a regional storage facility
that would enable several agències, each with their own reuse program, to increase their respective-

project yields. Since agenciés within an area typically have varying schedules for implementation of
ttreir loêat water reusé project, the funding of ¿ seasonal storage facility to serve the multiple
agencies within an areá wôuld be difficult. Participating agencies possibly could form a joint
venture to provide the conduit for MWD's financial support.

MWD could also support agencies in developing seasonal storage projects by providing technical
guidance and leaderstiip. VIWO should share the results of its past and ongoing studies on surface
émergency storage foidomestic water supply. Some.o^f lh" domestic reservoirs within MWD's
service area may cease to be used due to recent state and federal surface water treatment regulations

Water Reclamation Issues Paper
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that are causing some agencies to consider covering their reservoirs. MWD could take this
technical assistance one step farther and conduct a service area-wide study investigation of potential
locations for seasonal storage of reclaimed water. This study could include applicable groundwater
basins.

Domestic Water Quality

Discussion of Issue. As a result of the drought in California, delivery of State Water Project
(SWP) water into MWD's service area was significantly reduced duling 1991 and 1992.

d to much of MWD's service area
TDS), adversely impacting irrigators
y consisting of a 50/50 blend of SV/P
. Excessive reclaimed water salinity

discourages further development and use of reclaimed water.

Section 136 of the Metropolitan Water District Act requires that, "to the extent reasonable and
practical, not less than 50% of blended water shall be water from the S'WP." Currently, t itlg_!
þractical due to system hydraulics and SWP deliveries for MWD to consistently supply 507o SWP
to all member agencies.

n of its Capital Improvement Program (CIP) is
rim, MWD should prioritize the available SWP
cies with the most beneficial reclaimed water
rtfalls continue to prevent MWD frorn tueeting
r modification of LPP to provide added funding

support to areas receiving higher salinity water.

ECONOMIC ISSUES

Local Projects Program

Discussion of the Issue. As with all new water supplies, the unit sost to develop that supply will
be signif,rcantly greater than the melded cost of water alrea{y bgilg served. Yetthese new sources

must-be deveÍoþed to meet our future water demands. By initiating the LPP in 1981, MWD
attempted to assist agencies in overcoming this discrepancy and, in the pro-cess, stimulating. greater

reclaimed water devélopment. In recent years as theìtate and local health agencies have become

more supportive of water reuse, the industry is poised to proceed at an even more rapid pace than in
the pastiõ develop reuse projects. However, with the economic benefits of water reuse projects to
be rèaped in futurè years, Tunding remains the prirn ary limitation to the development of water reuse

projects in MWD's service area.

t that
time
from
costs

for treatment facilities; separate-distribution systems and storage . combined with gradualmarket
development, make a member agency's projeclfinancially infeasible without the appropriate level of
assistance from MWD, particularly in the short term.

The original LPP program was designed to provide direct capital con_struction funding to.the
membeiagency foi a given project, witn VfWl acquiring ownership of a portion of the project
yield. MWD rêvised the program in 1985 to provide contributions based on the amount of water
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Lhc projcct actually reclaimed. This allowed the project sponsor to owq tlc projcct yicld, a^nd

Oevètoþed a relationship between the amount of the LPP subsidy and MWD's avoided cost for
delivering imported watér supplies. The original commodity based payment formula included only
the potenltial ènergy cost savings from the re :ed water imports, and amounted to $75 per acre

foot in 1989 In early 1990, the subsidy was
treatment and delivery costs, with consideration
current LPP payment of $154 per acre foot, when
per acre foot, provides an incentive of$539 per acre foot.

Limitations with the current LPP that have inhibited greater member agency participation include:

. the sense that the LPP contribution is not high enough to truly reflect MWD's
avoided costs of additional imported supplies,

. the fact that the contribution is based on a fixed amount - not recognizing the need

for varying levels of contribution required by different but equally viable projects,
and

. the fact that the contribution does not have an inflation factor - essentially
decreasing MWD's proportional contribution over time even though their

benefit is increased.

Strategies to Resolve Issues. Many elements of avoided cost seem to be ignored in the LPP's
current $154 per acre foot contribution. Speci
avoided pumping, treatment, environmental
distribution and other capital costs that are exp
additional supplies. In addition, since these cost
upon MWD's approved annual budget, enabling
to five year cycle.

With respect to the fixed nature of the contribution, the program should be reevaluated to

acknowledge that some projects - because of dil
may be equally beneficial, but require
established as a range, with the exact I
of conditions that would warrant increased fundin
of treatment, due either to a high salinity dome
potable reuse.

Finally, the LPP should recognize the current in MWD's rate structure.
The fi-scal master plan submit[ed with the curre s water rates incryasing.in
the short term, and leveling off with minimal in In addition, the Financial
Structure Study currently under preparation by MWD staff is evaluating the option-for fixed
service charges and othei revenue sources that would potentially modulate future significant rate
increases. Tiese factors combined could serve to reduce near-term financial incentives and extend
the pay back period on many projects. As a result, consideration should be given,to_ T_nPlementing
an iñflâtion fáctor to offset the rate flattening, and to recognize the increased benefit I\,/[WD receives
from the local projects as their variable O&M costs rise over time.

State Revolving Fund

Discussion of Issue. The primary purpose of the SRF loan program is to assist in the financing
of publicly owned treatment works necessary to protect and promote the health, safety, and welfare

Water Reclamation Issues Paper
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of the inhabitants of the State. In atltlition Lo pt-rllution prol"ecLiun, watcr reclamatiurt pt'ojects are

eligible for SRF funding.

Although the SWRCB has adopted policies to support water reclamation projects through_out the
state, the SRF's priority class system along with the Vy'ater Reclamation Loan Program funding
requirements eclamation projects to compete with water_pollution control
prõjects. Un projects are ranked A through F, w!1h A.being the highest

þriórity class. are placed in class E. Additionally, all projects compete on a
hrst come, first serve basis.

However, any leclamation project funded through the SRF must meet both SRF and Water
Reclamation Loan Program funding requirements. The added burden of the Water Reclamation
Loan Program funding requirements puts water reclamation projects at a disadvantage when
competing with pollution control projects. For example, the capacity of a water reclamation project
eügible fór loan proceeds is that capacity that can be used within five years of completion of
coñstruction or twice the initial year capacity after completion of construction - whichever is less.

Interest of potential reclaimed water users must be documented through letters of intent or
contracts. Iñ comparison, the capacity of a pollution control project eligible for loan proceeds is

that capacity that can be used within 12 years for above ground facilities and 40 years for buried
facilitiés such as pipelines. Determination of eligibility is based on population projections.

At the beginning of FY 1993, $216.4 million was available in the SRF for loan commitments. By
the end oT luly-te93, about $45 million of this will have been allocated to water reclamation
projects.

Strategy to Resolve Issue. When the SWRCB reviews its policy for the SRF for FY 1994,
N4WD should encourage the following modihcations:

. The SWRCB should establish a level of funding to be allocated to reclamation
projects consistent with the State Legislature's water reclamation policy (V/_ale1

Reõycling Act of 1991). The SWRCB should set aside a specific amount of SRF
funds foriater reclamation coÍrmensurate with the Legislature's water reclamation
goals (700,000 acre-flyr by 2000 and 1,000,000 acre-flyr by 2010)'

. The SWRCB should review its wafer reclamation loan criteria and remove any
unnecessary requirements i.e., letters of intent should not be required where
mandatory use ordinances are in place and eligibility criteria should be based on
projections similar to pollution control projects.

INSTITUTIONAL ISSUES

Interj urisdictional Issues

Discussion of Issue. Interagency coordination is one of the most sensitive implementation issues
with recycled water projects. Generally, there are three types of project scenarios;

. single agency projects in which one agcncy is responsible for both wastewater and
water services,

dual agency projects in which a wastewater agency produces recycled water and a
water agency distributes it, and

a
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. multiple agency projects irt which wastewatel and watel agencies cooperate to
develop a joint project.

The easiest type of project to implement is the one in which a single agency performs both sewer
and retail waier functions. Undei this scenario, an entity both produces and distributes the recycled
water. Institutional coordination is limited to regulatory and funding agencies. Slightly more
complex institutional arrangements are required in dual ?gency plojects. -Typ19afly, a sanitation
district will sell recycled waier to a water agency that will then distribute and retail the water. In the
past, sanitation ag d water for minim disposal
ðption and becaui urring any additio recycled
water.. Recently, n agencics havc c valuable
commodity which can be sold at elevated prices.

The most complex institutional arrangement is one where multiple agencies cooperate.on a joint
venture. This rèquires a commitment on the part of all entities involved to develop the project.

Strategies to Resolve fssues. The success of a multiple agency project involves the concept of
"partnering.
jurisdiction
multiple ag

ated to finance, turt', responsibility/liability, and

tii:iRä[îl1i:ifåi'í1,åff :l*ltîíi"#
y loses customers, facilities, or a revenue stream,

unless it is by choice. All agencies buy into the project and become proponents rather than
opponents.

In cases where multiple water agencies are involved in a reclaimed water project, member.agenc.ies

may request MWD's input, as appropriate. In the case where the project is proposed for inclusion
in tire LÞp, ¡,rfWD woulã be ablé io plovide a regional perspective as to how the project will reduce

the regional demand for imported supplies.

Water Reclamation Issues Paper
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tlt Integrated Resource Plan -- lJater Recycting Projects

Lvt.

ïype
of

Use

1992

Yietd
AFY

50

50000

19

0

1649

112

0

0

0

1995

YieLd

AFY

2000

Y i el.d

AFY

201 0

Yietd
AFY

utt.
Yietd

ATY

Fixed
Cost year

$ll est.

0 830.0 0

1 90 7-1 25

000.00
5 93 4.2 20

6

236 9?

0 100

23
0 241

Oper.

DAtC ¡IDPES

1983 no

1993 no

1967 no

1995 no

1995

1995

1995

1995

2000

1995

yes

no

no

no

yes

no

1978 no

19ó1 no

1992 no

1993 no

1978 no

1989 no

1995 no

2000 no

1995 no

1992 1995 2000 2010

lerm 0&M O&M O&t.l O&n

(%) Year $/AF $/At $/AF $/AfProject Name

** Burbank

Ca I t rans

Media City Center

PSD Porer Ptant
Rectaim Expansion Debet t/Landf i t t

fi subtota[ **

*t Ca [ [ eguas ]ltJD

Hitt Canyon Rectaimed lJater Project 3

l,loorpark L¡aste¡iater Treatment taci t ity 3

oak Park/ilorth Ranch Rectaimed l¿ater Line 1

Otsen Road/Sunset Hitts uaster¡ater Trmt. tac. 5

Oxnard Reclaimed lJater Project 3

Simi Val.tey Reclaimed Uater Project 3

** subtotal **

** centrat Basin ill¡D
Eetlflorer Rectamation Project 1

central and uest Basin Reptenishment 1

Century !¡ater Recycting Project 1

cerritos Reclaimed t¡ater Extension Project 1

Cerritos Rectamation Project 1

Lakerood Llater Rectamation Project 1

Rio Hondo llater Recycling Project - Phase 1 1

Rio Hondo !¡ater Recycling Project - Phase 2 2

t¿hittier NarroHs Recreation Area 2

r* Subtotal fi

L

L

I,L
L

1

1

1

2

100

50

900

793

65

?5

900

539

ó5

25

900

539

0

900

0

2t 65

50

900

617

921 1529 15?9 1662 1843

108

480

4

297

13î

280

I

37i

45

EA,

A

L

L

A,

L

L

l,L,R

5000

1ó00

1300

249

0

500

50

50000

5000

260

2600

800

5000

2000

2383

5000

3200

1300

249

15000

1 0000

0

0

0

0

0

0

5000

2?OO

1300

249

1 5000

5000

5000

5200

1300

219

15000

5000

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0 110

0ó0
0óó
0 320

00
o66

?29

ó0

13E

57ö

13E

138

50

75000

7500

260

4000

1400

6000

7000

3'138

50

75000

9000

260

4000

1800

8000

7000

3138

50

75000

9000

260

4000

1800

8000

9500

3138

0.0
0.0
5.1
0.0
0.0
4-O

ó.1
0.0
0.0

171

23

113

0

143

259

0

0

0

198

27

166

115

1?1

?94

166

166

138

14',!

ó0

84

390

84

84

?54

34

212

147

155

376

z',t2

21?

188

41r
5ó

34ó

240

25?

ó13

34i,

34i,

298

393
00
593
r91

20 93

15 93

092
00

?3 93

092
688
188

10 93

20 93

994

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

25

0

0

0

30

0

0

55

o 8649 28749 29749 34749 44

L

R

I,L
l rL
L

L

I,L
l rL
L

52160 ó8093 104318 108248 110748 69
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Project Name

** Chino Basin I'ltlD

Catifornia lnstitution for Men

Carbon Canyon Core

E[ Prado Park and Golf Course

ontario Gotf Course and uestHind Park

Regional Plant #1 Core

Regional Plant #4 Core

Uptand Hilts Country Ctub

lJestern Hi t [s CountrY Cl.ub

** subtotat fi

** coastal MllD

South Laguna Expanded Reclamation Project

South Laguna Rectaimed llater
South Laguna Rectamation Expansion

hrater Rectamation Project - Phase A

uater Rectamation Project - Phase B

** subtotal **

*t Eastern I'IUD

Haun Road (Rose HiIts llemoriaI Park)

Hemet/SJ Reg. Rec. - Recharge Phase A

Hemet/SJ Reg. Rec. - Recharge Phase B

Hemet/SJ RegionaI Reclamation - Direct
iloreno Vat ley Rectamâtion

Nason Street Rectamation

Perris Vat tey RegionaI Reclamation

Rancho Cat ifornia Rectâmation Expansion

South Lasse[ [e Reclamation

Sun City Gotf Courses

2

¡ntegrated Resource Ptan -- lrater Recycting Projects

Type

Lvl. Use

of
199?

Yietd
AFY

1995

Yietd
AFY

2000

Yietd
AFY

201 0

Yietd
ATY

utt.
Yietd

AFY

700

2000

1300

1 200

7500

7500

2?4

17

Fixed
Cost year

$fil est.

199¿ 1995 2000 2010

o&trl o&M o&M o&t'l

$/AF $/AF $/AF $/AF

Oper.

Date NDPES

0 yes

1995 no

1977 no

19ó8 no

2000 no

1998 no

1983 yes

0 yes

1995 no

198/r no

1990 no

0no
2000 no

't995

0

1995

1966

1987

1995

1989

1994

1993

1983

no

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

no

yes

yes

no

Term

(%) Year

A

L

L

L

A

L

L

L

1

3

1

1

3

3

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

593
00
289
789

1t 91

20441

2500

900

ó00

800

?750

7550

14941

2500

900

ó00

800

2750

7550

124?8

2500

900

300

800

2750

7¿50

0

800

0

0

0

5

0

0

5

L

t
L

L

L

2

1

1

1

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

L

700

0

1300

700

0

0

224

17

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

700

0

1300

1 200

0

0

224

17

410

1037

2963

14178

10579

800

2A24

4800

357

652

700

1 050

1300

1 200

4000

3937

224

17

700

1 500

1300

1 200

5000

5000

224

17

00
693
00
00

24 92

792
00
00

21A 1?O 538 876

0 0 322 3ó8

0000
0000
0 0 223 330

0 0 223 330

796 915 '.t052 1210

1765 2059 2635 4296

?941 3441

860

1660 2800

1 000

900

100

800

0

0.0
0.0
ó.0
0.0
0.0

37

25

0 500 760 800

448 514 667 944

0 400 333 117

107 472 985 1ó0ó

0 0 985 1ó0ó

?

1

3

1

1

3

1

1

1

1

L

R

R

A,E,L
A,E,L,R
L

A,E,L,R
A,L

L

L

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0

1 037

0

6454

8557

0

?309

0

0

590

2876

't037

3963

28',t?3

10571

1350

9346
ó000

357

65?

2876

1037

4963

27164

10761

1 550

11346

ó000

357

652

2876

1037

4963

?2815

10811

1 350

11346

ó000

357

652

0 181

?6 30

050
26 30

156 181

0 181

26 30

0 181

0 181

272 3',t6

492
00
193
691
792
194
00

32 89

093
00

232 378

39 63

39 ó3

39 63

23? 378

?3? 378

39 63

?32 378

232 378

401 ó58
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¡ntegrated Resource Ptan -- ¡'¡ater Recycting Projects

Type 1992

Y i el.d

AtY

1995

Yietd
AtY

3300

1974

2313

1000

400

300

31 00

0

4780

2500

2000

Yietd
AFY

3300

1803

3983

201 0

Yietd
AFY

3300

1803

34¿3

ul.t.
Yietd

ATY

3300

1805

3123

Fixed
Cost year

$il est.
Term

(Z) Year

199? 1995 2000 2010

0&¡t o&l,t o&H o&M

$/AF $/AF $/AF $/AF

120

116

116

170

0

oper.
DAtE NDPES

1989 yes

1995 yes

1993 yes

1995 no

1992 no

1980 no

1995 no

0no

1972 no

1991 no

1972 yes

198ó no

199ó no
'1995 no

1980 no

Lvt.
of

UseProject ¡¡ame

Temecuta Vattey Rectamation - Phase A 1

Temecuta Valley Reclamation - Phase 8 2

lJinchester/Temecula Regional Reclamation Sys. 1

tù subtotal tr

*r Foothitt illD
La Canada-Flintridge Country Club

** Subtotat t*

* Gtendale

Brand Park Line
Forest La¡.n Pipeline
Porer Ptant Pipetine
Verdugo Schott Pipetine - Phase 1

Verdugo schott PiPetine - Phase 2

fi Subtotal *r

ff Las virgenes MH)

Catabasas System

Catabasas System ExPansion

Las Virgenes VatteY System

Las virgenes ¡Jestern System
ti subtotal **

Long Beach

Atamitos Barrier Project - Parts 1 & 2 2

City of Long Beach Rectaimed lrater l{asterPtan 2

Long Beach Rectamation Project 1

22216 46191 73361 75332 70733 73

13s 135 135 135 135

80

350

450

832

0

l99 1521 26

0 0 0.0 0 1357 't466 1871 2388 ',t962 no

0.0
0.0
0.0

156

0

0

181

181

181

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

16

0

0

16

0

0

100

100

0

0

154 2s1

148 242

148 242

218 355

00

A,L

A,L

A,E, L

3269 0

0

0

00
193

20 92

232 378

232 378

232 378
0

0

1L

0

00135 135 135 'l35

L

L

l rL
L

L

L

L

A,

L

R

I,L
I,L

0

348

451

0

0

100

350

450

1054

0

1954

1000

600

300

4200

1712

1000

500

300

3500

50

350

450

674

0

825

275

300

3000

155

1?O

ó00

450

1054

946

3170

393
292
00
13 93

793

32

L

1000

700

300

5700

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0

311

311

'128

311

3ó0 459 748

360 159 748

119 190 310

3ó0 159 748

4400 4800 5300 ó100 7700

0

0

20?9

5000

1780

2500

10000

4780

2500

10000

4780

2500

0-0
0.0
0.0

20 96

33 92

00

0

0

0

00
0 110

321 372

513

?30

777

315

141

t+77
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Project Name

Long Beach Rectamation Project
*r Subtotat rú

t* Los Angetes

Ca[ Trans (5 & 134 FrYs)

central City/Etysian Park

East VaI tey

Eastside Los Angetes

Griffith Park

Headrorks

Los Angetes Greenbelt
Los Angetes Harbor

Seputveda Basin - Phase 1

Septrlveda Basin - Phase 2

Hest Vattey greenbelt

lJestside Los Angetes
tr subtotal tr

**

I

¡ntegrated Resource Ptan -- l.later Recycling Projects

Lvl.

Type

of
Use

199?

Y i el.d

AFY

1995

Y i el.d

ATY

2000

Y ietd
AFY

201 0

Y i el.d

ATY

ut t.
Yietd

ATY

Fixed
Cost year Term

Sl.l est. (%) Year

1992 1995 2000 2010

o&M o&M 0&M o&M

$/AF $/AF $/AF $/AF

Oper.

Date NDPES

1L 1044 1500 1500 1500 1500

3073 8780 13780 18780 18780 55

2 88 4.0 ¿o 321 372 477 777 1980 no

1

3

3

3

1

3

1

3

1

2

3

2

L

l rL
l,LrR
l rL
L

R

L

¡,R
E,L

E,L

I,L
I,L,R

0.0
8.0
8.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
8.0
8.0
8.0
8.0
8.0
8.0

00

0

0

0

100

0

0

0

1E00

1 0000

1600

0

1444

0

0

ó00

100

2100

10000

800

2000

1 0000

1600

5500

1444

196

0

1400

500

450

ó800

4100

6471

3887

5?6

3813

4500

1722

378

100

4100

35000

1 500

9900

15000

ló00
1 0500

1444

419

2350

5000

500

750

7700

ó000

6474

3887

3526

3813

6300

1722

778

100

41 00

35000

1500

9900

15000

1600

30000

1444

205ó

2350

10000

500

750

7700

11000

6474

3887

3526

5813

ó300

17?2

778

ó0 70 89 145

0 0 100 163

0 0 150 245

0000
60 70 89 115

0303863
ó0 70 89 115

0 0 300 489

0 134 16'.t 185

0 0 161 185

0 0 0149
0 50 64 101

20

0

25

25

0

0

0

25

25

25

25

25

25

200

00
15 93

38 93

00
00
093
792

55 93

393
593

25 93

894

332 512

124 691

1?7 207

?90 472

240 39?

?40 39?

240 392

248 403

269 r.38

?69 438

269 438

1984 no

1997 no

1997 no

2000 no

1976 no

1995 no

1992 no

1998 yes

1994 no

199ó no

2005 no

1995 no

1625

0

29

0

0

0

0

0

1754 15544 35140 8ó913 113050 136

MHDOC

EI Toro Existing
El loro Expansion

Green Acres Project
Irvine Ranch East orange Expansion

Irvine Ranch Part 1

lrvine Ranch Part 1 ExPansion

Irvine Ranch Part 2

lrvine Ranch Part 2 ExPansion

Irvine Ranch Part 3
Los Alisos IJD

Los Atisos t¡D ExPansion

L

L

l rL
A, L,l,l

A, L,ll
A, L rl'l
A, L,l'l

A, L,l,l

A, L,l.l

A,L

A,L

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

1

3

1

3

1

1

1

1

3

1

1

573

0

1859

0

5826

3185

0

0

0

1171

0

500

0

3300

0

6474

38E7

526

3813

0

17??

128

224

286

8ó

195

162

't6¿

16?

167

181

181

181

260

331

99

?26

188

188

188

't93

210

?10

?10

193
893

ó8 93

28 93

22 93

10 93

11 93

26 93

28 93

tl 93

193

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

19ó5 no

0no
0no
0no
0no
0no
0no
0no
0no

19óó no

0no
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Project l,lame

l,loutton lliguet llD Existing
iloulton Niguet uD Expansion - AtJl'lA

l,loutton Niguel uD Expansion - SERRA

OC¡JD uF21 Expansion

OCID ut21 Talbert Barrier Injection
Santa l,largarita HD - Chiquita
Santa ¡largarita t¿D - Chiquita Expansion

Santa l,largarita l¡D - oso

Santa l,largarita HD - oso Expansion

Trabuco canyon uD - Part 3
Trabuco Canyon llD - Parts 1 & 2

*r Subtota[ **

*t Pasadena

city of Pasadena Rectai¡ned lJater System
*r subtotat fi

*i SDCIJA

Camp Pendteton

Ctean tlater Program - Phase A

Ctean llater Program - Phase B

Encina - Phase A

Encina - Phase B

Encina llater Poltution Controt Facitity
Escondido

Fairbanks Ranch

Fattbrook Reclaimed t¿ater Distr. - Phase A

Fatl,brook Rectaimed tlater Distr. - Phase B

Jamacha - Phase A

Jamacha - Phase B

5

lntegrated Resource Ptan -- llater Recycting Projects

Lvl.

TyPe

of
Use

¡,1,R
l rL
lrL
A,¡,L
l rL
I,L
A,E,L,R
R

l rL
l rL
l rL
lrL

't992

Yietd
AIY

470

570

0

0

8192

0

0

795

1 130

0

450

1995

Yietd
AFY

2000

Yi etd
AFY

470

3530

2000

0

1 5000

21 00

0

1 148

1500

50

850

2010

Yietd
AFY

470

5530

2000

10000

15000

3600

0

1284

1500

500

850

3900

15000

0

21 00

1900

1ó5

2800

350

1000

200

1400

2ó00

utr.
YieLd

AFY

470

5530

2000

1 0000

15000

3ó00

11000

1284

1 500

650

850

Fixed
Cost year Term

$M est. (%) Year

1992'.t995 2000 2010

o&Îil 0&M 0&¡l o&il

$/AF $/AF $/AF $/AF

Oper.

Date ilDPÊS

0

0

0
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APPENDIX D

GROUND\ryATER QUALITY AND TREATMENT ISSUES PAPER

INTRODUCTION

The local water resources in the Metropolitan Water District of Southern California
(Metropolitan) service area consist of groundwater, surface water, and reclaimed water.
Groundwater resources are abundant and form the cornerstone of Southern California's local
water supply. Groundwater accounts for about one-third of the annual demand of Metropolitan's
service area. The total production of about 1.2 million acre-feet per year (acre-flyr) in 1990 is
expected to grow to 1.5 million acre-füyr by 2010. The groundwaterbasins are valuable not
only for their annual yield, but also because their large storage capacity provides a reliable source
of supply during sustained droughts. Basins underlying the service area have a gross storage
capacity of more than 200 million acre-ft of groundwater. Although there is a large quantity of
groundwater in storage, a relatively small percentage of this water can be economically
withdrawn annually on a long-term basis, while maintaining basin safe yield.

As part of its overall water supply planning activities, Metropolitan is preparing an Integrated
Resources Plan (IRP). The purpose of the IRP is to develop the most favorable mix of resources
for Southern California considcring such factors as yield, ecotrotnics, r'eliability, water quality,
environmental and regulatory considerations, equity and public acceptance. Whatever the
recommended resource mix, heavy emphasis is being placed on the use of available groundwater
basin storage to meet seasonal demand variations and to provide supplemental supplies during
droughts. As a result, groundwater utilization will be substantially increased.

Another factor that inhibits the effective utilization of these groundwater resources is water
quality. For example, the Main San Gabriel Basin has a gross storage of about 8.6 million acre-
ft. Unfortunately, concentrations of organic solvents have now been encountered in more than
100 wells, thus restricting the use of stored groundwater. In the lower portion of the Chino
Basin, TDS has been found to exceed 500 mg/l with peak TDS exceeding 1,500 mg/I.

There are other groundwater quality concerns facing water suppliers in Southern California that
will require local agencies to implement innovative water quality management and treatment
programs. Many of these concerns relate to the anticipated regulation of various chemicals at
more stringent levels. Increases groundwater treatment will be critical to ensure these resources
are not abandoned for imported water.

Support for the enhancement and protection of these groundwater basins has been a significant
priority for Metropolitan and local agencies. An initial impetus to the treatment of contaminated
local groundwater originated in 1991 when Metropolitan began its Groundwater Recovery
Program (GRP). As currently configured, the GRP will provide a member agency up to $250 for
each acre-ft of contaminated water produced. Agencies are responsible for funding the initial
capital for the project. They must demonstrate to Metropolitan that the unit costs (amortized
capital plus operations and maintenance) exceed Metropolitan's applicable non-interruptible
water rate. To apply, the agency must submit an application to Metropolitan along with an
engineer's report, and to qualify, a project must meet specific criteria including CEQA
documentation and obtain approval from Metropolitan's Board.

Water produced by the GRP project must be used within the area served by Metropolitan so that
pumping groundwater replaces imported water that would otherwise be served by Metropolitan,
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With this proviso, the member agency benefits further by avoiding the cost of imported
Metropolitan water. As an example, at the current Metropolitan non-interruptible rate of
$4l2/acre-ft and maximum GRP subsidy of $250/acre-ft, the agency could justify spending as

much as $662lacre-ft on developing new groundwater and still break even.

DESCRIPTION OF ISSUES

Groundwater extraction includes production of water that meets water quality standards with
minimal treatment, and increasingly, production of groundwater of poor quality. In general,
Federal and State regulations couplecl with the need for every drop of local water, mandate the
efficient protection of water quality and the treatment of degraded water. The major water
quality issues include:

. Groundwater Quality and Regulatory Constraints

. Treatment Technology and Technical Constraints

. Groundwater Quality Management

. Economic and Financial Impacts

. Environmental Issues

Groundwater Quality and Rcgulutory Constraints

Significant improvements in the understanding of the health effects of trace chemicals in water
as-well as the levels of detection of these chemicals have occurred in recent years. Public
awareness has increased significantly due to organic solvent and pesticide contamination of
groundwater. As a result, the monitoring and protection of drinking water quality have become
more complex and expensive.

The U. S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is establishing new drinking water standards
and monitoring frameworks for many additional contaminants pursuant to the federal Safe
Drinking Watei Act Amendments. California has adopted even more stringent standards for a

numberãf inorganic chemicals (IOCs), volatile organic chemicals (VOCs) and synthetic_orga_nic

chemicals (SOÕs). Also, California is proposing Recommended Public Health Levels (RPHLs)
in drinking water for all regulated contaminants. Under these new rules, several of the most
common c-ontaminants founã in Southern California groundwater basins would be regulated at
levels below the existing maximum contaminant levels (MCLs). For instance, the VOCs
trichloroethylene (TCE) and tetrachloroethylene (PCE), both with an MCL of 5 micrograms per
liter (¡rg/l), would have RPHLs of 2.5 and 0.7 pg/I, respectively. As an example, ten percent of
the active wells in the Central Basin service area would exceed either one or both of these
RPHLs. Failure to comply with RPHLs would require public water systems to prepare Vy'ater

Quality Improvement Plans and could ultimately result in mandated treatment of groundwater
sources even if MCLs are not exceeded.

The EPA recently added standards for 60 contaminants in their Phase II and Phase V regulations.
Most of these contaminants have been previously regulated in California. No significant impact
is foreseen concerning water quality compliance for these contaminants.

Current Groundwater Quality Issues. Current groundwater quality issues in the Metropolitan
service area include the following, divided into health-associated concerns and aesthetic
concerns:
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Health-Associated
Concerns Aesthetic Concerns

Nitrate

Volatile Organics

Organic Pesticides

Radionuclides

Color

Total Dissolved Solids

Iron, Manganese

There are water quality problems with each of the major groundwater basins in the Metropolitan
service area. Groundwater producers in some of these basins must cope with multiple water
quality problems locally. Métropolitan recently prepaled and teport titled Groundwater Quality,
A Regíonal Survey of Groundwater Quality in the Metropolitan Water District Service Area,
}l{.ay 1994. This report summarizes the groundwater quality in Southern California and identifies
the number of wells currently affected by water quality problems. This data is summarized
below.

Health-Associated Concerns. Nitrate in drinking water causes methemoglobinemia,
especially in infants. This condition prevents red blood cells from carrying oxygen in the blo,od,

thùs resulting in possible anoxia and death. Its presence in levels exceeding the MCL, 10 mg/l as

N or 45 mg/l as NO3, is historically associated with intensive application of fertilizels and dairy
wastes in agricultural areas, especially in Ventura, Chino, Upper Santa Ana, Orange County, and

Main San Gabriel basins, as well as the use of private wastewater disposal systems. About 14

percent of the wells in the Metropolitan service or 233,000 acre-ft/yr of production exceed the
nitrate or nitrite MCLs,

Volatile organic compounds (VOCs) in groundwater are generally derived from commercial or
defense-relãted activlties as a leachate from contaminated soil. VOCs were used to clean
cquipment and train firefighters at military bases and airports, which ar€ near a number of
giicuhdwatel flow paths. Leaking underground fuel storage and chcmical storage ta_nks have
been identified as- a major source of VOC contamination. VOCs are regulated based on
carcinogenicity. VOCs in the eastern portion of the tlpper [,os Angeles River Basin have
affectecl wells in Burbank, Glendale, Los Angeles, and San Fernando. Areas of the Main San

Gabriel Basin constitute the largest federal Superfund site because of VOCs encountered in more
than 100 wells. About 11 percent of the wells or 238,000 acre-fÜyr of production are currently
affected by VOC contamination.

Organic pesticides are less frequently detected in groundwater than VOCs. Atrazine and
simazine, two herbicides, have been found in wells downgradient of the Montebello Forebay in
the Central Basin of Los Angeles County. These herbicides were applied to control weeds in the
groundwater recharge basins. This practice was stopped several years ago and no wells have
éxceeded standards. All uses of dibromochloropropane (DBCP), a pesticide used to control
nematodes, were discontinued in 1977 after evidence suggested potential effects on the
reproductive systems of humans working with DBCP. Carcinogenicity tests with rats and mice
have been positive. DBCP has been detected in a number of wells in Bunker Hill, the Chino and
Cucamongã Basins of San Bernardino County and Riverside Basin in Riverside County, where it
was used in citrus agriculture. About I percent of wells or 35,000 acre-ft/yr of production are
affected by pesticides.

Radionuclides. Radionuclides are elements that spontaneously undergo radioactive
decay and include man-made and naturally occurring isotopes. The radionuclides that are
currently regulated are: Strontium-9O, Radium-226, Gross Beta Activity, Gross Alpha Activity,
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and Uranium. According to Metropolitan's report, less than one percent of wells or 9,000 acre-
flyr of production are affected by currently regulated radionuclides. Radon, another naturally
occurring radionuclide, is proposed to be regulated in the future. This is discussed later in this
lssues paper.

Aesthetic Concerns. Aesthetic quality of drinking water is regulated through secondary
MCLs. Problems, such as excessive total dissolved solids from agriculture, mineralization, and
seawater intrusion, cause objectionable tastes, and depending on the specific salts present, may
have a laxative effect. High levels of salts also interfere with industrial and commercial
operations, often forcing these industries to pre-treat their water. Significant TDS probìems. in
the Metropolitan service area occur in the Chino and San Jacinto basins, numerous small basins
in San Diego County. TDS plumes due to seawater intrusion have seriously degraded coastal
groundwater supplies from Ventura to San Diego. TDS exceeding 1,000 mg/l currently affects_

àbout lTpercentof wellsorabout 152,000acre-flyrof production. Anadditional 14percentof
wells or 149,000 acre-ft/yr of production have TDS levels between 500 mg/l and 1,000 mg/I.

Iron and manganese cause fixture and laundry staining, as well as objectionable tastes. These
problems are highly localized in the Metropolitan service area. The appearance of water is most

þerceptible by its color. Sources of color in water can include natural metallic io_n_s and organic^
inattei. According to the Metropolitan report, about 14 percent of wells or 129,000 acre-ffir of
production have manganese levels exceeding the MCL. About 9 percent of wells or 89,000 acre-
ft/yr of production have iron levels exceeding the MCL.

Future Groundwater Quality Issues. Several regulations untler developrnertt aL tltc fcdcral
level could adversely affect Southern California utilities using or planning to use groundwater to
augment their supplies. Four pending regulations could be significant for local groundwater:
radon, arsenic, groundwater treatment rule and disinfection byproduct rule.

Radon. EPA has proposed a maximum contaminant level (MCL) for radon, a gas that is
a naturally occurring radioactlve decay product in certain rock formations, of 300 picocuries per
liter (pCi/l), based õn carcinogenicity from inhalation. Recently Metropolitan,analyzed radon
data còllected from 449 wells from 1986 to 1991 in its service area. The data indicates that about
35 percent of the wells have Radon concentration exceeding 300 pCi/I. There are even some
concerns that EPA may lower the Radolì MCL to 200 pCi/I, in which case, 66 percent of the
sampled wells could exceed the limit.

Arsenic. EPA plans to propose a rule reducing the MCL for arsenic, a naturally
occurring inorganic contaminant found in some groundwater and surface water supplies. The
proposed regulation is expected to be issued in 1994. After re-evaluating data _from
èpidemiologiðal studies in Taiwan, EPA is expected to treat arsenic as a carcinogen and lower
the MCL frôm 50 ¡tgll to 0.5 to 2 ¡t"g/I. At this point, most laboratories have a detection limit of
5 ¡tg/1, so many utilities do not know whether they will have an arsenic problem. One study of
wells in Central Basin has found some wells exceeding the expected limit.

Groundwater Treatment Rule. EPA has also announced plans to develop a

groundwater treatment rule, which would require disinfection to inactivate viruses unless the
likelihood of microbiological contamination is remote. Since many local groundwater are not
routinely disinfected, this rule could require addition of chlorine or chloramines at wells.

DisinfectanlDisinfection Byproduct Rule. EPA conducted a negotiated rule-making
procedure to establish disinfectant and limit disinfection byproduct (DBP) limitations, including
trihalomethanes (THMs), haloacetic acids (HAAs), and disinfectant residuals for surface waters
and groundwaters under the direct influence of a surface water. The latter condition could
pcrtain to somc groundwatcrs. It appears that the MCL for THMs will be dropped from 100 to
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80 pgll and HAAs will have an MCL of 60 pg/I. A second stage of the DBP rule may lower
these MCLs to 40 and 30 pgll, respectively. The effective date of the regulation differs by utility
size. Most local groundwater are low in total organic carbon (TOC) and unlikely to be affected
by the DBP rule, but there are some colored groundwater along the coast in Long Beach and
Orange County with sufficient organic material to form DBPs above the expected limits such
that treatment would be required.

The total impact of these proposed regulations have not been determined. Metropolitan has

recently commenced a study ìo estimate the impact of the new regulations on groundwater
production in Southern California.

Basin Plan Objectives. With increasing conjunctive use of groundwater basins, there have been
issues related to Regional Boards' basin plan objectives for water quality. These water quality
ohjectives are based on the prevailing water quality and beneficial uses. For example, recharging
Colorado River water increases total dissolved solids (TDS). Conjunctive use in the Chino Basin
was questioned earlier because of predictions it would move existing nitrate plumes to extraction
wells, resulting in degradation of basin quality.

As discussed in the desalination issues paper, the basin plans have generally adopted more
stringent water quality as to allow for the successive use of water and to
protect the quality o These plans have place. more emphasis on
äesalination ánd oiher to meet water quality objectives and to maintain
the salt balance in the groundwater basins.

Technical Constraints Affecting Supply Development

There are a number of technical constraints affecting the continued ability of Southern California
utilities to add to their groundwater supplies, all of which add to groundwatcr costs:

Treatment for Contaminants. Groundwater supplies may require treatment for current or
anticipated water quality regulations. Treatment technologies exist for each contaminant, but
there wilt be added costs to ðonstruct and operate treatment systems. Some of the technologies
for specific contaminants are listed below:

Contaminant Treatment Technology

Nitrate ion exchange, reverse osmosis, biological
denitrification

Color conventional treatment with enhanced
coagulation, chlorine/chloramines, ozone/
filtration, granular activated carbon (GAC),
membranes

VOCs granular activated carbon, aeration (usually
with off-gas treatment in Southern California),
advanced oxidation

Total dissolved solids membranes

Iron and manganese oxidation and filtration, greensand

Organic pesticides, such as DBCP granular activated carbon
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Contaminant Treatment Technology

Radon aeration (effectiveness of off-gas treatment
using carbon is problematic)

Arsenic enhanced coagulation, greensand

DBP rule where precursors are present, organic
precursor removal (cnhanced coagulation
and./or granular activated carbon) plus chlorine

Groundwater treatment rule chlorine/chloramines.

Wellhead Treatment Siting. Groundwater, unlike surface water, is usually produced by a large
number of small capacity facilities, wells pumping on the order of 500 to 3,000 gallons per
minute (gpm). Well sites are typically scattered, use small amounts of land, and are located in
residentiáI, commercial, or industrial areas. Although there is no systematic inventory of space
at well sites, most of them are expected to be too small to accommodate treatment equipment.

In some cases where wells are already manifolded and pumped to a central facility, as in Pomona
and Long Beach, treatment at a central location may be rnore feasible than at individual well
sites. 'Where wells are not manifolded, construction of new centralized treatment could require
substantial pipeline construction as well.

Most wells ale pumpcd directly into the distribution system. Many of the treatment technologies
listed above exþose the water to air at atmospheric pressure, and would thus require a second
pumping stage to meet system pressure requirements. For a technology like GAC where
treatment occurs under pressure, there is still a loss in hydraulic pressure through the treatment
process. In either case, additional pumping is needed with its associated energy consumption
and cost.

Disinfection Compatibility. With increasing requiremcnts for groundwater disinfection, there is

a need to consider regional compatibility of disinfection practices. Metropolitan's surface water
treatment plants use ðhloramines whereas groundwater disinfection, where practiced, is typically
with chlorine. Mixing two waters with chlorine and chloramines reduces disinfectant residual,
which could result in violation of water quality regulations and may also cause taste and odor
problems.

Disposal of Residuals. Most of the treatment technologies produce residuals, which creates an

issuè of disposal. For example, nitrate treatment by ion exchange produces a brine from salt
used for resin regeneration. Although there are some regional brine lines, such as the Santa Ana
Regional Interceptor (SARÐ line from the Inland Empire to the ocean, remaining capacity is
limited. Additional regional brine disposal facilities would be necessary as a means of brine
disposal, since other methods are typically more expensive. Construction of a brine line to the
ocean would not be cost-effective for a single well or group of wells, but could be a viable
regional solution. The timing of construction of new brine disposal facilities is important so that
flows approach design capacity relatively quickly to ensure capital recovery.

Aeration to remove VOC or radon produces an off-gas. Because of the local air quality
conditions, it is difficult to obtain an operating permit from the air quality management district
without off-gas trcatmcnt, usually by GAC. The GAC is then contaminated, and has its own set
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of disposal issues. Groundwater treated by enhanced coagulation for DBP or arsenic control will
have more solids resulting from high coagulant dose; again, residuals management to a sewer or
landfill must be considered.

Economic and Financial Issues

There are several economic and financial issues facing agencies that treat groundwater including
overall economics, seasonal use of facilities, equity and incentives.

Overall Economics

Many agencies initially developed groundwater resources because they are nearby and-

inexpenslve. As water quality problems increase the need for treatment, the economics of
groundwater development become more tenuous. In the past, when faced with a decision to treat
groundwater, many agencies opted to either drill new wells in an uncontaminated area or
þurchased imported wáter. Howèver, the recent increases in the cost of imported water couple.d
with ttre drought has demonstrated the importance of the groundwater supply to the region. This
coupled with Metropolitan's GRP incentive have resulted in more groundwater treatment
projects in the past few years.

A wide range of costs can be expected for most g ue to variations
in groundwãter quality and plañt capacity. It is a cost. point of
view to construcf regional trèatment facilities so the unit cost of
treatntent. Howeveri the spatial distribution of wells wil.h water quality problems do not always
make regional projects viable.

Seasonal Use. Many utilities in Southern California use their groundwater supplies seasonally to
avoid higher Metropolitan rates during the peak demand suÍtmer months. If groundwater is only
pumpedìn the summer, the treatment facilities will stand idle in the winter, meaning that capital
ðosts must be recovered with only half the production capacity in use. An option is treating
groundwater for base flow and peaking from Metropolitan. However, this would negate.any
iegional seasonal storage benefitS. Individual economic analyses are needed to determine which
strategy is more economical.

Equity. Groundwater contamination is a touchy subject when it comes to the question of who
pays. That question has held up implementation of regional treatment for VOCs in the San
^CaUriet 

Valley for over a decade as EPA has bee: perfund rules to find the
parties responsible for contamination and get t efore actually in-stalling
treatment. 

-New 
initiatives are underway at the with treatment first and

assign responsibility later.

Another equity issue relates to the appropriateness of using Metropolitan incentive programs as

part of a groundwater contamination cleanup project. Should Metropolitan member_ age-ncies pay
lor these groundwater treatment projects through the GRP? Ultimately, it should be the
responsibility for the polluter to cleanup his groundwater contamination. However, i.t m,ay be
moie expedient to use the GRP incentive initially to get a project underway and avoid the delays
in cleanup mentioned previously and recover costs for contamination later.

Incentive Programs. An issue that relates to equity but also has broader implications is the
overall structure of an incentive program. Metropolitan's Groundwater Recovery Program
provides an incentive of up to $25Olacre-ft of treated groundwater for projects whose costs
èxceed the treated non-interruptible rate. As the non-interruptible rate increases, more expensive
projects could quatify for the rebate. However, the rebate decreases for existing projects such
thai the cost of freatment is equal to the non-interruptible rate. This incentive has stimulated the
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development of groundwater treatment programs but the question is "Is this the appropriate level
of incentive?"

The GRP incentive was originally based on the difference between the average cost of proposed
groundwater treatment projects and the then current non-interruptible rate. Using this approach,
some projects would benefit from the program and others whose costs exceeded the non-
interruþtible rate by more than $25O/acre-ft would not. Perhaps a better approach would set the
incentive at a level that would generate a certain percentage of the degraded water projects'
yietd. This could be done by ranking the projects in order of cost and determining what
incentivc would generate 50 or some higher percent of the yielcl.

Another issue related to incentive level is whether an incentive that reduces the cost to just the
non-interruptible rate is enough to encourage new treatment projects. Since groundwater
treatment projects are more difficult to operate, it could be argued a higher incentive that reduces
the net cost to less than the non-interruptible rate is more appropriate.

Groundwater Quality Management

The development of groundwater treatment projects should consider a total quality management
approach. Water quãlity decisions in one basin can have an affect on downstream basins of
surface water supplies.

Cleanup vs. Treatment. Where groundwater has been contaminated by VOCs and the EPA has

declared an area to be a Superfund site, there are clebates on whethet' grouudwater treatment is
being used to supplement the water supply or for cleanup. Well use can be affected by these
decisions at a regional level. For example, EPA considers cleanup objectives to be achieved best
by pumping from thc contaminated plume at the expense of clean wells, in an effort to halt
spréad óf cóntamination. Groundwater pumpers, on the other hand, arc more likely to w.ant.to
uìe clean wells to maximize production and minimíze treatment costs. In some cases, like the
San Gabriel Valley, a new règional treatment facility is being planned. Where feasible, the
objectives of water supply and cleanup should be integrated.

Blending. Historically, water utilities have blended groundwater and surface water in their
distributfun systerns to aclúeve water quality objectives. Where groundwater is contaminatcd,
this strategy has allowed compliance with MCLs without the need to treat groundwater.
Blending ñás been used for high nitrate groundwater in the Chino San Bernardino and San

Fernando Basins.

Changing Location of Contaminants. Contaminants move in aquifers, subject to recharge,
withdrawãI, and basin hydrogeology. As a result, a well may be contaminated one year and
clean the next. A response may be regional treatment facilities, where several wells are piped to
a central location, which continues to provide treatment regardless of individual well water
quality. Another option, used by the Los Ange.les Department of Water and Power in the San

Fernando Valley, cbuld be transportable treatment units that can be moved from one well to
another to follow the plume movement. Some treatment technologies, including GAC and
aeration, are available in skid mounted units so they can be moved. Similar units involving
reverse osmosis are being considered to control the saline water plume in the West Coast Basin.

Environmental Issues

Groundwater treatment facilities must also address environmental issues. Some of the more
significant environmental issues include air quality, GAC regeneration or disposal, disinfectant
handling and safety, noise and aesthetics.

Groundwater Quality And Treatment Issues Paper
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Air Quality. The aeration process transfers contaminants from water to air. Air quality is an

issue when health-related impacts to those people residing in a plume area can be questioned.
Air quality management districts in Southern California are increasingly requiring off-gas
treatment for aeration to remove VOCs prior to granting an operating permit. Off-gases
containing Radon have yet to be regulated, but if VOCs can be used as a precedent, Radon may
be similarly regulated in the future.

GAC Regeneration or Hazardous Waste Disposal. Utilities using GAC for VOC removal
have been concerned about whether the used GAC will be considered ahazardous waste. There
are limits to adsorbed concentrations of some organics, such as trichloroethylene, beyond which
the GAC is classified as hazardous and subject to more stringent transport and disposal
requirements. To date, utilities have relied on the carbon suppliers to handle this issue. An
altèrnative for a large regional GAC facility would be local regeneration. A study by
Metropolitan indicated siting a regeneration facility in Southern California would be difficult but
not impossible.

Disinfectant Handling and Safety. 'With recent modifications in the Uniform Fire Code and
interpretations of thai code by local fire departments, the ability !9 gse chlorine gas for
disinÎection has been restricted for safety reasons. Chlorine gas installations need retrofits to
curtail exposure from leaks, such as containment and scrubbers. Another_option, particularly in
residential areas, is to convert from chlorine gas to liquid hypochlorite, which increases the cost
of treatment.

Noise. Treating water at wellheads near ¡esidences raises concerns about noise, particularly
when blowers ãre used for aeration. Noise can be mitigated by sound enclosures, such as the

building constructed around the blowers of an aeration unit for La Habra.

Aesthetics. Anothcr issue with adding treatmen[ Lo wells in residential or commercial areas is

aesthetics. For example, aeration units are tall (typically 20 to 30 feet) in comparison to homes.
Carbon units are not as high, but they look in lustrial. Attention to aesthetics is important for
both process selection aid site development (screening, color selection, building and
landscaping).

Pubtic Acceptance. Some utilities have expressed concerns that consulners will not acc_ept

drinking water originating from a contaminated source, such as q Superfund site, even after
treatmeñt. To date, especially in the San Fernando and San Gabriel Valleys, this has not been an

problem. Nevertheless, it may surface in the future.

POTENTIAL IMPACT OF ISSUES ON FUTURE SUPPLY DEVELOPMENT

Because of the groundwater quality issues described earlier, there may be additional treatment
for both existing and "new" groundwater. Since some of the standards affecting groundwater are
not yet finalized, information on quality and treatment is still being developed, and estimates are

uncertain.

Groundwater Quality And Treatment Issues Paper

Estimates Of Contamination And Treatment Needs

According to data presented in the Situation Assessment, groundwater production in the
Metropolitan service area will increase from an estimated 1.20 M aue-ft/yr in 1990 to 1.51 M
aue-füyr in 2010, an increase of 316,000 acre-flyr. There are 10 member agencies projecting
groundwater supplies to increase by more than 10,000 acre-ft/yr, as shown below. Together,
they represent the major portion (86 percent) of the additional supply estimate. Table D-1
summarizes the agencies expecting to add substantial amounts of groundwater by 2010.

"J
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In order to estimate the percentage of this "new" groundwater which will require treatment, we
contacted the larger agencies and/or estimated the treatment requirements from existing
information. Most of the agencies had trouble estimating the treatment requirements because, in
many cases, future wells are not yet sited. For constituents not yet regulated, such as Radon and
arsenic, agencies are unsure of their present groundwater quality characteristics and the need for
treatment. Therefore, the estimates are rough at this time.

TABLE D.l

EXPECTED GROWTH IN GROUNDWATER PRODUCTION IN
METROPOLITAN'S SERVICE AREA

Information available from member agencies to date is summarized below.

Burbank. The City of Burbank has estimated that their groundwater production from San
Fernando Basin will increase from 0 in 1990 to 11,600 in the year 2010. This increase in
groundwater production is due to construction of a planned VOC groundwater treatment system.
Nitrates may also need to be treated, but to an unknown extent.

Central and West Basin MWDs. Production in the Central Basin is expected to increase from
147,218 acre-füyr in 1990 to 167,100 acre-füyr in 2010--an increase of almost 20,000 acre-füyr.
Production in the West Basin is expected to increase from 38,862 acre-füyr in 1990 to 46,500
acre-füyr in 2010, an increase of about 7,600 acre-ftlyr. Nitrates are not an issue in either basin,
nor are pesticides. A wellhead treatment project is planned for an existing well owned by
Southern California'Water Co. A reasonable estimate of this amount is probably 1,000 acre-
fVyr. If the radon limit is 300 pCi/I, 10 to 15 percent of the existing wells are estimated to need
treatment. If the limit for arsenic is2¡tg/\,50 percent of the existing wells are estimated to be
out of compliance. If the latter is the case, sub-regional treatment facilities would probably be
needed. TOC and disinfection byproducts do not appear to be an issue.

Member Agency
Groundwater Production

(1000 acre-ft/yr)

1990 20t0 Increase

Burbank

Central./West Basin MWD

Chino Basin MWD

Eastern MWD

Los Angeles DWP

I\,/[WDOC

San Diego CWA

Three Valleys MWD

Upper San Gabriel MIVD

Western MWD

Total

0

186

r47

I2

110

230

12

44

t57

198

1,096

12

214

168

26

130

335

27

65

180

2t3
r,310

l2
28

2I

t4

20

105

15

2I

23

15

214
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The major treatment facilities planned in the West Basin are associated with desalting water
degraded by saltwater intrusion. The recently-constructed V/est Basin desalter treats 1,700 acre-
flyr. Other desalters have been recommended in the recent Plume Mitigation Study amounting
to 10,000 acre-ftlyr of desalting (RO) capacity, although the timing of these facilities depends on
the rate of intrusion. In the West Basin, the City of Inglewood is upgrading and expanding their
iron and manganese treatment capacity from 6,000 acre-ft/yr to 12,000 acre-ft/yr, although there
is apparently no plans to drill additional wells at this time.

Chino Basin MWD. Within the Chino Basin MWD service aÍea, a large increment of new
groundwater production is projected. An on-going water resources management study jn the
Õhino Basin being undertaken for SAWPA has developed estimates of future demands and
supplies as shown below:

1990 1995 2000 2010 Ultimate

Total Groundwater Production 138,200 157,000 r52,900 1 9 1 , 800 200,300

New Groundwater Production 0 18, 800 14,loo 53 600 62,r00

The data listed above includes production from Chino and adjacent basins that are within Chino
Basin MWD. Much of the inìreased production is expected to meet growing demands and
urbanization of agricultural areas. A total Chino Basin production identified in the SAWPA
studies is as follows:

1990 1995 2000 2010 Ultimate

Chino Basin Groundwater 151,500 184,400 r92,700 246,r00 249,400

New Groundwater 0 32,900 41,200 94,600 91,900

The predominant water quality problems in the Chino Basin are TDS, nitrate, and pesticides

lespeìially DBCP). The TDS in-the southern one-third of the basin generally exceeds 500 mg/l
with peak TDS exceeding 1,500 mg/l in some wells. Nitrate is a more general problem in-the
basin. There are no documented iron and manganese problems in the basin. VOCs exceeding
MCL or action levels have been detected in several wells, primarily near Ontario Airport. DBCP
has also been detected in some wells located in the northern portions of the basin where citrus
was historically grown. Radon is likely to be a problem in the future depending on the final
MCL. Radon coñcentrations average about 1,000 pCi/l and range from under 100 pCi/l to over
2,000 pCi/l. There is no groundwater under the influence of surface water in the basin.

There are several plans for new groundwater treatment in the Chino Basin. These include the
recently completed Pomona Nitrate Treatment Plant, and the proposed Chino East and'West
desalters. Thè Pomona plant produces about 10,000 acre-tl of groundwater of which 4,000 acre-
flyr is "new" groundwaìer. The two Chino desalters are expected to produce about 6,000 acre-
ftlyr each. These desalters could be expanded to produce 9,000 to 12,000 acre-ft/yr each
depending on demand (up to 24,00O acre-ft/yr, total desalination).

No other treatment plants have been identified at this time. However, several cities are
considering nitrate treatment. Future demands will likely require construction of at least one
additional desalter to meet future potable water demands as the agricultural area develops.
Depending on the future mix of sources, as much as 30,000 acre-ftlyr of additional desalination
may be required. Facilities to remove nitrates may be requirecl in the northern portion of the
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basin if blending with imported water is not adequate. No plans exist to treat for VOCs, radon or
DBCP at this time.

Based on this rough estimate, as much as 58,000 aue-ft/yr of new groundwater treatment
capacity may be constructed over the next twenty years. It should be noted that the increased
gròundwater production exceeds the safe yield of the basin. All groundwater production in
éxcess of 140,000 acre-ft/yr must be replenished. tlncler ultimate conditions, replenishment
needs could amount to about 110,000 aue-ft/yr. Additional treatment may be needed if
significant amounts of reclaimed water are used for recharge. This treatment could be performed
on the wastewater prior to recharge or on the groundwater following extraction.

M\ryD of Orange County. Production from the Orange County basin is projected to have the
largest increase in the Metropolitan service area, with an increase of 100,000 acre-ft. The
OCWD indicates that most of the prodr.rction coLrlcl be realizecl without major treatment because
there are large areas of the basin which have good water quality. However, several wellhead
treatment facilities are planned, spurred largely by Metropolitan's Groundwater Recovery
Program. Several treatment projects are now in operation, such as the Tustin I and Garden
Grove I projects (nitrate and salt removal). OC VD estimates that the projects shown in Table D-
2 wtll come on line by 2010.

TABLE D.2

PROPOSED GROUNDWATER TREATMENT IN ORANGE COUNTY

New Project

Capacity

(acre-ft/yr) Nitrate TDS voc Selenium

Fullerton I
Fullerton II
Garden Grove II
Irvine

Tustin II
Yorba Linda I
Orange I
Forebay II
Dyer Road

Costa Mesa

Huntington Beach

San Juan I
Other

Total

1,500

1,500

3,000

6,700

3,300

1,000

1,000

2,000

30,000

13,500

10,000

4,300

12,000

89,800

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

16,000

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

15,300

yes

yes

yes

9,700

yes

yes

yes

yes

65,500

yes

yes

8,200
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In addition to the Orange County groundwater basin, production in the San Juan Basin
(associated with a desalter project) is expected to increase from the present 6,000 acre-flyr to
11,000 acre-ft/yr. In total, an additional 90,000 acre-ft/yr will be treated in Orange County.

San Diego County Water Authority. San Diego indicates an increase in groundwater
production from 12,216 acre-ft/yr to 21,216 acre-ftlyr--an increase of 15,000 acre-ftlyr. The
Oceanside desalter accounts for 5,360 acre-ft/yr of the new groundwater, while the remainder
would come from the San Pasqual Valley. Treatment requirements for San Pasqual Valley
groundwater are probably minimal.

Upper San Gabriel Valley M\ryD. USGVMWD has estimated that their groundwater
prõduction will increase from I5l,ll9 acre-ft/yr in 1990 to 180,000 acre-ftlyr in the year 20I.0,
àn increase of 22,88I acre-ftlyr. VOCs are expected to continue to be a problem in the basin.
EPA has recently announced a plan to construct $50 million treatment facilities, Perhaps a

reasonable estimate would be that 50 percent of the "new groundwater" would be treated for
VOC removal. Nitrates are also a problem, but are typically dealt with by blending with deeper
groundwater or imported sources. No major nitrate treatment facilities are planned. Because of
fhe nearby San Gabriel Mountains, Radon would be a suspected problem. Pesticides are not a

problem in the basin. Iron and manganese problems are not common.

Western MWD. Western has indicated an increase in groundwater production from 198,472
acre-ft/yr to 213,395 acre-ftlyr, an increase of about 14,'7OO acre-ftlyr. No major treatment
requirements are expected with the possible exception of radon. Radon concentration range as

high as 1,000 pCi/1,-meaning that most wells will require treatment if the new maximum is 300
pCitt. Organiõs may be an issue in isolated areas such as Norton AFB, but potential treatment
projects do not appear to be planned yet.

Tlre Arlington desalter was constructed in 1990 and produces 6,100 acre-fÜyr. However,.this is
not included in the "new" groundwater total above.

Eastern MWD. Eastern MWD expects to increase groundwater production from 11,600 acre-
flyr in 1990 to 26,400 acre-ftlyr in 2010, with an increase of 14,8O0 acre-ft/yr. The increase in
production mainly comes from San Jacinto Basin. About 12,000 acre-ft/yr will require
desalination. Beyond 2010, Eastern expects to develop five smaller basins in its area to produce
an additional 6,000 aue-ftlyr, which will expand to 16,000 acre-ftlyr later.

Los Angeles Department of Water and Power. Groundwater production of 110,000 acre-ftlyr
in 1990 is expected to increase to 130,400 acre-ftlyr by 2010, with an increase of 20,000 acre-
it/yr. Since most of the new groundwater comes from San Fernando Basin, it is expected to
require treatment of VOC and possibly for nitrate. Most of the increased production is expected
to be replenished with reclaimed water.

Three Valley MWD. Groundwater production in the TVMWD service area is expected to grow
from 44,400 acre-flyr in 1990 to 64,800 acre-fUyr in 2010, with an increase of 20,400 acre-ft/yr.
Groundwater with high TDS concentrations can be blended with import or deeper water,
however, if the blending is not possible, up to 10,000 acre-füyr of water could require treatment
for TDS.

Summary. Table D-3 summarizes member agency estimates of groundwater contamination
issues in their basin. Where available, estimates of production expected to need treatment are
provided. There are many uncertainties in the estimates.

Many of the member agencies expect to need treatment for existing groundwater as well as new
supplies. However, for the sake of consistency with other iucremental water supply costs, the
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TABLE D.3

MEMBER AGENCY ESTIMATES OF NEW GROUND\ryATER REQUIRING TREATMENT
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CD
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o
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FÚ
Þ
o
F-l

U
I

è

Water Quality Issue and Estimated Annual Treatment (acre-fUyr't

TOC/
DBP

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Anenic

Unknown

Maybe
10,000

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

10,000

Radon

Unknown

Maybe
3,000

Yes
,|

Unknown

Unknown

Unk¡own

Unknown

Unknown

Maybe

Maybe

3,000

Iron and
Manganese

No

Yes
6,000

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

6,000

Pesticides
(DBCP)

No

No

Yes
't

Maybe

No

No

No

No

No

No

voc

Yes
r2.000

No

Yes
)

Unknown

Yes

Yes
9,',700

No

No

Yes
11,000

Maybe

33,000

Selemum

No

No

No

No

No

Ya
8,200

No

No

No

No

8,000

Color

No

No

No

No

No

Yes
65,500

No

No

No

No

66,000

TDS

No

Yes
13,000

Yes
t2-54,0W

Yes
12,000

No

Yes
15,000

Yes
5,000

No
10,000

No

Yes

67-109,000

Nitate

Maybe

No

Yes
4,000

Maybe

Yes
16,000

No

No

Yes
blend

Yes

20,000

TotalNew
hoduction
Acre-ff/yr

12,000

27,600

62,ON

14,000

20,000

105,000

15,000

21,000

n,tm

14,100

261,000

Member Agency

Burbank

CentraUWest Basin
MWDs

Chino Basin Mrù/D

Eastem MWD

Los Angeles DWP

MWDOC

San Diego CWA

Three Valleys MWD

Upper
Valley

San Gabriel
MWD

Western MWD

Tot¿l
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discussion herein has been limit to "new" groundwater sources requiring treatment. It should be

made clear that member agencies planning to treat existing supplies may be anticipating
Metropolitan incentives under the groundwater recovery program (see, for example, the
discusiion of colored groundwater for MWDOC).

Estimated Costs For Treatment

r existing or "new" supplies, will add costs,
of projects in Southern California that provide

Table D-4 includes estimated costs from
ckish Groundwater Reclamation Study (Boyle
0 acre-flyr in production.

For the predominant groundwater quality issues, the contaminant, technology, ancl cost can he

summarized as follows :

A summary from Metropolitan of projects approved for participation. in the Groundwater
Recovery Érngtum (GRP) is shown^in-Table 

-t--5. 
Projecl custs, whiuh include c-apital and

operatioñ and ñraintenance, were obtained from the engineer's final estimated cost, submitted by

Water Quality Issue
Number of

Projects
Treatment

Technologies
Cost Range
($/acre'ft)

TDS 11 Reverse osmosis $330-1,240

TDS 0 Electrodialysis

Nitrate 4 Ion exchange $370-s67

agency.

In this table, the cost for contaminants ranges as follows

Contaminant Treatment Technologies
Cost Range
($/acre'ft)

TDS Reverse osmosis $561-700

TDS Electrodialysis Reversal $908

VOC Aeration + off-gas control $36s

VOC Granular activated carbon $401

TDS and VOC Reverse osmosis $820

TDS and VOC Reverse osmosis + GAC $787

Table D-6 shows data from Metropolitan on the most recent costs of existing groundwater
treatment projects. These facilities have been treating groundwater from basins contaminated
with organic ãnd non-organic constituents for a number of years. Most of the treatment.plants
were constructed and opérating prior to the initiation of the GRP. Some of the agencies did not
apply for financial assistance beõause the project costs did not exceed Metropolitan's water rate.

n-or ihese projects, the costs ranged from $6G-300/acre-ft for VOC removal and $15G-280/acre-ft
for nitrate removal.
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TABLE D-4

COST SUMMARY OF CASE STUDIES

Côse
llu¡6er Study Area

0oalinant uater
auatity Probleíl

Const i tuent conc¿ntrat i on
( m9/L )

T reatment
P rocess

PîoJect
Capaci ty

(HGD)
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TABLE D-5

COST OF GROUNDWATER TREATMENT PROJECTS
METROPOLITAN'S GROUNDWATER RECOVERY PROGRAM
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* - Unit cost includes replenishment assessment.
All unit prices include pumping costs.

1994 Unit Cost
($iAcre-ft)

365

700

401*

632*

181

820r

561 *

908

610

Start Date

1993

r994

r993

r993

t996

r996

r99s

r996

1990

Annual
Production
(Acre-ft/yr)
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2,000
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1,500
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3,360
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Type of
Treatment

Airstripping w/
Off-gas GAC

RO
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RO
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RO

EDR

RO

Contaminant

VOC

TDS

VOC

TDS

TDS, VOC

TDS, VOC

TDS

TDS

TDS

Project Name

Sarìta Monica GW Treatment
Project

Oceanside Desalter

Burbank Lake St. Plant

West Basin Desalter

Rowland GV/ Treatment Project

Irvine Desalter Project

Tustin Desalter Project

Menifee Basin Desalter Project

Arlington Desalter

No
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TABLE D.6

COST OF EXISTING GROUNDWATER TREATMBNT PROJECTS

Unit cost includes replenishment assessment.
All unit costs include pumping costs.
Reference: MWDSC, A Regional Survey of Groundwater Quality in the MWDSC Service Area, Report 99I,llNf.ay 1994

*

Unit Cost
($/Acre-ft)
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255*
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1

I

I

I
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I
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Annual
Production
(Acre-ft/yr)

1,600

1,100

1,100

1,2''19

5,800

3,000

10,200

6,000

'7,200

16,800

Type of
Treatment

IX

Rotary Air
Stripping

Rotary Air
Stripping

GAC

AOP

Air Stripping,
GAC

Air Stripping,
GAC

Air Stripping,
Off-Gas

Air Stripping,
Off-Gas

IX

Contaminant

Nitrate

VOC

VOC

VOC

VOC

VOC

VOC

VOC

VOC

No¡

Project Name

Glenwood Nitrate Removal Plant

El Toro TCE Pump-out Project

Orange TCE Removal Project

South Gate Wellhead Treatment
Unit

LADWP Advanced Oxidation
Process Plant

DWPA{orth Hollywood
Operational Unit

Devil's Gate VOC GW Treatment
Plant

Newmark/S an Bernardino

Waterman/S an Bernardino

Pomona Nitrate Plant

No.
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2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
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Overall, it can be shown that the costs of groundwater treatment are highly specific, depending
on contaminant, production capacity, treatment technology, and other factors. Existing
information suggests a range of costs for treatment of the contaminants as follows:

Contaminant Unit Cost
($/acre-ft)

VOC $12s-400

TDS $s00-900

Nitrate $1s0-300

Costs for treating some other contaminants are estimated as follows.

Enhanced Coagulation and Conventional Filtration. Enhanced coagulation and filtral"iun can
be used to remove color, iron/manganese, arsenic and TOC/DBP. The cost of this process varies
with the capacity of the process from $250 to $13O/acre-ft for 1 million gallons per day (MGD)
to l0 MGD, respectively.

Granular Activated Carbon. The costs for granular activated carbon treatment for the removal
THM and DBP precursors will generally range from $300 to $170/acre-ft for 1 and 10 MGD
täcilities, respectively.

Chlorination. Unit costs for groundwater disinfection depends largely on plant capacity and to
lesser degree on the contaminant level, however, it varies from $38 to $1S/acre-ft for 1 to 10
MGD, respectively. The treatment costs would be about 50 percent higher if chloramines are
used.

Regional Cost Estimates

Based on Table D-3, which illustrates the amount of new groundwater that will require treatment
plus the mid-range of treatment costs presented above, the overall impact of using this supply
can be estimated to be in the range of $124 to $154 million/year as shown in Table D-7. Note
there are major uncertainties in some of the estimates, in contamination level, areal extent of
contamination, regulations, and treatment costs. These costs do not include the potential costs of
treatment to meet the new drinking water regulations, especially for arsenic and radon.

The above costs do not include additional costs which may be incurred, such as:

. Post treatment costs - pH or alkalinity adjustment to control lead and copper
corrosion following lime treatment

. Land acquisition cost

. Well development, installation, and pump costs

. Replenishment costs

. Piping and pumping to a central treatment location.
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TABLE D.7

TREATMENT COST ESTIMATES

Treatment Process
Treatment Capacity

(1000 acre-ft/yr) Unit Cost
($/acre-ft)

Annual
Cost

($ Million;
Reverse Osmosis

Ion Exchange

Coagulation

Granular
Activatecl Carbon

Total

136-n8
23

66

46

271-313

$700

622s

$190

$235

$9s-$ 12s

$s

$13

$11

5124-ts4

STRATEGIES TO RESOLVE ISSUES

A number of issues have been raised relative to groundwater quality and treatment. Potential
strategies to resolve these issues are presented below for each general issue area.

Groundwater Quality and Regulatory Constraints

. Metropolitan and its member agencies should continue their proactive role in
commenting on the development of new drinking water regulations including the
cost impacts of these regulations.

. Metropolitan and its member agencies should continue with its efforts to evaluate
the impact of the new regulations on groundwater production in its service area.

. Metropolitan should continue to provide technical assistance to its member
agencies in the areas of treatment processes.

. Metropolitan should evaluate the effect of water supply plans on the delivered
water quality and the ability of its member agencies, their subagencies and
wastewater management agencies to meet waste discharge requirements as part of
its Integrated Resources Plan.

Technical Constraints Affecting Supplies

. Metropolitan and its member agencies should jointly evaluate the need for new or
enlarged brine disposal facilities to handle the anticipated waste loads from new
inland groundwater treatment facilities.
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Economic and Financial Issues

Metropolitan should proceed with its plans to re-evaluate all of its incentive
programs and propose modifications as appropriate to encourage the treatment
and use of degraded groundwater.

Metropolitan should consider providing GRP incentives for clean-up projects
where essential for preserving groundwater production. GRP funds provided
should be subject to repayment after responsible parties are identified.

Future Supply Development

Metropolitan should work with its member agencies to identify potential
groundwater treatment projects that have both local and regional benefits.

a

o

a

I

Cost of Groundwater Treatment

Metropolitan should provide technical assistance to its member agencies in
assessing the cost of new groundwater treatment projects and in the use of the
most appropriate treatment technologies.
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Appendix E
IRP Assembly Participants

Name of Participant Affiliated Agency

Alario, Edward
Arakawa, Steve N.
Arant, Gary
Atwater, Richard W.
Bangham, Bill
Bannister, Wesley M.
Barker, Charles D.
Becker, Bert H.
BeuNer, Mark D.
Blake, James H.,
Blevins, Melvin L.
Boen, Doyle F.
Brick, Timothy F.

Colbaugh, Jim
Cook, Hunter T.
Corley, Ray E.
Deaton, Ron
Dorfl Karen E.
Drake, Michael S.

Ferguson, David
Foley,Iohn V.
Frahm, Ch¡istine M.
Frei, Jim
French, Dwight F.

Froelich, Donald
Georgeson, Duane L.
Gewe, Gerald
Glancy, Jim
Grandsen, Ted
Griffen, Harry,
Gutierrez, Mike
Harriger, Donald L.
Harry, Lee I.
Hazel, G"ry I.
Hennigar, John F.
Hill, Bill M.
Hoagland, John E.
Hogan, Steve

City of Anaheim
MWDSC
Valley Center MWD
Central/West Basin lvtwD
Raymond Basin Management Board
MWDSC Director, MWDOC
MWDSC Director, West Basin IvwVD
MWDSC
MWDSC
MWDSC Director, City of Fullerton
I.A,DWP
MWDSC Director, Eastern MWD
MWDSC Director, City of Pasadena
Las Virgenes MWD
Coastal MWD
MWDSC
City of Los Angeles
MWDSC
City of San Fernando
City of Long Beach
MWDSC Director, MWDOC
MWDSC Director, SDCWA
La Habra Heights County Water Agency
MWDSC Director, Chino Basin MWD
City of Glendale
MWDSC
LADWP
City of Lakewood
MWDSC Director, Calleguas lvfwD
MWDSC Director, SDCWA
Southern California Water Company
Western MWD of Riverside County
MWDSC Director, City of Santa Ana
MWDSC
Rancho California Water District (EMWD)
MWDSC Director, Chino Basin MWD
Elsinore Valley MWD
City of San Diego
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Appendix E
/RP Assembly Participants

Name of Participant Affiliated Agency

Horne, Wiley F.
Ibbetson, E. Thornton
Ivey, Gilbert F.
Kazarian, Bob
Kemp, Karl
Kendall, Donald R.
Kennedy, Ronald
King,Ierry A.
Krauel, Francesca M.
Krieger, Lois B.
Lewinger, Keith
Lindhout, Lnzey
Little, Edward C.
Magoffin, Linn
Malburg, Leonis C.
Malinowski,luy W.
Man, Debra C.
Marott, Janet E.

Mason, Dale
McMurray, Wayne T.
Means, Edward G.
Meyer, Henry J.
Miller, Patrick H.
Mills Jr., Milon
Mills, William R. Jr.
Milne, Bruce J.
Moret, Katherine W.
Morris,Iohn T.

Morse, Gary A.
Mundy, John
MyLre, John M., III
Norman, John W.
O'Neil, William T.
Osborne, Wayne S.

Palmer, Ronald C.
Parker, ]oseph
Peterson, Glen D.
Quinn, Timothy
Reed, Christine E.
Schaich, Chuck
Schempp, Robert
Shollenberger, Thomas E.
Snow, Lester
Snyder, Gary M.

MWDSC
MWDSC Director, Central Basin MWD
MWDSC
MWDSC Director, City of Anaheim
Mesa Consolidated Water District
Calleguas MWD
El Toro Water District
MWDSC Director, IvwVDOC
MWDSC Director, SDCWA
MWDSC Director, West. MWD of Riverside Co.
Otay Water District
MWDSC
MWDSC Director, West Basin MWD
Main San Gabriel Basin Watermaster
MWDSC Director, Central Basin MWD
MWDSC
MWDSC
MWDSC
lvtWDSC Director, SDCWA
MWDSC Director, Coastal MWD
MWDSC
lvtWDSC Director, City of Long Beach
MWDSC Director, Calleguas MWD
City of San Diego
Orange County Water District
MWDSC Director, Th¡ee Valleys MWD
MWDSC Director, LADWP
MWDSC Director, Calif-American

Water Co., San Marino
MWDSC Director, Central Basin MWD
City of Santa Monica
MWDSC Director, West. MWD of Riverside Co.
Water Replenishment District of So. Calif.
MWDSC Director, Foothill lvtwD
City of Fountain Valley
Foothill MWD
MWDSC Director, SDCWA
MWDSC Director, Las Virgenes MWD
MWDSC
MWDSC Director, City of Santa Monica
City of Torrance
MWDSC
Cucamonga County Water District
SDCWA
MWDSC
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Name of Participant Affiliated Agency

Soltz, Roberta M.
Sprague, Stanley E.
Stamper, Larry L.
Stassi, Ronald V.
Stuart, Charles L.
Tamble, Terry
Taylor, Greg
Thomas, Brian G.
Underbrink, Tom
Watton, Mark W.
Wein, George
Westdyke, Robert G.
Wickser, Jim
Witt, Kenneth H.
Wodraska, John R.
Wong, Benjamin
Worley, Tim
Wright, Bill
Wysbeek, Doude
Young, Michael B.
Young, Ronald E.

MWDSC
MWDOC
MWDSC Director, City of Burbank
City of Bu¡bank
MWDSC Director, West Basin MWD
California Water Service Company
MWDSC
MWDSC
City of Pasadena
MWDSC Director, SDCWA
MWDSC Director, LADWP
Chino Basin MWD
LADWP
MWDSC Director, ùÍV\TDOC
MWDSC General Manager
City of Oxnard
Th¡ee Valleys lvfVVD
MWDSC Director, City of Torrance
MWDSC Director, City of San Femando
MWDSC
Irvine Ranch Water District
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Richard W. Atwater
Charles D. Barker
]ames H. Blake
Alf W. Brandt
Timothy F. Brick
Christine M. Frahm
Gerald A. Gewe
Duane L. Georgeson
Ted Grandsen
Donald L. Harriger
Biil Hill
F. Wiley Horne
Donald R. Kendall
Lois B. Krieger
Debra C. Man
Edward G. Means
Timothy H. Quinn
Lester A. Snow
Stanley E. Sprague
Iohn R. Wodraska

Paul Brown
Byron Buck
Virginia Grebbien
Dale Hunter
Paul Jones
Karen Tachiki

Facilitators and Recorders
Assembly Facilitator
Lance deHaven-Smith Director, Inst. of Gov't., Florida Atlantic Univ.

Assembly Recorder
Patfy Metzger Research Assoc., Florida Atlantic Univ

lnst. of Gov't.

Subgroup Facilitators

Appendix F
IRP Assembly Steer¡ng Committee

General Manager, Central/West Basin MWD
MWDSC Director, West Basin MWD
MWDSC Director, City of Fullerton
IvIWDSC Director, LADWP
MWDSC Director, City of Pasadena
MWDSC Director, San Diego Co. Water Authority
Engineer of Water Resources Planning, LADWP
Assistant General Manager, MWDSC
MWDSC Director, Calleguas MWD
General Manager, Western MWD of Riverside Co.
MWDSC Director, Chino Basin MWD
Assistant General Manager, MWDSC
General Manager, Calleguas MWD
MWDSC Director, Western MWD
Director, Plaruring Division, MWDSC
Director, Resou¡ces Division, MWDSC
Director, SIAIP and Conservation Div, MWDSC
General Manager, San Diego Co. Water Authority
General Manager, IvwVD of Orange County
General Manager, MWDSC

Sr. Vice President, Camp Dresser & McKee Inc.
Assistant to the General Manager, SDCWA
Ass't General Manager, Central/West Basin MWDs
Principal Gov. Affairs Representative, MWDSC
Assistant General Manager, MWD of Orange Co.
Assistant General Counsel, MWDSC
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Subgroup Recorders

Jeanne-Marie Bruno
Marti Farley
George Martin
Karl Seckel

Lynda Smith
Kevin Watticr

Project Manager
Anne E. Baker

Support Staff
Carrie Blade
Randall Collins
Lorrie Dove
Bob Gomperz
Steve Hirsch
Alice Maupin
Ken McSpadden
Jay Parks
Ch¡istel Strelecky
Meng Ti

Principal Engineer, MWDSC
Supervisor, Special Projects, MWDSC
Director of Water Conservation, LADWP
Ass't Mgt/District Engineer, lvtwD of Orange

Counfy
Associate Environmental Specialist, MWDSC
Regional Operations Manager, N{VVDSC

Executive Assistant for Strategic Poliry
Development, MWDSC

Office Services Assistant tr, MWDSC
Camera Technician, MWDSC
Administrative Analyst, MWDSC
Principal Public Affairs Representative, MWDSC
Resource Specialist, MWDSC
Assistant Civil Engrneer, MWDSC
Video Technician, MWDSC
Office Services Assistant II, MWDSC
Senior Public Affairs Represcntative, MWDSC
Telecommunications Technician, MWDSC
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METROPOLITAN WATER DISTRICT
OF

SOUTIIERN CALIFORNIA

INTEGRATED WATER RESOURCES PLAN ASSEMBLY

ASSEMBLY STATEMENT

At the close of their discussion, the participants of this Assembly reviewed
and adopted as a group the following statement. The statement represents general
agreement. However, no one was asked to sign it. Furthermore, it should not
be assumed that every participant subscribes to every recommendation.

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper presents the conclusions reached at an American Assembly on the Integrated
Water Resources Plan for Southern California. The Assembly was convened on June 9-11,
1994, at the Doubletree Hotel in San Pedro. (An overview of the Assembly procedures is
provided in Appendix 1.) Over one hundred people attended, excluding Assembly staff and
observers. Participants included members of the Board of Directors of the Metropolitan Water
District of Southern California (Metropolitan), Metropolitan's Member Agency managers,
Metropolitan senior staff, groundwater agency managers, and representatives of retail
subagencies that purchase water from Member Agencies. (A list of Assembly participants is
provided in Appendix 2.)

The Integrated Water Resources Plan Assembly was a follow-up to an October 1993
Assembly on Metropolitan's Strategic Plan. The 1993 Assembly dealt with such fundamental
issues as regional water policies, financing structures, and governance, and provided direction
for a number of Metropolitan's actions, including adoption of a foundation for a new revenue
structure, selection of criteria for resource evaluation, and formulation of initial business
practices and water management principles.
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The June 1994 Assembly focused on strategies for meeting the water needs of
Metropolitan's seryice area th¡ough the year 2020. Alternative strategies were delineated
through an Integrated Resources Planning (IRP) process. IRP is a technical methodology for
forecasting needs, assessing alternative supply options against explicit standards, and choosing
among different supply combinations.

The main questions the Assembly addressed were which resource mix to emphasize, and
how to implement it.

II. SOUTIIERN CALIFORNIA'S \ryATER SI]PPLY CHALLENGE

Southern California's water community is at a critical time in its history as a steward of
water resources. The region faces a growing gap between its water requirements and its firm
supplies. Increased environmental regulations and the attendant competition for water from
outside the region have resulted in reduced supplies of imported water. At the same time,
demand is rising within the region because of continued population growth. Shortages during
1991 highlighted the seriousness of the problem.

The water used in Southern California comes from a number of sources. About one-third
of it is found locally. The rest of the region's water is imported from three sources -- the
Colorado River, the Sacramento-San Joaquin River Delta, and the Owens Valley and Mono
Basin (through the I¡s Angeles Aqueducts). The ability of Southern California to secure the
same amount of imported water, much less a greater amount, is in question.

The region's population is forecast to increase from the current 15.7 million to about
19.5 million by year 2010, and to 21.5 million by year 2020. At present, between 195 and 215
gallons of water are consumed daily for municipal and industrial uses for every person living
in Southern California. Since the 1970s, the total regional water demand in Metropolitan's
5,139 square mile service area has increased from about 2.8 million acre-feet per year to about
3.5 million acre-feet per year in 1993. Based on normal conditions and full implementation of
water conservation measures, it is expected that regional demands will increase to just over 4.5
million acre-feet by year 2010, and to just over 5.0 million acre-feet by year 2020. During
very hot and dry years, demands could be as high as 4.9 million acre-feet in 2010, and 5.6
million acre-feet in year 2020,

The delivery of water to Southern California water consumers has been nearly 100
percent reliable in the past. However, as existing firm water supplies continue to decrease,
future reliability is uncertain. Even with a 15 percent reduction in demand due to full
implementation of conservation measures, the reliability of water deliveries during a drought
could fall to 50 percent by year 2000 without any additional water supply investments or
improvements. This would mean that there would be some type of shortage, on average, every
other year, and rationing in many of these years.
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III. THE IRP PROCESS

The agency that has traditionally had the lead role for meeting the region's supplemental
imported water needs is Metropolitan, a special district created in 1928 under State enabling
legislation. Metropolitan, through its staff, carries out many duties in connection with securing,
storing, distributing, treating, and f,rnancing water under Board policy for the region. It is a
confederation of 27 Member Agencies which purchase wholesale water from Metropolitan,
handle sub-regional distribution, and resell the water to other suppliers or directly to consumers.
The decisions of Metropolitan are made by a 51 member Board of Directors appointed by their
Member Agencies. The Directors are accountable to their appointing authorities, most of whom
are elected officials.

During the past two decades, Metropolitan has broadened its role not just to function as
a supplier of imported water, but also to play a part in region-wide water management.
Metropolitan has used financial incentives and other means to encourage its Member Agencies
to develop alternative water supplies and to become less dependent on Metropolitan for water
supplies. On their own and in response to Metropolitan's incentives, Member Agencies have
developed additional groundwater resources, promoted conservation, developed water
reclamation projects, and supported Metropolitan at the State and federal level to improve
imported supplies.

The IRP process was initiated to give the region as a whole the opportunity to examine
its water supply needs and options. The IRP process identified resource mixes that could meet
all of the wholesale water demands of Metropolitan's Member Agencies, except during the most
severe droughts. At those times, say one year in 50, Metropolitan would deliver no less than
80 percent of the imported water needed to meet wholesale demands within its service area, with
the difference made up by rationing or voluntary conservation measures.

The IRP process was designed to be open and participatory. Member Agencies and
groundwater agencies were actively involved in reviewing the methodology and results and in
establishing a technical framework. Also, acting on one of the recommendations from the 1993
Assembly, three open forums and th¡ee local agency workshops were held throughout Southern
California to review options and obtain input. Forum and workshop participants presented
recommendations to the IRP Assembly on the evening of June 9, the night preceding the
Assembly discussion process.

IV. RESOURCE N{IX FROM A REGIONAL PERSPECTIYE

The question posed by the IRP was where to put the emphasis along a continuum that
covers th¡ee basic resource-mix alternatives. At one end of the continuum is the strategy of
enhancing local supplies, through very aggressive water reclamation, groundwater development,
ocean desalination, and conservation beyond the current Best Management Practices (BMPs).
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At the other ènd is securing existing entitlements and additional imported water supplies through
Delta improvements and south-of-Delta storage. Between these extremes is the strategy of
balancing local and imported supplies, and storing seasonally available imported water in surface
reservoirs and groundwater basins for use later during droughs and periods of high demand (a
method referred to as "conjunctive use").

Each IRP mix assumed that water conservation would be implemented aggressively in
the region through BMPs, and that Metropolitan would use, at least to some extent, all available
strategies.

A. The Assembly participants agreed that the best resource combination for the
region is an intermediate mix. Some stated that this mix should lean toward cost-
effective local water development. All three of the alternative resource mixes
have similar costs over the next ten years (the cost estimates diverge substantially
beyond that), and all three meet the reliability goal. But an intermediate mix
provides the greatest diversity, adaptability, and flexibility.

B. However, in endorsing an intermediate mix, the participants are supporting
a general direction, not all of the specific items and goals included in the IRP
analysis. Maintaining an appropriate mix which meets the reliability goal is a
dynamic process requiring regular evaluation. The following list is a set of
suggested parameters:

1. Local supplies should be pursued to the point of
technical and economic feasibility. The region should make full
use of economically and environmentally feasible local water
supplies (such as groundwater, reclamation, and desalination) as

long as these are coupled with maintaining and enhancing a
dependable supply from the State Water Project (SWP).

2. Dependable supplies from the SWP have the potential to
be highly economical and because of tvater quality considerations,
are essential for successful implementation of local reclamation and
groundwater storage programs.

3. The Domenigoni Valley Reservoir Project, the Inland
Feeder, and groundwater and other local storage all work together
to meet overall water supply, emergency storage, and water quality
needs.

4. Supplies from the Colorado River Aqueduct should be
maximized, but steps should be taken to address water quality
impacts on local water resources development.
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C. Primary emphasis on either local resources or imported supplies has a number
of disadvantages. While heavy reliance on local resources might demonstrate that
Southern California is trying to solve its own problems in a responsible way, a
resource mix exclusively emphasizing local resources would:

1. Pose potential water quality problems. Without
substantial imported water to replenish local groundwater basins,
high total dissolved solids (TDS) in the Colorado River supplies
used for replenishment will cause degradation of groundwater. In
addition, high TDS limits the development of water reclamation.
These problems could be addressed with desalination, but
desalination is costly and creates environmental impacts.

2. Create problems of parochialism, particularly during
droughts. To the extent that local resources are unavailable to
meet regional needs, conflicts will occur during shortages between
those that have direct access to local resources and those that do
not.

D. The main problem associated with heavy reliance on imported water is
political and environmental risk. It is uncertain whether a resource mix
exclusively emphasizing imported supplies would allow Metropolitan to meet its
reliability goal. Due to the political and environmental risk, it is unlikely that
progress in the Delta can be made without substantial commitment to local
resource development and environmental protection.

E. Participants agree that all of the common regional resource requirements
should be pursued, including construction of the Domenigoni Valley Reservoir
Project and the Inland Feeder. However, a few participants are concerned that
the Domenigoni Valley Reservoir Project is not as cost-effective as competing
resources and may not benefit all equitably. The common regional resource
requirements are:

1. Urban Water Conservation. It is recommended that by
1996, all water agencies, private water companies, cities, and
other units of local government having water resource management
responsibilities in Southern California become signatories to, and
implement, the "Memorandum of Understanding Regarding Urban
Water Conservation in California. " It is estimated that the region
has conserved about 250,000 acre-feet per year (AFY) during 1980
to 1990 as a result of public education, residential and commercial
plumbing codes, and plumbing retrofits of shower heads and
toilets. The regional objective should be at least 750,000 AFY by
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the year 2010 as a result of fully implementing the Urban Water
Conservation Best Management Practices.

2. Water Reclamation. Currently, the region is using
about 250,000 AFY of reclaimed water for indirect uses such as
groundwater replenishment, and direct uses such as landscape
irrigation. The regional requirement should be at least 505,000
AFY by the year 2010, a two-fold increase in 15 years.

3. Groundwater Recovery and Treatment. Currently, at
least 10,000 AFY of brackish/contaminated groundwater is being
recovered in the region in order to increase annual groundwater
production. The regional requirement should be at least 50,000
AFY by the year 2010, a five-fold increase in 15 years.

4. Groundwater and Surface Storage. The recommended
regional requirement for groundwater storage is expansion of
current conjunctive management of local and imported water
supplies to develop at least 300,000 AFY of additional annual
production and 1,000,000 AFY of additional storage by year 2010.

The Domenigoni Valley Reservoir Project and Inland
Feeder should be established as critically needed projects for
Southern California to provide emergency, seasonal, and drought
storage. In addition, periodic reports should be prepared
documenting the status of Member Agency and subagency abilities
to meet the emergency needs resulting from a seven-day
Metropolitan outage.

5. Colorado River. Water transfers, water conservation,
water quality enhancement, groundwater storage programs, in-river
storage agreements, and available surplus and unused water should
be pursued to increase the reliability of Colorado River supplies
and provide full aqueduct delivery. Promote the creation and
maintenance of a Lower Basin coalition to actively support a multi-
species habitat conservation and protection program.

6. State Water Project. Southern California water
agencies should develop programs to conjunctively manage their
supplies from the SW? to increase use of supplies in time of
surplus, and reduce the need for direct deliveries from the Srù/P
during droughts or periods when significant impacts on fîsheries
could result. The first priority is to fully utilize storage of
imported supplies in Southern California. Conjunctive use
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programs should include developing cooperative SWP banking
programs outside of the Southern California region as well.
Southern California water agencies should commit to creating,
maintaining, and strengthening broad-based coalitions and actively
support a multi-species habitat conservation and protection
program for the Delta.

7. Water Transfers. Because water transfers play such
a critical role in meeting regional reliability, Southern California
water agencies should commit to the establishment of a fully
functional and efficient water market for the voluntary transfer of
water between willing buyers and sellers. The recommended
regional requirement for water transfers should be at least 300,000
AFY available by year 2010. Further evaluations are needed to
determine the optimal strategies for using water transfers for
consumptive and storage replenishment needs.

8. Desalination. Southern California currently invests in
desalination of brackish groundwater. The region should support
pilot programs to develop cost-effective ocean desalination
technology and its applications.

F. The resource requirements described above are intended to provide a
foundation for further analysis aimed at defining optimal goals and facilities for
a comprehensive regional water resources plan.

G. Metropolitan should make sure that regional expenditures produce regional
benefits. Metropolitan should also evaluate its current programs of technical and
financial assistance to local agencies to assure that fïnancial burdens and regional
benefits are equitably balanced.

V. MEMBER AGENCY EQIIITY

The participants generally recognized that an intermediate mix provides the greatest
benefits to the largest number of Member Agencies. While an intermediate mix is preferable
for the region as a whole, it has the potential, unless its financing and management are carefully
structured, to create a number of serious inequities. Metropolitan is addressing many of these
issues with its new rate structure, but there are underlying and differing concerns that this rate
structure is not achieving necessary equity, and this may become more troublesome as the IRP
and its associated capital program are implemented. The issues need to be addressed before
closure is reached on the financial program required to implement the IRP.

l
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A. Regional funding of programs to develop local water resources poses a
challenge when trying to determine costs and benefits. on the one hand, when
funding is coming from a regional source, the expectation is that a commensurate
regional benefit should be produced. On the other hand, when local resources are
developed solely with local expenditures, there should be no regional obligation.

B. Some Member Agencies have made investrnents in the past based on existing
Metropolitan policies and financial incentive programs, but now these policies and
progr¿rms are potentially changing. There is concern that these agencies should
be able to depend on a consistent policy and that Metropolitan should honor all
current contracts.

c. As an intermediate mix is refined and implemented, methods must be
developed to assure that all Member Agencies and subagencies implement BMPs.
All of the alternative resource mixes assumed that BMPs would be widely used,
but the voluntary nature of the BMP program weakens its effectiveness in the
region. Clear consequences for nonparticipation, including financial
disincentives, should be established.

D. One of the essential ingredients to equity is a strong drought management
plan. Metropolitan must have the political will to implement its policies. The
drought management plan must assure that conservation is rewarded and not
penalized. The equitability of providing regional incentives for local resource
development is realized in a drought when the local water is produced for
regional benefit.

VI. BALANCING REGIONAL BENEFTTS AND MEMBER AGENCY
EQTIITY

In developing an IRP, the real questions facing the region are "Sg! to do?" and "How
to do it?" The advantages of an intermediate mix and the need to move forward on the common
regional resource requirements are rather obvious. The problem, though, is doing so in a way
that shares costs equitably, protects the viability of both Metropolitan and the Member Agencies,
takes into account past investments by Member Agencies, and provides for both predictability
and flexibility.

A. while some participants felt that the reliability goal might be low, the
Assembly participants endorsed the reliability goal set by Metropolitan as a
reasonable balance between cost and level of service. The participants also agreed
that the goal should be periodically re-evaluated.

B. However, several aspects of the goal need to be kept in mind:
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1. Metropolitan is setting the goal at the wholesale level,
in the sense that the goal reflects Metropolitan providing
supplemental water to Member Agencies. However, the actual
level of reliability at the retail level could vary substantially,
depending on the extent to which local resources are shared
regionally. Regional sharing of local resources could reduce
differences in local retail reliability.

2. T\e goal does not address how Metropolitan will deal
with the critical issue of resource allocation during droughts. This
issue has implications both for public perceptions of the reliability
goal and for how the burden will be shared.

C. Metropolitan should develop an explicit policy on wheeling. The policy
should state the criteria under which wheeling is allowed.

D. The following steps should be taken to promote regional equity

1. Metropolitan and its Member Agencies must develop a
drought management plan. In addition to being consistently
enforced, the plan should address:

a. How regional investrnents in local
resources are to be shared;

b. When supplies will be intermpted; and

c. How limited imported supplies will be
allocated.

2. Consideration should also be given to developing policies

a. Recognizing Member Agencies' past
investments to develop their local resources;

b. Resolving the issue of preferential rights
in light of current financial policy; and

c. Requiring the adoption and
implementation of BMPs throughout the region.

on
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VII. FINAI\CING ANTD IMPLEMENTATION

A. A variety of strategies should be pursued to finance and implement an
intermediate resource mix. These strategies should uphold the following business
principles.

1. Financial Integrity. Investments by Metropolitan,
Member Agencies, and other water providers that are consistent
with the IRP process should be accompanied by a mutual
commitment of reliable revenue sources that recover the fixed and
nonvariable operational and capital costs of those investrnents.

Discussion: Ensuring reliable revenue sources is critical to
maintaining Metropolitan's currently high bond rating. This does
not require that Metropolitan cover 100 percent of fixed costs with
fxed revenues. The revenue stream should be diversifîed and
include alternative fixed sources.

2. Fairness. Metropolitan should provide comparable
access to reliable water service to each of its Member Agencies,
recognizing that all Member Agencies have a benefÏcial interest in
Metropolitan's system and investments.

Discussion: This principle is particularly important to
drought management. It implies that mutual benefit to the region,
rather than local ownership, should have higher consideration
when ensuring each of the Member Agencies comparable access to
reliable and quality water service.

3, Equity and Value. Metropolitan's fees and charges for
the delivery of water service should be set in a manner that
establishes a clear and proportionate relationship between the cost
of service to Member Agencies and the value of the benefits that
are provided to them by Metropolitan. A clear connection must be
established between the f,rnancial incentives and the benefit to the
region, and Metropolitan must have the ability to assure that the
benefit is delivered.

Discussion: In order to maintain a clear connection
between the financial incentives and the benefit to the region,
Metropolitan should establish performance requirements that are
flexible enough to allow Member Agencies to meet their
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obligations. In addition, these incentives should be market-driven.
The consequences of non-performance should be clear.

Consistent behavior by Metropolitan is critical for local
resource development.

4. Operating Integrity. The operaring integrity of
Metropolitan's system should be maintained. The use of
Metropoliøn's system for the transmission of non-Metropolitan
water supplies (wheeling) should be provided as long as there is no
reduction in the level of service, including water quality and
capacity, to any Member Agency, and wheeling must not negative-
ly impact the rates or charges to any other Member Agencies.

B. The following regional water management principles should be upheld in a
manner consistent with the business principles outlined above.

1. Water Conservation. Water conservation is a priority
in any resource strategy developed for Southern California. All
governmental agencies, private industry, and the public have a

stewardship responsibility for the wise and efficient use of water.
In that context, all water agencies, private water companies, cities,
and other units of local govemment having water resource
management responsibilities in Southern California share a
responsibility to implement the Urban Water Conservation BMPs.

Discussion: This principle should be the foundation of an
intermediate resource mix. BMPs should be supported with
effective incentives and disincentives to encourage implementation
by all Member Agencies. I-egislative initiatives also should be
considered to ensure implementation of BMPs.

2. Water Reclamation. To fully maximize the benefits of
available water supplies, beneficial reuse of imported and local
water is a critical priority. Metropolitan and other water agencies
in Southern California must take active steps to support and
encourage implementing water reclamation projects. These steps
should include seeking legislation which facilitates water
reclamation activities. The goal is to develop water reclamation
supplies throughout the region and thereby increase the efficient
use of available water.

3. Groundwater Recovery. Recovery and management of
degraded groundwater is a developing supply strategy and should
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continue to be encouraged to improve utilization of aquifers.
Unified management strategies should be encouraged locally and
statewide,

4. Groundwater Storage. For much of Southern
California, groundwater basins are the foundation of the local
water delivery system. Historically, groundwater supplies were the
only supply for many communities, and today they serve as the
transmission "pipeline" and storage reservoir for a significant
portion of the imported supplies delivered to the region. The
groundwater basins should be managed conjunctively with the
available imported water supplies to provide regional storage
benefits, including seasonal (or peaking management) regulation,
drought and cmergency supplies. Given that storage of imported
supplies in groundwater basins is critical to providing emergency
and drought storage benefits on a regional basis, all communities
that overlie a groundwater basin have a responsibility to participate
in mutually beneficial progrÍrms to achieve coordinated
management of groundwater and other sources of supply. By the
same token, the economic value of groundwater storage should be
recognized.

5. Surface Storage Development. Metropolitan has a
responsibility to provide regional surface storage and conveyance
facilities sufficient to meet operational storage, emergency,
seasonal regulation, and drought storage requirements, as well as
improved use of groundwater basins for storage. Member
Agencies and subagencies are responsible for providing the local
emergency storage or interconnections with other agencies needed
to meet their needs during a seven-day Metropolitan service
outage.

6. Colorado River. Maintaining a full Colorado River
Aqueduct and addressing associated water quality issues is of
paramount importance, both short-term and long-term.
Implementation of innovative water conservation, conjunctive use,
and land fallowing programs with Imperial, Coachella, and Palo
Verde irrigation districts, any entities which have entitlements to
Colorado River water, and the federal government will continue to
be a high priority. In addition, developing cooperative
anangements with Nevada and Arizona water agencies will
become increasingly important to optimize utilization of the Lower
Basin's apportionment.
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7. State lVater Project. Realizing that Metropolitan's
SWP entitlement is also important, a critical issue facing California
is managing the Sacramento-San Joaquin River Delta estuary in a
manner that can preserve the envi¡onmental resources and balance
the multiple uses of its water resources. southern california shourd
actively support a federal/State policy framework for protecting the
Delta through water quality standards and implementation of a
long-term management program that balances all the uses of the
Delta's water resources, minimizes harm to fisheries, and allows
for water transfers.

8. Water Transfers. Water marketing and voluntary
transfers should continue to be promoted and implemented in a
manner that protects the environment, local rural communities, and
other interests. Water transfers in California should be
accomplished with a commitrnent to efficient use of existing
supplies.

9. Desalination and Demineralization. Desalination is
relatively expensive but may be an important water supply strategy
in the 21st century. The region should support forward-looking
demonstration projects to evaluate the "true" costs and benefits of
emerging ocean desalination technologies. These demonstration
projects should be cooperative research and development programs
with the State and federal govemments, electric utilities and water
agencies.

C. A specific resources program should be developed out of the IRP in
accordance with the business principles, and support from the community should
be sought. Ongoing public information and outreach programs are vital to the
IRP process, particularly when any rate increases are required, but great care
must be taken when spending money for this purpose. Local, State, and federal
officials should all be involved in informing the public. Public information
should focus on the need to conserve water resources and the need for increased
reliability.

D. New governing structures are not needed to implement the IRP. All water
agencies, private water companies, cities, and other units of local government
having water resource management responsibilities in Southern California should
work cooperatively to meet its objectives, and Metropolitan should function as the
facilitator and coordinator of this process. Interagency agreements, contracts, and
memoranda of understanding are tools that can be used to ensure implementation.
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Appendix I

OVERVIE\ry OF
TIIE INTEGRATED \ryATER RESOURCES PLAN ASSEMBLY

The Integrated Water Resources Plan Assembly brought together 103 water leaders who were
members of Metropolitan's Board of Directors, Member Agencies, Metropolitan senior staff,
groundwater agency managers, and representatives of retail subagencies that purchase water from
Member Agencies to focus on strategies delineated through the IRP process for meeting the water needs
of Metropolitan's service area through the year 2020. The main questions addressed were
Metropolitan's reliability goal, which resource mix to emphasize in the IRP, and how to implement it.

The format for the Integrated Water Resources Plan Assembly was based on the American
Assembly process, which is a procedure designed to reach consensus on controversial and complex
issues of interest to diverse parties. The American Assembly started with President Eisenhower at
Columbia University in the 1950s.

Central to the success of the Integrated V/ater Resources Plan Assembly was the Steering
Comminee composed of representatives of constituency groups participating in the Assembly. The
Steering Comminee members for the Assembly included the following: Metropolitan Board Members -

- Charles D. Barker, James H. Blake, Alf W. Brandt, Timothy F. Brick, Christine M. Frahm,
Ted Grandsen, Bill Hill, Lois B. Krieger; Member Agency Managers -- Richard W. Arwater,
Gerald A. Gewe, Donald L. Harriger, Donald R. Kendall, I-ester A. Snow, Stanley E. Sprague; and
Metropolitan Management -- John R. Wodraska, Duane L. Georgeson, F. Wiley Horne, Debra C. Man,
Edward C. Means, and Tim Quinn. The Steering Committee was responsible for planning and
coordinating the Assembly. The key issue questions considered by the Assembly participants were
developed by the Steering Committee. Metropolitan staff and a private consultant developed background
papers that were reviewed, modif,red, and approved by the Steering Committee. The background papers
provided Assembly participants with informationessential to understanding the key issues and alternative
strategies for addressing the key issues.

During the evening of first day of the Assembly, Metropoliøn staff provided a background
session on its IRP process. In addition, presentations were made by the reporters from the three open
forums and three local agency workshops which were held throughout Southern California to review
options and obtain input on the IRP process. On the second day of the Assembly, the Assembly
participants, divided into six working groups, considered the key issue questions and developed positions
and recommendations. Each working group had a preassigned facilitator and recorder. At the end of
the second day, the facilitators and recorders met to construct the draft Assembly Statement which was
based on the positions and recommendations of the working groups. On third day of the Assembly, the
draft Assembly Statement was reviewed by all participants, and the full Assembly, led by the Assembly
facilitator, Dr. I¿nce deHaven-Smith, worked through the document. Revisions and/or changes to
specific wording in the document were made by the full Assembly, and agreement was reached at that
time on specific language that was adopted in the Assembly Statement.



Nane of Particioant
Alario, Edward
Arakawa, Steve N.
Arant, Gary
Atwater, Richard W.
Bangham, Bill
Bannister, Wesley M.
Barker, Charles D.
Becker, Bert H.
Beuhler, Mark D.
Blake, James H.,
Blevins, Melvin L.
Boen, Doyle F.
Brick, Timothy F.
Colbaugh, Jim
Cook, Hunter T.
Corley, Ray E.
Deaton, Ron
Dorff, Karen E.
Drake, Michael S.

Ferguson, David
Foley, John V.
Frahm, Christine M.
Frei, Jim
French, Dwight F.
Froelich, Donald
Georgeson, Duane L.
Gewe, Gerald
Glancy, Jim
Grandsen, Ted
Griffen, Harry,
Gutierrez, Mike
Harriger, Donald L.
Harry, Lee J.

Hazel, Gary J.
Hennigar, John F.
Hill, Bill M.
Hoagland, John E.
Hogan, Steve
Horne, Wiley F.
Ibbetson, E. Thornton
Ivey, Gilbert F.
Kazarian, Bob
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ASSEMBLY PARTICIPANTS

Affiliated Agency
City of Anaheim
MWDSC
Valley Center MWD
Central/West Basin MWD
Raymond Basin Management Board
MWDSC Director, MWDOC
MWDSC Director, rù/est Basin MWD
MWDSC
MWDSC
MWDSC Director, City of Fullerton
LADWP
MWDSC Director, Eastern MWD
MV/DSC Director, City of Pasadena
I:s Virgenes MWD
Coastal MWD
MWDSC
City of Los Angeles
MV/DSC
City of San Fernando
City of Long Beach
MV/DSC Director, MWDOC
MWDSC Director, SDCV/A
[¿ Habra Heights County Water Agency
MWDSC Director, Chino Basin MWD
City of Glendale
MWDSC
LADWP
City of l¿kewood
MWDSC Director, Calleguas MV/D
MWDSC Director, SDCWA
Southern California Water Company
Western M\ryD of Riverside County
MWDSC Director, City of Santa Ana
MWDSC
Rancho California Water District (EMWD)
MWDSC Director, Chino Basin MÌWD
Elsinore Valley MWD
City of San Diego
MWDSC
MWDSC Director, Central Basin MrWD
MWDSC
MWDSC Di¡ector, City of Anaheim
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Kemp, Karl
Kendall, Donald R.
Kennedy, Ronald
King, Jerry A.
Krauel, Francesca M.
Krieger, Lois B.
I-ewinger, Keith
Lindhout, Livey
Little, Edward C.
Magoffin, Linn
Malburg, læonis C,
Malinowski, Jay W.
Man, Debra C.
Marott, Janet E.
Mason, Dale
McMurray, Wayne T.
Means, Edward G.
Meyer, Henry J.

Miller, Patrick H.
Mills Jr., Milon
Mills, William R. Jr.
Milne, Bruce J.

Moret, Katherine W.
Morris, John T,

Morse, Gary A.
Mundy, John
Mylne, John M., III
Norman, John W.
O'Neil, William T.
Osborne, Wayne S.

Palmer, Ronald C.
Parker, Joseph
Peterson, Glen D.
Quinn, Timothy
Reed, Christine E.
Schaich, Chuck
Schempp, Robert
Shollenberger, Thomas E.
Snow, Iæster
Snyder, Gary M.
Soltz, Roberta M.
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ASSEMBLY PARTICIPANTS (CON'T)

Affiliated Agency
Mesa Consolidated Water District
Calleguas MWD
El Toro Water District
MWDSC Director, MWDOC
MWDSC Director, SDCWA
MWDSC Director, Vy'est. MWD of Riverside Co
Otay Water District
MIWDSC
MWDSC Director, West Basin MWD
Main San Gabriel Basin Watermaster
MWDSC Director, Central Basin MWD
MWDSC
MWDSC
MWDSC
MWDSC Director, SDCWA
MWDSC Director, Coastal MWD
MWDSC
MWDSC Dircctor, City of Long Beach
MWDSC Director, Calleguas MWD
City of San Diego
Orange County Water District
MWDSC Director, Three Valleys MWD
MWDSC Director, LADWP
MWDSC Director, Calif-American

Water Co., San Marino
MWDSC Director, Central Basin MV/D
City of Santa Monica
MWDSC Director, \ilest. MWD of Riverside Co.
Water Replenishment District of So. Calif.
MWDSC Director, Foothill MWD
City of Fountain Valley
Foothill MWD
MWDSC Direcror, SDCWA
MWDSC Director, Las Virgenes MWD
MWDSC
MWDSC Director, City of Santa Monica
City of Torrance
MWDSC
Cucamonga County Water District
SDCWA
MWDSC
MWDSC
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ASSEMBLY PARTICTPANTS (CON'T)

Name of Particioant
Sprague, Stanley E.
Stamper, Larry L.
Stassi, Ronald V.
Stuart, Charles L.
Tamble, Terry
Taylor, Greg
Thomas, Brian G.
Underbrir¡k, Tom
Watton, Mark W.
Wein, George
Westdyke, Robert G.
Wickser, Jim
rù/itt, Kenneth H.
Wodraska, John R.
Wong, Benjamin
rù/orley, Tim
Wright, Bill
Wysbeek, Doude
Young, Michael B.
Young, Ronald E.

Affiliated Asencv
MWDOC
MWDSC Director, City of Burbank
City of Burbank
MWDSC Director, West Basin MWD
California V/ater Service Company
MWDSC
MWDSC
City of Pasadena
MWDSC Director, SDCÌü/A
MWDSC Director, LADWP
Chino Basin MWD
LADWP
MWDSC Direcror, MWDOC
MWDSC General Manager
City of Oxnard
Th¡ee Valleys MÌWD
MWDSC Director, City of Torrance
MWDSC Director, City of San Fernando
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Principal Government Affairs Representative, MWDSC
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Supervisor, Special Projects, MWDSC
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Regional Operations Manager, MWDSC
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